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M I N E R A L W 0 R K 
JOHANNES !SAACI HOLLANDI 

In which are contained the drawings of his secret fur
naces and several other vessels and instruments mentioned 
in others of his writings; in addition to other excel lent 
secret techniques . 

Translated fran It::M Genran into High Gernan by a skilled fancier 
of 

Hermetic Philosophy 

PREFACE BY THE TRANSLATOR 
Dear reader, after the third part of the Mineral Work of the great 

philosopher Johannes Isaac HoUandus, of which nothing has heretofore 
been m:mtioned in any book, cane into my hands , I imnediately decided to 
translate it into our High German language for your benefit. Many a man 
might not have done it, but might have kept it for himself . I, however , 
do not consider this right, but believe it to be everyone ' s duty to fur
ther the cc:mron gcx:d to the best of one's ability, which furtherance is 
done in no small measure by making available to people the writings of 
the wise iren, so that they, when reading then, are irrluced similarly to 
strive for wisdan, art and virtue, and to appeal for those to the giver 
of those gifts. 

If, then, Hollandus is a:>nsidered one of the wisest in natural 
sciences who ever lived .in Christendan, it is right that his writings 
should also be diligently brought to light and not withhels , as is 
unfortunately no doubt done by sane; because one cannot learn anything 
of his great Opere vegetabiZi--which is no doubt a magnificent intri
cate .b:x:>k, because everywhere reference is made to it and over 300 
chapters of it are quoted- but not of his Opere animaZi. One can only 
assume, therefore, that these and others of his writings , of which one 
knows nothing yet, are suppressed and withheld by envious persons; but 
how right such a p:rocedure is every fancier can see by the fact that 
when he hears of a gcx:d and useful book, he wishes and would like the 
CMner to let him read i t too. 

Well , then ! If you like others to treat you in this way, treat 
them likewise with what you have, according to the express cx::mnarrlrcent 
of our I.Drd: What you wish others to do unto you, do unto then. 'Ihus 
I hear that a man of high rank is withholding the Vegetable Book of the 
dearest man, Paracelsus, nor does he allow anyone to copy anything fran 
it. '!hose must be devil ish rnirrls which, so to speak, rob the public 
gcx:d. Listen, you envi ous rronster, no matter who you are, you who have 
the alrlacity to withhol d sanething written for the general public by 
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such highly gifted men. Have then these same authors written for the 
pw:p::>se that you should conceal and hide it? And not rather that the 
general public and the hareland, also its dear children, the descendants, 
might be ~roved by it? If their intention had been to keep their gifts 
secret and hidden, they might well have saved thansel ves the trouble of 
writing. 
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But I am afraid that this reflection will be little heeded by such 

envious persons; for wtnever does not take note of the terrible threat of 
Christ (which will cane true still rrru.ch rrore assuredly than we see heaven 
and earth before our eyes) that the servant who buries his talent will be 
thrown into utterrrost darkness, will take much less note of our unimpor
tant words . We will therefore leave them to their pJisonous minds and 
take care of ourselves, that we may do our duty with the help of C'...od , by 
whose impulse I , as rrentionerl, have rrost diligently translaterl this trea
tise fran Dutch into High German, have copied all figures rrost exactly, 
and sent everything to be printerl. 

And I rope, if it pleases God, next also to publish Hollandus ' 
"Opus vegetabi Ze " of the wine. Alt:oough it has been published in I.a.ti ti ·· 
in Arnheirn, I have disa::>vered, by ccmparing it with the Dutch manuscript , 
that it has not been translated a::>rrectly. Besides , it is not canplete, 
but the second part is still missing, not to speak of the fact that one 
can hardly get it any longer, which deficiences we hope to canpensate for . 

Concerning our Hollandus, I cannot really know at what time he 
liverl, but I have heard fran a noble ahemiao that he liverl at the time of 
the l atter ' s grandfather with whan, as he was also an excellent philoscr 
pher, he was linkerl in great friendship, just as with yet another great 
possessor of the secrets. 'Ihose three great masters were very f arcous at 
that tirre . This, and other circumstances, allow us to assume that Hollan
dus had no doubt k:nCMn Paracelsus , but that he was probably rather old at 
the time of Paracelsus ' youth (1493?- 1541) • The same is probably true of 
Basilius VaZentinus , that he also still liverl when Paracelsus was yolmg, 
although the high-minded Helrront states in the ' Traatat t ria prima Chymi
corum prinaipia' that Paracel sus was 150 years yormger than Basilius Val
entinus , and that his invention of the three ChemiaaZ PrinaipZes had been 
a plagiarism. I t is , however easy to prove by Basilius Valentinus him
self that that opinion i s wrong, since Basilius teaches a ranedium in his 
TriimphaZ Char>iot for the French disease, which then just occurred. But 
that disease starterl only about the 15th century, and neither Basilius 
nor Paracelsus a:mld therefore have written twenty years apart fran each 
other. And assuning that Basilius and Holl andus wrote twenty years pri or 
to Paracelsus, we can nevertheless not assume that their writings were im
m:di.ately published, so that Paracelsus could have copied fran then and 
interlarderl his writings with then. 

It is also true that they have their knCMlerlge fran others than 
Paracelsus, and nooe of then can be said to be the inventor of the three 
Chemical Principles and others with which they deal~ for it can be proved 
by very old l::x:X>ks that the supposed third prinaipiwn of the alcaline ash
sal t which i s in all things in the fire , has been k:nCMil and userl by ahymiai 
since tirne irmarorial, though the schools did not classify it arroung the 
a::>lumn.s of the principles, as they are today being taught in tie l::x:X>ks of 
our guild. Yet it rray well be that Paracelsus consulted orally with these 
highly- illuminaterl nen and that they guiderl him to greater scientifi c k:nCM
lerlge, since Paracelsus traveled in many countries lcoking for the Art, and 
was not a.shame:i to learn fran sane nen. He coold also have agreed with than 
in his writings without their instruction, an:1 be equally talented like them. 
Just so other Adepti have written consonantly in various nati ons not known 
to each other, especially since Paracelsus did not lack in any way in incan
parable ingeniousness as his praeaeptor, Salomon Trismosin , recognized. and 
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predicted in his school years that his dl.sciple, Philipp Hohenheiroer 
would yet turn into a wonder of the 'WOrld, as did in fact happen. 

I.et that be as it may, no one can have a great gift fran anywhere 
but fran Gerl, whan we should also thank for it and pray to him with all 
out heart that he might further endow bright-shining men, such as would 
be highly necessary for the crumbling and horribly confused Church mat
ters, for restoring obedience and faith to order and hannony, so that 
the miserable yelling of the . ravening wolves; here, there, over there 
is Christ - according to our religion you will be saved - would care to 
an end; and instead the age-old holy a:i;:ostolic life would again be set 
in notion by wise men sent by Gerl; for by their splendid di vine gifts 
and calls to unity we know that teachers care fran Gerl. 

In contradistinction, dispersion, confusion, disorder, manyhead
E;dness, and countless sects are a sign of the ravening-wolf kind. One 
should justly learn to notice and understand that Gcrl is not a Gcrl of 
confusion and disorder but of order and peace, and that he reccmnended 
pna· left to us peace on the occasion of his last farewell. It is surely 
a pity that one listens to such miserable wretches of sectarians, allow
ing oneself to becane so deplorably separated from the bond of perfec
tion, that is, fran love and unity; since it is publicly knCMn that such 
lawlers do not understand small earthly things, how then can they have 
recognized the heavenly things never seen, as our Lord likewise argued: 
If you do not believe when I speak to you of earthly things, how would 
you believe if I speak to you of heavenly things? As if he wished to 
say that, whoever is blind for earthly things which he sees everyday, 
rrn.lSt necessarily be blinder and rcore ignorant for heavenly things which 
no human eye has ever seen. 
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This incontestably awlies to the sectarians, in whan not one spark 
of di vine pc:wer, wisdcm and virtue is shining, but who only resorts to 
their sheep's coats. If they were so eager to preach, they would prob
ably do so before unbelieving heathens, which they do not do, however. 
May the Merciful Gcrl graciously deliver his Church fran such· vermin; 
with these words enough of this. 

For the rest I request and adrronish anyone to whan it applies , that 
if Divine Providence has put one or another edifying writing l.ll'lder his 
care, he make such likewise available for the camon good, to which it 
belongs. Why would he needlessly expJSe himself to suffer the judgment 
of the man who hid his talent, while instead, by surrendering his talent 
to the exchange-bank, he can make himself agreeable to Gerl and pious per
sons, I, for lI'!Y part, will earnestly endeavor to recognize such honesty 
as a favor bestowe::J. up::m me in speaie and a Grace of Gerl to be earned to 
the best of one' s ability. With this, may the Orristian reader fare well, 
and may he be sincerely a::mnended to Divine Grace. 



PREFACE OF THE TRANSLATOR - NB 

let it be known to the reader that the arrangerent of the chapters 
in this tractate has not been done by BoZZandus himself but by me , for 
better retention. Otherwise, hcMever, I have kept to his style word by 
\'JOrd. Apart fran this, let it be said to the thoughtless as a sincere 
warning that they should not tmdertake the processes herein described 
and work wi thout reflection according to the letter; otherwise, I will 
not accept any guilt if they burn their hands. It is better first to 
laror with the head and to understand the meaning of the Sages through 
studying rather than through the harrl and expenses. 'llle Sages have 
another Mereuris than the oomron, which is like the other but very dif
ferent in quality. '!his must be obtained through the old Saturnus, 
which carries the sign of the world. 
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CHAPTER I 
My child , the philosophers followed nature and first put 

all things in water, without any feoes, before they used them 

in the Chymical Art . Similarly, the philosophers also looked 

for the earth in the water, just as God Almighty first put the 

earth into the water; and they did find the earth in the water, 

which they then called their precious and dear stone, since the 

beginning of all things is of earth . That is why one must take 

one's earth, prepare i t and make it fertile, before sowing into 

it; for without preparation it cannot bear fruit, because by it

self it is cold and dry . If, therefore, it is not moistened by 

rain and warmed by the sun, it cannot produce fruit. On the 

other hand, if it is burnt by the sun , it is also sterile; that 

is why it must be of t he right temperature, not too hot, not too 

cold, not too dry, not too moist . To this end, the masters in

vented an Aquafort, with which to make the earth hot and moist . 

In this they dissolved their earth , not pouring on it more 

strong water (Aquafort) than required . The philosophers write 

about it as follows: 

If our stone is too dry , it brings forth no fruit ; i f it 

is too humid , it drowns t he fruit; if it is too hot , it evapo

rates. That is why the eart h or the stone must not get more 

Aquafort than is necessary to dissolve it. Otherwise it will 

become either t oo hot , or too moist , or t oo volatile . For al

though the stone or the earth is fixed , the spirits of sal t 

petre will nevertheless cause the stone or the earth to rise 

with them . This is the reason why the philosophers say: If 

the spirit is stronger than the corpus, it will cause the 

corpus to rise with it; but if you give too little aquafort 
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to the earth , it will become all too dry and unable to bear 

fruit. No real weight can be prescribed, for in everything 

weight is nothing but giving all things their necessaries of 

life, and no more, no less . 

CHAPTER II 
When then the earth has been dissolved in such a way, it 

is ready to receive the seed and to bring forth fruit a thou-

sandfold. If this nature is followed, as has been shown be-

fore: all things must first have been water, before God put 

their earth in water. From this the wise men understood that 

the earth had to be pulled out of the water. But what is this 

earth? One understands thereby the seed, that is , such a seed 

as you would like to harvest . Therefore , do not look in a 

thing for what is not in it , for from a man again comes a man, 

etc. 

The philosophers took for their stone a thing that was 

perfect and which was above the four elements, which cannot 

be corrupted either in water, or in air , or in earth , or in 

fire, which alone is gold, seven times purified, cemented by 

cementum regale, and silver and mercury cemented in this way . 

Then they put these together and cleansed tqem of their im

purity, clear as crystal , that is ,() J) and ~ , which be

come red as gold; and they sought to make an elixir from the 

gold, in the following manner: 

CHAPTER I I I 
... \ 

My child, take pure mercury , put it into an oven - vessel , 

upon a furnace with moderate fire, for six weeks, until its 

moisture, if it has too much of it, be dried up; consequently , 

that it be between fixed and not fixed, and it be possible to 
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rightly amalgamate with it. Then they took as much gold or sil

ver, prepared by cementing, and amalgamated it with the mercurius, 

just enough to amalgamate and no more. Thereupon they put it in

to a glass vessel and put it into the furnace of the wise, or in 

tripode, and gave it moderate heat, just as if one were to keep 

lead in flux without getting hard - for 9 days. After that, 

they took it out, and it was a dark powder(*in the Dutch ori

ginal it is written "a Persian powder"). 

Then they again gave it as much mercury as for the first 

amalgamation, and amalgamated it, so that it came alive again. 

They put in into the vessel as before, and again heated it for 

9 days as previously . They repeated this four or five times, 

or as often as necessary to keep the amalgamate alive and no 

longer turning into a powder . Then the gold or silver has 

drunk suffi ciently of the mercurius . 

Now they took 'a large glass vessel that was very thick, 

and they put the amalgamate into it . They put a helm on with 

a big head , as b i g as a man ' s head , in addi t i on to three or 

four noses. To ·every nose they luted a big recipient , and 

heated moderately for 3 days. A.fter this, they gave a strong

er fire for 3 days. Then they made the vessel burning hot for 

12 hours. Thus they sublimated all that could be subl imated, 

but they took care that the vessel was quite tight , because 

of the lac virginis , which goes over each time and drips in 

the recipients . They kept this lac virginis well stoppered 

t i ll they put the stone into putrefaction. After t hat, they 

allowed it to cool down , removed the helm and the subl imated 

matter. They put the feces into a stone mortar , added the 
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sublimate, together with salt and vinegar, till it again be

came an amalgamate. That they washed with common water. But 

if it did not come alive, they added a little of the mercury 

and put the amalgamation to sublimate as before. This they 

did so long till everything rose together through the subli

mation. In the manner just related the corpus was overpowered 

and rid of its crudeness, and made spiritual .•. 

CHAPTER IV 
The above- mentioned is the first ordinance of the philos

ophers, and it is an augmentation of the corpus. If now you 

wish to make an augment of this white or red chalk (or lime) , 

put it in such a glass (No. 1 of plate pg.· 14) and that into a 

furnace . Revolve the glass , and again, so as to fix it . 

(figieren). Then you have gold or silver, according to your 

work. 

CHAPTER V 
If, however, you wish to make the philosopher's stone, 

take this fixed aalaem which has been coagulated in this way, 

and imbibire (saturate or imbibe) it with the aforementioned 

Zaa virginis . Take it to a furnace and put it into a vessel 

with ashes or sand. Then take ~ coagulated with alaali , 

that is , 2 parts of alaali and one part of sat ammoniac . Put 

them together on your furnace to sublimate . Repeat this sub

limation till the ~ stays fixed on the bottom . During the 

night, let it dissolve on a stone in cold air; during the day, 

in a cold cellar that is humid. Drench the silverlime with 

this water. Repeat it seven times, drying it each time in a 

"Cupel" with ashes. Then dissolve it in balneo or horse dung , 
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for 40 days, in an open vessel. Now take it out, pour off 

what has been dissolved, and put what stays at the bottom on 

a furnace as before. Again drench it with saZ ammoniac water. 

Do that 7 times , as before, and let it again dissolve as be-

fore. Repeat until everything is dissolved. 

Now coagulate it and turn it into a subtile (subtle) 

powder. Put it into a broad vessel, thick as a thumb; let 

calcinate in tripode for 21 days; then take it out and set 

to putrefactio, or into the balneum , for 40 days. In be

tween those 40 days you must nourish your medicine with 

good food of gold or silver. Once you have added it, close 

your vessel and set it to putrefy; and feed it till it is 

satiated, for the medicine has become so subtle that it 

would conswne itself and come to naught if it were not 

nourished, the red with gold, the white with silver. l'\lhen 

the p i eces no longer dissolve, close the vessel and let it 

stand thus for another 7 days. Then open your vessel, and 

throw yet another little piece into it to see if it gets 

still dissolved. Look for this every 6 or 7 days till the 

40 days are over; then take it out and set it to coagulate. 

Now your philosophical stone is prepared , all metals trans-

muted into gold or silver. 

CHAPTER VI 
. . .. . .. . ·· ····· . 

How TO PREPARE SILVER FOR THE STONE , 
AND Irs Foon 

My child, let us now consider what thing Hermes and his 

descendants found of which they made their perfect stone. 

They took fine gold and fine silver, as it comes from the 

Minera , and as nature had cooked it, since the seed must be 



good, if the fruit is to be good. You cannot take any kind 

of seed for which a fruit is to grow for itself. For what

ever seed you sow, such kind you will reap. Do not, there

fore , look in a thing for what is not in it, as said before. 

And they cemented their gold and silver, i . e., gold 

(was cemented) 7 times through cementum regale ; they re

fined silver on the "Cupel 11 and refined it of lead. Then 

they beat it thin like pennies and cemented it with common 

salt which had been cleansed of its earthiness by having 

been dissolved , clarified and congealed. With this salt 

they cemented the silver so often till it came out white of 

the fire . But you must know that you should not make it too 

hot, so that the salt can melt; for then the silver would 

also melt, and then all this labor would be lost. 
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After this, keep it for 24 hours in the following cement: 

Take 3 lbs. of white, purified and prepared salt, as before; 

Roman vitriol clarified of its earthiness, 1 lb; Living sul

phur, of which the crude has been separated by boiling it in 

vinegar, as will be taught later on, 1 lb. Dissolve these 

three together in good , distilled wine vinegar and put them 

for 21 days in the baZneum to putrefy. After this, congeal 

them and powder them down finely; now calcinate them for 24 

hours without melting , following which remove the fire and 

let them cool down. Again rub them to a fine powder and let 

them dissolve in cold air at night, and in a cold cellar dur

ing the day. When all is dissolved that can be dissolved, 

put your matter into a glass vessel; place that above the 

fire in a bowl with ashes; add a helm. Thus your matter will 
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stay pure. Now take as much of this matter as you wish, powder 

it finely and, together with the laminated silver, put layer 

upon layer in your vessel. Stopper it well and cement it for 

24 hours, as has been said before, without flowing . Do this 

as often till your silver has started to become dead (taub is 

actually ''deaf") and that it meets your wishes. Then your 

silver is ready for immediately making of it the stone, and 

also to feed with it before and during putrefactio . 

CHAPTER VII 
. . 

THE PURIFICATION OF SULPHUR 

Take 10 or 12 lbs of living sulphur, powder and boil it 

in good, clear wine vinegar till the vinegar is colored. Pour 

this colored vinegar off, and pour other vinegar on top of the 

first; again boil it till the vinegar i s colored. Pour that 

one off too and add fresh vinegar. Repeat till the vinegar is -

no longer colored . Now congeal this colored vinegar , and your 

purified sulphur; which you must use for the work described 

above, will stay at the bottom. 

ANOTHER PUR IFI CATION OE SULPHUR 

There were some who took living sulphur , 12 lbs, powdered 

it and put it into a big, earthenware can . They poured dis-

tilled vinegar upon it and put the can in the balneum, well 

stoppered. They let it boil for 3 days and 3 nights, then 

cooled it down and let it settle. They decanted the clear, 

colored vinegar, and poured fresh vinegar on top, and after 

the mixture had been boiling for 3 days and 3 nights , they 

cooled and s k immed it . They repeated this till the vinegar 

would not become colored. Then they threw away the feces, 

put the colored vinegar all together into an alembic with a 
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baZneum. Then they took it out and poured it into a glass 

dish . They placed it for 3 or 4 days into a cold cellar, 

and within that time it turned into a saltpetre , clear and 

transparent like clear "Augstein" or a noble golden yellow. 

Again they evaporated that vinegar in the dish till some

thing stayed in it , and t h ey put it again into the cellar 

to crystalize~ They evaporated to a dry , yellow powder 

what was not crystali±zed , and which was so beautiful as 

the powder of noble gold. They also let the little stones 

evaporate into a yellow powder , and again dissolved it in 

distill ed wine vinegar, as before . They then precipi tated 

the feces , and poured the pure matter from above, and again 

fresh vinegar on top . They repeated thi s work till no more 

feces remained. 

Again they distilled the colored(tincted)vinegar, ap

proximately three- quarters , and let it crystalize as before. 

Since all the sulphur was by now clean and pure, without 

leaving any feces, it was ready and cleansed, pure as crys

tal whi ch is saved. It i s a great a l chemi cal secret how to 

purify sulphur in this way. 

CHAPTER VIII 

THE PURI FI CATION OF MERCURI US 

Take Roman vitriol , 6 or 8 lbs ; common salt , 2 lbs . 

Mix them with 3 lbs of mercury (quicksilver.), which has 

previously been well washed with salt and vinegar . Subli

mate your mercury three times through them, each time taking 

fresh matter. Keep it for later use . 
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CHAPTER IX 

THE PURI FICATION OE ~ SAL AMMONIAC 

Take sal ammon iac, 3 lbs; subli mate it through Roman 

vitriol and Lap haematit , or bloodstone, 3 times , eac h time 

with fre sh ma tter; and keep it for when you need it . 

CHAPTER X 

DISSOLVING WATER OF ~HE PH ILOSOPHERS 

They t ook Roman vitriol , 6 parts; Lap haematit o r blood-

stone , c r ocus f err i or iron rust , ver mi llion or cinna bar, AES 

USTUM or burnt copper, ammoni um minerale ana, one part. They 

dried these items t ill they powdered, t hen put them into a 

distilling vessel , poured r ectified aqua v itae on them , 4 lbs , 

and disti l l e d them again to the finely p owdered feces , three 

times one after another . They d i vided this water into two 

parts , e ach part into a separate separation gla ss . 

Now they added one- thi rd of the prepared ~ to the red , 

sublimated and preserved a s menti oned before, and dissolved 

in t h e b alneum . When they h ad done that, t hey disso lved in 

the s ame glass one- t h ird of t h e prepare d ~ , also in t h e 

balneum , and later also the ~ . There thos e three were 

disso lved i n t he water of t he philosophers , whic h had been 

prepared from t he aqua vitae , and which is rightl y call ed 

the philosophers ' water on account of i ts wonderful secret 

powers. It ' s wonders cannot be described , nor is it fitting 

to describe them, because of certain reasons . They pres erv ed 

this water in wh ich t he spi rits h ad t hus be e n dissolved . 

Then they d issol ved one-th ird of fine gold in the other part 

of t h e water , i n ba lneum , until all gold- varni sh was dissolved 

i nto clear water . 
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After this , they poured it to the water in which the spirits 

had been dissolved, stirred and mixed it well in order to unite 

the spirit with the body. Then they sealed the glass hermetiae 

(hermetically), put it into a dish with strained ashes on the 

$tove , as much ashes as the matter was deep. At first, they 

gave but a little f i re , and then they saw the spirits go up 

and down together with the water, with many little veins which 

were blood red and golden yellow, until the spirits turned into 

one color, i . e ., browni s h- yellow. Now they increased the fire 

somewhat and kept it thus steadily till they saw the little 

veins become b i gger and coarser and fewer . That was a sign 

that the matter began to thicken and started coagulating . Now 

they increased their fire once again , and the coarser and thick-

er the little vei ns or rays became , the stronger and stronger 

they made their fire , until the matter was fixed and no more 

rays could be seen in the glass . The matter stayed fixed at 

t he bottom, l ike oil, br ownish- red, clear and transparent . 

This oil was the elixir , aompositum. 

Then they t ook this elixir , put i t i nto an ampulla , s ealed 

i t, put it in tripode , and gave a moderate heat for 40 days a nd 

nights . Within t h is time the e l ixir coagulated into the phil os-

ophical stone , so that one could turn it into powder . It was 

a del ightful treasur e , which changed lead into gold , just as 

copper , ~ and J} , which gold ~as better than the one that 

c omes out of t h e mountains. · Remember this work well , the pro -

jeation will teach i tsel f . 

CHAPTER XI 

ANOTHER WORK WI TH THESE THREE SP I RITS 

My chil d , they then went further and accomplished yet an-
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other work with these three spirits. They took and * ' 9 
~ , prep ared as before , of each one-third J , mixed them. 

Then they took one-third of iron- fillings, one ounce of copper 

fillings , and one-third) of grated lead or white lead. They 

mixed these pieces and dissolved them in the normal way in aqua

fo rt, made of 6 parts o f Roman vitriol, 3 parts of ~ , 1 part 

of lap haematit, and 10 parts of saltpetre. This they poured 

3 or 4 times on the feces , each time powdered finely and so 

dried that they were l ike dust. 

They divided this aq . fo r t into two parts . In one part 

the y dissolved the three spirits; in the other part they dis-

solved the aorpora (b odies) , such as iron , c opper and lead . 

When t hey were all dis solved into clear water , they poured 

both waters together into a glass , and put it , well closed, 

in the b a lneum , to putrefy for 15 days. Afterwards the y drive 

t he aq. fort off i n a moderate balneum, till it dripped no 

longer . After that t hey left i t still another 8 days in the 

balneum, boiling till the matter was dry. Now they removed 

the glass from the balneum and pu t t he matter i nto another 

glas s, a s i s depicted on the plate as No . 2 . (pg . 14) they sealed i t 

above a nd put i t in t r ipode to d i gest t here for 15 days, and 

to dry well and calcinate . 

Now they took the glass out and put the matter into a 

subl imating vessel . They sublimated i t , f i rst with a l i ttle 

fire; afterwords stronger. They did this 7 times , each agai n 

mixi ng what had risen with the f eces , in order to thoroughl y 

draw t h e spiri ts out of the bodies. Then t h ey put t he feces 

to r everberate into the reverberation- furnace , during 3 days 

and 3 nights , with a moderate h e at, letting them glow b lood-
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red , but not bright- red , for that would be too hot. 

After that , they took it out and put the matter into a 

glass, poured distillea wine-vinegar on it, and placed it for 

3 or 4 days into the balneum. Every day they stirred it 3 or 

4 times with the hands; then they let it cool and let the 

feces drop. They poured off what was pure very gently from 

above, put a helm on, and distilled the vinegar off . Thus 

the salt of the three bodies stayed at the bottom . They 

removed this salt and calcinated it again in the reverbera

tion- furnace and let it well glow for 7 days and 7 nights. 

Then they took it out again , put it into a g l ass , poured 

good distilled wine vinegar upon it, put it in the balneum, 

and did as before . Then they took out the salt whi ch was very 

clear and blood- red. 

Then they took our Aqua vitae prepared for the Red , as 

it is taught , and poured it upon this salt , and dissolved it 

on hot ashes. Again they drew off the . salt in a lukewarm 

balneo; they poured fresh Agua vitae on it and dissolved 

again , and drew it off in the b alnuem as before . Th ey re

peated this till the salt no longer congealed but remained 

like a red oil. Then they took the s ubl i mat ed spiri ts, ground 

them on a stone , and 1mbibed them with the dissolved salt , 

steadi ly rubbing and drying (them) at the sun or on lukewarm 

ashes, till all the oil had been absorbed by the spirits. 

Now they took all the matter and put it into a glass , such 

as i s drawn above, and put it i n tripode , giving a moderate 

fire for 15 days . After that , they removed i t , broke the 

g l ass , for the matter was as hard as glass; then they pound

ed the matter to a subtle powder and put it i nto a fixation 
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glass ("Figier-Glas"). They poured some of our Aqua vitae 

upon it, which dissolved immediately. But they poured some 

more on it till everything was dissolved. Then they sealed 

the coagulation glass hermetiae and put it on the furnace. 

They let it stand on warm ashes, gradually increasing the fire 

as it was going up and down till everything was fixed and re-

mained at the bottom as a fixed oil which is an elixir. They 

put it into a glass ampuZZa , sealed it above, and kept the 

glass for 40 days in tripode, regulating the fire as before. 

Within this time the elixir congeals into the philosopher ' s 

stone which truly transmutes 9 , <;> ?J.nd J} into 0 . 
CHAPTER XI I 

Now I will teach my child how to make the furnace of the 

philosophers, which is their calcination- furnace or a dry "Stove", 

for in this furnace they calcinate their subl-imated spirits and 

congeal therein their elixir. They also digest therein with a 

gentle fire, that is, they make their matter subtle and dry 

their salia in it. The name of this furnace is tripus. My 

child should know that we have heretofore given i~structions 

on many kinds of works, without separation of the elements , 

for which this secret furnace is often used. Now, however , 

I will teach you some works in the course of which this secret 

furnace comes in handy several times . Make it as follows . 

MOD EL OF THE SECR ET. FURNACE 

No. 3 Cp. 322> -

First one puts down a big, round foot of the furnace, in 

which there are 3 or 4 ash- holes. Starting from these ash-

holes, one puts masonry 2 feet high. Upon that one puts an 

iron cross that is big, strong and thick,( No. 4.) One contin-
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ues to make a round furnace with masonry, one and a half ell 

high. In the center of the furnace, one leaves a square hole, 

into which one can insert one's hand to feel the heat of the 

fire, toget her with a stone which closes it. After removing 

one 's hand, one must i mmediately close the hole to preserve 

the heat. Let the furnace be coated inside and outside with 

well-keeping glue. Over the brim of the furnace leave a 

groove, the width of two fingers, since there must come on 

top a big, raised lid, inside well glazed by the potter , and 

outside well plastered up with glue . Inside the furnace a 

chamber (room) must be constructed (No. 5 of the diagram), 

one ell high, baked of strong clay in a potter's oven. It 

must be 4 fingers thick, well glazed inside as well as the 

one end with which it will stand on the iron cross which lies 

at the bottom of the furnace. This vessel should be wide, 

one and a half quarter , so that one quarter of room remains 

between the container and the big round furnace . An even 

lid (No . 6) must be made for the inside, and in the center 

there should lie a cross with a round ring (No . 7), upon which 

stands the glass ampulla (No. 8) or the philosopher's egg . 

When either is standing on the cross , one should cover the 

chamber (container) with its lid and lute it. ($ee plate page 14) 

After this, one has to tightly lute the large , raised lid 

onto the inner rim of the big furnace. Then prod the f ire be

low in the furnace . In the chamber , stove, or dry oven there 

stands t he glass with the matter, or the spirits are calcinated 

therein, or one can dry therein. 

My child , understand me wel l as far as this earthenware 

vessel is concerned that is to stand in the big furnace . It is 
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called the chamber or dry stove . The potter is to make it , and 

inside the iron cross must lie, somewhat lower than in the cen

ter . On this cross is placed the ampulla or the egg , or another 

open vessel in which one wants to dry something. I have also 

drawn three types of glasses that we need in the Art . 

In this furnace you can calcinate all spirits without their 

volatilizing, for in this furnace they cannot fly , because they 

have everywhere equal heat , most o f all in the upper part of 

the furnace . For the earthenware cask is standing on the big 

cross, one and a half foot above the fire , and it stands a 

quarter ell away from the furnace on all sides, so that the .heat 

flows around the earthenware vessel between the walls of the 

furnace , and rises against the lid . Then the heat turns down 

again and upon the earthenware cask; and the earthenware cask 

is up above luted with its lid , so that no air can enter it. 

Thus the spirits have equal heat round about in this furnace . 

Therefore , one can dry all spirits in it and produce their 

crystal lization. In thi s furnace one achieves t hat a l l spirits 

and aorpora unite a nd merge into one another. You calcinate in 

thi s furnace all spirits , to dissolve and disti ll them after

wards . If we d i d not possess this furnace , we could do nothing . 

In this furnace all elixirs , or fixed oils , convert into the 

phi losopher ' s stone. And know, my child , that if you did not 

have this furnace, you could not work in the Art, even if you 

had the art of all phi losophers . That is why all philosophers 

keep their furnaces secret , as the utmost secret. For without 

this furnace one cannot accomplish the stone; that is why they 

have called this furnace the secret furnace of the philosophers 

and t ripu s or Fimu s Ca lidu s or Ste raora , and with many other 
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names too long to tell here. 

CHAPTER XIII 

THE CEMENTING FURNACE 

No. 9 (plate pg.332) 

The cementing furnace must be round and thick above, and 

closed all around. Above, in the round hood, there must be 

four or five holes, wide enough to allow a man to put his 

little finger into it, since air is passing through there. 

In the center of the furnace there should be a wheel with 

many holes, lying on a star that reflects the flame. On the 

wheel there should be three teeth on which stands the cruci-

ble, so that the flames cannot touch it. At the side of the 

furnace , above the wheel, there should be a square h.ole to in-

sert the crucible. It must again be closed with a stopper that 

fits into it , and glued, luted during cementation. 

CHAPTER XIV 
' 

Agua Fort AND Aqua Regis FOR THE 

SOLUTION OF GOLD AND SILVER 

Now we will again turn to the prepared gold and silver. 

After either has been prepared, one has to have various Aqua 

Fortis to dissolve the gold and silver. My child, in order to 

make an Aqua Fort for dissolving gold , take saltpetre, vitriol 

Romanum, common salt and ~ . To dissolve silver, take salt-

petre and alumen richae ana. However, before making this water, 

all materials must be prepared ahead of time, that is, first one 

has to dissolve, clarify and congeal them, and let them shoot 

forth, after which they must be well dried. 
.. 

When they are 

well prepared and dry, put them into an earthenware vessel 

which must be built in such a way that its mouth would fit 
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into a Syburgian ruffle, in which one should receive the water . 

This earthenware vessel must be luted one thumb thick, and with 

the same lute the necks must also be glued together. Such a lute 

is made as follows: 

The white of eggs, fresh cheese, vintager ' s butts of butter-

milk, good rye f lour, bo lus, and soaked paper. Everything is to 

be well mixed together and your vessels are to be luted with that 

mixture . Let them well dry, first give A GENTLE FIRE LIKE HOT SUN-

SHINE, FOR 24 HOURS, JUST AS IF ONE WERE TO KEEP LEAD IN FLUX WITH-

OUT DRIVING IT . Afterwards, increase your fire so that the pot 

becomes gradually glowing hot, for another 24 hours. Let it stand 

in the same heat, irrespective if no water goes over, 12 hours. 

For there are still fixed spirits going over, which improve the 

work wonderfully. Then let it cool down and preserve this water. 

Nata, in the receiver there must be clear Aqua Fort, at the rate 

of 2 ounces to 1 lb of the matter, so that the spirits of the mat

ter can all the better move into the ~ ; thereafter, take once 

again prepared matter, according to how big your work is. Put it 

into a glass pot with a helm which has a big head and 2 or 3 beaks, 

(No . 10)~ large enough to allow one to put a thumb through them. 

Above, in the top of the furnace there should also be a hole, 

through which the Aqua Fort can be poured upon the matter. After 

careful luting , give a gentle fire , when the receivers are at-

tached , for 24 hours. Now increase your fire gradually for 24 

hours, till it becomes burning hot again , as mentioned previous-

ly. Let it cool down, and add the Aqua Fort to the first. Now 

take again new matter, distill it as before . You must do that 

9 times . The glas·s , however, into which all this water is to be 

poured, must be quite large . 

* plate page 332 ) 
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Now take the capi ta mortua (the dead heads) , let them dis

solve , clarify, congeal and shoot up , as I have taught you else

where. When they are quite clean, take as much saltpetre as the 

capi ta mor tua weigh; dissolve them together and cong eal them so 

that they are well dry. Then put them into a big glass pot and 

pour all your distilled Aqua Fort upon it, and g ive fire as for 

the first 7 days , and again for 3 days as if one wished to keep 

l e ad in flux without glow. Af ter this, another 12 hours in glow 

(strong fire), then let it stand for 3 d a ys in order to cool down. 

Now you have the philosophers ' water, with which one can do many 

wondrous things . Its power cannot be comprehended, for it turns 

all bodies into spirits and all spirits into bodies. It destroys 

everything put into it; it is a work of wonder in our Art . With 

this water the Masters shorten the work of one year to one month, 

and of one month to one day . 

CHAPTER XV 
My c h ild should now take h is gold, or silver, prepared as I 

instructed before; it must be laminated and cut. You must put it 

into a big recipient and pour on it as much Aqua Fort as to enable 

it to dissolve into clear water. Place it on a furnace in hot 

ashes or sand, so that it may well dissolve in such a way that no 

white clouds remain in it when it is cooled down; but it must be 

dissolved purely , without one ' s noticing any feces in it. Now 

set it in the balnuem in order to separate the wateriness from 

it, and the Whi te from the Red; and give it something to eat of 

the aforementioned gol d or silver till it is no longer hungry. 

Let it stand such as , not hotter than to all ow you to dip your 

right hand into it. When it is no longer hungry , distill the 

water off it in balneo , to the thickness of a child ' s gruel or 
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somewhat thicker. If you draw off the phZegma or the water in 

such a way , look after the helm, for if it threatens to turn 

red or yellow , distill no more, but let it cool down. 

When it is cold, distill again till the helm turns red or 

yellow; then let it cool down again. Do this work till you have 

drawn off all wateriness, or till you no longer see the sign. 

Remove the helm, and give it again something to eat, as before , 

and feed it well with small pieces, as bef ore. Close the alem

bic with a cork and luting; then put it on the furnace in ashes 

or sand. As often as you close it, you must lute above with 

prepared lute of wheat flour, egg-white, f resh chee se, butts 

of buttermilk, Bolus, etc. 

My child must know that if your medicine is dissolved and 

stays dissolved for a long time, it becomes so spiritual that 

one could never again bring it into a c orpus and melt it . There

fore, it must be nourished, otherwise it would fly away and you 

would lose your work, especially since this Aqua Fort is very 

fierce when its phlegrna are gone. It is then called the Red 

Lion, so fiery it is and so hot a stomach it has; also a dragon 

that devours everything . That is why it has to be fed and sati

ated with good food, that is , with prepared gold or silver, beaten 

very thin. It has to be constantly under observation because of 

the feeding, which is the noblest part of the work: to throw 

small pieces into it, so that it should not eat more. The ves

sel must each time be luted above. Put it on the furnace in hot 

ashes . Finally, make it somewhat hotter, as the Aqua Fort be

comes gradually weaker , because it has swallowed much gold and 

silver . 

You must also know that the alembic must be opened and 
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again closed twice a day, so as to give a i r. When it no longer 

demands to eat, let it nevertheless stand on hot ashes for 2 

or 3 days. After this , pour your medicine from the alembic in-

to a double Venetian glass (No. 11)~ because the medicine has 

to stay in this glass till it is p~rfect to do projeation with 

it. This vessel ' s size has to be according to the scope of your 

work. Now pour it into a big alembic or recipient of Hessian 

glass (No. 12)~ Cut that crosswise with a red hot iron wire in 

order to lift off the upper part , as necessity demands. Put 

your glass with the medicine in the lower part , on a golden, or 

silver , or glass tripod. Lute caps on it with the aforementioned 

luti ng; also mix some quicklime with it , which keeps against water . 

One has to remove and put on this cap often; but you must most 

diligently lute, otherwise it would spoil and would not keep. 

Now put the hel m on the alembic and place the alembi c on 

the furnace in ashes or sand. Gi ve it fire as if you woul d burn 

rosewater , so that the red spirits do not ris e from the Aqua Fort 

of the medicine. The red spi rits must stay with it and be coagu

lated wi t h i t , and t he medi c i ne must be d i s tilled as d r y a s gruel 

or c h ildren ' s pap , but not more dry because of certain reasons . 

If i t were dryer , it would not open up during putrefaation; if 

i t were too moist , the solution woul d g i ve too much water and 

would diss olve too soon , which would not be good for the medicine. 

It would then not become subtle enough . * (plate page 332) 

CHAPTER XVI 
My c h ild must know that ther e is a great difference between 

putrefying and keeping in the balneum, for in the balneo one dis

till s , but in putrefying one does not disti l l . In addi tion , in 

the putref action the medi cine i s well mixed and merged a nd ren-
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dered subtle , so as to congeal afterwards and then to coagulate , 

as you will be taught later. But know that you must lute your 

helm and recipient tightly , and thus prepared put in ashes; and 

distill with little fire, according to the above instruction , 

the wateriness from the medicine after it has been fed. Take 

care , however, that the red spi rits do not also rise. For this 

reason do in everything as you have been taught . When your medi

cine is distilled and is like a pap or gruel, remove the helm 

and put again a stopper on the alembic. Lute it well above and 

put it into putrefaction for 40 days in boil ing hot water , and 

always take care that it be boiling hot , without interruption , 

or your matter would spoil . Nota , the little glass with the 

medicine must also be c l osed with i ts c ap a nd wel l lut ed , when 

it is put into putrefaction . (see No. 14 , plate on page 

CHAPTER XV II 

THE CON STRUCTION OF THE PUTREFACTI ON FURNACE 

Make a round stove , of one stone ' s thi ckness (No . 15 page 3_5.2.) 

high 2 ells. Hang a kettle therein which is deep l ell; or a 

deep pot, whi ch hang s in the furnace on 2 o r 3 hooks , faste ned 

i nside the furn ace. There should only. be room for 2 or 3 fin

gers ' wi dth between the furnace and the kettle , s o that the heat 

can play all around the kettle to t he same degree . In thi s ket

tle there should be a tri pod , 4 fingers high . Upon the tri pod 

yet another kettle has to be placed, three- quarters h i gh; and 

between it and the other kettle there should lik ewise be r oom 

for 2 or 3 f i ngers. This space is to be fil l ed with small hay . 

Then water is to be poured on it up to the uppermost brim. It 

must a l ways be kept filled that much , and every day and every 

night must be filled once with warm water . You must also fill 
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the inner kettle with hay at the bottom . Into that hay put your 

alembic in which is your medicine. Stuff the inner kettle full 

of hay around the alembic, so that it stands firm and the kettle 

is quite full; however, the hay in the inner kettle must stay 

quite dry . That is why it must be covered and well glued with 

a leaden or copper plate, to prevent any smoke from entering it 

from the hot water. Afterwards, put on the furnace a bell (dome) 

that fits it , made of potter's clay , well glazed outside and in

side, having a hole above , three fingers width, to allow the 

steam to escape . It must not have any other hole . It should 

have t wo handles to lift it on and off. There should also be a 

hole at the side for adding a funnel , through which the warm water 

is daily poured into the big kettle. 

CHAPTER XVIII 
After all things have thus been prepared, give fire for 40 

days and nights, always keeping it at a temperature close to boil

ing, not hotter and not colder; however , even if it were boiling, 

there would be no harm , since the medicine is so well preserved 

that it cannot easily get spoiled by boiling water. Nevertheless, 

you must watch and be vigilant during putrefaction , for it is the 

easiest thing in the Art. If you putrefy well, you will also pro

duce a good solution. It is impossible to join some spirits or 

bodies , unless they have first been put into pure water, with-

out feces . Such , however, cannot be done perfectly, except by 

means of the putrefaction and solution . Therefore , putrefy your 

corpora well , and also your spirits, and join them thus d i ssolved , 

then you may reach perfection. 

My child must know that putrefaction renders the work so 

subtle that it is not possible to change it back into a corpus, 
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solely through digesting, of which we shall give instruction later. 

Know also that it should stay in putrefaction until everything has 

turned into clear water, without leaving any feces at the bottom. 

Then it is duly putrefied and, when it is thus well putrefied, 

you can draw off the lac virginis and bring the work to a powder 

for emergencies, ("notherheischliches"), as will taught later . 

CHAPTER XIX 
When the medicine has been well dissolved, without leaving 

any feces, open the alembic, put a helm on it, and put it on the 

aforementioned distilling furnace to coagulate till it is dry. 

Draw off the lac virginis, which lac virginis is the element air, 

yellow like an oil. After this, draw the element fire likewise 

off, and the feces (earth) will stay at the bottom, black as coal. 

Now take out your medicine. It will be between hard and soft, 

more soft than hard; it will disappear in contact with cold air, 

and congeal over fire. Such must be the case. Besides, during 

putrefaction it has absorbed moisture. That is why it is dis

solved in air. This moisture must be removed through correct 

digestion. 

CHAPTER XX 
SETTING UP THE DIGESTIVE FURNACE (No. 16 page 352) 

First construct a round wall, of the thickness of two stones 

and the height of 1 ell. Inside the walls, half an ell and two 

fingers width from the earth there should be a hole to put in 

there the fire or the coal. Construct another furnace on this 

foot (with masonry) , a quarter of an ell high and of the thick

ness of one stone. Approximately half an ell up con_struct a 

square hole , into which one can put the hand to feel how one 

should regulate the fire . One must put a stone, a cover, or lid 



into it to qo in and out as one wishes, The furnace must be 

round inside , from the bottom to the top, and well glued in

side with Zuto sapientiae , so that it is not affected by the 

fire. 
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Upon this furnace there should be an iron ring with 4 

hooks , on which should hang, in the furnace , a thick metal or 

copper vessel, the thicker the better, on account of the heat. 

This vessel should be one ell high and, if possible, two fin

gers ' width thick. Round about it there should remain two fin

gers ' width space between the walls, so that the heat can play 

all around the kettle and rise and heat the whole furnace. Put 

on this kettle a lid of the same material that can close the 

kettle , since it must get well luted on the kettle to prevent 

any air from escaping. Dry, sifted ashes have to be put into 

this kettle . 

You should also have an earthenware vessel, made of clay 

one thumb thick, large, wide and high enough to allow the alem

bic with the small glass containing the medicine to stand in it. 

Between this vessel and the kettl e there must likewise be two 

fingers ' width of space. 

Put this cask in the dry ashes; yet the earthenware vessel 

must not be glazed over, just as the alembic and its head (Haube) 

must not be covered when it stands in the earthenware cask . The 

earthenware cask, however, must have a well- fitting lid, which 

must not be luted on but only lie tightly fitting on it. And 

know that this earthenware cask and the ashes must be quite dry 

before you put your medicine into it. 

To put the medicine in, do as follows: First , take the 

alembic with your medicine; put it into the earthenware cask 
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and cover the latter with its lid - or put it uncovered into 

the copper vessel or kettle, upon whose bottom there is two 

fingers' thickness of ashes. Then hang this kettle in the fur

nace, cover the earthenware cask with its lid, and fill the 

kettle all around the earthenware cask up to the latter ' s lid 

with dry ashes; and cover the kettle with its lid; lute it so 

that it gets no air. Then cover also the furnace, like the 

Putrefaction Furnace, because it is alike, except for the hole 

into which one inserts the funnel which is not required here. 

These two furnaces are certainly not identical, for in the 

Putrefaction Furnace there were two kettle, whereas here there 

is one kettle and one cask, although t.his kettle is bigger than 

the other. Yet with cleverness one could also manage with one 

furnace. Now lute the lid so that no air can penetrate through 

it except through the hole that is above. When everything is 

ready, give fire as is required. 

CHAPTER XXI 
Digesting means attracting the superfluous moisture that 

is in some medicines, either its own or that which it has ab

sorbed during putrefaction. This excessive moisture must be 

consumed by dry heat, more or less according to what is required. 

Since a thing which melts in the air and coagulates in the fire 

has excessive moisture in it, and when that is gone, it will 

melt in the fire and stay (unchanged) in the air, as common 

salt, ammoniac, tartar, saZ alaali; those are fusible by na

ture. Even so, they dissolve in the air and congeal in the fire. 

That happens because of the excessive moisture they contain. 

But when that (the excessive moisture) has been removed from 

them by proper digestion, they become fusible and can be dis-
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solved by fire and harden in t h e air . 

According to how much excessive moisture things have , one 

has to give them fire. One requires more fire than another . 

Things that have a great deal of moisture must in digestione 

be given fire as if one wanted to sublimate mercury (quick

silver) , conptant , equal heat , as best as you are able to. 

Continue with it till your matter is no longer dissolved in 

the air , then it is enough . Test it in this way: Open your 

kettle and also the earthenware cask , and with a s poon take 

out some of your matter from the glass . Put is on a stone in 

a humid cellar . If it dissolves , it is not sufficiently di

gested. Consequently , you must put it again to digest by 

giving fire as before . Instead , if it is not dissolved, it 

is enough . 

The aforementioned method holds good for the digestion of 

all matters . But you must well t ake care that your matter does 

not become all too dry during digestion, s ince it would t hen 

not be fus i ble . That i s why it is best to keep to the mi ddle 

between moi st a nd dry; and if i t must be , it is better too 

moist than too dry . Take for example borax, whose powder will 

not dis solve in the air , no matter how i t (the a ir ) be. Never

thel ess, put it powdered upon a stone in a humid cel lar it 

will get dissolved, although Borax is between hot and dry and 

moist. That is why it retains i ts fusibility , because t h e hu

midity of the cel lar affe cts a subtle powder more than a hard 

piece that is not powdered . Borax contains moisture in it

self , because i t i s sprouted in sugar- wat er , just as alum and 

vitriol are in pure water. Nevertheless , borax is easy to 

melt , because it is not too dry . Somethi ng that is too dry 
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is difficult to melt, as one may clearly see from alum, vitriol, 

common salt, etc. They do not easily melt on account of their 

great dryness . That is why I say that a fusible matter had bet-

ter be too moist rather than too dry. One can see it with common 

salt, ammoniac, sal alcali and tartar, which are fusible by na-

ture. But when they are purified of their earthiness, they are 

much more fusible than before, the sole reason being that they 

now have more moisture than before. That is why they would be 

naturally fusible, even if their moisture were so much dimin-

ished that they would sprout in water. 

Understand: Everything that is too dry does not easily 

melt; and everything that is too moist, is easily melted; one 

can remove from it its excessive moisture. But to restore its 

moisture to that which is too dry would take too long. It is 

as if one tried to make glass fusible on account of its great 

dryness. A thing that sprouts in good water - one has to evap-

orate its wateriness till a little skin shows. When you see 

that sign, put it in a cold, dry place; if it sprouts , it is 

moderately (or: medium) fusible. 

Thus you may now, relying on the above-mentioned criteria, 

test all things whether they are easily meltable or not , whether 

they are too moist or too dry; and if something in your work 

was not to your liking, you can get rid of its deficiencies, 

since the work depends on this. In this way you must well ex-

plore this matter, etc. 
. . .. 

CHAPTER XXI I 
Now we will continue to make our powder naturally fusible 

through fire during digestion. When your matter stands in di-

gestion as mentioned heretofore , you must give as much heat as 
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as will allow you to hold your hand , after inserting it through 

the hole, without burning, between the furnace and the kettle 

for the period of one Ave Maria. At this temperature the fire 

must be kept for 15 days , from time to time testing with your 

hand through the hole. After that, the hole must always be 

well stoppered , because the medicine has no other moisture than 

from the Aqua Fort and from putrefaction. That is why the med

icine does not require a big dige stion. If it were too dry and 

you would immediately put it back into putrefaction, it would 

nevertheless not get dissolved. 

CHAPTER XXIII 
How TO Ann THE SPIRITS AND To PREPARE THE EL1xiR T~EREOE, 

WHICH IS THE MosT PRECIOUS TREASURE IN THIS WoRLD 

When the 15 days are over , remove your medicine or matter 

from d i gestion , and t hank God. Then one can do proj ection with 

it, and it is now ready to achieve the great elixir. It is also 

easy to join with it any kind of mineral spirits or qu . e ssent. 

and preserve. 

These spirits must previously have stood in d igestione , in 

order to be processed along, as has been mentioned before. For 

this purpose, however, the fire must not be hotter than sunshine 

at the end of the month of August . When then the spirits, such 

as t ac virginis, satmi ac , aqua ar dens or other moist spirits 

have thus been congealed in d igestione , they are prepared . 

My child must know that one cannot set any spirits in any 

kind of work to coagulate , or to remain with the c orpora, or 

to turn into medicine, unless that to which one wishes to join 

the spirits first medicine and so strong that it could t ransfe r 

all imperfect bodies or metals into gold or silver. When that 
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is the case, however, the spirits are protected so that they do 

not fly away when they come into the fire. The spirits cause 

a deeper entrance of the medicine into the metals; and they de-

fend that which they meet and resembles them; but they devour 

with the fire that which is not like them. In this way the 

medicine united with the spirits has more power than of its 

own; for as the medicine, when it was small, had the power to 

rise during proj ection, it has later, after being coagulated 

with the spirits, the power to transfer 100 times. And if to 

the two were also added the qu. essentia of gold or silver, 

and they were coagulated together, it would have the power to 

transfer a thousand times into true gold or silver. And if 

one's business were to subtilize the medicine thus conjoined 

with the spirits and the qu . essentia, which would have to 

be done by dissolution, putrefaction and congealing, it would 

gain an infinite projection in every subtiZisation; yea, as 

could not be expressed. 

My child should also know that no corpus, except gold or 

silver, can keep its spirit or quint essentia with it in the 

fire, unless the corpus be first made likewise (or: evenly) 

subtle and a medicine, as previously mentioned; that it is 

able, therefore, to make a projection. 

CHAPTER XXIV 
. . . . 

How TO MAKE THE GREAT ELIXIR FROM 

THE AFOREMENTIONED MEDICINE 

Let my child take his medicine, made of gold or silver, 

well digested, as has just been taught. Upon i t pour some of 

your aqua fort, no more than that the work become like a paste 

or gruel. Then add the head (Haube) onto the little glass and 
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and arrange it in the big recipient . Lute its lid on as well, 

as shown above. But above all other things, set it first into 

putrefaction, and lute the head onto the little glass in 

which the matter is. When everything has been prepared, give 

fire, as has been taught above regarding putrefaction , not to 

subtilize but solely to dissolve. When the medicine has thus 

been prepared into its clear water (which may be done within 

24 days or less) , and it is pure without feces, take your glass 

and have at hand the above-mentioned sublimated Mercurius , or 

which is sublimated in the following manner: 

Take subiimatum, as much as there was of your medicine be

fore you put it into putrefaction. Rub it very small on a stone; 

add it to this dissolved medicine, immediately close your little 

glass with its lid and lute it, so that no spirits fly away. 

Then put it again into putrefaction and give fire, as has been 

taught before - for 40 days and nights . Then look at it: If 

your medicine has been dissolved into pure water, it is all 

right. If not , put it back into putrefaction, until it is com

pletely dissolved. Then remove the lid from the little glass 

that contains the medicine , and again lute the lid tightly on 

the recipient, put a helm on it, set it in ashes, and congeal 

your medicine with such warmth as you made for putrefaction, 

as dry as you can . Remove the helm and close the recipient 

above with a little glass . Put it into digestione in order 

to coagulate, and give fire as taught before , during 21 days. 

Within 6 days , all colors of the world can be seen and 

finally come to one color. Now remove your glass from the re

cipient and put it into the earthenware cask for digestion 

as before; give fire for 15 days, as above, so as to decrease 
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the moisture . Then take it out and thank God, for you have 

the big elixir, which transmutes all metals into gold or sil-

ver. But because the aqua fort is with it, one cannot use it 

in medicaments; otherwise it is better in projection than mi-

neral gold or silver. 

CHAPTER xxv 
How Now TO JoIN To IT THE Q. Ess. OF GoLn OR SILVER 

Take the medicine that you have just made and which is 

joined to ~ ; pour upon it as much aqua fort as before; put 

it into putrefact ion, and when everything has turned into water 

as before, take Qu. Ess . of gold or silver, or of antimonium 

(which Qu . Ess. I will teach you to make here), the weight of 

your sublimated ~ , or your medicine when you first put it 

into putrefaction. Add it to your dissolved medicine, which 

has been dissolved in putrefaction . Then quickly close the 

little glass and afterwards the big recipient, and put it to 

putrefy like above. Give fire for 40 days as before, and after

wards put it to congeal, as before, and ·thereafter for 15 days 

i nto digestion, as mentioned above. Then you will get your 

desire, with the help of God who bestows such upon you. 

With this , do projection one to one thousand o r more, upon 

all metals whichever you wish. The work for the Red or the White 

is all one labor; but the one requires that the spirit be sub-

limated to the Red , while the other to the White. The Qu . Ess. 

to the Red is from gold or (°) , the White from 2} and arsen

icum . For the rest there is no difference in the labor, either 

for the Red or the White . 



CHAPTER XXVI 
THE PREPARATION OF ALL THE TH INGS 

WE NEED FOR THE SAID WORK 

First , one has to prepare common salt as follows: Dis-
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solve salt in common water; congeal the pure. Then take legs 

of horses or sheep which are well burnt, 3 parts and purified 

salt, 1 part. Together, those are 4 parts. Let them calci-

nate for 6 weeks in heat, well mixed together. Yet the fire 

must not be too strong, so that the salt does not burn away 

into glass. Put it in the kind of heat that one gives to 

"Cupel" when refining silver . Take care , however, that the 

flames do not touch the vessel. After this , dissolve your 

salt in water and separate it from the ashes of the legs; 

congeal it and be very careful that no dust fall into it . 

Now put it into an earthenware pot for 3 hours , without melt-

ing; again pour distilled vinegar on it , and l e t i t gradually 

dissolve; when it is dissolved, pour off the pure and put it 

to distill . When the vinegar has gone down dry, take it out 

and preserve it. With this salt you must cement your gold 

or silver which is to be added to your work; or you may make 

t h e medicine with thi s salt and with gold or s i lver , i n t he 

fol l owing manner: 

Take Aqua fort, made of saltpetre and alum . With that 

dis solve of your salt ) ii cemented so that it be just dis

sol ved. Then take silver , cemented 7 times with the above

mentioned salt . Di ssol ve that also in Aqua fort , made of ~ 

and saltpetre , that it gets dissolved rightly. Then pour these 

tw.0 wa,te,rs t~gethe); into. a p1.i:r;()le .. ?ut th.i.s on hot a,snes ana feed 

your . ..rned':tci·ne ·well , as you· nave 15een taugn:t,. · ti l l it .is· wel'l sati ..... 

ated. Then draw off the phZegma in balneo. After that , put it to 



putrefy for 15 days, and congeal it again , after which keep 

it again for 15 days in digestione. Now you can make pro-

jection on Zaton , which has a soul in it, and on tin. The 

work is the same for the Red, except that there must be am-

moniac in the Aqua fort. 

CHAPTER XXVI I 
How TO PREPARE THE MATTER WI TH 

WHICH GOLD IS CEMENTED 

Take new , unbaked, raw tiles (or: bricks), which have 

never been i n the fire . Pound and rub these unfeelingly . 

Then put them into a potter's furnace to calcinate till they 
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are white, which causes them to become very dry. In the same 

way the salt with which one calcinates must also be quite dry . 

Nota: If you cement your gold or sil ver with "Minifarben" 

(may be a lead oxide), and therefore you do not draw off 

their humidity with dry things, they will never be able to 

receive the tincture of the Aqua fort. Therefore, cement 

carefully , at least 7 times , if you are after perfection. 

CHAPTER XXVIII 
. .. 

Sublimatio OF THE QUICKS ILVER FOR THE RED 

Quicksi lver is sublimated to the Red in the following 

manner : Take Aqua fort , made of Roman ~ , alum de roohe, 

aZumine plumoso and ammoniac. In that you dissolve your quick-

silver . Again draw off the water t h rough the helm in balneo . 

Then your 9 is dead. 

Then take Roman ~ 1 lb, saltpetre 2 lbs, sal ammoniac 

1 lb , alurnen de roche 1 lb , common sal t 3 lbs. Pulveri ze all 

these things and mix them well. Now divide the powder into 

3 parts. Then take 1 lb of your dead quicksilver; mix it with 
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1 part of the said powder and put it into a glass ; put an 

alembicum on it with two noses the size of a man ' s head. The 

spouts must be very wide . Add a recipient to every spout , well 

luted, and put each of them into a dish with cold water. Give 

the first a mild fire for 12 hours , and stronger for another 

12 hours. After that , let your· pot burn well for another 12 

hours, in which time your quicksilver will rise into the helm 

as white as snow. It will have within itself the red Qu. Ess . 

out of which things have been sublimated . The water will be 

in the recipients; keep it tightly closed in a glass . 

Now remove the sublimated ~ from the helm; mix it again 

with the second third of the said powder , and proceed with it 

as with the previous. Do the same with the third part of the 

powder , and preserve your water each time well stoppered. 

With that you will get your quicksilver snowwhite and full 

of tincture . Powder that finely on a stone and add it to the 

water which you have preserved from it . Put it on the fur-

nace in a dish with ashes; put a hel m on and lute the reci-

p i ents on to it . Now subl imate as before. Repeat this work 

3 or 4 times , till no more feces stay at the bottom, but every-

thing be sublimated together . Preserve this drawn off water 

well , because you must dissolve your quicksilver in it , and 

it is better than any kind of water you could make . When your 

quicksil ver has been sublimated and prepared in t h is way , it 

is 1 l b of gold and is well prepared for the work of adding 

it to the medicine of the gold. 
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CHAPTER XXIX 
How To DRAW Our ALL TINCTURES 

All tinctures , white as well as red, are all drawn out in 

the same way . This work for t he Red and the White is a great 

secret. My child must take and fill a large well glazed ves

sel with old, clear urine. Put a big helm and one recipient 

on it, and distill everything that can be distilled and you 

can overcome . Then black feces will stay at the bottom. 

Calcinate those for 3 hours so that they burn. Then dissolve 

them in distilled or common water, and let it boil for 2 hours. 

Remove it from the fire and let it drop. Pour off what is 

pure from above, while it is still warm; put the pure back 

on the fire and let it boil till there forms a little skin 

on it . Then put it into a cool cellar or in the air and a 

clear salt will shoot (crystallize). Remove that, and let 

the water boil again till a skin forms on it as before. Dry 

the crystallized salt in a pan and heat it well in an earth

enware pot without melting. After that, dissolve it again in 

clear, distilled water . Again boil it for a quarter of an 

hour . Then remove it , let the feces drop, and pour off the 

upper part while it is still warm. Boil it again hot till a 

skin forms on top, and put it again in the air or in t he cel

lar as previously . Take out the crystallized salt, boil it 

again till a skin forms as before. Repeat this work as be

fore until everything has turned into salt. Then dry your 

salt in an earthenware pan till it is quite dry , and preserve 

it till I tell you for what purpose you should use it. 

Now take all the distilled urine, distill it through the 

helm . If there is some uncleanliness of the oil or some yel-
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low fattiness, skim it with a small f eather or a small spoon 

till it is very clean . Distill it in an earthenware, glazed 

cask with a helm and a recipient spout. Repeat this distil-

lation till there are no more black feces left in the pot and 

the water goes over pure, without feces; throw away the feces. 

Put your aforementioned dried salt into this pure water and 

pour it into an alembic; stopper it well , and put it on hot 

ashes for 3 or 4 days , till your salt is dissolved into pure 

water, without feces . Then it is again urine as before , but 

it is relieved of its feces and coarse humors , and has now 

become so subtle that it cannot be expressed how much. 

Take of this urine 6 measures; of distilled vinegar and 

brandy 3 measures each; common, evaporated salt 2 lbs ; am-

moniac ~ lb; and ~ lb calcinated tartar. Mix them well and 

dissolve them in pure water till no more feces remain. Then 

you have a wonderful water that brings the c aZces of all cor-

pora to their first state of being (origin). That is to say, 

MERCURIUS . With this water one produces the Qu. Ess . of 

antimonium, which is a precious treasure , as also of gold and 

silver and of all things that are red and white. Thi s water 

thus prepared, used and again drawn off 10 or 12 times, re-

tains its strength as if i t had not been used ; but one has to 

rectify it. 
. . 

CHAPTER XXX 
In this way, my child, one can produce all tinctures with 

this water, drawn from whatever you wish. For example : Take 

Sulphur or a ur ipigment , or a t r ament , Oger , or anything else out 

of which you wish to draw the tincture. Rub it quite finely with 

disti lled vinegar till the matter is like a soap . Then put it 
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into a big glass and into a dish with ashes or sand over the fire. 

Put some of the aforementioned urine into the glass, stopper it 

above with a cork, shake it about and incorporate it well , and 

again put it in the sand or ashes. First give a gentle fire, 

so that it becomes moderately warm. Meanwhile, remove the cork 

in order to give air. Otherwise, the glass would burst . Stir 

it occasionally to mix it well , as before , so that the vinegar 

can work in it. When you notice that your vinegar and your 

urine are well colored, pour the pure liquid off above and 

take care that no feces are poured out. Keep what you have 

poured off well stoppered and by itself . Now pour again as 

much urine on the feces as before, as well as distilled vine-

gar; stopper it and put it on the f urnace; warm and mix it as 

before, and when it is colored again, pour it off and to the 

other, and preserve it well s'toppered. Again pour fresh urine 

and some vinegar upon the feces, as before; put it on the fur

nace, heat it and mix it; then pour off the pure, and repeat 

till all tincture is extracted. Now throw the feces away, or 

use them for whatever you need them. 

Pour the tincture poured to~ether into an alembic, put a 

helm on with a recipient luted thereon; distill the humidity in 

ashes or sand. Then the tincture will stay at the bottom red 

or white, according to the matter used to prepare it. This is 

the Qu. Ess. of the thing from which it has been drawn. In 

this way the Qu. Ess. of quicksilver is extracted , sublimated 

for the Red or the White. Item , from aroaus martis , from iron 

files , verdigris, aes ustum, cinnabar, gold and silver lime (calx) 

and from antimonium ; briefly, from all mineral matters you wish. 

But to make the effect of the urine strong , you can each time 
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add anunoniac and conunon salt which have been prepared, cf each 

one-third, and extract the tinctures , as has been taught here. 

In these extracted tinctures you may now prepare cements and 

cement therewith, which is an excellent art. You may make 

Aqua fort with it, as red as blood, glistening like a ruby , 

with which water one can perform many a wonderful thing, which 

it would serve no purpose to reveal all. 

CHAPTER XXXI 
SUBLIMATIO MERCURII TO THE ~HITE 

(THE SUBLIMATION OF MERCURY TO THE WHITE) 

Aqua fort, made of cadmia (or: calamine) and "Eierkalk" , 

of each 1 lb; a lum de roche and white one: each 1 lb; arse-

nicum 1 lb; saltpetre 5 lbs. Powder all these things and mix 

them well together, and distill your Aqua Fort with "Kraucken", 

(.a crock.l , as has been taught above. After that , rectify it. 

When it is rectified, add raw quicksilver which has come from 

the mineral. Dissolve it and draw the water off in balneo, 

and you will find your ~ at the bottom, congealed. 

Now take cadmia, egg shells (lime or chalk of eggs), 

white vitriol, arsenic, alumen plumosum , of each 1 lb; alum 

de roche,prepared conunon salt, each 2~ lbs; saltpetre 4 lbs. 

Powder all these very fine, well mixed, and divide this pow

der into 5 parts. Then take 1 lb of the dissolved ~ ij 

mix it with one of the 5 parts and let it sublimate , as was 

reported before in the Red work. Then you will find your 

~ sublimated to the White, when it is sublimated with all 

5 parts. 

NB: " Eierkalk• is eggshell oxide- clax of egg . - HWN 



CHAPTER XXXII 
How To DRAW THE Qu1NTESSENCE FROM GoLDJ 

SILVER AND OTHER BODIES 

My child , take gold or silver or that upon which your 

work is aimed . Cement it 7 times, as has been taught . The 

silver, however, must be calcinated until it comes beautiful 

and white out of the salt , as is indicated above. Take your 
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gold or silver, prepared as previously according to what your 

work is to be. Beat it very fine or file it small, and amal-

gamate it with a good portion of quicksilver. Mix it on a 

stone with distilled vinegar in which clean, common salt has 

been dissolved; or with a stone pestle in a stone mortar, till 

it is well amalgamated. Mix this amalgamate with ij of sub

limated ~ and 2 parts of (&. . When it is well mixed, put 

your matter into 2 crucibles which lock one on top of the other. 

With a punch drill a small hole in the upper part and insert a 

thin piece of wood. Lute the two crucibles firmly upon each 

other with 2 fingers ' thickness of lute. Let the piece of wood 

stick in the crucible, and let the lute dry well. When it is 

dry , remove the piece of wood . In that way the wateriness can 

seep out of the matter . Now put it into sand upon the furnace 

and first give a gentle fire till all humidity has gone out of 

it. Then close the hole on top and let it dry . 

Now increase the fire till the crucible is glowing below, 

but not above. Let it stand thus for one hour. After that , 

make the crucible glowing hot throughout, but carefully, so 

that the silver does not melt. Let it stand for a half hour 

and then cool down, and you will find that the silver has been 

calcinated into a subtle lime (or: chalk) and a very fine 
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powder ( "ungreiflich" or impalpable). 

Now take tartar ("Weinstein") that has been calcinated 

white and sal ammoniac, half a pound of each. Put them to

gether into an alembic, pour upon them a pint of white, dis

tilled wine v i negar which should be quite strong. Add one 

"Mark" of the calcinated silver, or as much as your work re

quires, and immediately close your alembic tightly to prevent 

air from entering it, as otherwise the strength of the am

moniac would escape. Lute your glass tightly and put it into 

putrefaction for 21 days in equal heat, as has been taught 

above. After this time, open your vessel, put a helm on, set 

it in sand to distill. First , the vinegar will go over, after-

wards the Qu. Ess. of 0 or ~ ' and will rise into the form 

of the quicksilver. This quicksilver is very powerful in our 

work and no less necessary, as you will hear later. 

CHAPTER XXXIII 
Now I will teach my son how he should finish and complete 

his work. My child should know that there are 7 orders in our 

work, which one has all to perform before the work attains to 

perfection. The first is cernentation; the second, dissolution; 

the third, feeding; the fourth , putrefaction; the fifth, coagu

lation; the sixth , digestion; the seventh, fixation ("figieren"). 

You must also know that all these works are the same for the 

Red or the White, except for the seventh, the fixing; because 

for the Red it must stand much longer in the fire than for the 

White . In addition, the Red requires more fire in the fixation 

than the White, since the Red must be imitating (or: resemb

ling) the nature of a man , but the White like the nature of a 

woman. That is why the Red must stand longer and hotter than 
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the White, so long till it changes into a beautiful color re

sembling gold, by which one recognizes that it is perfect. 

My child must also know that the wise stone, through ce

menting, changes from cold and moist into hot and dry; but 

during solution it will again become moist; in putrefaction 

it becomes subtle, and in digestion it again becomes dry, 

coarse , earthy, and fixed. Further, my child must know that 

the medicine is congealed when it comes out of putrefaction 

and digestion . Therefore , one cannot yet make projection 

with it, because it is all too subtle. And if you neverthe

less were to make a projection with it , it would not evaporate 

in the fire, yet flow through the bottom on account of its 

subtleness. This is so because the fourth element is not with 

it, since that must also be with it before it becomes perfect. 

For if one did not add a corpus to the medicine , one could not 

make a perfect projection, although the medicine were applied; 

for, although it is now a medicine , it is nevertheless not a 

corpus; and on account of its subtility it does not stay on an 

imperfect corpus, because such is too earthly and coarse {or: 

earthy). Yes, even if you put it on the best silver, it would 

not produce anything on it, because they are foreign to and 

different from each other because of the great subtleness. 

That is why we will now add to the medicine the fourth element. 

Remove your medicine from digestion and divide it into 3 

equal parts. Rub it on a clean stone; take as much of the white 

silver calx {which I will here teach you to prepare) as one

third of your medicine weighs. Then you have 4 parts , that is, 

3 parts of medicine and 1 part of silver calx. Mix well. Now 

you must get dew, gathered in the morning in a fine cloth. 
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Distill it over a gentle fire; rub your powder with it, or the 

medicine mixed with silver calx, like soap or butter. Now dry 

it in a glass dish so that it may powder. Thereupon put it in

to a round glass like No. 17*and lute, with firm lute, a round 

glass upon its mouth. Now put your glass into an earthenware 

vessel No. 18: made like a box or covered dish . The size must 

be such that round about betwee~ the glass and the earthenware 

vessel there must be 2 fingers ' width filled with salt or sand, 

No . 19! On top of it yet another vessel should be locked, like 

a quiver, and the uppermost vessel is to have a little hole to 

fill through it with sand and salt. Then close it , lute the 

joints tightly with Zuto sapientiae. When it is full, put a 

small piece of brick on the small hole and lute it well with 

Zutum. Afterwards lute the earthenware vessel all around 2 

fingers' thick. When it is dry, set it in tripode on the 

cross, which is in the furnace. Cover the furnace with its 

three heavens and give it a gentle fire to start with , for 3 

days. After that, increase the fire for 3 more days, as if 

one wished to keep lead in flux , in a reasonable way. Then 

your medi cine will be joined to the earth or the 4th element. 

Thi s is now perfect and has the power to transfer a l l i mperfect 

bodies into its like, after which the imperfect corpus has a 

soul. 

CHAPTER XXXIV 
All medicines and spirits must be fixed in the aforemen

tioned manner, in the Little Work as much as in the Great Work. 

There are , however, two ways of maki ng the fixation, which some 

masters call digestion. The first concerns dry things, no mat

ter how varied or not varied they may be for conjoining. And 
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know that the regimen of the fire during fixation is not one 

and the same, but must be established according to what is in 

the fire; and the same applies to the length of time during 

which dry things are to be kept in tripode, as has been taught 

before; and one has to proceed according to what has been re

ported above for the fixation. 

The other manner of fixation concerns humid things, when 

one wishes to conjoin, or bring into one being, things that are 

humid. These have to be put into putrefaction, as has been 

taught before, with such a regulation of the fire , also the 

length and the order of the works according to what you have 

been put in {to putrefy) . But the vessels and the furnace , 

and the fixation of humid and dry things must be in accordance 

with all rul es . Therefore of one hundred not one reaches per-

fection , because they do not keep to the rules of the works, 

although they have them well laid down in writings. 

CHAPTER XXXV 
How TO MAKE SILVER CALX 

(OR SILVER CHALK) 

Take the finest silver you can get ; laminate it as thi n 

as white pennies , (Weispfennige) , and set it to calcinate with 

common salt, which has been prepared and cleansed of its earth

iness by dissolving and congealing. In this salt you must cal

cinate your silver till i t comes out white from the salt . Then 

powder your silver very fine in an iron mortar , in order after-

wards to mix it wi th the medicine , that is , with dew on the stone, 

as menti oned before. 

Or you can calcinate th.e silver with ~ , as before , and 

then wash the calx with sal t and v i negar ; and afterwards wi th 
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good distilled water from the balneum, till the water runs off 

clear. Then, when the calx has dried in a stoppered glass, it 

is prepared for being added to the medicine. 

The work for the Red and the White is in everything the 

same; gold must be cemented 7 times, also calcinated and pul

verized as before . It must likewise be added to the medicine 

on the furnace, though it must get much more fire. Neither 

can one put it into fixation like silver, since gold is fixed 

and much hotter than silver. 

CHAPTER XXXVI 
THE FIRST QUESTI ON 

My child would like to ask me if the Art is indeed pos-

sible? I reply yes , for God has created all things perfect, 

to remain without deficiencies forever; but because of sin the 

four elements, which were simple in all things, have become 

aomposita, corrupted and full of harmful feces. Owing to this , 

many sicknesses and illnesses have occurred in nature, includ

ing death. From thi s we can conclude that in a l l things made 

of the four elements t here are two k i nds of natures , one with

in , which is eternal and imperishable , and that is the Qu . Es

sent ia . The other part is imperfect , corruptible; many harmful 

feces have entered it on account of our sins , which harmful feces 

have been made of the four elements, which they also contain in 

thems elves. These have led us and a ll t h ings to death. Who

ever could separate the poisonous feces from the elements 

through the Art , and r estore the elements into their first be

ing , or into perfection , the elements would then no longer be 

called elements but Qu . Essentia. For the above- cited reasons, 

it i s therefore evi den t that it is certai n and possible to use 
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CHAPTER XXXVII 
THE SECOND QUESTION 
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Out of what is this Art extracted, or in what is this Art 

contained? Answer: In all things, in water, in the sea, the 

mountains, trees, fallow grounds, morasses, earth , secret cham

bers, birds , fish, animals , excrements, urine, hair, nails, 

blood , eggs, and in all things that have originated in the four 

elements. 

CHAPTER XXXVIII 
THE THIRD QuEsTION 

How many kinds of stones are there? Answer : Many. The 

first is called Zapis mineraZis , that is, one can prepare the 

stone from all minerals or all metals. The second is called 

Zapis vegetabiZis, that is, that the Vegetable Stone can be 

pulled out of all growing and green things that sprout out of 

the earth, such as plants, herbs, fruits, trees, wine, honey, 

and all greening things. It serves man's health and to in

aerate metals. The third is called Zapi s naturaZis animaZis , 

or the Soul Stone, and is made out of all animals, birds, 

sewers, stables, dung-heaps, eggs, blood, bones, nails and the 

like, and serves AZahymia. The fourth is called aompositus 

and is drawn from many different matters and through the Art 

joined into a stone . It serves in Alchymy to inaerite all 

leprous metals. 

CHAPTER XXXIX 
My child would now like to put the question, whether per-

haps there are more stones? Thereupon I answer, yes, there are 

two other stones which God bestows upon us for nothing; for, 



since they grow, they are not noticed. One is for the Red, 

the other for the White. Anybody may take of them without 

asking anyone. That is why AZohindus says: You should not 

open your purse in order to incur expenses in this Art; and 

they are means between metals and quicksilver, or 9 does 

not like to stay with the metals without means , as little as 

the soul can stay in man without the spirit, which is an in-

termediary (or: a mediator) between the soul and the body. 

And I will explain to you the nourishment of the child 

in the womb. The latter is there for 40 days before all its 
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members are made of the four elements; and nature is so noble 

and faithful that it compares itself with the nature of heaven, 

because of the noble substance and subtlety it has within it-

self; and this thing has a spirit. For as fast as the spirit 

is prepared as it should (since it is subtle and spiritual), 

the soul falls into it by order of God. Thus the spirit is 

spread everywhere through the body, for the sake of the nature 

it has from the body. Thus the soul is kept in the body and 

cannot separate from it. And when the body gradually increases, 

the spirit grows with the body and all members. It is the same 

with these two stones, be it white or red. These 2 stones are 

Roman vitriol for the Red, and rock alum (alumen roche) for the 

White. My child should note that the two blessed stones are 

called Mineren, that is, Merourius suZphureus. Of these two 

stones Morienus says that there are two stones, white and red, 

to which God the Lord has given such blessing. (see Glauber HWNJ 

CHAPTER XL 
THE FIFTH QUESTION 

Among all these, which is the noblest, most useful, slow-
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est, and shortest to use? Reply: I say that the Mineral 

Stone is the slowest and requires the most care ("sorglichste"), 

and is made with concern and danger, since the Mineral Stone 

is compact and fixed. It consists of 2 waters, of which the 

first water renders the stone volatile without labor and danger. 

One lets it dissolve in it. This water makes Meraurius vivus 

mortal and multiplies all colors of the medicine or the ferment. 

It must be produced by the alchemist with special understanding, 

so that the spirits do not fly away . It is drawn out of the 

stone which God has given us free. This Mineral Stone is 

drawn out with care and danger and requires a lot of time. 

And it is very useful. 

The Lapis animalis has no end, because of the separation 

of the elements and because there is less knowl edge of the art 

of preparing it; it lasts longer than any other stone. There

fore , there is no greater secret, and it is the greatest art 

ever discovered in nature to extract this stone ; and it trans

forms anything , as I will later prove. 

The third stone is called Lapis vegetabilis. That is the 

greening one , and it has h idden powers , more than the other 

stone; and it is the greatest and most praised among all stones , 

and its power is above that of all others , for it has been tested 

in the rectification of the elements and their preparation. It 

accomplis hes the great elixir , which is the black one , doi ng 

infinite things , more than the others. All the gold of the al

chemists , if it is prepared with corrodent (caustic) waters or 

other corrosives, cannot be used in medici ne on account of the 

corrosives . The gold, however, that is made from the Qu. Ess. 

of this Vegetable Stone , is not deficient , if i t is fixed 
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("figiert") with the ferment and is made with intelligence by 

the alchemist. Such gold is medicinal and not corros·ive, nor 

def icient, since no corrosive is added to the regimen of the 

Vegetable Stone. That is the reason why the gold made with 

i t is medicinal and Qu. Ess., and passes in the first degree . 

This stone is so full of power that, if it fs made of silver 

and thrown upon gold, it will transform gold into silver; , in

stead, if it is made of gold and is thrown upon silver, it 

(the silver) will turn into gold. 

You will find this quality in the Vegetable Stone and not 

in any other; because this stone, or Qu. Ess., is in no other , 

neither in the Mineral nor in the Animal, and it becomes the 

greatest medicine in man's body, preserving it in good health 

to the last goal of his life. 

The fourth stone is called Lapis aomposi t us. It is com~ 

posed of many different spirits· and bodies. In its operation 

one finds great trouble and pains , in the opening of the ves

sels to prevent t he spirits from flyi ng away. The work is 

tedious and difficult , and it is a great sec'ret of natur e and 

a stone of great power.. It is accomplished with great labor, 

care, danger , and in a long time . 

CHAPTER XLI 

THE SIXTH QUESTION 

My child, you have asked whether in nature there are still 

more secrets useful to alchemy . Answer: I report that there 

are many different opera (works) in the Art. For not a l l men 

know the stone which God has given us free, be it whi te or red . 

Nor can all men produce this stone, not the Mineral Stone, nor 

the Animal Stone , nor the Vegetable Stone, nor the Composite 
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Stone. Thus they do not have much and would like to get advan-

tages out of the Art. For this reason they undertake many kinds 

of works. 

CHAPTER XLII 

THE FIRST WORK 

There are some who are making odd 

Q and 1) . They boil them on fire 

amalgamations of ~ 
till they stay together 

at the bottom. After that they dissolve them together in an 

Aqua fort . They draw the water off one or two parts, then 

let it crystallize into little stones. After that, they con-

geal it again and dissolve it once more. They are interchang-

ing this work so often till it stands like oil. Then they take 

sublima t ed to the Red or the White, depending on their work, 

taking 7 parts of ~ ij vivus to 1 part of oil . They mix 

the oil with the sublimate on a marble. After that, they put 

it into a small fixation glass, boil it hot, sublimate it and 

mix it again with the feces, until one is fixed with the other. 

Then they dissolve it with Aqua vitae distilled and prepared 

for that purpose. Then they draw off the Aqua vitae in a luke-

warm balneurn till it turns into a powder . Thereupon they pour 

fresh P,qua vitae on it and dissolve it again. They are doing 

this 7 times , till it no longer congeals but stays like an oil. 

A bit of sugar , like unmelted honey, and it is a perfect elixir 

Which tranSfOrIDS all imperfect metals into true () and 1) f 

better than they come out of the mines. 

CHAPTER XLI I I 

THE SECOND WORK 

There are some who make a cinnabar from quicksilver that 

has been well washed with salt and vinegar, thereafter sublimated 
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and rectified in boiling water, and of sulphur, clarified like 

a crystal. Of this they make a vermilion, taking 2 parts of 

quicksilver and 1 part of sulphur, powdered on a stone and put 

into a pot; boiled on fire as one makes cinnabar. Afterwards 

they calcinate the vermilion and dissolve it in aqua saZis 

(salt water) , prepared for that purpose; they imbibed (drench) 

7 parts of cinnabar with 1 part of aqua salis, kept it on a 

small fire for 7 days, in a closed cask; afterwards , they 

imbibed it again and did as before. They did this 3 times, 

until 3 parts of aqua salis had been soaked into the 7 parts 

of vermilion. Then they set it to be fixed ("figieren"), till 

everything remained together fixed at the bottom. Then they 

dissolved it in aqua vitae prepared for that purpose, and put 

it immediately into a fixation glass; they kept it in warm 

ashes, rising and falling, till everything stayed fixed to-

gether at the bottom, and was a true elixir. 

Ct::18PTER XLIV 
It:tE It::! I BO WoRK 

Others took living Q , washed with salt and vinegar , and 

sublimated it 7 times through one pound of vitriole, each time 

with fresh matter . In addition, they dissolved gold in rectified 

aqua vitae, and rubbed the sublimated ~ to a subtle powder, 

which they put into a glass pot and imbibed with the water from 

the gold; put a helm on, and drew it off the ashes wi th pure heat, 

till it was dry . Then they again rubbed the powder quite subtiZ 

on a stone, put it back into the glass pot together with the helm 

on it, and drew i t off in warm ashes as before. They repeated 

this work till 3 }, of the water were imbibed in 1) of mer-

curial powder. Each time , one ounce of water of the gold should 
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be soaked into the above- mentioned powder; and do away with the 

moisture which you must draw off with the alen\bic, because it is 

no good. 

When all the water from the gold had been soaked into the 

powder, they put it to sublimate on a gentle fire , and after-

wards on stronger fire. That which rises must again be mixed 

with the feces. Let it sublimate again, till it no longer sub-

limates up but stays together fixed at the bottom of the vessel. 

Then they poured aes ustum, aroaus martis over . In that they 

dis sol ve.d Q , congealed it on warm ashes , drawing off the 

moisture with an alembic. Then they put it again to dissolve 

in balneo, or fimo, or in a cold cellar, till it dissolved into 

pure water. That they congealed again on warm ashes as before, 

and then dissolved again. They repeated this aften till it no 

longer coagulated but stayed thick like honey . Then it is a 

true elixir , penetrating and tincturing ~ into true gold, 

which is better and more highly colored than that which comes 

from the mines . 

CHAPTER XLV 
THE FOURTH WORK 

Some took living ~ , and washed it with salt and vine-

gar till it was clear as a mirror. Then they took Roman vitriole, 

4 parts; aes usturn and crocus. martis,2 parts; sal commun , 1 part. 

Through that they sublimated 7 parts of mercury, first with lit-

tle fire, then with stronger; and they did this 7 times, each 

time with fresh matter. After this, they took well rectified 

aqua vitae and antimonium mineralis, aeris usti, crocus martis, 

cinnabar, ana 2 parts; as much vitriol as the weight of all the 

others together . They dried the vitriol till it powdered , and 
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then mixed everything together powdered very fine. In a glass, 

they poured upon it well rectified aqua vitae, rising two hands ' 

width above the matter. They .stirred it well together and put it 

in the l;>alneum, after well luting the glass, for 10 days:.. EverY.-· 

day they stirred it 3 or 4 times with the hands, so that the 

aqua vitae might all the better get incorporated with. the matter. 

After the 10th day , they put a helm on the glass· and distilled 

first with a little fire, and fina·lly for 12 hours with a strong 

fire, so that all its colored spirits might go over with the 

aqua vitae. 

They repeated this work often, each. time pouring the water 

upon fres'h. matter, till the water was as red as Blood. Then th.ey· 

took 1 lb of this water and di·ssol ved in it as much gold as would 

dissolve. Thus. they obtained a water of gold. Then they to.ok 

1 lb of that water and dissolved in it as much of the mercury 

subl imated above to the Red as could be. After this,, they· took 

one part of the mercury water and two parts of gold water and 

poured both. waters together into an alembic, well mixed . A helm 

upon it, and set it into a dish. with ashes, and drew· off the mois .... 

ture with a gentle fire. Then they took two parts of mercurial 

water and one part of gold water and poured it upon the powder 

which. they had congeal ed.. They· put it back. on the furnace, con-· 

gealed it again as before, with. l ittle fire. They repea·ted th1s 

work till both. waters w.ere united in a massa or powder.. Then 

they put it to solve on a stone,. at night, in fresh air, or in 

a humid cellar, or in dung, or in balneo, till all was· di'ssDl ved 

into pure water . That which. was dissolved was congealed on warm 

ashes·. They· did the solution and congealing S'O often ti'l.l it no 

longer congealed but stayed li:ke ·an oi.l, f ixea, transparent r red 
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as blood, and eternally fixed. Then it was a perfect elixir 

which tinctures Q into true gold and goes through all leprous 

metals and their diseases ("Malzey" ). 

CHAPTER XLVI 

THE FIFTH WORK, TO SUB LIMATE TO 

THE RED FROM 0 AND 9 
Some have calcinat~d (!) to a subtle powder, and washed 

9 with salt and vinegar as clear as a mirror. Afterwards 

they sublimated it through Roman ~ aes ustum , crocurn martis, 

and 9 is, hematite ( "Blutstein") of the last four as much 

as one as of the other; a~d ~ as much as the weight of the 

others together; also some common salt of which there was no 

weight. They sublimated this 7 times in our sublimating ves-

sel, each time taking fresh matter. Then they.took aes usturn, 

cinnabar , crocus martis and " is hematite, antimonium , ana , 

Roman vitriol as much as the weight of all the others together, 

and made a subtle powder of it. They poured on it two hands' 

width of rectified aqua vitae and put it in a warm balneurn for 

3 days , stirring the matter daily to mix the matter well with 

the aqua vitae. Afterwards they distilled the aqua vitae off 

through the helm, at first with a gentle fire, which they in-

creased gradually , and finally with a strong fire for 12 hours, 

to well draw out all spirits. They did this 3 t imes, each time 

with fresh matter. 

Then they took 1 lb of this water and in it dissolved as 

much of the sublimat e a s they could. Then they took 3 lbs of 

gold calx, finely powdered, and imbibed it with J ii j aqua 

~ They put it in a glass with a he l m on, and set it in 

warm ashes , and drew off the moisture with a gentle fire , and 
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congealed it . Afterwards, they ground it subtle on a marble: 

and again imbibed with J iij aqua 9 , always grin~ing (pow

dering). They repeated this procedure till . all aqua ~ · had 

been imbued into the powder . Then they ground it on a stone , 

and put it into a sublimation vessel; and, while continually 

rubbing it (mixing it) with its feces of earth or ferment, 

till everything stayed together at the bottom fixed. There-

after , they dissolved it in the same water in which the sub-

limate had been dissol ved; and they put it into the balneum 

in a well stoppered glass for 15 hours; after that they ··cori-

gealed it on ashes. They repeated this dissolving and con-

gealing till it no longer hardened but remained in the consis-

tence of a golden oil, which is the true elixir which tinges 

and changes the ~ and all imperfect metals into true gold, 

which is better than that which comes out of the mines, con-

stant in all tests. 

CHAPTER XLV I I 

THE S1xTH i4oRK 
In that way some have calcinated the aorpora and d issolved 

the spirits, and then imbibed the bodies with the spirits. 

Others sublimated the spirits, and d isso l ved the aorpora ; and 

with the dissolved bodies they imbibed the sublimated spirits. 

Then all was equally well , and at the end they achieved an 

elixir of the same power. 

CHAPTER XLVI II 
. . . 

THE SEVENTH WORK 

Finally , some took flowing (" running " ) Q , and washed 

it with salt and vinegar till it was as clear as a mirror . 

Then they took alumen roahe and evaporated it on a small fire , 



while retaining its spirits, as dry until it became powdered. 

Of this alum they took 3 lbs Zapis aaZaminaris, aaZx ovorum, 

salt, of each 1 lb; washed ~ , 3 lbs. They ground every

thing together on a stone, and sublimated it first on a small 
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fire and subsequently , on a stronger fire. They d i d this sub

limation 7 times, to enable ·them to imbibe into the ~ the 

white spirits of the alum; since alum is full of white spirits, 

as the Roman (alum) is full of red spirits; for people whiten 

copper with Zapis aaZaminaris , without any other addition, yes, 

even as white as silver. Then one leaves eggshells in vinegar, 

and the calces are often imbibed with the dissolved eggshells; 

then these aa!aes are reduced into a corpus as white as s·ilver . 

This those people well know who can make aZbatione s (whitenings) 

to deceive others by that. Thus they imbibed ~ full with the 

white spirits. Then they took aZumen roahe, arsenicum subZi

mated to the white , as I have instructed you with ~ ; 2 lbs 

eggshell- chalk, Zapis aaZaminaris ana , 1 lb; as much saltpet re 

as everyth i ng else together , that i s , 16 lbs . Of that they 

took just 4 lbs to make aqua fort, as you have b een taught; 

thus they made aqua fort 4 times , and they poured all 4 waters 

into a glass. 

Then they took all the capita mortua (dead heads) of the 

16 lbs , turned them into the finest powder and put that into 

their distil lating vessel. They poured on it all the water 

burnt from i t, and kept i t for 15 days in balneo , in order to 

uni te the spi rits . After this, t h ey took it out of the balneum, 

set a helm on it, and made aqua fort , first with little fire and 

later with a strong heat, for 24 hours. They repeated this work 

4 times , so a s to bring the strength of the earth into the water. 
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This is the very best water ever found in the world , to serve 

the work for the white stone or the white elixir. 

Then they took 1 lb of this water , dissolved in it as much 

fine cupel-silver as they could dissolve in it, and filled it, 

as is usual (or: customary). They poured off the water , and 

rubb ed the calx with my distilled water till t he water was gone • 

Then, they took 1 lb of the calx and 1 lb of ~ , sublimated 

to the white . They ground both together to a powder, and sub-

limated it first with little fire and afterwards with stronger 

fire. They repeated this sublimation 5 or 6 times, each time 

mixing the subli mate with its feces. Finally they took the 

sublimate and preserved it in a sealed glass. They put the 

feces which had stayed at the bottom into a reverberation 

furnace and reverberated them for 3 days , hot enough that 

the earth was glowing and no more , (just enough), that it 

glowed just a little red; for if it were heated too much, it 

woul d turn i nto glass. 

After thisr they let it cool down and then ground it on 

a ston e with distilled vinegar , put it into a glass jar (or 

jug) , and poured yet a good quantity of distilled wine vine-

gar on i t . They set it into a fresh , boiling hot balneum for 

4 days , shaking it every day 3 or 4 t i mes with their hands. 

At last they let the balneum cool down and the feces precipi-

tate ; they poured the pure liq uid off a bove, d r ied the feces , 

and reverberated t ho s e again for 24 hours in the reverberation 

furnace. Then they took them out, ground them with vinegar as 

before , and dissolved them in v i negar . They repeated thi s till 

all the feces were dissolved in the vinegar. Then they poured 

the vinegar together and set it in the balneurn Mariae , dis-



tilled the vineqar in the balneum. Then the salt of ~ 

stayed at the bottom as white as snow. 

Now they put the salt once again into the calcination 
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furnace to reverberate for 24 hours, after which they took it 

out, pounded it on a stone with distilled wine vinegar, and 

dissolved it as indicated above. After the last distillation 

of the vinegar, they took out the salt which was shining like 

a crystal and melting like wax. Then they took the ~ , in 

which the silver-spirit had been hidden durinq sublimation , 

and they pounded them together into one. Then they put it 

into a fixation- glass . After this, they took a Zu men roc he, 

Zapis ca l aminares, aalx ovorum, arseniaium commune ana, and 

evaporated the alum over a gentle fire, while preserving the· 

spirits; they powdered it and rubbed it together on a stone 

very finely; they put the powder into a glass or jar and 

poured well rectified aqua vitae on it, 3 hands' width above 

the matter, and set it to distill, first with little fire 

and later with stronger fire, for 24 hours. 

Then they took the caput mortuum, pounded i t finely on 

a stone and again added to it that which had been distilled , 

as above. They did this 4 times, cohoba t ing it each time 

with the feces, so as to gain the strength of the earth. And 

this was unknown to the old philosophers, and serves for the 

white stone or elixir; and it is a medium between the living ~ 
and the bodies, since the spirit cannot get at the body with-

out a means. They took this water and poured it into a fixa-

tion- glass, upon the powder, so that it stood above it by 1 

hands ' width. They sealed it hermetice and put it into a dish 

with ashes , at first with a gentle fire, till everything was 
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opened in water , which happened in 21 days. Then they increased 

the fire, and they saw that by the fixation - glass when streaks 

went through it; for at first they are subtle, but afterwards 

they become coarse and thick . Then they increased their fire 

till it no longer rose but stayed fixed at the bottom, in the 

consistency of a thick oil. When that was cold , it was thick-

er than honey and was a perfect elixir, tinging and translating 

(transforming) all imperfect bodies into true ~ , better than 

which comes from the mines. 

If one wished to bring (turn) this elixir into the philos-

ophe r ' s stone, like a CRYSTAL, one would have to take a small 

glass and set it into the secret furnace, hermetice sealed, or 

in the dry furnace which the p h ilosophers call tripus; give 

fir e so strong that you can easily keep your hand in it. In 

this heat it has to stand for 40 days , when it will congeal 

into the philosopher ' s stone , clear as crystal , so that one 

can powder it; and its power has increased tenfold in nobility 

and projection. 

CHAPTER XU x 
THE EIGHTH WORK 

All the details used in this work of ~ must be used in 

dealing with lf , since all 

jovis effect in all works as 

drawn from ~ accomplishes 

6':1.t .·of ~ 

CHAPTER L 
. . 

philosophers agree that the calces 

much as the ch~lk of ~ ; and ~ 
in the work as much as ~ drawn 

THE NINTH w·oRK Of THE 

Quinta Essentia Lunae 

Others took silver calx, made with common aqua fort, beaten 



down with conunon water , and dried. They took a large quantity 

thereof and drew from it living ~ , in the following way. 
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They took good triple distilled vinegar, which they poured 

into a stone jar. Into that they poured c alcin i tartarum (calx 

of tartar) and clear, transparent -*9 ana of the aforementioned 

vinegar, 6 quarts, ca lces lunae iij; they took this silver 

chalk, tartar and ground them 3 times together on a marble 

slate with the distilled vinegar , so finely that a painter 

could paint with it with a brush. Then they put it into a 

large jar of 12 quarts, and poured upon it lquart of distilled 

vinegar . They quickly closed the jar, as otherwise the vinegar 

would immediately fly out of the jar. They shook the jar with 

their hands so that the matter would well get mixed with the 

vinegar. Then they put this jar for 24 days to putrefy in a 

warm balneum, stirring the matter every day 3 or 4 times, to 

mix it well. 

After 21 days, they removed the can, put a helm on it, set 

it on a furnace and distilled the vinegar off. Afterwards, the 

qu. ess. Lunae followed in the form of a living quicksilver. 

It has such a great virtue that it is not permitted to reveal 

all its power, for certain reasons . And this is the greatest 

secret in the Art, for this ~ or qu. ess. Lunae is so noble 

and pure that it can actually compare with the nature of heaven 

in its wonderworks, as will be taught later on. After they had 

drawn the qu. ess. Lunae out of the jar, in the form of living 

quicksilver, t hey preserved it till they needed it, and the 

earth of the silver stayed blended with the tartar and the sal 

ammoniac in the jar. 

Then they took common distilled water, poured it into the 
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jar, and kept it in a hot balneum, shaken or stirred every day 

3 or 4 times. Tartar and ~ dissolved both into clear water, 

but the earth or corpus of 'J) settled at the bottom of the jar. 

Then they let it cool down, poured the water off into another 

jar, drew it off per alembicum, and found the tartar and the 

~ at the bottom, each by itself, as good as they were be

fore; and they can again be used for other purposes as before, 

likewise the vinegar, while they are better than before. 

Then they took the earth of the silver, dried it over a 

small fire, powdered it finely, and set it to calcinate for 

3 days in a reverberation furnace, fairly hot - only red and 

no more, so that it should not turn into glass. If one kept 

a strong heat , such as is used for forging iron, it would 

turn into glass, for all things are by nature ultimately 

glass, when the spirit has left them. When it had thus re

verberated for 3 days, they removed it , put it into a stone 

jar , poured distilled vinegar on it, mixed it well, and set 

it in the balneurn for 8 days, stirring every day 3 or 4 times 

and keeping the balneurn steadily boiling hot. 

After the 8 days they let the balneum cool down, poured 

the vinegar sideways off from the feces by turning the jar to 

one side. After they had drawn the vinegar off, they found at 

the bottom the clear, white silver-salt. They put this salt 

into the reverberation furnace for 24 hours, as mentioned be

fore. Afterwards they put it back into the jar, poured dis

tilled vinegar on it and set it i n the balneum, proceeding in 

every way as previously. When the v inegar was drawn off, they 

found the sal Lunae at the bottom, glistening like ice and 

melting like wax. They preserved it for the time they would 
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Now they took all salt , and the 6th part of ~ of !) , 
and rubbed them on a stone till one no longer saw any thing 
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alive of 9 . Then they put it into a small glass (No . 20 pg 352) 

sealed it, and set it in a dish with ashes on a gentle fire, 

for 24 hours. Within this time the ~ turned into a hard 

mass. Now they broke the glass and powdered the mass finely. 

Then they took the other part of ~ ~ ae and mixed it with 

the mass, so that one could see nothing more of it. They put 

it into a glass , to boil in ashes, as before . They repeated 

this till all 6 parts of Q were imbued . with its own salt, 

and the corpus, or salt, had drunk all its spirit. And this 

is what Morienus says: Refresh the thirsty with living water, 

and he will no more feel thirst in all eternity. Afterwards 

they powdered the mass very finely , put it into a fixation-

glass, and poured rectified aqua vitae on it, one hand ' s width 

above the matter. Then they sealed it and put it into a dish 

with ashes to boil, first with little fire , and in 12 days every-

thi ng was dissolved i nto clear water. Then one can see the 

spirits rise with the bodies , and the aqua vitae as silver 

streaks; and when the streaks begin to become coarse and thick , 

you must increase your fire , and 24 days afterwards everything 

will be fixed with the aqua vitae in the form of a glossy oil. 

When that is cold , it will be somewhat thicker , like oil or 

honey, clear transparent like crys tal. It is a perfect elixir . 

Put it into a glass ampuZZa , closed above , and put it into t he 

secret furnace of the philosophers , or in tripode. That is the 

dry furnace of the philosophers. Give it moderate heat , so that 

you can keep your hand in it without burning for the duration of 
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one Ave Maria. Then the elixir will be congealed into the 

philosopher's stone within 40 days, which will change all im

perfect metals and well washed 9 into true, better and nobler 

~ than comes out of the mines . Raimundus LuZZius speaks of 

this work that it is a stone and a medicine, to which no for -

eign matters are added, but that one takes away from it what 

is too much. Praise God! 

CHAPTER LI 
that you can make an elixir from , and Understand 

from h alone 

agree that lf 
to the red, for all old philosophers unanimously 

is at botto~ fine 

boiled enough by the heat of the sun. 

, but yet raw and not 

Likewise they say ·~ 
is fine gold in its innermost, but impure. If its impurity 

were taken away from it and its innermost turned outside, 

it would be perfect gold . You must not for this purpose open 

your purse and incur much expense in the Art, for God, who has 

made all things without a diminution of his essence, has pre-

pared enough matter for us to fulfill all our desires , provided 

we know them and can prepare them. Let us, therefore, pray God 

that he may give us the intelligence to recognize the things 

which he has created for us , and that we may prepare it in such 

a way as to reach our goal, and to acquire the stone , for which 

we work , and to use the same for the honor of God and ours, and 

also for the happiness of the souls of our neighbors (actually: 

for the "salvation" or "heavenly bliss"). 

CHAPTER LI I 
THE TENTH WORK - Aqua Phi Zoso phorum 

FOR THE WHITE 

Some took 1 lb of 9 of ~ '. , and also the salt of ~ · , 
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prepared in everything cs has been taught in the ninth work: 

and they kept them for themsel ves. Further , they burnt an 

aqua fort of 3 parts , alum, arsenic, egg- chalk, calamine ana 

1 part , saltpetre as much as all other parts weigh together. 

From this they made an aqua fort, pouring it each time anew 

on its feces, and again burning it 4 or 5 times. In this 

water t hey dissolved the 9 of j) , and drew the water off 

by distillation. They sublimated the ~ l) .ae . They did . 
this sublimation 3 times , each time with fresh water . Thus 

they drenched the Q 2} ·~ ae in a white spirit or tincture, 

and by dissolving and sublimating they made it subtle and in-

creased it in its power and projection 100 times. Afterwards 

t hey took the prepared salt of l) and dissolved it in recti

fied aqua vitae: drawn off 5 times of ana alum , arsenic , egg-

chalk and calamine. They agai n distilled the water off the 
' .. 

saZ Lunae in a lukewarm balneum. Upon the salt they again 

poured water till i t was d i ssolved; and again drew the water 

through the balneum. They dis solved and congealed with fresh 

aqua vitae till t h e silversal t no longer congealed but sta yed 

like oil , white and glis tening l ike snow . 

After t his they took the ~ which they had sublimated , 

rubbed it on a stone , and imbi bed .it with itsel f . That is 

what the philosopher Danthin says: Give it to drink its 

s weat , and it will b ecome strong , s o that one cannot overcome 

it i n al l eternity , for it will henceforth no more lose its 

power , that is , one wi l l be unable to rob it of i ts sweat , 

because they are now simple (or : "one") like the insurmount

able heaven , and it is no longer ~ but qu. ess. 

After they had imbi bed all oil and salt into 9 , they 
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took a glass with a long neck (No. 21page 412 . Into that they put 

the matter, sealed it above and put it for 8 days on warm ashes. 

Then the matter became hard as a stone . Now they broke the glass 

and powdered the matter finely; they put it into a fixation-

glass and poured 1 hand's width of aqua vitae upon it. They 

sealed the glass and set it on a furnace, in a dish with ashes. 

First they gave a gentle fire , as if one wished to burn rose-

water. Within 10 days they saw the matter with the aqua vitae 

rise, like silver streaklets, up and down through the fixation-

glass , and when the streaklets began to become coarser and 

thicker, they increased their fire considerably, for your mat-

ter starts becoming coarse and fixed . And that is what Hermes 

says in the regimen of the fixation: It rises from the earth 

to heaven, and again falls down upon the earth, and the nether-

most turns into the uppermost, the uppermost into the nethermost. 

And when the matter begins to thicken, you may be assured that 

the end is near, and the fewer veins you see in the glass , the 

more you must graduall y increase your fire . They conti nued . 

with this regulating of the fire till they saw no more little 

veins rise and descend . And they saw the matter at the bottom 

of the vessel like a bright, glistening oil, white as crystal. 

And it was a perfect elixir, penetrating the ~ and all lep

rous metals into real silver , withstanding all tests, better 

than what comes out of the mines, (or : the ores). If then 

they wished to turn this elixir into the philosopher 's stone, 

they put it into a glass ampulla, closed above and set it into 

the furnace of the philosophers or in tripode , that is the fur-

nace of the philosophers or the dry furnace, in which they used 

to calcinate and congeal their spirits; and they kept it in such 
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heat that they could hold ~heir hand without burning between 

the jar with their ampulla and the furnace. They let it stand 

in this heat for 40 days, in which time the elixir had congealed 

into a hard crystalline pulverizable stone. And it grew 100 

times in the first projection , and it is the philosopher's stone. 

Say thanks to God Almighty, be kind to the poor, and work suf-

ficiently. 

CHAPTER LIII 

Others took 

mentioned V . 

THE ELEVENTH WORK 

<:;) and '2) , and dissolved them in the afore

After that, they sublimated them, in every way 

as in the work just related. They also prepared the salt of 

2) just as before; thereafter they dissolved and imbibed the 

saZ Zunae with jts own spirit, as in the previous work the salt 

with the Q of ~ . This is what Morienus says in the book 

of the Mineral Stone: Refresh the earth with the heavenly dew, 

and the earth will become fertile and produce flowers of a heav-

enly color . And after they had imbibed the sublimated and dis

solved ~ in its own salt, they prepared it in every way as I 

have taught in the above work; and thus they turned it into the 

philosopher ' s stone, into the same power and projection. In 

this way the old philosophers made their elixir in many ways , 

and prepared t heir stone and immediately brought it into very 

high power. 

CHAPTER LIV 

THE TWELFTH WORK 

There were others who calcina ted 0 and ~ , and dis

so l ved the chalk in balneo in distilled vinegar, till every-

thing was dissolved into pure water. Then they drew the vine-
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gar off by distillation till a small skin appeared. Now they 

removed the helm and put it into a glass pot, into a very cool 

cellar , for 5 or 6 days. During this time small stones sprouted, 

nothing else but crystals, from Q as well as from .~ · . They 

removed these little stones and again distilled some water off 

them; and put them again into the cellar . They repeated this 

till nothing sprouted; then they put the crystals into a glass 

pot with a helm , set it in a cupel with ashes , distilling with 

a moderate fire till nothing dripped. Thus the Q and ~ 

remained so to speak as if it were oil; as soon as it cooled 

down, it was hard like a pulverizable stone, which they did in 

fact pulverize very finely. They dissolved it i n distilled 

vinegar , as before, and drew off the vinegar till a little 

skin appeared, and set it in the cellar to crystallize as be-

fore . They repeated this till no more feces remained , and thus 

th~y had purifi ed the 0 ·and J) from their uncleanliness. 

Then they took these little stones thus purified, pounded 

them to a subtle powder, and put that into a fixation- glass. 

They poured a hand ' s width of rectified Aqua vitae on it , and 

proceeded with a moderate fire, as has been reported above, 

till it stood like a fixed oil and was a perfect elixi r, which 

transferred 9 ~ and ~ into 0 or J) , according to 

what had been the ferment . 

If they wished to change this elixir into the philosopher ' s 

stone, they put .it into a glass ampuZZa, set it in tripode for 

40 days , and regulat·ed the fire as has been taught above. With-

in the 40 days the elixir changed into the philosopher ' s stone. 

This is the Stone of which the philosopher Calid says that no-

thing foreign comes into it , only that one removes from it its 
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impurity and urges it a bit so that it stays in ~ that is 

in the Aqua vitae, which is wonderfully fixed with it in the 

fixation and is a means between (or : a medium, or intermediary) 

between the ~ · and _the metals, and the philosopher's stone. 

For if the medium did not exist, the ~ would in no way stay 

with the metals; but when now this medium is fixed with the 

philosopher's stone, the spirits remain constantly in the metals. 

In this Art many expenses are incurred and much labor is per-

formed. Then, when they have worked for a long time and be-

lieve to have done their work well, after they have made it fixed, 

subtle and fusible and at last arrive at projection, they don ' t 

accomplish anything and are then as far as they were before. 

Then they think that the Art is impossible to practice , for 

they do not know the medium and do not understand the stone 

which God has given us for nothing. Neither do they know that 

by this medium all things must be joined, and because they have 

neither knowledge nor understanding of this medium, they can 

never reach perfection , even if they labored till Doomsday; 

but if they knew this medi um, all their work would succeed. 

With this you cannot make any pro j ection except on ~ and 

lf. , and it is a Stone to the White; but if it has been 

prepared from 0 , throw it on .{ and 9 :, you will be 

taugh t the quantity of the projection by experience . 

CHAPTER LV 
THE THIRTEENTH WORK 

Others make Aqua fort of Romari ~ and (I) to dissolve 

the 0 ; or of alum de roche and saltpetre to dissol~e · .·~ " 

They make such Aqua fort as is customary, and they dissolved 

therein 0 and l) , each by itself, because they wished to 
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make both stones. After that they put each a part into a 

glass pot with a helm on it, and distilled 2 parts of the 

Aqua fort in balneo. Then they removed the helms and put 

the pots for 8 days in a cool, humid cellar. Thus , little 

stones formed in time at the bottom. Those they took out , 

put the helm on again and distilled each almost entirely 

in balneo . They set the rest once again to sprout, as above, 

and again crystals formed . They added those to the first, 

each to its kind. They cleaned the pots and put in it its 

stones, put the helm on, and set it for 8 days into a boiling 

balneurn. During this time all these little stones congealed 

into a hard, pulverizable stone. Then they took the stones 

and pounded each by itself to a subtle powder; and they put 

each into a fixation- glass, and poured 1 hand's width of our 

Aqua vitae, prepared specially for each . They sealed the 

glasses herrnetice, and boiled with such a regulation of the 

fire as has been taught in various places, till they stayed 

in the consistency of a fixed oil, red, transparent, clear 

like a ruby, to the Red; and transparent, clear, snowwhite, 

glistening like a crystal, to the White. And both were elix

irs that tinged 9 and ~ to the Red, and Q and lf to 

the White. But if they wished to transform both elixirs into 

the philosopher ' s stone, they put each elixir into a glass 

arnpulla, sealed them hermetice and put them into the furnace 

of the philosophers for 40 days and nights with such a regula-

tion of the fire as has been taught previously in various 

places. In the given time they turned into the philosopher ' s 

stone, hard, transparent like a ruby to the Red; and snowwhite, 

crystalline to the White. 



My. child, Thank God and work diligently , for what you 

are here taught of these two stones, you can make from " 

to the Red, and from "(. to the White, although I believe 

that it would be done more easily and perfectly from <::) 
and j) . Nevertheless, all philosophers and old folks con

cur that lead is leprous gold, and that it lacks nothing but 
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that its impurity be removed from it, and its inside be turned 

outside and its outside, inside; then it would be fine <:) . 
That is why it is known, for the reasons mentioned, that the 

philosophical stone, white and red, can be made from these 

metals without a foreign addition, provided they be cleansed 

of their impurity and joined to an Aqua vitae, which is the 

medium . 

CHAPTER LVI 
THE FOURTEENTH WORK 

Take antimonium , sublimate it by itself. Then make an 

Aqua fort from Roman ~ , 1 lb; saltpetre, 2 lbs; salt , 1 lb. 

Pour this ~ , 4 finger ' s width above the sublimated () · , 

distill it off again in balneo till it is quite dry. Add to it 

half as much ~ , and sublimate them together with a strong 

sublimation fire. Put what rises separately into a glass, well 

closed so that no air can escape; what has not sublimated of 

the e-, , pound small, and pour water on it which has first 

been distilled of it; put it in the balneurn to distill till 

it is dry. 

To this add again half as much ~ and sublimate it as be

fore . Repeat this till all e:, has been sublimated . This is 

called the Qu. Ess . of the antimoniurn . Now take this qu . ess. 

antimonii, put it into a glass, well closed with glue , sand 
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and wax . Set it in a hot steam bath of water for 3 days and 

nights . It will dissolve as white as milk. After this , lute 

a helm on it and separate the four elements. First distill 

the bad water from it with a gentle fire and throw it away. 

Put another recipient on and let the balneum boil. Then a 

white water will go over it, which is the element of the water 

or Zac virginis . Distill till it no longer drops; then dis-

till it out of the ashes, and keep that also, for it belongs 

to the white water. Such tinges tin and copper into fine, 

good silver. 

After this , pound what remained in the glass very finely 

and set it to dissolve in putrefacti on , as has been taught 

above. Then an oil will appear, pale as water . That is the 

element air . Now give stronger fire in the ashes, and a red 

matter will appear , like thin blood. Increase your fire again 

till all matter has gone over. Then you have the element fire . 

The element earth , however , which stays in the glass, is good 

only for throwing sway. 

Now take the first element of the water, lac virginis; 

put it into a glass and close i t herrnetice. Set it into the 

athanor which one has in the warm stove, and give a very gentle 

fire. Then all colors will appear, for after the blackness, 

a beautiful whiteness will come . Then it has enough . All 

this will take place in one month and it will be a tincture 

for silver, which mix es with J{. , just as all silver with 

gold . 

Now put 1 lb of ~ into a crucible; heat it till it 

starts smoking. Pour upon it one "Lot" (half an ounce) of 

the sai d elixir, and give strong sublimation fire. Then it 
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will stand as if the crucible would break. But if it becomes 

brittle, add more red ~ , ·and you will have very fine J) 
steadfast in all tests. The element of the fire, however , 

which you have kept apart, close it into a glass as previously 

the white water, till finally a red color appears . This tinges , 

in everything as in the white, the ~ into good and fine 0 
which stands all tests , better than what comes from the mines . 

CHAPTER LVII 

THE FIFTEENTH WORK 

This is an e Zixir from Q and ~ how the golden shirt 

is to be pulled off the black king, which is Q , and is to 

tinge ~ into 0 . 
Take the black king and pulverize it , and mix him with 

pulverized tartar; put it into .an alembic , and first distill 

of it the tartar . Preserve this water well stoppered. As to 

the powder that stayed below in the vessel , put it into a cal-

cination- vessel and calcinate it in the wind-furnace , or cal-

cinate it for 3 days and 3 nights . When it is well calcinated 

and has cooled down, pour good distilled vinegar upon it and 

let it stand till the vinegar is colored yellow- red. Then pour 

it off into another alembic, and again pour other vinegar upon 

it. Let it stand again till it is colored, and t h en pour it 

off carefully to the other red vinegar. Again pour fresh vine-

gar upon it, and do this till all redness has been extracted 

from the chalk. 

Now take all the tinged vinegar and draw it off per bal-

neum Mar. You will find a red powder at the bottom of the 

alembic; that is the qu. ess. of the Q ; dissolve this powder 

in the cellar upon a glass tablet to the consistency of oil. 
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Pour to this oil its own water which you had first drawn off, 

and put it into a retort with an alembic; or lute another re-

tort over it, the joints (seams) being well closed. Set it in 

the furnace on warm ashes; let it rise and descend, and you 

have a fixed and incombustible oil which fixes and tinges ~ 

into gold. Take thin plates of fine silver, burn them and let 

them go out in this oil, and they will turn into fine <:) . 
This oil cures all man's sicknesses and all wounds, including 

leprosy, fever, fistulas, and cancer, etc. 

CHAPTER LVIII 

THE SIXTEENTH WORK 

This is another elixir from c"5 · for all sicknesses. 

Take a n t imonium, pound it well with distilled vinegar. 

Put it in a warm spot to dry. Again pound it with vinegar 

and let it dry . Then take powdered salt as fusible as butter. 

Sublimate the antimonium through it (or: with it, or: by it) 

for 14 hours, first with a gentle fire, then gradually in-

creasing it. When it has turned cold, break it open, and you 

will find the antimonium as white as snow, sublimated. Now 

pour warm water upon the feces that stayed at the bottom, f il-

ter it off as one would make a lye. Repeat this till all salti-

ness is gone from it. Dry what is left over and keep it. Then 

take same and pour distilled wine vinegar on it, so that it 

stands 3 finger's width above it. Stir it well and put it with 

the glass on warm ashes for 3 hours, and let the matter settle 

at the bottom. Then pour the vinegar carefully off; pour other 

vinegar upon it, stir it well, and let it stand in hot ashes as 

before. Do this 4 or 5 times. 

Keep the drawn off vinegar in a glass, for in it is the 
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qu. ess. of c3 ij. Now take this vinegar and distill it off 

completely by Baln. Maria, and the qu. ess. stays below in the 

destillatoriuro. After this, take what has been sublimated and 

do likewise with it; draw its qu. ess. off. Then take it and 

let it putrefy in horse dung or in balneo till the oil is dis-

solved. Then it is sweet as honey . This oil has inexpressibly 

great virtues for chasing away all contagious diseases and to 

keep man healthy; it heals all wounds, outside and inside, and 

leprosy, etc. Glossa : I mean to say that one has to bring the 

qu. ess . and the sublimated together in an oil and use it, as 

has been taught above. 

CHAPTER LIX 

T~E SEYENTEENT~ WQB~ 

~ow ro M8KE 8N ELI~IB FR0t1 2007 8ND 1111 
Others took one part 2007 and melted it. When it was 

melted, they threw into it 3 parts of 1111, stirred them to-

gether and let it cool down. Then it is brittle and soft. 

Pound it and wash it very well with salt and vinegar till no 

further blackness gets off it. Then dry it at the sun or a 

small fire. After that put it into a glass retort and , in 

addition, twice as much as its own of the Aqua fort described 

hereafter. Distill it up and down till it stays at the bottom 

like an oil, quite red, and it can no longer be congealed. 

Then you have the Aqua vitae and eleuro philosophorum incom-

bustibile. 

Now take of this oil J, ij, or as much as you wish; add 

to it 1 Lot (half an ounce) of thinly beaten, fine goldleaves. 

Put them together into a glass retort or phiole , well closed , 

and let it stand for 7 days and nights on a moderate fire. 
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Then everything together turns into an oil. Now add again 1 

Lot of fine gold , and let it again stand for 7 days and nights 

i n wa rmth, as before. Then it becomes as thick as molten pitch. 

Now add 1 Lot of gold as befo re, and t hus there are 3 Lots of 

gold in 4 Lots of oil. Let it again stand 7 days and nights 

as before, and .you have a meltable medicine, like wax, to the 

u tmost Red. It turns stiff in cold a ir . You must pulverize 

this, and throw 1 part on 500 parts of f ine silver; it will 

all turn into fine 0 . 
The aforementioned water is made in the following way: 

Take Roman ~ , 1 lb; alumen roche and corrunon salt ana, 1 lb . 

Powder t hem small and mix it wi·th 1 lb of distilled wine vine

gar. Of that burn an Aqua fort; into that put 1) * 
CHAPTER LX 

THE EIGHTEENTH WORK 

ABOUT Two WATERS 

Now, my child, I will teach you t o make two waters with 

which one does wonderful works of Art, for without these two 

waters, no one will draw the Stone from Q alone . ArnoZdus 

de Vi llanova, Ra imundus and AZbertu s Magnus have considerably 

improved this water , since they found each time more truth in 

it. Arnoldus ·found that one should add to it aroaus and Zap. 

haema t item, an equal measure of each. Raimundus found that 

one should add antimonium miner a Ze and vermiZ Zion . Albertus 

Magnus found that one should put in it a e s us tum and "Span-

were sceptical in this regard and made their Aqua fort from 

Roman vitriol and saltpetre, or from alum and saltpetre. 

That is also why it took so long till they accomplished any-



thing that was perfect. That is why I will now teach you to 

make the first water, of which there was mention made before 

in the Mineral-Stone. It makes the stone volatile. Make it 

as follows: 
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Take Roman vitriol, 3 parts; antimonium minerale, 2 parts; 

lap. haematite, crocus Martis, aes ustus, Spanischgrtin and 

cinnabar, 1 part of each; saltpetre, 10 parts. Dry them to a 

powder and burn an Aqua fort, first with a gentle fire for 24 

hours; subsequently with a stronger ~ire. When it has cooled 

down, remove the caput mortuum from the jar, powder it small, 

and put it back again into the distillation- vessel or the jar. 

Pour Aqua fort upon it. Immediately put a helm on with a re

cipient, closely luted, and distill as before. Do this 3 

times, each time pouring the water on its powdered feces; and 

drawing it off again . This is then called a qua phi Zo sophorum 

for the Red, which you will often be ordered to use in the Art . 

CHAPTER LXI 
Now, how also to make the other water which gets fixed 

with the work , of which there has been mention made in the 

aforementioned Mineral Work, when I said that it is made with 

danger and with understanding of the alchemist. Proceed then 

as follows: Take Roman vitriol, that is very pure and trans

parent, and vermillion, of each 1 part; crocus Martis, lapis 

haematites, aes ustum, Spanischgrtin, of each ~ part. Dry and 

congeal them to a dust, till it does not retain any spirits. 

If half a part of antimonium minerale were also required, one 

should extract its spirit with vinegar in a lukewarm balneum, 

so that the spirit of antimonium is congealed before it is 

added to the work. But I will later teach how the spirit is 
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to be drawn out . 

Now put the aforementioned matter, that has been dried 

to dusting, into a recipient; pour on it as much rectified 

Aqua vitae as was drawn over still 12 or 14 times after the 

rectification. Quickly stopper the r eceptac u l, so that no 

spirits can fly out. Put it for 7 or 8 days in a warm balneum ; 

then take it out, add a helm with a recipient, and provide 

yourself with such lute that you do not lose your spirits 

during the distillation; otherwise your work would be spoilt. 

Distill with little fire for 2 days and nights. After that, 

increase your fire for another 2 days. Following this, keep 

your glass with the matter burning for 3 days. Then let it 

cool down, re~ove the helm, and break the glass in order to 

remove the caput mortum . Powder that finely and put it into 

the recipient in which your water is. Close it tightly and 

set it for 8 days in the balneum, in such a way that you can 

just suffer your hand in the balneum. Now take it out and put 

it on the fire, gently heating the first day, more strongly 

the second; the third day, so that it glows (burns), and let 

it stand thus for 24 hours and afterwards cool down. 

Now put again fresh matter, like the first, in the water 

and proceed with it as before. Do this 3 times, using fresh 

matter each time . You may also prepare this water in earth

enware jugs, which are made at Siburg near Cologne. Add a 

helm on top that has a hole at the crown to put the matter in

side; for when the helm is very firmly luted on it and the 

spout at the end is well blocked with wax, you do not lose any 

spirits. For if you were to lose the spirits, everything would 

be spoilt, since the tinctures are in the spirits and not in 
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the bodies. I n such a way it must be prepared with great care 

and danger, and with the alchemist's intelligence, so that one 

does not lose the spirits , otherwise your work would be spoilt. 

CHAPTER LXII 
My child, I am telling you with right love that never has 

there been found a greater secret in nature than these waters, 

since with them one can accomplish all the kinds of works that 

can be done in aZohymy . Because of this second water there 

have been so many errors in the Art AZohymia; yes , all our 

f orefathers have so far not known of this second water. That 

is why it took them so much time till they accomplished any-

thing perfect , and they worked also with great labor, for long 

times , and special care. Here, however , my child , it is ex-

plained to you with clear intelligence and labor. Therefore , 

thank God the Almighty that the first of these two waters is 

called aqua phiZosophoPum ; we call the second our burning, 

blessed water. That is why, when I say aqua philosophorum , I 

refer to the first water which contains the saltpetre that 

makes the Stone volatile. And when I speak of our burning 

water, I mean the second , which gets f ixed with the work (or: 

coagulates). Therefore , my child , be very careful not to mis-

take one for the other (or: not to use one instead of the other) . 

CHAPTER LXIII 

THE NINETEENTH WORK CONCERNING Q 
Now take quicksilver, 4 or 8 lbs; or as much as there 

was quicksilver in the first two sublimations; but dry your 

~ without losing the spirits, also the common salt, t i ll 

they are like dust . Mix them and grind them on a stone with 

strong, distilled wine vinegar, till the quicksilver is no 
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longer noticed - as subtly as if one were to paint with it 

with a brush. Now put it into a stone pot made for that pur-

pose; add a helm , luted firmly and tightly; set it on a fur-

nace in a cupel with ashes or sand; lute a recipient firmly 

to the spout; draw the wateriness up with a gentle fire till 

you see that the helm gets dry and nothing drips from the 

tubes of the helm. Now increase your fire , so that it can 

nicely sublimate; when the fire begins to throw flames, add 

more coal , so as to keep it for 24 hours in even heat. After 

this, increase your fire considerably till the bottom of the 

pot begins to glow n i cely; let it stand for 6 hours in a gentle 

glow (heat) . After this, make it burn more strongly, in order 

to drive up the coarse spirits of the vitri ol together with the 

quicksilver; since the volatile part of the vitriol is embraced 

by the ~ · , because it is its like and they are of the same 

nature; that is why they clasp each other . Therefore, Aris-

toteZes says in the Book of the Stone, in the 8th : The spirits 

that are quite fixed are of no use as long as they are earth, 

and they do not notice that the philosopher ' s stone , which God 

has given us for nothing, that is, vitriol, is fixed in one 

part; otherwise it would have no nature with the ~ and the 

metals . For in its unfixed nature it receives the ~ in its 

living being al ive ; and when it has received the same , they 

become together one corpus and congealed quicksilver , which 

was previously alive . And thus the stone which God has given 

us is united with the quicksilver, and they become one corpus, 

which is volatile, and likewise with the fixed part. 

Afterwards , when one has made it to rise and again fall, 

one congeal s (gets fixed) with the other , keeping their natural 
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moisture. Thus it does not lose its natural ingress, as Geber 

says. Whoever sublimates otherwise than through the stone that 

God has given us for nothing, will never attain to the righteous 

and perfect Art . 

CHAPTER LXIV 
My child, I am telling you this so that you should know 

what you are doing, and understand what is s ublimation ; so 

that you do not imitate the blind who wants to lead another 

blind. You must know that you must always sublimate at least 

once or twice through the feces, in order to rise the more 

fixed part together with them, for Morienus says: If one part 

is volatile and the best part is fixed , it retains the best , 

which i s volatile . 

My child must know that in the first sublimation one takes 

2 parts of Roman vitriol to 1 part; but in the second sublima-

tion , or after the first , one takes as much of one as of the 

other , and one sublimates twice through the feces. That makes 

3 sublimations . My child must know that in the first sublima

tion one takes twi ce as much Roman vitriol as t:;J , because 

the 9 is alive; for if you did not take more Roman vitr i ol 

than ~ , the ~ would not congeal . Nei ther could you grind 

it dead on a stone, but it would always live and not mix with 

the vinegar . Therefore , if you grind it, grind it such that 

nothing livi ng is seen of the ~ on the stone and it i s totally 

killed; oth erwise your sublimation would be good for nothi ng , 

and your spiri ts of the Roman vitriol would not rise with the 

quicksilver , nor would they grasp each other thoroughly, but 

each would sublimate and rise by itself. Sublimate it always 

once or twice t hrough its feces , till a l l the quicksilver i s 
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dead and hard, so that you can powder it before you sublimate 

it again through fresh vitriol. After that, do not take more 

of one than of the other. 

If the quicksilver were not yet dead, you would now not 

be able to kill it, because there is no more of the one than 

of the other . Therefore, take good care to incorporate it 

well on the stone the first time , and to grind it diligently. 

If you have to mix it again with its feces, do it with good 

distilled vinegar, as finely as if one were to paint with a 

brush with it. In this way you must always proceed when you 

wish to sublimate ~ through Roman vitriol. If, however, 

you wish to sublimate it without any addition, pulverize it 

dry and always set it dry to sublimate~ Know also that you 

must well sublimate it 5 or 6 times before you dissolve it , 

that is, the first (sublimation) 3 times through double the 

weight; and then 3 or 4 times through equal weight. My child, 

I have now taught you sublimation. Take care that you mem-

orize it well, for grea±. errors occur during sublimation; when 

it is done poorl y, t he work is spoil t. 

There are many who have the audacity to sublimate and do 

not know what they are doing; they believe that they have well 

done their job. Then , when they find nothing fruitful at the 

end , they consider the Art impossible . For them t h e Art is in-

deed i mpossible , because they understand neither thems elves, 

nor the Art, nor the work at hand. They wish to sublimate and 

do not know why they sublimate quicksi lver with vitriol. They 

know nothing else but that one has to sublimate in order to 

rubify; but they ignore that it must be joined to the stone 

which God has given us for nothing . And if it were not subli-
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mated with that, one could never unite it with the metals, for 

without this means, it would not stay in the metals; for the 

stone that God has given us for nothing is a medium between 

the metals and quicksilver, as said before. Because they 

neither know nor understand this medium, also because of other 

reasons concerning the Art, they can never reach perfection. 

Therefore, open your eyes and see; and your ears, and hear; 

and open your intelligence, for here you are shown everything 

you need - with this, enough of sublimating. 

CHAPTER LXV 
Now we will deal with solution. After the quicksilver 

has been sublimated, dissolve it first in aqua philosophorum; 

and thus dissolved, put it into the sublimation-pot; put a 

helm on, and a recipient, everything well luted; and distill 

it first with a gentle fire, till all wateriness has gone 

over and you see the quicksilver sublimate in the helm. Now 

increase your fire a little, so that it continues nicely to 

sublimate for another 6 hours. At the end of the 6th hour, 

make the bottom glowing. Let the pot stand in the heat for 4 

times 6 hours, which together is 24 hours. When your water has 

been drawn off, let it cool down, remove the helm and the 

The water that is in the recipient is no longer any good, or 

one may keep it to calcinate certain bodies, otherwise it is 

no good. For the argentum vivum has carried with it all power 

and all tincture, because they are equal. From a horse comes 

a horse, from a dog, a dog, etc. All tinctures in the water 

are like, and they have all received their original nature and 

first 

all. 

origin in the mines from Q , and he is the father of 

Thus the ~ carries all tinctures to his nature about 
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with him, and he marries them only in the solution, for all 

natures have turned into water and, as the same time 

becomes water, they all become one and joined in the solution. 

Thus there i.s. i::t marriage between the tincture and 9 , which 

marriage is later, after the fixation, to be considered the 

matrimonial work. That is why Aristoteles says: I do not 

believe that one can transpose one thing out of its nature 

into another, unless one first bring same into its first 

nature; then it is possible to change it into another nature. 

All things were originally water. Therefore, if someone wants 

some perfection , or wishes to make an elixir or the lapis 

philosophorum, ·he must needs turn everything together into 

water before. 

CHAPTER LXVI 
Now take the quicksilver and dissolve it again in fresh 

aqua philosophorum. Again draw the water off through the helm, 

with a gentle fire , as before. Do this at least 5 or 6 times, 

or at the very least 4 times, each time resublimating, and take 

each time fresh aqua philosophorum; for i t must have so much 

tincture that within it is as beautiful as fine gold . My child 

must know that ~ becomes so subtle and strong in every s olu

tion and sublimation, that it increases each time in projection 

a hundredfold when it has been brought to the elixir or the 

philosopher's stone. That is why, my child, do not tire of 

dissolving and sublimating, for the time and labor is paid 

and rew.a.rded a thousand times. 

CHAPTER LXV I I 
When everything has been dissolved and sublimated , subli

mate Q 3, 4 or 5 times, till it leaves no more feces , for 
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that is what Morienus says : Unless you take its blackness 

away and make it clear like a crystal , you have not accom-

plished anything in the magistery; therefore, sublimate it 

till the bottom of the pot stays as beautiful as it was when 

you put it into it, and it is clear like a crystal. Then it 

is prepared up to the calcination. Therefore a philosopher 

says: Christ is taken from the cross and put into the grave . 

CHAPTER LXVIII 
Now they took the quicksilver, prepared in this way, 

and closed it in a glass arnpulla or in a philosophical egg, 

which they filled entirely, so that the spirits should not 

rise. They ground it very finely on a marble or glass plate 

before putting it in (the egg). When it was inside, they 

stoppered it tightly, after they had thus packed it as tightly 

as they could, so that the spirits should have no air; for if 

they had air and the heat were too great, the spirits would 

rise in the glass. That is why they packed it as firm as 

they could , filled to the brim, so that nothing stayed empty. 

Then they sealed it hermetice , set it for 6 or 7 weeks in 

tripode and heated so strongly with coal that they could 

hardly hold their hand between the wall of the furnace and 

the dry stove in which ~ stood calcinating. 

As soon as they had checked the heat by looking through 

the square hol e of the big furnace , they closed it firmly with 

a stone that fitted into it, so as to retain the heat in it. 

During the day and the night they inserted their hand 4 or 5 

times through the square hole, so as to feel if the heat was 

suitable. It must stand thus at least for 6 weeks, in order 

to well digest, or calcinate, or open up , the matter; for to 
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digest is as much as to digest (Note: "digerieren" is a lat-

inized expression which means the same as "verdauen".), like 

the food in the pit of the stomach. ~he stomach is the ves-

sel in which the food is boiling; but the liver , which is 

spread under the stomach-pit , must open the food with its 

heat and dryness and separate the elements, each for its type 

of food . In the same way this materi must a l so be digested 

and opened with the help of a moderate fire, so as afterwards 

to separate the elements from it, so that each imperfect metal 

should take its nourishment, each what it requires to reach 

health and perfecti on. That is why , my child, keep your fire 

moderate or your work is lost. For if you were to make it too 

hot, it would dry itself up. Afterwards you could not get any 

moisture or water and could not aZbify (make white), and thus 

your work would be spoilt. For if you cannot have any water, 

with what will you have fire and air , for such must be done by 

means of the water, just as the preparation of the earth. Con-

sequently, water is the axe and the hammer with which the work-

man performs h i s work , and after~ards shows it up. 

Such it is also with this water. With it you must separ-

ate your elements and prepare your earth in order to perfect 

your work. After that, however, the water does not remain 

with the work, as will be taught later. Therefore , my child, 

do not make your fire too hot , so that you do not dry up your 

matter . Neither give Qt too gentle a fire, or else the matter 

would become too coarse , raw , and remain closed, and would not 

open up to get the water thereof; nei ther could it be separated. 

Note: When the food gets into the stomach and the liver is too 

cold , it is not digested and the food remains closed and un-
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consumed, which people throw out and spit out. Should it 

happen that by chance or negligence you have made your fire 

too hot or too cold, or if you left the matter stand too 

short or too long a time in tripode, and then you would get 

to the stage of distillation but the matter would not rise, 

being too closed or too dry; or if you had taken it out too 

early and it would thus not be subtle enough, or not suf-

ficiently opened, and would not dissolve in the a qua phiZos-

ophor um , as you had done before - then draw the water off and 

sublimate it as before; put it again in a glass ampulla or an 

egg of the philosopher's, and then in tripode, and give fire 

as be f ore, and take better care. 

My child, with this I have taught enough of aaZaination, 

digestion or opening. Do not begrudge the time you spend on 

the work and understand each thing correctly before you be-

gin to work with it, etc. 

CHAPTER LXIX 
When the 40 days and nights are over, remove ~ from 

the tripode and break the glass, because the matter is hard 

and baked together. Take it out and grate it on a stone or 

glass plate, very finely. Put the powder into a glass pot, 

lute a helm on it with lute that can stand water, and set it 

in the balneum of this shape (22 p.4a2) You must have a long 

kettle, 2 ells long and a half ell wide . At the side there 

must be a pipe for pouring in noiling hot water, when occa-

sionally something is boiled away. Into this big kettle one 

has to hang a small kettle, half an ell deep, which lies with 

the rim on the long kettle and fits that well. Below, this 

small kettle must be full of small holes, through which the 
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steam of the balneum can go round the retort (or: alembic) 

which stands in the small kettle. Set this lonq kettle into 

a furnace. It must be level with the kettle above at the rim 

and all around it 1 hand ' s width of room between the furnace 

and the kettle. This furnace should have two holes for ashes 

and above them, a grate {or: grid) through which the ashes 

fall. One and a half foot above the grate there should be 

a hole for heating. Put a strong iron cross in it for the 

big kettle to rest on. It must be attached above with the 

uppermost layer. The stones of the uppermost layer of the 

furnace must be hewn, so that they fit all around the kettle 

and keep the heat within. The furnace has to be lined with 

strong glue, 1 hand's thick , so as to retain much heat - then 

it is ready. 

Now hang the small kettle with the holes in the long ket

tle and put on the floor of same; small, subtle {or: fine) 

hay, or cowhair, 1 hand thick. Into that set the glass pot 

with the matter and the helm on it. All around the glass 

stuff fine hay, or cowhair. After this, make a round leaden 

lid {or: cover), which fits all around the small kettle and 

lies close by the glass pot. The reason is that in the center 

of the lead a round hole must be cut into which the glass alem

bic fits, so that no steam can escape anywhere except through 

the pipe of the long kettle into which the hot water is poured. 

When it is ready, put the helm on., lute the recipient to the 

spout, fill the kettle through the pipe with clean water, put 

fire under the furnace, and let the balneum boil . Keep it 

thus for 15 days and nights, always having hot water at hand 

to fill the balneum anew. Provided your matter has been well 
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opened durin~ calcination , and provided you have kept your 

fire at an even temperature, you will not distill beyond 9 

or 10, or at most 12 days, since you will obtain enough water. 

Otherwise you will not get it for a long time, that is to say, 

hardly in one month or 6 weeks, or perhaps never; so that you 

are obliged to remove the matter again, dissolve it in aqua 

philosophorurn, draw off the water, sublimate and grate it , and 

again put it back into the glass arnpulla or the philosophical 

egg , and set it back in tripode, keeping the temperature of 

the fire just as above. 

But it cannot be said for certain how long it takes to 

draw the water from the balneurn over , nor how much water you 

must distill with which you have to dissolve all your sub-

stance or matter, since there is no specific measure or weight 

for it . Nevertheless, it is easy to have enough water for it, 

for when 9 dissolves (and again congeals) , it can well dis-

solve in common water; and once it is congealed, it is like-

wise easy for it to congeal (again). This is said by Hermes 

in the Book o f the Stone: Thus some have drawn over 2 , 2~ , 

3, 4, 5 parts of water , depending on whether their work, which 

they had begun , was small or big. 

CHAPTER LXX 

If it should happen that your matter does not dissolve, 

I will show you a way to dissolve it. Put the helm back on, 

again distill the water off, grind your matter with a little 

distilled water on a marble slate till it is like pap. Put 

it back into the glass , pour all the distilled water upon it, 

and put it into the balneurn for 5 or 6 days. In time it will 

dissolve , and when you have agai n drawn off the water , remove 
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the matter from the pot, grind it on a marble slate or on a 

glass slate, and then put it in a glass (No . 23 . page 412) with a 

round bell y and a long neck, luted tight above and turned in, 

like a small pin (or: peg or plug ) , so that, when the bottom 

rises, it can again start dripping. On each side there must 

be 2 arms rising from the belly to the neck, so that the watery 

smoke that rises into the neck can escape. Somewhere, (mayb e 

in the neck) there is a glass tube, like a funnel, through 

which the pounded matter has to be put into the glass, well 

shaking it, so that it may fall upon the bottom. It is also 

through such a tube that one has to .pour the water upon the 

matter. Afterwards , seal the tube hermetice, set the vessel 

into the balneum, keeping it thus till everything is dissolved 

into pure water without feces at the bottom. This is the best 

kind of a dissolving glass, because what steam rises from the 

belly through the arms into the neck, drips at the point which 

goes down from the neck, and this helps quite a bit with the 

solution on account of the steady dripping day and night . I 

have not found a better kind to dissolve quickly and well. 

CHAPTER LXXI 
When everything is well dissolved together, let the bal

neum cool down, pour it into a distillation pot through the 

tube through which you had poured in and which was sealed. 

Put a helm on, put it on the furnace in a dish with strained 

ashes, add a recipient , distill all water and milk down with 

a moderate fire, and keep that well stoppered till you need 

it. Take your matter out, pound it very finely on a marble

stone or glass tablet. Thus pounded, put it into a glass am

pulla or egg of the philosophers: fill it completely so that 



the spirits do not rise, and seal it hermetice. Now put it 

in tripode to calcinate, digest, or open, as before, for it 

must again be digested and then again dissolved. With the 

help of the water (or: by means of the water) the element 

air is to be drawn out. Be careful , therefore , to give the 

same heat as before, for 30 days and nights. Then let the 

furnace cool down, remove the egg with the matter, and break 

the glass. 

Take the matter and put it again into the dissolving 

glass through the tube, after it has been pounded finely. 

Again , pour part of the element water upon it, as much as 
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you consider necessary for dissolving the matter , which now 

dissolves more easily than the first time. Seal the tube 

hermetice and put it in the balneurn into the small kettle 

with the holes. Stuff hay or cowhair around it, and let it 

d i ssolve, as before. After this , let the balneurn cool down , 

open the tube, and pour the dissolved water into the distil

lation- cask; put the helm on, and put it into a dish with 

strained ashes on the furnace , together with a recipient 

luted thereon; or first draw the water in the balneurn off 

before you set it in the ashes . This would be the best and 

surest means , as in the balneurn nothing rises but the element 

water , while in the ashes occasionally something of the ele

ment air also goes over. 

If one has made the fire somewhat too hot, one has to 

separate it again in the balneurn; that is why it is safest 

first to draw off the water in the balneurn and then remove 

it and put it in a dish with ashes on the furnace, and distill 

the air off with a good fire. The air goes over in the form 
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of a golden oil, of a beautiful yellow color . Do this till 

nothing drips any longer . Pour this air or yellow oil into 

a glass arnpulla and preserve it well stoppered till you need 

it. Now take your matter out of the distillation g l ass and 

again pound it intangibly. Put it into a philosophical egg , 

completely filled , so that the spirits do not rise from the 

fire; seal it hermetice , set it in tripode, heat as before , 

for 30 days. Then let it cool down, take it out and pound 

it intangibly, and put it into the dissolving glass to dis-

solve. Put it back into the balneum as before, till it is 

all water without a sediment. 

Let it cool down , take it out, pour it into the distil-

l ation pot , put the helm on and a recipient with i t , d istill 

the water off in balneo , pour that to the first e l ement of 

the water, or virgin ' s milk, set your glass on the furnace 

in the ashes , heating at first gently, gradually more strong

ly , till at l ast the matter is glowing in the pot. Now d is-

till the element f ire blood- red. It tinges glass and every-

thing it touches , a n d i t makes it plia b le , whi ch is a wonder-

ful t h ing . When it no l onger drips, heat for anoth e r 4 hours 

with great violence of the fire. Then let it cool down , re-

move your recipient , lute it closely , and preserve it c are-

fully til l you need i t . 

CHAPTER LXXII 
Thus you have t he 4 elements, each prepared specially , 

that is , virgin ' s mi lk or water , air , fire, and earth, s epar

ated from t;J . Remove the earth from the glass pot , pound it 

small on a stone , and put it into a vessel made as a covered 

dish of Si burgian ear t h (or: clay); or take two flat bowls 
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that fit tightly upon each other . Lute them firmly with 

strong lute that can stand the fire, and place them in an 

arched furnace or reverberatory to calcinate there for 8 

days in even heat. Then take it out and pound it intangi-

bly; put it into a dissolving- glass , pour on it of your 

element of the water, or virgin ' s milk - a large amount; 

yes, even if you poured all your water on it, it would be 

all the better. Close it tightly and let it stand in bal-

neo till everything is dissolved into clear water without 

feces. Then let it cool down, take it out, pour it into the 

disti llation pot, and that in the balneurn together with a 

helm on it and a recipient attached to it. Distill the water 

off and let it cool down. Remove the recipient with the wa-

ter or the virgin ' s milk , close it tigh t and keep it for times 

of need. 

Remove the helm from the pot , and you will find the fixed 

~ at the bottom, clear as a crystal , which salt or earth 

is the nourisher and the foundation of the Stone , and, as 

some say, thus one does not require any ferment of gold or 

silver, because the earth or salt is a corpus from which the 

spirits have been withdrawn and s eparated. It is said to be 

the origin and sperma of all metals , that in it is the true 

ferment, and that they do not require any other ferment. 

They take one half of the earth or salt , and the other half 

of the element of air , and all the water; they mi x them well 

and put (the mi xture) into the fixation glass, seal it herme-

tice , and set it on warm ashes. There they l et it rise and 

go down again till everything is fixed and remains in a fixed 

oil. This they put into a glass ampulla, or a philosophical 
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egg, seal it above, and put it in tripode for 60 days and 

nights at an even, moderate heat. During this time it is 

congealed into a crystalline, pulverizable and fusible stone. 

Then they take the other half of the air and the earth, 

mix them with all the fire, and put it (the mixture) into a 

fixation glass; they seal it, put it on warm ashes, let it 

rise and fall till it is fixed and turns into a fixed oil. 

Then they take it out and put it into a glass arnpulla or 

philosophical egg, seal it, and set it for 60 days and nights 

in tripode in moderate heat. During this time it congeals 

into a crystalline stone, red as blood, pulverizable and fusi -

ble like wax. Then they believed that the Stone was perfect 

to the Red and the White; but when they came to make projec-

tion, they found nothing and were cheated with their false 

opinion , believing that they did not require any ferment ex

cept salt and terrae Meraurii; because it is the beginning 

and origin of all metals, and they relied solely on it. 

It is true that \) is the sperma and the beginning of 

all metals, and that in him everything is hidden; but he is 

no metal and has never . been one. Example: The sperma of man 

is man's origin, and man ' s nature lies hidden in it; but it 

is raw and unboiled and has never yet been a human being or 

a corpus; how could a human being arise out of it ; in it there 

is neither soul nor life, except through nature with the help 

of the mother and wet nurse, which must be done by length of 

time and moderate heat. Thus it is also with 9 It must 

be congealed in its mother, the minera (the ores), by means 

of the air of Sulphur, and boiled in moderate heat, over a 

period of time, and it will thus become a metal and a corpus. 



Consequently, accordjng to the above- cited reasons, these 

people are cheated . 

CHAPTER LXXIII 
Now they had , or they kept, their ferment in reserve, 

both to the White and the Red . They put them into a fixa

tion glass, each powdered fine by itself . To the Red they 

poured the blessed burning water; and to the White, the 

blessed water. They sealed both glasses, put them on both 

sides on top of a furnace in a big dish with ashes; they 

dissolved the ferment with the powder of the Stones in mod

erate heat, till our burning blessed water was congealed 
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into a fixed oil, which was a perfect elixir. Then they 

removed same from the fixation glass , put each into an am

pulla or philosophical egg , sealed it herrnetice, and set it 

in tripode for 40 days and nights in moderate heat. During 

this time they congealed into the Philosopher's Stone to the 

Red and the White , both having an infinite capability. This 

stone you can at any time multiply with 7 parts of multiplied 

quicks ilver and 1 part of this Stone. Put them together into 

a fixat i on glass; pour on them of our burning blessed water, 

and when this has been congealed together with our blessed 

water , put it into a philosophical egg , herrnetice sealed, 

set in tripode for 40 days and nights. Then you have multi

plied the Stone both to the White and the Red , in like power . 

CHAPTER LXXIV 
THE PREPARATION OF THE FERMENT 

Take gold or silver, whichever you wish, for all is one 

manner and one work. Calcinate them with a subtle chalk , or 

laminate and dissolve them in our red or white burning water; 
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which, white burning water I shall teach later on how to make . 

Draw it off again in baZneo. Do this 3 times, the last time 

draw it off, and your ferment is ready. 

CHAPTER LXXV 
My child, when you have separated your elements, as be

fore, from ~ , and the salt or earth has been prepared, take 

all the earth, air and fire, mix them t ogether and keep your 

virgin's milk thereof . Weigh how much these three weigh to-

gether, and add to all 7 parts, 1 part of ferment; that is 7 

mixture to 1 f erment. Mix them and put them into a fixation 

glass. Pour on it as much of our burning blessed water as every-

thing together weighs; seal the fixation glass hermetice, put 

it on the furnace in a dish with strained ashes. Everything 

together will dissolve into water, and you will see them rise 

and fall together, as a philosopher speaks : The lower must be 

as the upper, and the upper as the lower, or you have not ac-

complished the magistry. Let it thus stand day and night till 

it remains at the bottom like a fixed oil. But before it be-

comes fixed, you will see all colors, yes, more than you could 

imagine. Then there occurs a marriage or wedding, that is, a 

union among the elements, and the ferment and the burning water, 

and the things that are in the burning water. When then the 

colors manifest, each shows its virtue, and the fixation glass 

suffers great discomfort, so that it stands there and trembles, 

because all opposing spirits are thus fighting each other, so 

that the fixation glass may well sometimes burst; and all who 

are in the room may die from the air; that is how poisonous the 

air is when all colors fight with each other. This is the rea-

son why it is highly necessary that the f ixation glass be rather 
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thick. 

Therefore AristoteZes says: I heard and saw my children 

quarrel, and it tore heaven, and I ran out of the world. When 

now they have quarreled enough they finally reach one color, 

and then the matter starts to congeal, and the marriage is con

summated. Therefore, keep it day and night in moderate heat 

till it is fixed, and take great care not to make the fire too 

hot. When then it stays at the bottom in a fixed oil, let it 

cool down, and you have an oil that is thicker than honey. 

It is a perfect Elixir . Now remove it from the fixation glass, 

put it into a n ampuZ Za or egg, seal it, and set it in tripode 

for 40 days a nd nights, in even, moderate heat. Then the 

Philosopher's Stone will coagulate, which can be pulverized and 

which is fusible like wax, transmuting all impure metals and 

quicksilver into real gold, better than that which comes from 

the mines. I ts p r ojection and power are infinite. 

My child, Thank God and be kind to the poor. The projec

tion will be self- evident when you do it . Later on we will 

tell more about projection. Here the work of the quicksilver 

is finished. You will also learn many different kinds of 

manual operation in connection with this work. (Fixation 

glass , or fixi ng glass.) 

CHAPTER LXXVI 
THE TWENTIETH WORK 

My child, I now wish to teach you how to make the burn-

ing water to the White. Take alum de roohe, dry it over a 

gentle fire till it dusts, without losing its spirits; also 

galmeystone (or : calamine), egg chalk (egg calyx) sublimated 

to the White, as will be taught later, ana; pound them subtly 
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(or: finely) , put them into the distillation pot, pour aqua 

vitae rectified of its phlegma on them, put a helm on , and 

distill a water as I have taught about the burning water to 

the Red, which congeals during the work. Pour it again on 

its feces, and distill it off. Then take fresh matter, pour 

your water on it, and do in everything as has been taught for 

the Red; preserve this water for when you need it . 

My child , I will now teach you what you should do with 

the element of water or virgin's milk, which you drew off be

fore during the work of Q and which I told you to keep and 

which I did not wish to have for the work to the Red. There 

are some who put the air together with the earth, the virgin's 

milk and the ferment, but all this air is no good except in 

the White work, because it increases its tincture to the White. 

I will, however, teach y~u here another way of utilizing the 

water or virgin's milk. 

Take fine cupel- silver, dissolve it in aqua fort , made 

from alum and saltpetre, precipitate it and wash the chalk 

of the aqua fort with common water . Dry it and put it into 

a jar; pour distilled wine vinegar upon it, * and calcinated 

tartar, and proceed just as I taught you before . Draw it off 

again, and distill the ~ of the silver, 1 lb or ij as above. 

Prepare the salt or the earth of the silver everything as I 

have taught above. Now take the Q or the Qu. Ess. of the 

silver, sublimate it through 4 parts of alum and 2 parts of 

conunon salt. Dry the alum so that it keeps its spirits; mix 

t h em together and pound them on a stone together with the ~ 
of :l} and distilled vinegar till one no longer sees the 

~:J}a~. Then put it into our sublimation cask, and sublimate 
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it as has been taught above . After this , sublimate it again 

t h rough its feces; then sublimate it again 4 t i mes , aways with 

fresh matter . Afterwards , dissolve it in our white burning 

blessed water, and again draw off the water together with the 

fire; and again sublimate the ~ 

time with fresh white- burning water, 

of the Qu . Ess. Lunae is prepared. 

Repeat this 4 times, each 

then the ~ of silver 

Now take the prepared salt of the silver or the earth , 

which I told you to keep. Pound it with the ~ of ~ , 

each by itself on a stone till it is intangible. Further, 

take the virgin's milk, which I told you to keep , and imbibe 

it by grinding together on a stone (or: mixing) into the 

sublimated ~ and salt of the silver; or put the pounded 

powder of ~ and the salt of the silver into a glass ampulla 

or philosopher ' s egg, and pour on it the virgin ' s milk, which , 

in the previous work, I did not wish to have mixed with the 

air , fire and earth . Seal it hermetice , and set it in tripode 

for 60 days , with a moderate fire. Then it will change into 

a hard , crystalline Stone. 

Now break your arnpulla or egg , pound your Stone intan-

gibly , put i t into a fixi ng-glass, and pour 4 times the weight 

of your matter of our whi te, burning, blessed water on it . 

Seal it hermetice , place it on the furnace in a dish with 

strained ashes , give it a moderate fire , and everything will 

dissolve into pure water , also rise and fall , and one will 

take the other up with i t in the fixing- glass; and it will 

again fall down drop by drop on the matter. They will con-

geal gradually and one will keep the other with it at the 

bottom; and one will congeal with the other and stay at the 
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bottom as a fixed oil, clear and transparent, a true Elixir 

that transfers tin and quicksilver, yes, also gold, into 

real silver. As Morienus says: Whoever cannot make silver 

of gold, cannot make gold of silver. 

Now remove it from the fixing-glass, put it into an am-

pulla or philosophical egg, seal it herrnetice, and set it in 

tripode for 40 days and nights , or 6 weeks, with a moderate 
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fire, as has been mentioned before. Then it will congeal into 

the philosopher's stone. Break the glass open, and you will 

have a snow white stone, as clear as crystal and fusible like 

wax (or : rneltable), which can be pulverized, and which also 

transfers tin and ~ , yes, also 0 into true silver, better 

than that which comes out of the mines. You can at all times 

multiply this Stone with sublimated ~ , that is, 7 parts of 

the sublimate to 1 part of the Stone, ~ixed together, put in 

a fixing-glas s and set on warm ashes. Then let it dissolve 

in cold water, and rise and fall , till one congeals with the 

other in a clear, glistening oil , transparent like a crystal, 

becoming a true Elixir. Then remove it from the fixing-glass, 

put it into a philosophical egg , seal it hermetice, and set 

it for 40 days and nights in tripode, and it will congeal into 

the Philosopher's Stone, which is as good as the firs t. 

CHAPTER LXXV I I 
THE FIGURE OF THE FIXING-GLASS - No. 24 (pg . 412) 

My child must know that this is the fixing-glass (or: 

flask) in which all things are congealed. It must be made of 

thick glass , and its round head must be turned in above, just 

as the belly of a drinking glass in turned in above. There 

must be a long, sharp point hanging down, at which point the 
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drops that steam up from below ~an again fall down. There 

has to be a tube a.t the side, to pour the matter and to let 

the chalk fall in, after which to pour the water in over it. 

A small round glass has to be cut upon it which fits the tube 

and closes it well 

Now grind some glass-powder so subtly with linseed oil 

that one could paint with it. Put a bit of that on the edge 

of the tubes with a small brush, and then put the small glass 

on it, and upon that put a weight of lead. When it is dry, 

it is as firm as if it were glass, and no spirits can pene

trate t hrough it. After this, you can paint the jar all 

around with the brush. Let it dry well. You will find no 

defici e ncy in your lutum, but you will find it difficult to 

open i t up. That you must do with a razor, because this pow

der o f glass and linseed oil dries so tightly together in 

this way as i f it were all glass . It stands up to fire, 

provided it is not burnt; it also stands up to water, pro

vided it does not stand in boiling water day and night. Yet 

no steam or cold water can harm this lutum. Therefore, lute 

with this lutum all your glasses , for when I say: "sealed 

hermetice" , I mainly refer to this lutum. But if you wished 

to burn it in the fire, it would burn away after a while. 

Should you have to make a glass burning hot, you must 

pinch it together with tongs while glowing hot, so that it 

becomes one glass. There is yet another way to lute with 

imitation jewe l, with which the goldsmiths work. This imi

tation jewel has to be pounded very finely into powder (very 

gently). One has to mix some borax with it. When one is 

ready to lute, one has to grind (or: polish) the mouth of 
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the glass quite evenly , and put on it another glass. Then 

one has to apply this powder with the borax, mixed with some 
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water, over the rim of the glass; the polished glass No. 25 (p . 412) 

is put on top of it, and a small fire is made above it. The 

mouth of the glass is put through a tile in which a hole has 

been made. The fire is made on this earthenware (or: clay) 

tile, so that the neck of the g lass starts to glow wel l . As 

soon as it glows , the imitation jewel with the borax begins 

to melt, and thus one glass is welded to the other, so that 

both together are one glass , which is done by the imitation 

jewel, which is also glass, and which melts easily with the 

help of the borax. 

CHAPTER LXXVII I 
THE TWENTY-FIRST WORK 

My son shall know how he can prepare the Philosopher ' s 

Stone from lead alone, without any other additions . It is 

as powerful as the one made of gold, all by itself, without 

any ferment, for lead is good gold in its innermost, and it 

lacks nothing except that it is impure and its innermost is 

not turned outside. If its impurity were taken from it and 

its innermost were outside, it would be good gold . All phi

losophers concur in this who have investigated the work and 

have found the truth. For all these reasons no other ferment 

has to be added than ~ in order to make the Stone . 

My child, take as much lead- dross, mini , or aerussa , 10 

or 12 lbs , less or more , as you wish. Take a large, earthen

ware jar and put 2 parts of strong wine vinegar in it. Add 

also good, calcinated tartar which has been purified 3 or 4 

times from its fecibus, and congealed, burnt in a fire , there-
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upon again dissolved. Repeat that till it leaves no more 

feces. When it is thus dissolved and again congealed , the 

tartar is prepared. 

Take of that what is required according to how much 

lead-chalk you have; take also good, clear, transparent ~ 

as much as is needed. Put them together in a jar and close 

them immediately after pouring the vinegar on it, or every-

thing would run out of the jar over the neck . Set it to 

putrefy into the balneum, and proceed in the same way as I 

have taught you concerning the Qu . Ess. or ~ of silver; 

and in the same manner draw off the Qu. Ess. or ~ of the 

lead-calx, mini , or white lead (or: ceruse). (Note : This 

is lead acetate. HWN) 

CHAPTER LXXIX 
After you have drawn 5 or 6 lbs of 9 from the lead, 

sublimate it in every way as I taught you in the 19th work . 

Then dissolve it in our aqua philosophorum as often (as 

taught before) , and sublimate it again, just as has been 

indicated in the 19th work of the ~ When everything 

has been done and the elements are separated, each in a 

separate glass , well stoppered, and you have kept the earth 

at the bottom of the distillation pot of which you have 

drawn the fire , take it out of the jar in which the vinegar, 

ammoniac and tartar were, since these 4 are still bodily 

together in the jar. I have taught you the operation of the 

salt, when I instructed you how to bring the ~ out of the 

salt, how to dissolve the matter and beat down the corpus, 

and how to dry it. Thus proceed also with the body of the 

lead , in all details just as I taught you then. When you 
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have prepared the salt-corpus, or earth of the ~ , prepare 

the salt of the lead , which was left in the distillation pot , 

in a similar way as you have previously prepared the salt of 

~ 
CHAPTER LXXX 

Now take these two earths or satia , that is, the one 

that stayed in the jar when you drew over the ~ and the 

salt that stayed in the distillation pot. Take these two , 

well prepared as before, mix them well. Take the element 

of the air and the element of the fire, put them together 

into a glass ampulla or egg , seal them hermetice, set them 

for 40 days and nights in tripode, and they will be c on-

gealed into a red , transparent, crystalline stone . Powder 

this stone finely , put it into a fixing-glass, and pour on 

it some of our blessed, burning water to the Red, 2 or 3 
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hands above the matter - for which there is no exact measur e , 

s i nce a l l water is Elixir when it is congealed with the work. 

Close it hermetice, set it in ashes , and it will dissolve i n 

pure water, and rise and fal l together. The light will draw 

the heavy ; and the heavy, the light; and one will congeal 

with the other . But when that happens, all the colors of the 

world manifest , more than one can imagine . Then one congeals 

with another and stays as a fixed oil , and it is truly an 

Elixir . 

Now remove your Elixi r , put it into a glass arnpulla or 

egg, seal it hermetice , and set it for 50 days and nights in 

tripode. Then it will congeal into the Philosopher 's Stone , 

transparent and blood- red , and it transmutes lead , silver, 

copper, and quicksilver into fine gold , better than that which 



comes out of the mines. No ferment is added to this stone 

except its own salt or earth; yet it is as good in its pro

jection and goes as far as the Stone from t; and 0 . 
The degree of the projection, however, will be taught to you 

by experience; therefore, give thanks to God and be charita-

ble toward· the poor. 

CHAPTER LXXXI 
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My child, you well know that when you conjoined the work 

of ~ from ~ , you took no more than the earth, air and 

fire . You kept the water or virgin ' s milk, because it did 

not serve the Red Stone, as has been taught before. But 

draw ~ from tin, as has been taught before conc~;n:!-~g ~ 
and lead, and prepare the salt as you prepare the salt of 

silver. Sublimate ~ and proceed in everything as you did 

with the salt and ~ of silver , into which you imbibed the 

water or virgin's milk which was left over from the work of 

~ • Do likewise .in everything in this work, and when it 

is perfected, the wo"rk of tin is as good as the work of silver; 

both are Stones to the White, and their projection is equally 

great. That is why Alcanus says: You must not open your purse 

to i ncur great expense i n this Art, because a poor man possesses 

the Stone as well as a rich man; he finds it everywhere to buy, 

and it is a work of women and a child's play. 

CHAPTER LXXXI I 

THE TWENTY-SECOND WoRK, How TO MAKE 

GOLD FROM CB-. AND THE. RED PHI LOSOPH.ICAL WATER 

My child, I will now teach you how to make the Stone which 

God gives us for nothing. Know that it can be prepared in many 

different ways, but I will now teach how to make it the way I 



learned from my father. 

You must know, my child, that there are 2 kinds of vit

riol. One is light- green and comes in small pieces; then 

there is also dark-green vitriol, and that feels candied 

like sugar candy. These 2, however, are of no use to us. 

They are drawn from the top layer of the mines and boiled; 

they are crystallized like sugar candy. Then there exists 

still another kind of vitriol. That one comes in big pieces 

and on the outside looks as if it were rusty iron, somewhat 

whitish. As the pieces are broken up, they are blue inside, 

somewhat greenish as if it were a sapphire. These pieces 

are as big as human heads, weighing about 6 or 8 lbs . Of 

such you must take, and so as to be surer, buy 1 or 2 lbs 

of it, dry it at a fire of its wateriness, and then set it 

1 or 2 days and nights to burn in a furnace. If it does not 

become beautifully red, it is no good; but if it becomes 

nicely red, it is good. 

Of this Stone, which God gives us for nothing, take as 

much as is necessary, dissolve it in distilled wine vinegar 

and let its feces drop; filter it carefully of its sediment 

and draw the vinegar off, distilling with a gentle fire till 

it drips no more and the matter is dry. Then dissolve it 

again in fresh distilled vinegar, let the feces settle, or 

draw it off from its fecibus through the felt . Do this 4 

times till no more feces remain in the dissolution. Now 

distill the vinegar off with a gentle fire, till it is so 

dry as to dust, but nevertheless retains its spirits. Now 

it is ready for calcination. 
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CHAPTER LXXXII I 
My child must know that this matter is by nature stop-

pering (or: stuffing, or: constipating) and attracting, 

and partly volatile and partly fixed. That is why it has 

to be dissolved in distillea wine vinegar, so that it may 

retain the subtle spirit of the vinegar, in order to be 

calcinated with that spirit, to render it more subtle and 

easier to open and dissolve; for the spirit of vinegar helps 

to dissolve all things well. 

Put this vitriol, thus prepared, into a glass ampulla 

or egg, lute it hermetice, but fill it completely, so that 
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the spirits do not rise. Set it in tripode and let it stand 

there in moderate heat, so as to sublimate . Then remove it , 

powder the matter finely , put it into a distillation pot, put 

a helm on, set it in the balneum with a recipient, and distill 

everything that can be distilled . It will probably be dis-

tilling for 20 or 25 days . When it no longer distills, take 

it off; take the feces that are at the bottom and pound them 

intangibly on a stone . Now put them into a dissolving glass 

(or : flask), and pour all the water upon it. Seal it herrne-

tice and put it into a hot balneum. Then it will dissolve 

into pure water without settled feces. Remove it and pour 

it into the distillation pot; put a helm on , and again dis

till off all water through the balneum with a moderate fire. 

Preserve the d i stilled water well. Put the pot with the helm 

on a furnace in a dish with strained ashes , a recipient on it, 

and receive the element of the air as a noble , yellow oil . 

This is done with s~rong heat . Keep it and stopper it and 

put it next to the water, each by itself. 



Now take the feces from the distillation pot . They 

are red as blood; pound them intangibly on a stone, put 

them into a glass ampulla, or egg, seal it and put it to 

subtilize for 30 days and nights in tripode with a moder-

ate fire. Afterwards, remove them, pound them on a stone, 

put them into the dissolving glass, and pour over it all 

the element of the water; seal it and put it again in the 

balneum, as before, and let everything dissolve into pure 

water as before; remove it and pour it into your distilla

tion pot, put a helm on, set it in a dish with ashes on the 

furnace. Put the recipient into cold water with its belly; 

first, give little fire, increasing it gradually till it 

glows strongly, and let it stand in this heat for 5 or 6 
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days . During this time the element of the fire will go over 

in the form of a red oil. Let it cool down for 3 or 4 nights. 

Then remove the recipient, close it tightly and put it next 

to the element of the air and the water, till you need it. 

CHAPTER LXXXIV 
Now remove the earth or feces which stayed at the bot-

tom and look greyish-white, provided the element of the fire 

has been well drawn out . Pound them small on a stone, and 

put them to calcinate in a reverberation-furnace for 3 days 

and nights , with a moderate fire , so that they glow nicely 

and no more, as has been taught above . Then remove them , 

put them into a stone jar, pour distilled wine vinegar on 

them , stir well with a wooden spoon so that they get well 

mixed . Then put them, well stoppered, into a boiling bal

neum for 4 days and nights, meanwhile stirring the matter 

into the vinegar 5 or 6 times a day , each time closing the 
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jar again. Finally, let it cool down and let the feces drop: 

pour the v inegar carefully from the fecibus, and f ilter it: 

dry the f eces, so as to use them in chirurgi e (surgery): pour 

the vinegar into the distillation pot, put a helm on and a 

recipient thereon, draw the vinegar off in balneo, and the 

element of the earth will stay at the bottom snow white. 

Now set it again for 24 hours to r everbera te , in moder

ate heat and no more. Remove it and put it back into the jar, 

pour vinegar on it, put it in the balneum as before, again 

distill the vinegar off, a nd your earth or salt is prepared. 

Pound it intangibly, put it into a glass arnpulla or egg, pour 

o n it all your fire or air; but do not use the water; use it 

in medicine , and seal it herrnetice, put it in tripode for 40 

days and nights , and it will congeal into a Red Stone. 

Re mo ve that and add to 1 lb of it 2 ounces of gold oxide, 

a nd 2 lbs of our red, blessed water. Put it into a fixing

glass, seal it, and let it stand on warm ashes till the gold 

oxide is dissolved into pure water . Now rub your aforemen

tioned Stone to a fine powder and add it to the calcinated 

and dissolved gold in the fixing- glass; seal it again and 

put the glass on the furnace in a dish with ashes . Thus , 

by means of the regulation of the fire, everything will be 

dissolved into pure water and rise and fall together. Fi

nally, most of the colors will manifest, more than one can 

imagine. At last, it will turn into a red color and fixa

tion, staying at the bottom somewhat thicker than honey. 

Do not let it cool down, as otherwise it would not run out, 

but while still warm , let it run into a glass ampulla. Seal 

that .hermetice, and set it for 6 weeks in tripode with the 



same regulation of the heat as before. Now it will congeal 

into the Philosopher's Stone. Remove that, thank God, and 

be charitable to the poor, for you have a precious treasure, 

which transfers silver, lead, copper, and quicksilver into 

true gold, and this Stone can be multiplied as has been 

taught above. 

CHAPTER LXXXV 
THE TWENTY-THIRD WORK OF 0 AND Q 

My child, I will now teach you how .to make the Stone 

from ~ and 0 . Take quicksilver, as much as is needed, 

sublimate it to the Red; after that, dissolve it in aqua 

philosophorum to the Red, as has been taught above in the 

work of ~ Bring it to calcination, then take j_ ij 

gold calx (oxide) to each lb of the thus prepared . Pound 

it very gently on a stone together with the ~ , put it 

to sublimate; sublimate ~ through the 0 oxide ( "Kalk" 

actually means "chalk" or "lime", but Goldkalk is trans-

lated as gold calx or "gold oxide"). Again stir what has 

been sublimated into its oxide or feces , and sublimate it 

again, a third time. Finally, keep your feces of the gold , 

and again take ~ ij gold oxide; pound it again . with the 

same sublimated 9 ·3 times, as before, repeati ng each time 

with fresh gold oxide; and keep all your feces from the gold 

together . Put them in a reverberation furnace for 8 days 

and nights, to calcinate in moderate heat , as before. Then 
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your matter or feces or earth of the gold is well calcinated. 

Now take our burning blessed water to the Red, 2 lbs; 

put it into a fixing-glass and add your matter or earth of 

the gold , seal hermetice and put it on the furnace in the 



dish with the ashes. Thus it will, given moderate heat, 

dissolve into clear water. Pound your sublimated quick-

silver very fine on a stone, put it into a glass ampulla, 

set it to calcinate for 40 days; after this, take it out, 

pound it and put it into a distillation pot, add a helm 

with a recipient, set it in balneo to distill, and distill 

everything that can be distilled. But you must distill it 

' for 20 or 25 days and nights. When it no longer distills, 

take it out and pound it on a stone . Put it into the dis-

solving glass, pour all your water on it, which you had 

drawn off it; seal it hermetice, put it in the balneum, 

and everything will be together dissolved into pure water. 

Proceed in this work in everything as has been taught above 

in the work of ~ , when you separated the elements. 

when this has been done and your salt of ~ has been 

prepared, pound this salt intangibly on a stone , put it into 

the fixing-glass together with the dissolved gold, and add 
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all your air and all your fire, but keep the water or virgin's 

milk which does serve no useful purpose for this work. Seal 

the glass and put it on the furnace in a dish with warm ashes. 

Now everything will dissolve together and also rise and fall 

together , till all colors appear and they finally turn into 

a red color and fixation, staying at the bottom like a fixed 

oil. While still warm , pour it out of the fixing-glass into 

a glass ampulla, seal it and set it in tripode for 60 days 

and nights, with a moderate fire. Then it will congeal into 

the Philosopher's Stone. Take that out and t hank God. This 

Stone exceeds the virtue of all Stones which have been taught 

so far , because the ferment spiritualizes , and its salt is 
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prepared . 
.. 

CHAPTER LXXXVI 
THE TWENTY-FOURTH WORK OF ARSENICUM 

Now I will teach my child how to make the white Stone 

from arsenic. Take arsenic , 4 or 5 lbs; powder it finely; 

then take alum, egg chalk (or: egg lime), calamine and 

common salt, all dried at a gentle fire, that is, 2 parts 

of common salt to 1 part of each of the others . Pound them 

(or: mix them) well together, and for every 4 lbs of arse-

nic, take 8 lbs of the other matters. Mix them together 

and put them into a sublimation vessel; sublimate the arse-

nic. Pound what has been sublimated among its feces, and 

sublimate it again. Repeat it once more. Now mix the ar-

s enicum sublimatum with as much fresh matter as your arse-

nicum weighs; sublimate it and repeat 3 times. After this, 

sublimate again 3 times with as much fresh matter . Then 

your arsenic will become clear, white and transparent like 

crystal. Dissolve that in aqua fort , made of alum, egg chalk , 

calamine and saltpetre, as much as all the others weigh to-

gether. Dry them to the point of dusting, put them into a 

distillation pot and distill as one normally makes aqua fort. 

Put the caput mortuum, powdered, back into the pot, pour your 

aqua fort again on it, distill for 36 hours till nothing drips 

any longer . After this, keep it glowing for another 36 hours; 

repeat that again , rectifying it with its caput mortuum. It 

is achieved with the third distillation. 

With this dissolve your sublimated arsenic, draw the 

water off , and sublimate the arsenic again; and again dissolve 

it in the said water . Do this 3 times, each time dissolving 
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in fresh water. Then sublimate the arsenic by itself, and it 

is prepared . 

CHAPTER LXXXVI I 
Now take as much silver as the weight of the arsenic, dis-

solve it in common aqua fort, and beat it down. Wash this 

chalk with common water of its saltiness, and dry it on a mod-

erate fire. Take this aalcem Lunae and the prepared arsenic, 

pound them together on a stone, put them into our sublimator-

ium, and sublimate them of the chalk, at first heating fairly 

strongly, so that the distillation pot stands there in a soft 

glow, for 2 hours. Then let it cool down, and remove the sub-

limate; again pound it with its fecibus , and set it again to 

sublimate as before. Do this 4 times, and you have sublima-

ted all the spirit or Qu. Ess. of the silver with the arse-

nic . Then put the feces of the silver to reverberate or cal-

cinate in the sublimation furnace , for 4 days and nights, in 

a soft glow not too hot or it would melt and spoil everything. 

Then take it out , put it into your stone jar, pour dis-

tilled wine vinegar on it , set it in the balneum for 4 days 

and nights , and proceed in every way as I have taught above 

in the work of antimonium , when I instructed you how to pre-

pare the salt, earth , or corpus. Subsequently, pound it to-

gether intangibly on a stone , and for that take twice as heavy 

of our burning blessed water to the Whi te. Put everything to-

gether into a fixing- glass, seal it hermetice, put it on a fur-

nace in a dish with ashes , and agai n give moderate fire, and 

everything will dissol ve into pure water , also rise and fall, 

until it s tays fixed as a crystalline , clear oil, which is a 

perfect Elixir. It translates ~ and ~ into true sil ver. 
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Put this into a glass ampulla or egg, seal it, set it for 40 

days and nights in tripode, and it will coagulate into the 

Philosopher ' s Stone , whose projection is very great. The very 

same work which you have here done with silver you can also 

do with tin, and the projection will be equally high . Thank 

God and be charitable to the poor. 

CHAPTER LXXXVIII 

THE TWENTY-FIFTH AND LAST 

WORK OF THE SULPHUR 

My child, listen and hear about the strong Stone above 

all Stones, as well as the greatest secret among all those 

taught before. My child must know that there are different 

kinds of sulphur . There is blackish sulphur (or: darkish) 

which comes out of iron ores. There is green and yellow 

sulphur , which comes from the ores of ~ . There is sulphur 

which is somewhat yellow and greenish; that one comes from 

the ores of lead . There is also white sulphur like suet , 

which comes from the ores of lf and all these do not serve 

our work . 

But there exists a Sulphur which is hard and schistous 

and somewhat clear, and very beautifully lemon-yellow, as 

though it were noble gold. Thi s one occurs in large lumps 

of 1 0 or 12 lbs. When it i s broken up into pieces , it is 

very light yellow inside , threaded with small streaks, and 

somewhat reddish. If one knocks off a piece of it and rubs 

both together , it creaks and whistles like little mice; or 

if you rub it with the nail of your finger or a stiff leather, 

it creaks. Yet a better test: Take a flat pie~e ·~f ~ , 

rub it firmly upon it; or take powder of this sulphur and put 
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it on a silver platter, and rub it firmly with a dry leather, 

t he ~ will take o n a beautiful y e llow-red color, as if it 

were polished copper. That one (that sulphur) is good. Or 

put the Pfennig (a German coin) or silver f or 8 or 9 days, 

thus rubbed, in a dry spot out o f the air . If now the Pfen-

ning becomes black, the Sulp hur is no good; but if it stays 

beautifully red like polished copper, it is good Sulphur. 

You find this Sulphur in Frankfort, and it comes from Hungary. 

One can also find it in Cologne, or in Middelburg and Brftgge 

(Note: In French it is "Bruges"); that one comes from Spain 

f rom the gold mines, and it is the right one. 

Of this Sulphur take 10 or 12 lbs, pulverize and pound 

it on a stone with distilled vinegar, as if one were to paint 

with it. Put it into a stone jar and pour on it a goodly 

quantity o f * Set it in the Baln . Ma r. , stir it well to-

gether with a wooden spatula, cover the jar, and let the bal-

neum boil for 6 or 8 days, stirring every day 3 or 4 times; 

then let it cool down and fall. Filter the tinged vinegar 

off and pour other vinegar on. Do this till the vinegar be-
.· 

gins to become colored. Put all of the colored vinegar into 

the balnewn, and distill it till there is a golden-yellow 

powder at the bottom. Rub this powder again with fresh vine

gar on the stone, put it into the balneum with ~ , as before, 

and draw it off till no more feces remain in dissolving it. 

Now distill the vinegar off. As to the feces that remain, you 

can collect them together and melt them and sell them to the 

manufacturers of gunpowder. 

Weigh the powder, and to 1 part of sulphur-powder take 

6 parts of Roman vitriol, which should be dried ~ , but in 



such a way that it keeps its spirits. Pound all this to

gether on a stone, put it into a subZimatorium ; sublimate 

it first with a gentl e fire, and then gr adatim (gradually) 

more , and finally strongly , and do that (strong fire) for 

2 days. Take the sublimate out , mix it with its feces and 

sublimate it again. Do this 3 times. Then throw the feces 

away, put it back with fresh matter , as has been said , and 

mix it 3 times with the feces; and then again with fresh 

matter, 3 times; then dissolve it in our red philosophical 

water , which has been taught here. Draw the water off and 

sublimate it 3 times . 

Now weigh your sublimate, and take to 7 parts of it 1 

part of powdered gold oxide, then it is ready. Now take 

your sublimate and put it into a golden philosophical egg, 

because the glass is of no use here as it would become soft 

like wax . Close it tightly , and set it in tripode for 18 

weeks , the first 6 weeks as has been taught in the previous 

work; the other 6 weeks such that one could light a paper 

if it were held in t h e jar in which is the egg. Try that 

every day 2 or 3 times or more , and block the square hole 

at the outside furnace in order to better retain t he heat . 

Let it stand in this regi men till the 18 weeks are over . 

Meanwhile, however, while the work is .standing in tri

pode, calcinate your feces SoZis which remained after the 

sublimation. Reverberate the caZx SoZis for 20 days; put 

it into a fixing- glass, pour on it our red burning water , 

just enough that it can dissolve. When it is dissolved , 

pour it into a small glass , close it well and keep it for 

a time of need. (Nota: When the golden cask has been used , 
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it no longer serves this work to make medicine from it, 

for the matter has drawn out the spirit as being its like. 

But it is just as good to sell it or the like , it is only 

a little lighter and paler.) 

CHAPTER LXXXIX 
When the 18 weeks are over, remove your matter and take 
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as much of it as you wish. Powder it, put it into a fixing

glass, and pour red burning water on it, as heavy as the 

powder weighed . Seal it or close it very tightly; let it 

dissolve, clarify , take it out , and pour it into a distilla

tion pot with an alembic. Distill it per balneum in clear 

heat. The recipient has to be very well luted . You must 

have an alembic which has a tube above, because you must dis

till 6 times, each time pouring fresh red water on; and your 

matter will remain in the glass like thick honey. Then re

move it from the balneum, set it on the furnace in strained 

ashes, first give a gentle fire, and subsequently gradatim. 

First the air will go over as water . 

After this, one has to put on another recipient , and it 

will go over as a gold-oil, so that the helm and the recipient 

will shine like gold. Let it stand thus till the helm wi ll 

take the color of blood . Now remove your recipient and close 

it quickly; put another on the spout, for 24 hours, increasing 

the fire gradatim till the pot starts glowing at the bottom. 

Then it will go over like blood and finally like red smoke. 

When no more spiritus go over, let it cool down, take 

it off , and set the feces to reverberate for 8 or 10 days . 

Then take them out and put them into a small glass ampulla. 

Add the solution of the gold, which you had kept in a small 



glass, to the other earth in the ampulla . Now you have both 

earths together. Put them on hot ashes and the earths will 

dissolve together. Then set it in the balneum and draw the 

water off, and a salt or earth will remain of your matter 

which you must pound and put into a glass ampulla or egg . 

Pour on it all the air with all the fire, seal it hermetice, 

and set it in tripode for 12 days, with a moderate fire. In 

time all fire and air will be imbibed into the earth and be

come hard as a stone. 
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Remove that and weigh your matter; put it into the fix 

ing-glass and pour on it our burning water, as much as the 

matter weighs. Seal it hermetice , and set it on the furnace 

in a dish with ashes, giving a moderate fire . Now everything 

will dissolve into clear water, also rise and descend and one 

will rise with the other and subsequently , one will also keep 

the other at the bottom and make it fixed. But before all 

that takes place , all imaginable colors will appear; and when 

that is over, everything will turn into a white color. Do 

not increase your fire till you see that the matter turns pale

yellow. Then r ejoice: For under the White the Red is h idden. 

Now increase your fire considerably, and take good care 

that it does not cool off before you see your matter perfectly 

red . When it is red, pour it into the egg while rather hot , 

and seal it with the seal Hermetis (the seal of Hermes) . Set 

it in tripode with a good regulation of a small fire, so that 

you could easily keep your hand between the wall of the big 

iron furnace and the chamber in which stands the egg with the 

matter . Within these 6 weeks it will coagulate into a Phi

losopher's Stone. 



Take it out , and thank God, for it is the Stone of which 

much has been said before. Its projection is infinite, and it 

makes the best gold that can be seen or had . However, it is all 

too malleable; so one has to add to this gold other metal - gold, 

due to its g r eat softness . 

F I N I 

4 3 0 
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Annex o f a Fragment o f the C A B A L A o f Joh. I s aac Hollandus 

Wh erein many divine and natu ral s e crets o ccur ing in t he 

Phi losophia Adepta a r e e xpl aine d accor ding t o t he v i e ws 

of the Phil osophers. 

Chapter I . 

My Child , In order to write especially about the planet Jupiter in a 

metallic manner , i t is first necessary to k now of what matter i t con-

sists , namely , of Sulphur , ~ 

that someone should k now only 

' and e Likewise , it is not enough 

that all meta ls are created out of Sul-

phur , Ej , and ~ . He must also be aware of the proportion there is 

o f these first three i n ever y singl e thing , which is to be understood 

as follows: 

Jupiter has no more than one kind of ~ , but many kind s of s alt; 

also , only one kind of sulphur . Regarding this , we have to observe and 

note especially carefully tha t there is ne ver more of the se t wo parts 

than one kind of sulphur and one kind of ~ , but , as already mention

e d , many kinds of salt , according t o the quality a nd property o f each 

planet , the constitution of each substance , and the nature and proper-

ty of each Element - o f which no mor e than 2 are known a nd recog n ized 

in the Philosophia Ade pta , that is , Water and Fir e . It should be re-

membered particularly well , however , that t here a r e many kinds of Salia 

Jovis (salts of Jupiter), among which there is also that called sal 

p lumosum (feathered salt , or downy s alt) , especia lly known by t he name 

plumosum , althougt this salt is called no other than alumen plumosum 

by the common man . Not much attent ion nee d be paid to it , not much 
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attention need be paid to it, but much attention to the Cabalistic Phi

losophy, as it shows the meaning of every single thing and brings it to 

light , so that it can be recognized. 

Chapter II. 

My Child should know, as has been said before , that the Salia (salts) 

are of many different kinds, namely of h , Jf. , <:J , O , Q , ~ , ~ , 
and that each of them can become a salt. Therefore, this must first be 

taken note of: When henceforth the salt of a planet is indicated , the 

sign of the planet whose matter is mentioned has to be added . And be

cause I have begun to speak of the first 3, namely the ~ , 9 , and 

~ of 'lf , I will first give instruction about the sal plumoso ( fea

thered salt) , which is actually a Sal Jovis (salt of Jupiter) , and say 

that in this way Jupiter has the principal ingredient of its body from 

~ , just as all metals have their Corpus from it, that is , from ~ . 

Now , however, as an int elligent man well knows that Jupiter has no 

stable or fixed Corpus , he must also thoroughly know and understand 

what is the cause thereof and why there is this lack. The principal 

part of the body , namely the Sulphur of Jupiter , is not born fixed or 

stable , although it contains two good and stable principal ingredients , 

which are innate in it because of the first three which are fixed and 

stable , that is ~ and ~ . From this note that Jupiter would well be 

f i xed and stable if it had all 3 Principles wit hout any lack thereof. 

But let that be as it may , it is nevertheless not due to this cause 

alone , as Jupiter still has these other two deficiencies which cause 

it to be unstable in the f ire . Of these the first and greatest 
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deficiency is that I al though it Contains e and ~ / it lacks the 9 Of 

~ , which is called Philosophical Realgar by its proper name. And al

though the corrunon man calls it only Arsenicurn (arsenic) , be it yellow, 

white , or red, it is nevertheless nothing but the spirit of the ~ of 

Jupiter, although it is a fixed or stable Realgar or arsenic. The white 

Real gar comes from ~ and lf , the red Real gar from ~ . 

Therefore I will continue in good order with the Cabala and corrunit to 

paper my instruction based on the Cabala. I will here also describe 

the salt for you in detail, that is , the salt of salt, the salt of ~ 
and the salt of ~ ; likewise the ~ of salt, and the ~ of sulphur , 

and the sulphur of e ' and the sulphur of ~ I in all 7 planets. 

Chapter III. 

Further I wi ll make known to my Child the reason why 2 planets are 

so like each other in form and qualities , colour and looks , hardness 

and softness - in the following manner: You see that ~ and 1i are tot-

ally and in everything like each other in form and also in color, be-

fore and after smelting , as if they were one kind of metal . Solution 

and transmutation, however, teach us that they are as different from 

each other as winter and surruner . But why? Note first the following 

reason : Because the salt of Jupiter had been an alum, but not an alum 

or salt from which ~ had taken its salt . The reason is that alum de 

Roche is not like asbestos or alumen plumosum. From this you may well 

realize that these two planets differ in their salts - how much more 

so in their sulphurs. so that you can well infer thereby and understand 
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by the Light of Nature how the nature and qualities of 11_ and lf can be 

recognized by their salts , in the quality of which they differ. Just 

pay attention to the afore- mentioned salts . I say that the alum de 

Roche is a salt of h and alumen plumosum a salt of 1(- . Therefore I 

also say that lf has its hardness and color from the salt , namely from 

alumen plumoso . 

In order to recognize its hardness, form , and color , take common alum 

and fibrous gypsum (or: steatite, asbestos), put them next to each other 

and look at the two salts to see if you do not find a difference in 

them . Should you , however , put both of them in a humid spot, you will 

realize that the abestos has a much dryer Corpus than common alum, as 

common alum becomes moist and dissolves much sooner than the other alum. 

Consequently , you can recognize by this quality why l.f. melts so quickly 

in the fire and why , as soon as it is taken out of the fire , it soon 

solidifies and congeals. It is all due to the nature of its salt and 

the quality of the aforesaid alums ; because in its inherent salt Jup-

iter has a spirit of coagulation which immediately congeals by virtue 

of its great dryness , for as soon as some external air reaches it , it 

hardens , whether the air is cold or warm, and the spirit of the plumose 

salt coagulates its Corpus in ft · , because it is itself of a humid kind 

and nature. Therefore, h does not melt as fast in the fire and the spi-

rit of the plumose salt coagulates it - but the spirit of the salt of .... 
common alum does not so quickly coagulate its Corpus in A , because 

~ 

it is itself of a humid kind and nature . Therefore , A does not melt 

as fast in the fire as J.f . With this you now know the kind and qual-

ity of the salts of these two planets. 
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But now we also have to note why Ji, , after melting , does not solid

ify and harden as quickly as lf . You must know that lf has in itself 

the spirit of salt without any lack of it, which h does not have, 

since it has no more than the Corpus of the salt. It lacks the spirit 

of the salt. This is also the reason why h is so soft and does not 

melt and again solidify like Jf. By this you can now understand the 

difference in quality and kind of the salts of lf and J;, , especially 

by what we have written and explained about the salt of Jupiter . 

Although I have dealt with the matter of the salt from which Jf has 

its salt, I have not yet spoken of its form and shape, which is the 

following : Ji. has a good and stable salt, which also has in it the spi-

rit of coagulation without any lack thereof . In addition we have to 

note in what shape it gives the form , if its metal rises with a.hump 

when it is congealed, or collapses and makes dimples. That is why I 

also say that when lf is melted in the fire, it gives its metal the form 

of a hillock which stands round and elevated . It also retains the same 

quality when it comes out of the fire , and it congeals in the same kind 

of roundness. The reason is that it congeals in this way and also keeps 

this form both in the fire and out of it. 

Chapter IV. 

Now my Child will learn how many and how many kinds of shapes and 

colors , likewise how many species of plants 1f has , for the following 

reason . According to the Cabala, as many kinds of salts have been 

found as now follows : lf:. has 7, B, 9 species of plants, and although 
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all of them are of one taste, form, and principal colour, they are nev-

ertheless different in degree, one being more or less higher , stiffer, 

softer, or harder than the other. However, it is not of the greatest 

necessity for a Philosopher to describe all species , especially not if 

he intends to keep to the description of the metallic nature and wishes 

to remain silent about the salts of the herbs , which are born in the 

herbs by transmutation. 

My Child must know that here I also deem it necessary to write that 

the Cabala cannot be thoroughly and perporly explained without it . 

That is why the Philosophers, when they use the Cabala, write in a veil-

ed language : Lapis noster est herbalis, sive vegetabilis , mineralis & 

animalis (our Stone is a herbal one , or a plant , mineral , & animal one). 

The reason is that the Cabala describes, teaches and throws . light upon 

herbs , metals, and also animals and all plants in the most precise way. 

Therefore plants must not be passed over in silence . 

I will now continue and write about the sulphur of Jupiter , how it 

is found as only one kind , although it also happens that a sulphur of 

Saturn turns into a sulphur of Jupiter , likewise a sulphur of the Sun, 

Venus , or Mercury , or also a sulphur of the Moon. The same applies to 

~ But speaking of the sulphur which is a Corpus of Jupiter, it 

serves to know, as has already been mentioned, that it has nothing else 

but the spirit of sulphur and the Realgar , which prevents ~ from be-

ing either fixed or stable, and when it is given strong fire or is re-

verberated , it is only calcined to a white ash , which e xperiience suff-

iciently teaches . Although it is calcined with great trouble and effort, 

it only gives off some white calx, which is nothing but <9 and ~ , both 

of which are fixed and stable , and neither of them leaves the other in 

the fire without the Art of Alchyrnia. 



In view of the fact then, that the salts give all things form 

and color, and ~ gives the virtue, and that these two are fixed 
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in some parts and not fixed in others, I say that these two are fix

ed in Jupiter. This applies to the prime matter, red cinnabar. Its 

color is seen as white, but if it is calcined for a long time in a 

strong fire, it results in a blue glass; which is called the second 

matter. Here the salt is seen as blue, yet it is not blue, but is ~ 

which shows itself thus in the sulphur. For the salt of Jupiter is not 

other than white. These two colors are due, one to the fire, the other 

to the water, which is to say, the blue color partakes of the cold of 

the fire like the Element Water; and the white color, which is the salt, 

shares in the other. For each Element thus produces its fruit and its 

color, but it cannot do so without a means. That is to say there are 

two fires, one which is warm and one which is cold ; one which is dry 

and the other .is moist as ":5 and J) . The Element )) produces its fruit 

with the help of Earth and Water, while Sol gives its fruit through 

Earth and Luna . Therefore, the philosophers write and Nature shows us 

that no man is born as a father or a mother, but as a son or daughter. 

Thus the Elements also generate their salts by means of the cold or the 

warm Element, which is 1) or <:) . To do this, the Elements solely need 

the first three matters, although nothing else is ever born than the 

Element itself, only 0 and )) • 

This is to be understood as follows: The air is not an Element but 

a corpus of its Element, of Fire. That is also why no fire can burn 

without Air. Likewise, the Element Water cannot produce its effect if 

the Air is taken or kept from it. It is also speaking without foundation 
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if one says that there are 4 Elements, as there are no more than 2. 

There are indeed Corpora (Bodies) in which these 2 Elements are con-

tained . They are like husks in which the kernel grows. 

Chapter V. 

Concerning this , therefore, learn of plants, and first of their col-

ors; those that are found to have the number of sulphur 7, sulphur 8, 

and ~ 9 are all born of the planet 1(. . And know that if you sow a 

plant that has a blue flower, round in shape like a circle or ring as 

if it were a ball, cut apart in the middle and turning the inner part 
• 

upward - such a plant does not belong to 1.(- but to J) . Now you might 

say . How then am I to understand that you speak to me about the num-

bers 7, 8, and 9? I will show you. 

I would very much like to call the 7 by a perfect word (this means to 

write the 7 in full letters), but that would not be right. In addition , 

the Cabala requires it to be so, as you will now hear; There are 7 plan-

ets, among these 2 always resemble 2 others, and they are a pair, such 

as G and ~ (j and 9 are a second pair, lf and h are the third 

pair , and ~ is left over. There is a special reason for this , that 

is, as all things are hidden in all things , nothing can become metal 

unless ~ be present , which is the very noblest principal part, and it 

is also the reason why the other 6 are its assistants or brothers. 

Now then, among the 7 planets some metals are found which are elemental, 

so that, although they are not 4 Elements , they must have 2 Bodies in 

which to dwell. Those 4 are the following; the corpus of () is ~ , 

but the body of ~ is "Ft, The latter has an earthly nature, while its 
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Element ~ has a watery nature. That is why water can stay on the earth 

and is dried, preserved, and nourished by the earth . The second is the 

Corpus ~ . It is by nature airy and a Corpus of the Sun, the fiery 

Element and the air; Mercury is nothing but a Corpus upon which the 

Element of the Fire rests and is sustained, namely , Q 
mansion for it , so to speak . 

And it is a 

When now the 4 elemental metals Q , Q) , ~ and ~ have been expl

ained, it remains to be said what are the remaining 3, namely cf , ~ 

and 1(. . Understand that these 3 are not elemental but material by 

nature . They also have great domination over the Elements, which must 

be noted and understood firmly and intellignetly . For Ji is a Corpus 

of the Element Water, and that is why the Element ~ can get along very 

well with it on the cupel in the fire. But as soon as )f is mixed with 

it on the cupel ir. the fire, there arises an opposition , one Corpus 

cannot tolerate the other and stops melting, as is sufficiently known 

by goldsmiths , silversmiths, refiners , and alchemists . Likewise (j1. 

As soon as it is put on the cupel, it will in no way get on with h 
an it also causes a short, unclean wildness below , so that Ji cannot 

and does not wish to melt. Nor will one Corpus suffer the other . 

Just as when ~ is put together with ft there is likewise a change 

and a difficulty, so that h cannot discard the impurity of Q , and 

if the fire removes A to quickly, ~ is left with 0 or :2) and causes 

them to be impure and the cupel to tear , so that these 3 requires a 

special Philosophy. Now follows the cabalistic description . 
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Chapter VI. 

My Child must know, in regard to the numbers , why they are indicated . 

As I have mentioned, it would have been better to write those numbers 

in full words instead of figures, for greater clarity . Know then , just 

as there are 7 Jupiter plants with 7 leaves, which all have blue flow-

ers and round stems with long and cut-through thin roots , there are also 

8 Jupiter plants with blue flowers and similar long roots . Likewise 

are there 9 Jupiter plants which have 9 leaves and similar roots to the 

others . Now the question is: If a plant is found with a blue flower , 

round stem, narrow leaves , and a number of leaves on the stem , and if 

one thought the plant was Jovian because its color is blue, and yet did 

not knOW What the plant Contained t that is f if it Were e Or ~ Or ~ -

how then would it be? Be instructed in this : Jupiter does not contain 

any fixed sulphur , and therefore no plant is ever found that would have 

Jupiter ' s sulphureous virtue . I have told you sufficiently what the 

reason is . But this is how it is: 

The plant with 7 leaves and a blue flower , with a stem, of a pointed 

and not quite round shape and nature - that plant is Jovian and has hid

den within it the virtue of the 9-' of Jupiter. The power of the 6 of 

Jupiter does not leave it for 7 years , and if it is taken into the body , 

it cannot cause any illness of the liver for 7 years , because the salt 

of that plant has the virtue to embalm the liver for 7 years . Now my 

Child must also know : If a plant were found with a blue flower and a 

square stem, and the flowers were half white and half blue - that plant 

would also be Jovian and likewise have the virtue of the ~ and the \i 
of Jupiter , and it would preserve the liver for 7 years. Consequently, 
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* on account of its ~ cannot do any harm to the liver for 8 years, 

nor can it participate in a ' ~' and fi on account of its salt and 

~ This is so because of the reaction of its ~ with a ' its e 
with h. ' and the right Realgar inherent in it with ~ . Therefore , 

the 7 indicates the salt of Jupiter, the 8 the spirit of the sulphur 

of Jupiter , and the 9 the Mercury of Jupiter . But the fact that no 

plant is found with 9 leaves that would belong to Jupiter is due to 

the following : 

Jupiter is not fixed but unstable because of its Sulphur . This is 

also the reason why it lacks in that virtue, in regard to which the 

Cabala does not go further than up to the 9. Thus , 1, 2 , 3 , 4, 5, 6 , 

7 , 8 , 9 - and if you wished to count further , you would have to begin 

counting again, and the rest would remain without being counted, unless 

the 0 (zero) were also counted. Therefore , anything above 9 is always 

9 , such as 1, 9 , 2 , 9 , 3, 9 . If now all three were fully present in 

Jupiter, you could find a plant with 9 leaves which would renew a man's 

life. But it has not pleased Divine Providence to do this through Nat-

ure . Otherwise men might manage to be immortal of temporal death . 

That is why I am using the Cabala in the following way: 7, 8 , 9. Here 

the sulphur 7 is multiplied 3 times to ~ 9. Further , the 8 multiplies 

only twice , from 8 to 9. Here you see a deficiency ; the 9 does not 

multiply, for although you would continue according to the Cabala, you 

could nevertheless not raise the 9 higher because you must again begin 

with 1 , thus; 9 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 4, 5 , 6 , 7 , 8, 9 , 1 0 , 1 1 , 1 2 , 1 3 - and thus 

you would never s~op counting in all eternity . But that would be stupid. 

Now you would like to say and ask: How do you know that one has to 

count from 1 to 9? On what is the Cabala based , or where did it orig

inate? Now hear the answer to this. (NB. End of the fragment - HWN) 
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P R 0 L 0 G U E 

TO THE BOOK BY JOHANNES ISAAC HOLLANDUS ON THE PHILOSOPHERS' STONE 

In this prologue you will be taught of 
what kind of work everybody should be 

~ aware. 

My child, you must know that in this Art there are many mistakes-

especially in the Vegetable Work. The reason for this is the follow-

ing: In the Vegetable Work there is much coagulating, dissolving, 

and rectifying to well prepare the Spirits so that they do not fly a-

way: also much aquafort has to be made and many watery spirits fixed. 

It requires much regulating of the fire and much concern lest the 

spirits break the vessels, for their fat moisture often causes the 

glasses to burst if they are given too strong a fire when they are a-

bout to become fixed . Then they rise and stay locked within the glass, 

and in rising (expanding) they break the glass. Then, all one's labor 

is lost, and, therefore, one has to be on guard. This then is the 

great worry, as you well know if you have attempted to do some work . 

In addition, much work and time are required for the rectification of 

the wine: also, much work to make the '7 fixed and to keep the spirits 

from flying away. All that requires a long time , as is known by all who 

have tried it. Further, much work and time are required for the putre-

faction and digestion, which have to be handled very delicately with 

the proper regimen, not too weak and not too strong. Also, one has to 

be cautious at all times and keep to the regimen (of fire) with great 

care, as many are already well aware . 

There is still another problem. That is, to calcine and improve 

the Bodies and the Earth in such a way that they are not burnt in the 

glass or become dry . Therefore, one has to take special care to main-
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tain a good regimen of the Fire and to work with great caution. 

Furthermore, the Earth must be calcined and clarified, then the 

water again distilled, as so forth with all the operations that are 

a part of this work. 

Moreover, in the composition, one must not take too much of one 

and too little of the other, because, if you have well preserved 

your fatness in the beginning, the medicine has no ingress, then you 

will have worries with your work and the possibility of it being 

spoiled. Thus, there is much danger, great expense, and if we believe 

that we have done evrything right and that nothing is lacking in the 

prescribed process, we may yet have been careless and kep the too 

hot or not hot enough, through negligence. If we now wish to make a 

projection with our work and it does not do what we intended it to do, 

and we therefore do not obtain any benefit from it, and we do not know 

what may be wrong or how it could have happened, it is still the non

observance of the details of the prescribed manipulation which we have 

here related. 

Ther~·for.~.,I advise you, my children, not to undertake the Vegatabi l i 

Opus for the above mentioned reasons, because a small error might spoil 

your work and then all you have invested in time and money is lost . 

This is why I advise you to be very careful with the Vegetable Work, 

because of the separation of the Elements, the separ ation and recti-

f iaction required in it, also on account of the serious worries you 

will have fo r a long time and the many kinds of uncertainty which may 

occur . The work takes a long time and it is difficult to see the end . 

If you lose the natural moisture at the beginning, your work will 

become too dry in its composition; or if it loses some Spirit of Air 

in the distillation due to a faulty vesel or leak in the luting, you 
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will lose your high projection. If you lose some of the Fire, your 

medicine will not tincture much and will also lose its ability to 

ingress. If it has too much Air, it will fly away, if then has too 

much 'V I the Spirits will drown so that it cannot be fixed . If it 

has too much Earth, it will be ' too dry, so that it can neither melt 

nor have ingress . Therefore the work of the separation of the Ele

ments involves a great deal of concerns, as many mistakes can occur . 

Likewise in the rectification, and if ANYthing in the Elements is 

spoiled, no matter how little, the whole work is spoiled !, That is 

whay I advise you, dear Sons who are afraid of all ooperations in 

which the Elements have to be separated, be it in the Animal, Mineral, 

or Vegtable Works, or in the Stone ·which God has given us for nothing: 

When the preparatrion of the Stone has reached the stage of the sepa

ration, be afraid for your work because of the uncertainty connected 

with it . For, it can easily happen that in the beginning and - in the 

middle, some of its mois ture can be lost and then the whole work is 

lost. Because if one tries to put it tohether, it cannot be combined, 

and its ingres.s has also been taken from it. In such a case, your time 

and expense and labor have been wasted. 

There have been Masters (the ancient ones) who have done this 

work, but they only did it in order to understand Nature as they had 

done the GREAT WORK before and thus did not have to worry about the 

cost or labor. Further no great amount of investigation (research) 

was necessary . We shall discuss this Great Work later, if it be the 

will of God . 

There have also been other artists and philosophers who worked 

toward miraculous amalgamations, fixations, multiplications and many 

other marvelous operations which they called "short works" or 1 month 
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or perhaps 8 - 10 weeks, but which take so long that they do not know 

how to conclude them on account of the mishaps that occur in the work. 

For they do not p~eserve their natural moisture at the beginning or 

the middle of the work, so that it becomes quite dry; or they cook 

it too hard or too cold or too long on the ,6. , with the result that 

it loses its ingress and ability to melt . 

Therefore, avoid all amalgamations, multiplications and fixations 

because, while you may believe that they will go very fast, the will 

actually take a bvery long time and thus involve so much concern and 

labor that you will scarce be able to see the end. In addition, there 

is the uncertainty connected with the required washing and purifica- · 

tion, for no fixation can be made before the Spirit and the Body have 

been cleaned of all their feces . Moreover, no fixation or new ingress 

can occur, even aft e r the washing, cleaning and dissolution, if you 

lose the Spirit's moisture - then all is lost . 

consequently I advise you to avoid all operations requiring wash

ing and cleaning because of the worries, burden, time and expense per

taining to them . Likewise, if a separation of the Elements is to be 

done, or a distillation, calcination or coagulation, due to the possi 

ble dangers of which I have previously spoken, avoid such operations. 

Consider that if just one mishap occurs as ment i oned above - and there 

are thousands I have not mentioned since the recounting would take 

much time to relate - all your expense and time would be lost . This 

woul d cause you to become impatient or be discouraged . 

Therefore, stay with the Great Art, or the Great Elixir, as your 

foregathers did. When you have accomplished that, you may try other 

operations of Nature with greater confidence . But if you do otherwise, 

youa re not following my advice. To begin with, take in hand the Great 

work, because there is no worry in it . Nothing in it is distilled, 
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dissolved, coagulated or purified. In it there are no unknown works 

or things, no impure things that have feces. Nor do you calcine as 

there is no need for it. You do not separate any Elements, because 

they are pure. It is one species, one thing, one vessel, one furnace, 

and one work - to the White and to the Red. 

Therefore, no danger will befall this work . It is nothing but a 

woman ' s work and merely child ' s play. Ignorant men cannot understand 

this simply because this work is so easy . This because the Great Work 

dissolves, purifies, coagulates, sublimates, and congeals itself! It 

also makes itself easy to melt, just like wax, and perfects itself in

to that which it is supposed to become. 

Now, dear Sons, I have shown you many of the accidents that may 

occur in your work, and you may encounter thousands more of them, 

about which I will not write for the sake of brevity. Be wise, there

fore, so that you are not ruined if you should meet with any of them. 

I told you so before, in plain words and without any parables . If I 

were to write to you about Sebbal, Carabric, Marmeth, Sebbaim, Mirrath, 

Alleb and Raphir i b, etc, etc, how difficult it would be for you to 

understand ! But I have now revealed this matter to your mind and to 

your understanding, so that you ~hould not fail in this regard. 

Therefore, I recommend the Great Work to you, for in it there is 

no failure, worry, work or vigil. Nor can it be spoiled, unless it be 

done deliberate;y. You need no foreign Spirits, or conjuring, or a 

multitude of glasses, you only need one vessel and no more, one spe

cies of matter and no more, one oven and no more . That is why Geber 

says: Our Stone is one species, one thing . Therefore ignorant men 

cannot understand it. No foreign things that are not of its nature 

are added to our Stone . Ignorant men wish to bring it into its nature 

because they are unable to congeal this one thing. But when they do 
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succeed in congeal ing it, they are right back to where they started 

from . Then it is nothing but earth that has lost its moisture . It 

cannot flow and it has no ingress. This is true because they stop 

when they should actually start . (the work) Now, if they knew of what 

species this subject is and recognized its father and mother, sister 

and brother, arm in arm, mouth to mouth, they would die at once! If 

they would recognize and understand these things, they would obtain 

all their desires from the Art, and all their works would end happily. 

Dear Son s , I have revealed all this to you in clear words. There

fore, do not undertake anything with unknown operations before you 

have a ccomplished the Opus Magnum. Following that, start whatever you 

wish and do not spare any expense or time because you will have as 

much of bo th these as you want. I have mentioned the many accidents 

that may occur, and there are many others as well. But you should 

know that t here exists an easy rule of which the Philosophers all 

speak of in a strange way, using parables and expounding it under 

veiled names, and yet, they are all referring to the Great Work . Those 

who are able to perform the Great Work can also understand all the 

parables and the veiled words . In addition, you should understand 

and know about this work that the true Art is in all the things that 

God has created. That is why the old sages say that the Art is cont

ained in all things, and it is true! You are to understand it as 

follows: Every determined thing contains its perfect medicine, though 

in an unprepared form . IF you know how to prepare it, you neither need 

to buy or have any other medicines. All this needs to be understood. 

No disease in the world can come upon a man because he has the 

perfect remedy within himself whereby he can completely recover . That 

is, provided he knows how to prepare it properly. He can obtain it 
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from himself and prepare it so it will not harm his body. The same 

applies to all animals, birds, plants and ANYthing created by God . It 

is indeed so, but ignorant men cannot understand what the old sages 

said and they think they can make a medicine from all things. That is 

why they take eggs, blood, urine and the like, believing that they 

c·an thereby bring into. per·f ection-t i mperfect bod_ies . And when they 

have done, they are still at the start and remain imme rsed in their 

stupidity. 

But my child shou ld know that a man gene rates a man. A horse gen

erates a horse, a bird a bird, each its l i k e , otherwise it would be 

contrary to Nature. This is the reason that metal cannot be made from 

such sperm as blood and eggs . Where there is nothing, do not try to 

extract anything from an imperfect thing. To transmute metals into 

~and )) from such is against Nature and reason.Cl e arly it is not 

possible. It is a wonder that some should have seized upon such a 

fantasy . If they understood the workings of Nature, they would never 

had made such a mistake . 

Know that all oils of metals are elixirs , likewise all salts. It 

is also known that all imperfect metals contain within them their own 

medicine. How much better will be the oil of 0 or 1> as both are 

perfect. 

Dear Sons, you should know that a perfect medicine can be made 

from all metals , which can transmute all imperfect metals into <::) and 

J) without separation of the Elements, also without distilling, sub

limating, dissolving or fixing . It dissolves itself and purifies it

self, it coagulates itself, distills, sublimates, congeals and cal

cines itself! It can also cause itself to melt and flow. Furthermore, 

it is also possible to extract oils from all metals in different ways . 
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Likewise, salt can be extracted from all metals wihout separation 

of the Elements, and this concerns the Great Work! 
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D E L A P I D E P H I L 0 S 0 P H 0 R U M 
(The Phil oso ph e r' s S tone ) 

BY 

JOHANNE S I SAAC HOL LANDU S 

HERE BEGI NS THE WORK OF THE AN CI ENTS WITH PERF ECT I NSTRUCTION 

WITH NOTHING BEING OM I TTED FROM THI S 

4 5 0 

Now, dear Sons, we shall write about the Magnum Opus (Great Work) 

which our forefathers used in many different ways. They all reached 

their goal, but their Stone did not make the same projection , but 

one made a higher than the other after they had made the work subtle . 

After t hat, they also obt a i ned high colors . The ancients worked long 

before they produced the Stone . . With subtlety, they shortened the 

work, just as it is being done today. Understand, our parents required 

three or four years before they could perfect the Stone . This was be 

cause at that time, they knew no strong water, only distilled vinegar. 

Now, their descendants have invented aquafort (AF): which has greatly 

shortened the work . You should know that the work can be shortened 

even more through the fi r s t labor, in as much as one mus t ma ke the 

metals subtle and mingled, so that it turns into a dough-li ke matter. 

That is why Hermes Philso phus says: Do not be lazy at the beginning of 

your work; cleanse your subject well and clearly, conjoin it subtly, 

so that you can rejoice afterwards. Geber, Dandin & Mor i enius also 

say : Unite well the water with the earth and the moist with the dry so 

that you see later the blackness of the sea, that is, its black color, 

which you should see during putrefaction, which is to occur in 24 days, 

with a gentle fire . It is a favorable sign of a good union . 

Therefore, my child, be diligent in the beginning, so that you pre

P?re your materia caref ully and well; for as soon as it is put in the 

fire, you have already done all your work and must not be concerned 

about anything but the regulation of the fire . You must know that I 

intend to relate afterwards , many ope r at i ones, which are always perfect. 

Page 45 1' intentionally. left blanko 
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First, our parents worked towards amalgamationes, wi~h <::) and 'J) , 
which is a very perfect work~. yet rather long. However, it is also 

the most surest and the one with the least worries . They also un

dertook amalgamation in a variety of ways . ~onetheless, they all 

reached their goal, though not with the same height of proj~ction. 

Further, some among them shortened the work more than others through 

subtelty, as we will teach in the Vegetable-Work . 
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THE FIRST WORK OF THE OLD MASTERS .. 

(or: the El ders , or : the Forefathers) 

Know , dear Sons , that there were some old alchemists who took fine 

~ , well refined in the crucible and filed as subtly as possible, 3 

Lots, and fine (!) cemented through the cement regale~ l Lot; well pur

ified Mercury, 8 Lots . They amalgamated all this well in an iron mor

tar with a steel pestle, grinding it for 12 or 14 hours. After this , 

they put it in a stone or glass vessel , formed as illustrated (a round 

bottom florence flask), set it in sand so hot that one could not keep 

one ' s finger in it , and they let it stand thus to allow the moisture to 

evaporate. In the morning they found that the matter was hard. Again 

they put it in the mortar , added yet half a part of Mercury, or ~ Lots, 

to make the inner parts even . They continued with this manual labour 

till the matter could be pressed dry through a double linen cloth. 

Ther eafter, they set it for another 8 days in the sand with its vessel , 

and pounded the matter in the mortar every day for 8 hours without stop

ping. 

When the 8 days are over , take the matter and put it in a glass as 

illustrated (florence flask) , press on the opening a piece of cut glass 

that closes tightly , add a weight and set it in tripodem~ and heat it 

so much that you c an keep yourhand between the walls of the furnace and 

the glass which contains the matter. Thus they kept the fi r e going day 
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and night for six weeks, and at the end of the six weeks they increas.

ed it a little, as if to keep lead in fusion. They maintained this 

heat till they saw the perfect blackness . Then they rejoiced, as under 

the blackness is hidden the whiteness , and it is a sure sign that the 

matter has been well conjoined at the beginning. Remember also that 

you must lift the cover fran the furnace on the third day and see if 

some drops of Mercury adhere to the glass above. You must shake those 

down, and if they do not fall down , remove the glass and brush them 

down with a feather to make them drop down again on the matter . Now 

stopper the glass again, and do this each time on the third and fourth 

day. 

It is so much better to give only a little heat, to prevent the mat

ter fran rising . It will take more time, but that does not matter. 

It is better to have a sure result than an uncertain one, as you might 

spoil your Work with too much heat. Watch out, too, that you do not 

get the red colour Before the white one , because one colour changes 

into another. There are also many foreign colours, but you must not 

heed them. Pay attention only to the three colours, which must appear 

in the Works First, the blackness, then the whitenes·s, and finally the 

redness. Between these three colours there will appear many colours, 

more than one can imagine~ but do not pay attention to them. They are 

flying spirits which are not yet fixed, and they are poisonous. As 

long as you see the foreign spirits,. beware of the air, as it might 

kill you. The first red colours tfiat show up appear with a gentle 

regimen of the fire, or if the fire is increased only a little. 

In thi·s Art there is no worry except how to regulate the A . But 
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if you wish to be very sure, keep your fire as small as possible. 

Then you cannot go wrong, al though it takes somewhat more time. There

fore I advise and teach you, dear Sons, not to heat too strongly , so 

that you do not get the red colour before the white one, because this 

same red colour, if it appeared before the white , would look in the 

glass like pulverised Bricks~ like grains of wheat or barley, or larger, 

with intermixed grains of live Mercury, and it would attack the glass . 

Then all your Work would be spoiled. If this does happen, it is solely 

due to the too strong fire. The right colour, however , does not look 

like br~cks but is a clear dark and brown-red. It is more a heavenly 

colour than a red one, and i~ due to a good regimen of the fire , as 

will be taught later. I ~m telling you of these colours so that you 

do not fall into error because of ignorance , and do not know what to 

do or what to omit . 

rmw WE ~tILL PROCEED FURTHER ~~.ITH. OUR ~[ORK • 

If with a sm.~ll fire something rises in the neck of the glass or 

on th.e cover, open the glass and push it back to the bottom, as I have 

told you . Keep it s·tanding thus day and night till your matter becomes 

completely pulverised. The powder should be grey and black, like earth 

that has lost its moisture. Before you come to this colour, you will 

see various strange things , Because the matter will become motley and 

speckled , which all the painters and goldsmitfi.s cannot counterfeit . As 

the matter becomes riper and stronger, a change occurs, and before you 

reach the grey- black powder , you matter will become a lovel y yellowish , 
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like wood- or peatash. All this happens with a low regimen of the fire 

for a long time and watch whether your matter retains this colour or 

whether it becomes whiter and Brighter . If it oecomes whiter or paler, 

keep the same regimen of the fi're. But if the colour is such that you 

can neither see nor sense that it changes somewhat, increase the fire 

a little till you noti·ce the colour becaning paler or whiter . Then let 

it stand for a long time in the same. regimen of the fire, always tak

ing care not to make it too strong, till your matter is white, yea , 

whiter than snow. Then be glad, dear children, and be sure that under 

the whiteness the beautiful redness lies hidden. 

MoPe.~ius says When Christ lay in the tomb, a resurrection was to take 

place, and after that resurrection a glorious Body shall live in all 

eternity , and be crowned with a red dradern, and shall be king over all 

his line, and all hi·s enemies shall mak.e peace with. nim, and he shsll 

remain king for ever and ever . 

You must understand that this white matter or earth is nothing but 

an earth that has lost its moisture and is s till of no us·e . That is 

why you must know that there are many mistakes in this Art, for there 

are many who dare make the Philosophers ' Stone, and indeed reach this 

degree with a good regimen of the fire , and endeavour to fix this Stone 

to the White or the Red. When then this matter or Stone is fixed, they 

believe that they can make projection oy throwing tt on raw Mercury or 

other imperfect metal s - but to no avail . Then they became despondent .. 

and say that that the Art is impossible . True , it is impossible for 

them , because their earth has lost its moisture, just asGeber says : 

Spirits which have lost their moisture due to many sublimations and 
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fixations are useless as long as they are earth and therefore dry like 

the latter. The ignorant do not understand this , a.nd after they have 

made their Stone and ft has the right colour, it must again be made sub

tile and volatile if it is to have i:ngress or make projection. However, 

they do not understand the words of the wi.se. They may well know how 

to make the Stone and do indeed make it as it is supposed to be made, 

but they abandon the Work just when they should begin to labour pro

perly, and thus they remain in their foolish error. 

You must know, dear Sons , that I wish to reveal here the real secret 

of the Art, Therefore X beseech you , by the living God, not to dis

close the secret except to your own Sons , provided you believe that 

th.e.y have the love of God and that your soul , and also mine, will not 

be damned because of it, as great troubles might result . Open your 

eyes and ears, see and hear the great sacredness i ·n Nature, namely, 

that all Philosophers~ Stones, no matter how they are composed, can be 

made and completed in the Great Wor k of which we are here spe.aking, 

both to the White and to the Red, 'Cn one ves·se Z and one furnaae . 

Remember well what I am telling you: If you combine~ and Mercury 

with<!> in this manner , you can soon make the Stone from them, either 

to the White or to the Red, in one vessel and in one furnace. 

Now someone might ask: "Why then must ~ and CD be taken together 

in this Work?" The reason i-s that 0 is fixed,. and therefore the 

Work will be the shorter for it . If your ~ were fixed in the Work, 

the Phxlosophers' Stone would be. ready. But 5) rs not fixed , and be

for e it becomes fixed , much time and cooking are required , as 1) must 

be fixed before it congeals Mercury . Thi·s is the reason why "J) and 0 

are used together in the Work. You can also make both Stones with 
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Mercury and 0 alone, and that would take less time than with ~ and 

0 together, the reason being tiiat 0 is fixed and that it therefore 

congeals Mercury somewhat. 

Someone might ask.: "If one were to take only ~ and Mercury together, 

what would be the result? Could the red Stone also be prepared from 

them? " This is to be understood as follows: '5) is red in its innermost 

just as it is white outside , for under all white things that contain 

the four Elements, there is a redness inside, covered with the white 

on the outside. ~ is cold and moist, just as Mercury and J) coagulated 

together. They are still raw and unfixed, and that is why they are 

white outs i·de and red inside . 

When ~ is alone in the Work. with Mercury , it has to be. completely 

cooked and congealed with a good regimen of the /:::;. • When it has be

come fixed, it congeals the Mercury and becomes a white Philosophers ' 

Stone. By increasing the fire and cooking for a long time, the white 

Stone is coloured red , its tincture comes out and the whiteness goes 

inside. 

Consider well, dear children, what I have said and still have to say . 

It is absolutely necessary, for it is the secret of all works. There 

have been some ignorant men who after making their Stone to the White 

and the Red , saw that it had no ingress and did not flow like wax. See

ing that the ingress was lacking , they dissolved the Stone, coagulated 

it again 20 or 30 times, hoping to make the Stone fusible in this Way, 

so as to give it ingress. They did not succeed, and even if they were 

to dissolv~ and coagulate till Doomsday, their Stone would remain as 

it had been before. 

There have been others who extracted an oil from <:, . With that 
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they pounded the Stone on marble, dr~ed it again in a glass, imbibed 

it so long and so much that ~he Stone ~ecame l~uid ltke wax and had 

an ingress. Then they threw Lt on red-hot Mercury~ and as soon as the 

Mercury glowed, it flew a~f'lay 1.and the oil followed it . The powder of 

the Stone was left behind in the cruci'l)le just as it had been before 

they imbibed it. This was due to the fact that the oil had not yet 

been fixed , and although the Stone was liquid , the oil was not congeal

ed with the Stone. The reason i ·s: If the Stone were · :thus thus imbibed 

and put in a glass with a gentle heat, the oil would become dry with 

the Stone . If it were given a strong fire, however, the oil would fly 

away altogether from the great heat. That is why the oi·l cannot be con

gealed together with the Stone. Thus the £gnorant have remained in 

their error. 

Now I will teach you, my child , how to make the Stone fusible and to 

give it ingress, which has never oefore been revealed . Therefore, dear 

Sons, keep the se.cret to yourselves, if you love God , yc)ur soul and mine. 

After your Stone b4s become white by means of a good regimen of the 

fire , as I taught you before, you can keep it white , if you like. But 

if you want it to become red, you must let rt stand much longer in the 

furnace., increasing the fire considerably-. When you see. that it begins 

to become yellow li.ke mastic , do not make the fire stronger . Let it 

stand thus· in great. heat for 8 or 9. days, a.nd look if the Stone has 

become somewhat more yellow. If it is the same colour, increase the fire 

considerably , and if it b~gins to take on the colour of saffron lcrocusl 

let it stand with the same regimen for 8 or ~days. 

Proceed thus continually with the regimen of the fire till you see 
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the perfect redness , like a glowing gold in the fire , and it appears 

to be more a heavenly colour tlian an earthly one . 

Thus the Stone must be cooked with a strong fire , as a small fire 

does not cause its tincture and sulphur- that is, its red tincture-

to come forth . And before it obtains its perfect redness , it must s tand ,. 

for 41 days . 

Know that if the Stone were liquid , its redness could not be brought 

out because it would melt in becoming red-hot and even penetrate through 

the glass and thus be lost, since it must finally glow for 3 days . Con

cerning this, you have to take note that the Srone must first be made 

before it is made fusible . This the ignorant cannot understand or rem

ember, because they do not know Nature . Therefore , both t he white and 

the red Stones must be made be.fore they are made fusible and subtle , as 

you yourselves may understand. 

NOW, hea r my sons, the GREATEST SECRET -

That lies in the Art and wh ich has never been put in writing excep t 

now by myself , how to prepare and melt the two Stones , so as to make a 

high projection with them . 

Take your Stone and imbibe it with c l ean Paradise Water . Unite it 

with the water, imprison it, and close tightly . It will r ise up to 

heaven in one cy.cle of the moon , will be converted into dew and come 

down again in drops , in accordance with the teaching of the masters. 

It will moisten the earth that it may bring forth flowers of varied 
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colours. At the appearance of those flowers, your Stone will rise from 

the dead and take on a body , and all its enemies shall make peace with 

it, and the storm that was before shall be over. It has overcome the 

darkness and the eclipse of the <!) and the ~ , and shall forthwith be 

a king over its species, and shall not lose its dominion in all eternity 

but shall remain the King of Glory. 

Take the Stone, white or red, from the cask in a stone mortar, imbibe 

it with a good amount of purified ~ , which I have taught you to pre

pare . Pound them together with a wooden pestle without stopping for 

a whole day. After that, put it back in its glass , set it again in the 

philosophers ' stove or in tripodem , and give it as much fire as is used 

to keep .Ii, melting. Seal the glass ' s mouth and keep it in this heat 

till all the ~ is dead . It will take place in 40 or 50 days, because 

the Stone draws its spirit into its nature, for each seeks its like, 

and all rejoice in their likes. 

When ~ is dead , raise your fire somewhat till the matter is white. 

When it is a white Stone , remove it. Make a ~ plate red-ho t , put on it 

one grain of the Stone and see if the Stone is liquid and has ingress , 

so that it can tinge the laminae and go through them like oil through 

dry leather, turning the ~ plate white like fine ~ • If it does so , 

it is ready . rf not, imbibe it again with clean Paradise Water, in due 

form , as has been taught before . To 1 ounce of the Stone take 4 Lots of 

Paradise Water each time you pour the Paradise Water on . Continue doing 

this till the Stone is liquid and has the ingress you wish . If it is 

the red Stone, after you have imbibed it with Paradise Water, keep it 

standing in as much heat as is required to keep 7i in fusion till it 
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becomes red again . It will take much longer than with the white. Stone .• 

Test it also just like the white Stone. 

But this you have to take note of: If you wish to prepare the Stone 

in order to make projection with it on ~ , it must l:fe made as fusible 

as wax, and that must be done carefully as the Stone is apt to go thro~ 

ugh the glass. My advice is that you should mak.e it flow so much that 

it beccmes red- hot before melting . This concerns the white Stone. After 

this, make projection with it on Jf. The red Stone , however, must not 

be made more liquid . It must well glow but without blazing, for as the 

Paradise Water it contains is dead and fi'Xed, it must stay in the fur

nace and glow for 40 days b"efore it comes out red. When the redness is 

outside , you must raise the fire to keep the Stone glowing constantly, 

just enough that you can see it glow, and no more.. Let it stand thus 

for three days, then let it cool, and thank God that your Stone is acc

omplished . 

Dear Sons , You must keep to your measures in all your works and es

pecially when making the Stone fusible, for if you make it too liquid, 

it will go through the glass, as has been taught Before. You must make 

the red Stone even less liquid or you will be unable to infuse it with 

the tincture of the Paradise Water. You should know that a l l things 

in the world can B'e made malleable and fusi'ble with the Paradise Water 

if it is sublimated with them or pressed into them to make it stay with 

them . This is called ceratio~ and ceratio is nothing but making hard 

non- fusible things fusiB'le so that they may have ingress. It was first 

d~scovered by tfie old masters. For after see.Ri:ng a l ong time how to 

make the Stone to the White and the Red , they found th.at their work was 
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useless as their Stone did not melt and remained as a powder or e.arth .. 

Then they realized that they were la<?king nothing but ce.ratio / which 

would give ingress·. They looked in many and varied things r yet found 

it in none except in sulphur and auripigrnent, and especially in ~ . 

You should also know tfi.at the oil of all things in the world separ-

ates from its earth in the fire, except that of minerals and metals, 

because their oil stays with the earth in the fire and does not separ-

ate from it. If it .does separate, the earth rises together with it , as 

their oils cannot be separated from the earth, which can be done with 

other things. They knew we.11 that if they wished to follow Nature , 

they needed such oils to i._ncerate and make their spi.rit and dry earth 

liquid . They found them in sulphur and auripigment, but ten times more 

in ~ . 

In this way the art of ceration was invented. They made their Stone 

liquid as they wished, and it did what they desi.red of,. their Art. By 

it they made fusible whatever they wished, they subl.i:mated the spirits 

through hot things and made them stro~g and poisonous, so that they 

became so subtle that it was astonishing. When they had made them 

thus subtle by sublimi~g and not with corrosive things , and they . had 

absorbed enough of· the tinctures, they incerated the substance with well 

purified ~ , that is , they poured a large quanti.ty of ~ over it , put 

it in tripodem, let it ascend and descend till the Mercury stayed with 

:,i..t. Thus they made t .heir spirits fusible as they pleased. They also 

took (!) and -1) , made into a very subtl e calx , imbibed it with purified 

~ and set it in tripodem , in a glass as i ·llustrated. They re-versed 

( turned " Over) it often and sublimated it till the ~ stayed with it. 
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Thus they made the calx fusible and could tinge with it , namely, they 

dissolved the calx in vinegar , turned it into subtle crystalline stones 

which they cleaned car efully , ground them into a powder, imbibed that 

with fresh ~ , set it in tripodern,, as has been reported about l::) and 

~ , and in tfiis way they also made a medicine. 

I am telling you , dear Sons, the whole Art lies i n ceration. There-

fore read this over f r equently, for it contains great wonders. Consequ-

ently, you wi.11 be. able to make medicines from all metals, as we have 

taught and said , in a short time , without special effort, harm, or ex-

pense , and all with th:t.s Art , with the Phi l osophical Mercury . 

ANOTHER WORK OF THE OLD MASTERS 

There have also been some others who took. 3 Lots 'J) and l Lot 0 , 

They melted and fi l ed them together , then put the matter into an iron 

mortar and powdered it fine , so that it could be pressed through a cloth . 

After that , they rubbed it till it became intangible . Others added to 

it tJ , P . S . and honey o r gum 'f , and rubbed it intangibly . They put 

this int o a glass , poured clean wat er on it, Boiled ~t for one hour, 

let it stand, then poured it off . Again they poured more water on it, 

boil ed it , l et it stand , and poured it off. They did this till the 

powder was quite pure and no more blackness came out of i.t.. Then they 

dried the powder , took ~ pressed t hrough 5 or 6 times and washed per

fectly clean with salt and vinegar, put it into a glass, added an alem-

bic, set it in ash with a gentle fire of the kind used to burn roses . 
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They let it stand in this heat for 10 or 12 days, so as to draw its 

superfluous moisture off, which would harm the Work. This is how every 

~ to be used in the Art must be prepared , but it must not be heated 

too much lest the Mercury sublimate - unless it would sublimate only 

a little. That would not harm it, but if it would rise too much, you 

must revivify it with warm water, adding moisture to it - otherwise 

you would have worked in vain. Therefore take care that the Mercury 

does not rise, for every live Mercury contains much water, as you will 

notice in the receptacle . That must be removed from it if it is to die 

w.ith (!) and ~ and turn into a fixed powder. But if it were to retain 

its moisture, it would never die completely. Therefore, draw its mois-

ture off as long as you see moisture appear in the alembic . Then let it 

euand fo~ 10 ·days and watch that it does not sublimate. After this, 

take it out and preserve it in a glass or can, in a warm place, well 

closed to prevent any moisture from getting into it . 

My child must know that all ~ intended to be used for amalgamating 

must be prepared in this way , as otherwise it will not die or will con

geal. This has led many a man astray, so that he did not achieve his 

purpose on account of the excess of water contained in ~ • And thus 

they ~emain mistaken. 

You should further know that (!) , ~ , and ~ must be pr epared in 

this way to achieve a better conjunction. Weigh your powder of (!) and 

~ , add to it their weight filn prepared ~ , and no more , for if you 

take more, your work will have to stand all the longer in the fire . 

But if there is no more of one ingredient than of another , the spirit 

will die next to the Body and be congealed and brought to its perfect 
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colour, be it for the White or the Red. After that, pour a large amo

unt of ~ over it, to incerate and liquify the Stone. 

On the fixed White Stone you must pour about 10 or l2 parts of Spirit, 

and on the Red about 20 or 24, even up to 30 parts. For if you take 12 

parts of Spirit to one part of the White, one part of the Red requires 

at least 30 parts before it becomes fusible , the reason being that the 

White Stone is raw, moist, cold, and white. It therefore does not need 

half as much Paradise Water, or Spirit, to incerate it as the Red which 

is hot and dry in its nature, and before it begins to melt, it requires 

about 30 parts of Spirit to one part of Stone. Someone mi·ght ask: "If 

we have to pour so much Parad~se Water on the white and the red powder 

before they become liquid and subtle, they must probably stand a long 

time in the fire before tthe Spirit of both can ripen and die and become 

fixed with the Stone . " This is so because i ·n their innermost composi t-

ion both Spirit and Body were raw, and they must therefore stand lon9er 

before they can penetrate and embrace each other in their depths. 

The first amalgamation must be made with such a small fire that little 

or nothing can rise in the vessel in which it . i .s contained. It must 

therefore stand for a long time before it dies and turns into powder. 

And when the Stone to the White and the Red is made, it is fixed and 

not liquid, and is· yet a medicine at bottom, although it has no ingress 

yet. 

Hermes says: "When ~ is dissolved, it dissolves only a little of 

the other metals and spirits, and when it is coagulated, it continues to 

coagulate . " And Hermes says further: "Even if much Paradise Water is 

poured over it , yes, even 30 parts to one part of already coagulated 

Mercury, it coagulates this Paradise Water somewhat." 
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Another reason is the following: Part of the powder is already a med

icine, though it cannot be melted and it therefore turns some of the 

Paradise Water into its own nature. Also, if the Paradise Water is pour

ed on the powder and put in the furnace, it may be heated much more than 

at the b~ginning of the Work - because at the beginning it must not sub

limate. Now you can heat it so that it rises and again falls back on 

the powder in droplets . As soon as it begins to die and turn into pow

der, increase your fire to make it sublimate, and turn the glass fre

quently upside down , so that the matter al5ove falls down to the bottom. 

Continue doing this til l everything stays together below. After that, 

raise the fire somewhat till it gets its colour, be it to the White or 

to the Red . 

These are the reasons why one has to pour so much Paradise Water on one 

part of the powder. It must not stand as long as in the beginning of the 

work, this is so that you should rightly understand the Work, know what 

is good and what is bad , and not go wrong . Be cautious, therefore , and 

know what to do, enclose it in your heart and memory and reflect upon it 

before beginning anything that might be harmful to your work. 

Now we will do the Work. TaR.e the powder 0 and J) , weigh it, add 

to it as much Philosophical Mercury as above, put it into an iron mor

tar , heat it, but not so much that the Mercury rises , add to it in Eng

lish weight of ~ , wel l pulverized. Then pound it into an amalgamate 

with the jli:- , whi·ch absorbs the red powO.er and the Mercury. Pound it 

thus ceaselessly for a whole day , and tne next day pound it again cease

les- ly for 12 hours , but block your mouth , nose and ears so that you 

do not get hurt by it. After tnese 12 hours, put your matter in a glass 
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with its mouth tightly closed, set it in the secret furnace and give 

it fire in due form, as has been taught in the Great Nork. By regul

ating the fire, you will accomplish all the works connected with the 

amalgamate. 

It is all a regimen of the fire, but it is done in various ways~ Yet 

they all achieve results - but each is seeking to shorten the time. 

There have been some others who took the Stone which God has given us 

for nothing. They sublimated and purified it of all its feces three or 

four times, then coagulated it again into a white powder and preserved 

it in a little box till they needed it. The Stone was ready. Now they 

took the prepared Mercury, sublimated it with vitriol, mixed one lb. of 

Mercury and 3 lbs. of vitriol and elevated it. After this, they again 

ground the ~ among the feces and sublimated it again. 

The third time, they took 2 lBs. of fresh vitriol - throwi.ng away the 

other feces - sublimed it again, and put it in a tightly closed box. 

Then they took 15 oz. ~ and 5 oz. (!) , melted them together, filed 

it small and pounded it in a mortar. After this, the powder was washed 

clean , dried again and also preserved in a box . Now they took 8 Lots 

of the Stone which God has given us for nothing, 4 Lots of the gold 

and silver powder, and as much sublimated Mercury as their combined 

weight , to make it 24 Lots all together. They mixed all this and poun

ded itrion a stone till it became intangible, dried it on hot ashes , 

put it into a round glass thus formed (see drawingL, and filled it to 

the brim. . They hung it in tripodem in the innermost room, closed it 

and I.let it ha~g for 84 days, and they gave it only so much fire that 

they could easily put their hand in it without getting burnt. They did 
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this by means of a lamp. When the 84 days were over, they took the 

glass from the stove , broke it and removed the matter. They then heated 

a copper plate, put the matter on it and set it in a blacksmith ' s fur

nace. They watched to see if the matter was smoking and if it had lost 

any weight , or they put half a Lot into a crucible , let it become red

hot for a quarter of an hour , then weighed it again to see if t hey had 

lost some. If they noticed a loss, they put the matter once more into 

a glass, and in tripodem, gave it a somewhat stronger fire than before -

so that one could hardly put one ' s hand in it - anC. let it stand for 

another 30 or 40 day·s. Then they removed the glass and looked if the 

matter wa s fixed . And without doubt, it will be fixed and red like 

blood , and will not flow. 

Now they took the matter and mixed it with 2 parts of the philosophical 

Paradise Water in a not mortar , · and ground it for 12 hours without stop

ping . Then they put it in such a glass as is illustrated here, closed 

it with strong lute, put it on the fur.nace and l et it rise and fa 11 t ill 

everything was turned into powder. They continued d oing this till every

thing was fixed together and s tayed at the bottom . This done, they 

left it there at the same regimen of the fire till the white col our 

appeared . When it was white, they had the White Elixir; but if they 

wished to have the Red Elixir , they let it stand and increased t he fire , 

as with the regimen of the fire to the White the redness does not em

erge , as men tioned befor e. That is why· we must understand and r emember 

everything very well if we wish to be perfect and act perfectly in the 

Art and produce something useful . Therefore do not begrudge reading 

this over f r equently in order to understand. When then the redness 
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appears , you have accomplished the Red Elixir for the transmutation of 

all imperfect metals into genuine gold , better than tfie natural one. 

It can stand al 1 tests and examina ti·ons • 

In additi.on, you should know that everythlng I shall r eport and teach 

about this Work is to Be understood as concerni!J.g the Great Work lthe 

Magnum OpusL of wh.ich the philosophers have written in covert words . 

First , there is the reduction of the Body to its first nature: They 

amalgamated the perfect Body, that is ':l> (because it is fixedL and this 

is the solution of th.e old masters. Their dissolution is not a chieved 

by pouring rain water on the Body but a dry "'1 , whi·ch_ i:s Mercury. This 

is the foundation of the Art of which Rhasis says : "Unless you dissolve 

the Body, you work in vain." Of this dissolution Geber says in his 

Li.ber veri·tatis- in the Turba: "The surest way lies in the art of red

uction, that is, the dissolution of the Bodies into a clear beautiful 

water out of which they were first generated. In this water the Spirit , 

Soul and Body are contained . •t 

Geber says further: "When they turned the Bodies tnto Mercury in such 

a way that they could pass through a cloth, they said, : Now we have an 

Element of Fire ." 

Further , he says th.at the earth is made out of the coarseness of the 

water, and that they sa:iXl. : "We have also the other Elements , 6, and 9 . 

The third work is purification, of which. Mori-enus says: "The earth 

is rotten because of the water, and it has to be purified. Then , with 

God's help, the whole magistery has be.en accomplished. 11 

The Turba Pki'Zos-op7!io~um says: "Moisten the dry wi'th the we.t, because 

the dry is the earth an- the wet is the '] ; see now, we. have purified 

the Water and the e II 
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The fourth work is the evaporation of the water. When the "\! of 

Paradise rises to heaven and falls down again to the earth. in droplets, 

they call it == ion. By rising and falling it turns into powder, and 

they call this rising Air. Thus you have V 1 Air and 9 , and that 

is as the philosophers say: "When it has become white, pour Paradise 

Water over it and let it sublimate unti l it turns into a spirit called 

Bird of Hermes ." .Morienus says of it : "Do not dispise the ashes, for 

you will find at the bottom a shining ash , and in it you will find a 

precious adamant." After this they· say , "add to it the ferment ~ " 

To turn it into a white powder, .it must be imbibed with Paradise Water 

in which f ine gold should be amalgamated. They call this imbibing 

" fermen ting." 

Further, the philosophers say: "Moisten the body with the soul." 

There for e we add the soul to the Stone , for just as a man's body is 

not without a soul , our Stone is not without a soul and life . The soul 

purifies the imperfect body because it adds the. ferment to nature. 

That is why they add a ferment when the gold is ~ingled with t he Para

dise Wate- . It is as Morienus says: "Unless you purify and whiten the 

powders perfectly , then i ·nfuse the soul i nto them and unite it with 

the powders , you have. not done anything toward your magistery. \• That 

is why the philosopher Bautin says: "Jo.in the soul to the body and 

the spirit . " Then the spirit will be added and they will rejoice to

gether , for they have been trans£ormed from their nature - a coarse 

thi~g - and have now become subtle. It is this of wh.ich the philosoph

ers say in the Codex Ver{ta ti:s-: "The spirits are not combined with the 

body until they are completely rid of their impurity." In this con

junction there are wonderful things, because al l the colours of the 
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world , as many as you can think of, are contained in it, and finally 

all merge in one colour, which is the red. Then the body is coloured 

by the ferment, which is the soul, and. the spirit with the soul are 

joined to the body and is again converted with it into the colours of 

the ferment, so that the fire can no longer separate it, no matter how 

strong it may be. 

Fran what I have told you , y'Ou can understand that the philosophers 

spoke the truth : "Our Stone is composed of body, soul , and spirit. " 

They considered the perfect body a dead body , becau se j) is sick and 

not fixed. They say that the spirit is a running , glistening water , 

and they call the soul the ferment. They speak the truth,. for it gives 

life to the body , which it did not have befor e , and gives it a better 

form. And thus everything they have written in covert words is true. 

In addi·tion , some philosophers say: "Unless you make the corporeal 

incorporeal, and the incorporea 1 cor poreal , you have done nothing in 

our Art . 11 When i ·t i.s ama l gamated , we first make V of tli:e body, then 

the body is disembodied . By constant decoction it becomes drunk and ,·; 

dies with the spirit - then the spir i t turns into a body. 

The old masters saY': "Fol l ow Nature , and you will find what you a r e 

looki!lg for. n It is true , for in our Work we first make the moist dry , 

o r the coar se subtl e , then the subtl e coarse , a spirit out oID the body, 

and a body out of the spirit . Of the uppermost we make the lowest , and 

of the lowest the uppermost. Thus tfie.y transform one nature into ano

ther , just as it is s upposed to oe. 

That the old masters described this in such obscure words , however, 

is because of the unwise who are not Sons of the. Art, so that they shoul d 

not under stand it,as it is meant to be a secret. 
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It is also the reason why they· wrote so many chapters,. to make the 

unintelligent believe that our Art is so di·fficult. In every chapter 

they wrote about foreign things, including many foreign names, such as 

reductio , solutio, aoluti·o, sublimatio , destillatio, coagulati'O, cal-

cinatio , fixatio , and various other names and manipulations, as I said 

before. 

OBSERVE NOW HOW THE ANCIENTS FOUND SUCH TERMS IN THE WORK 

If you wish to make a Work as the old masters, our forefathers , did, 

take ~ that comes out of tfie earth where they dig for 0 or :J) , and 

not artificially manufactured quicksilver. Press it through a leather, 

and if something is left in the leather , see what body it is. Melt it 

in a crucible with borax and you will see with what k.ind of metal it is 

mixed . If it is an imperfect metal , the ~ is of no use for our Work, 

but if you find (!'.) or ~ , it is good . If you do not find any body at 

all , it is also good. 

Take as much of this Mercury as you like. Put it in a glass vessel, 

an alembic on top, and draw the superfluous moisture from it, as it 

would be harmful in your Work . After this , take the perfect body, well 

refined of ~ in the cupel, and amalgamate it with a large amount of 

~ The old masters always took 3 parts of ~ and 1 part of (!) . 

They called it " the ferment ." Some of the old ones amalgamated 0 and 

j) together , as has been taught before . 

Others , however , amalgamated only 0 with the Paradi·se Water and fin

ally poured it on the powder; to the ferment , as wi·ll be described later. 
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When they had amalgamated j) , they put it in a glass (as illustratedL 

in ·tripodem, in all whiteness, as was taught in the previous chapter , 

and with the same regimen of the fire . In this way they also amalgam-

ated 0 and put it in a glass in tripodem , like ::J) The Paradise 

Water came from ~ whos~ moisture had been drawn off. They put the 

latter likewise in a glass and set i:t in tripodem to the other two 

glasses till the Work had to be incerated. They did this so that it 

would more easily incerate and stick to the Work, because it becomes 

half- fixed, having been decocted for so long . But it has not yet tur-

ned into powder , and even · if it were to stand in the furnace for lO 

years, it would not die . 

That is why Mercurius says : If as mucli of myself as a fish-eye were 

alive , I would not be dead. The reason is that no body has been mixed 

with it; neither father nor mother nor someone of its species has been 

added to it in the amalgamation. This you should understand as follows: 

If a metal or a metal l ic spirit ~s intermixed with Mercury or some of 

our White or red Stone - which are of its species - it will die at once, 

but it will never die alone by itself. 

Dear children, Read this lesson over o f te.n, so that you may le.arn to 

know the natur e of all things - and l e t this be said enough . 

Now we will return to our Work , which we had left. Al l three glasses 

are s t anding in tripode , in the innermost chamBer ~ which is to be care

fully seal ed to prevent any air from escaping - a!ld are governed by a 

fire so small that you can put your hand in it for a hal f hour without 

burning. Now the old masters wondered how they could give a special 

sign for each sign they saw in the Work, so that the fools who were no 
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Sons of the Art would not understand it. Therefore they gave so many 

names and wrote about so many different manipulations to make it appear 

all too difficult, such as solutio , coagulatio , inceratio, and various 

other labours. And all this only because of the ignorant who are not 

children of the Art and are not to possess the heritage of the wise . 

This whole operation takes place in a closed glass , with the Work 

standing in the furnace. The fools learn that each operation is a spec

ial work, to be prepared in special glasses and with special instruments, 

with strange oils and a difficult regimen of the fire . They consider it 

difficult and cannot understand that everything can be accomplished in 

one closed vessel, in one furnace, and with one regimen of the f ·ire. 

First, the old masters saw that the matter or the Stone developed a 

black skin or blackness. They wondered how they should call it and de

cided to call it a blackening of the sea or the lake, as the water was 

all black above. And as (!) and 4J) were in it, they called it the Solar 

and Lunar Eclipse - and the fools did not understand it . 

Secondly, they saw that the water -which is ~ - was rising above in 

the glass out of the matter and the body of Sol and Luna. Then they 

said, The wind has carried it in its belly - because it rises out of 

the warmth of the matter. 

Therefore, a philosopher says: "You must add it to the Air, in whose 

belly it is to ·oe carried through the action of the sun, which is its 

father . After that, give it to drink 1~ when it falls down again to 

the bottom or on the matter, for it is. to be imbibed with the moisture 

of the earth which is its nurse." 

Regarding tnis, Hermes, a father of the philosophers, says as follows: 
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"What is above is like what is below, and wh:at .i's below, is like what 

is above. " 

Dandin says: " whoever wishes to perform miracles with a thing of 

which our Stone is the father and the earth the sister, and J) the moth

er, and the wind carries it in its belly, and its nurse is the earth .... •\ 

Further says the same philosopher: " It rises from the earth to hea-

ven, and from heaven Back to the earth, and it shall get power from 

what is above and what is below. 11 He speaks the truth: , for when it be

gins to hang above in drops and those fall back upon the eartht it dies 

and turns into a powder. When it is such, you must pour Paradise Water 

over it and then present .J) , which .is now its nourishln,ent , and heat i ·t 

till your thing is completed. Now it is more precious than anything in 

the world. But the ignorant cannot understand it. When the old masters 

saw that it continued rising and falling in the glass , they reflected 

and found no other name for this than "to sublimate," because it is a 

true sublimation. 

Therefore Geber says in the Turba : "When the. Stone or the Work is con'"" 

joined , it is ready for sublimation •.••• " The fools did not understand 

that the sublimation takes place in a closed ~lass,. and they erred. 

Further, they noti ced that the droplets fell down and remained as 

water , and they called this "distillation." That is why Morienus says 

in the. Euob de-r> S-olia.ren : nA.fter the. sublimation follows the distillation." 

Finally, the matter is transformed into earth~ and the. earth stays on 

the water. It happens as follows: When ~ rose , i.t moved out of the. 

matter or the earth, and when it fell down , it did not mingle ~ga.:j.'n with 

the body and slowly turned into earth. At last they noticed that the 
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ea.rth again began to sink below the water to the bottom of the vessel, 

and in so doing it turned tnack. The.y thought they would call it "the 

corruption" and "the feti."d monster. '1 Of thi'S Morienus says in his books: 

"Our Stone is found in a rotten corrupted monster, that is where our 

Stone is gathered . " From this some concluded that the Stone should be 

sought in stables , troughs , dirt, manure,.. They were mistaken, because 

they are not our children. 

After this, they saw this evil-smelling earth die by means of constant 

coction and a good regimen of the fire. The water lost its stench and 

changed colours. Th.e phi:losophers call thls •l·the ablution." That is 

why Morienus says: "W~sh the original matter and purify the evil- smell

ing substance with the water . Then a conjunction may occur between body, 

soul, and spirit" - and the i 'gnorant thought that the body had to be 

washed with. common water. That is why they calcined it with salt, poun

ded it on a stone, washed it with. pure water, and did this till the 

water ran off quite pure. And they were as far ahead with their Work as 

when they began , and lost money, effort, and labour. 

Hermes and Gel:5er say: "Know that our Art is nothing but a drawing of 

the water out of the earth and a pouring of the water back on it, till 

they are both washed and mixed together. 11
• The ignorant do not under

stand this and stick. to their fantasies. They do not know that thi.s 

must be done in a closed glass, in our furnace, because they are not 

our children. 

Then, after a long decoction and regimen of the fire, the philosophers 

saw that the earth. grew and became coarser, thereafter smaller, due to 

the tempered heat. Now they all said : "It is a perfect incineration." 
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That was its proper name , and therefore Dandin the Philosopher says: 

"One should extract its strength and imbibe it again." Hermes says: 

"The earth is· to be i:mbioed with the water." Morienus: 11 Give to drink 

to the thirsty till it has enough juice, and it will no more be thirsty 

in all eternity." The ignorant do not understand that it all takes 

place in a closed glass By a long decoction and tempered heat . 

Then they noticed that all the water was dry and had turned into earth. 

Geber says: "When our earth i ·s made, our magistery is accomplished for 

the mos·t part." They saw tFi.e matter turn into a thick , hard substance, 

and when it stood firm and did no longer ri·se, they said : "This is a 

perfect coagulati:'On, made of its own matter. 11 Hermes says: "Dissolve 

our Stone and coagulate it very carefully, turn it into earth, and there

after make it white, then alive , and finally red - and you have the 

magistery. " Dandin says·: "Know that our Stone is nothing out a perfect 

dissolving and ~gain coagulati~g without a change of its substance, 

without taking anything away from it or adding anything to it. Till 

you have done everything, shun all books and do not seek anythi~g else." 

Morienus says: "Our work is nothing but a womants work and children 's 

play." Stupid men cannot understand it and do not know how the secret 

words are to oe. understood, But if they were our children, they would 

understand and knoW' everythi~g clearly. 

Further, they saw that by a long decoction and tempered heat the 

earth became increasingly white, and finally they saw that it Became 

completely brillLant, and its whiteness surpassed all the whiteness 

in the world. They called this whitening 1'calcination'',. and it is tru~ 

ly the right calcinati'On of the foref atners and the rrght name. 
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That is why Hermes and Morienue say: "Do not despise the ash that 

lies at the bottom, for in it there is a precious adamant and a maid 

who will be surrounded by fruit and bring forth a Son of Life." 

When now the ferment is mixed with the white earth, the imperfect 

body or earth receives the ferment, and then is accomplished what one 

intended to do. This is what the old philosophers mean when they say: 

"Feed the child with its own milk till it is grown up. " It means that 

the white earth should be incerated with the ferment and the Paradise 

Water. As this matter was so white and fixed, they removed it from 

the furnace together with the other glass containing the gald amal

gamate, pounded them together in a stone mortar with a steel pestle to 

mix them well, and in this way they fermented. Concerning this, : i. ''· 

Morienus saya, "Conjoin and add its soul to it, so that it may not part 

from the body in all eternity." Geber says:"Arrange a marriage and 

put the bride to bed with her bridegroom, and imbibe both with the dew 

of heaven, and the bride will conceive a son who will be king over all 

his line , and al l his enemies will make peace with him , and he will 

be crowned with a red diadem." 

After this, they took the matter and put it back into the glass , took 

the Paradise Water and imbibed the matter with 10 parts of Paradise 

Water to 1 part of matter , and that is as Geber says: "Moisten the bed 

with heavenly dew, and the bride will conceive a son ." 

'lllereafter they sealed the glass, put it back into the furnace and 

increased the fire somewhat till the Paradise Water .J:'- ed and fell 

back on the earth in drops . That was the Son who makes everything 

brilliant and who is to Be fed with his own milk till he is grown up. 
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My child , You should know and well understand that if you wish to 

make the red Stone, you must bring the white earth to redness by its 

fer ment and by increasing the fire till the earth turns yellow. When 

it is perfectly yellow , like a crocus, the Element Air comes out. With 

the regimen of the fire which drives out and moves the Air , the fire 

cannot bring out the red tincture, unless it be greatly increased till 

the matter turns red. When then it i s red , imbibe it with Paradise 

Water till it has absorbed it all and has turned into a powder . Now 

regulate the fire till the powder becomes white on ce more , like snow 

then increase the fire till it becomes yellow again, and ever mor e till 

the matter becomes red - and now your Work is ready and accompl ished . 

In this Work you have seen all four Elements, each separately . First 

you have seen Water and Earth . They appeared first, and the Air was 

removed from them , which you also saw later in the yellowness . Now 

you see the Fire in its redness, because it is now on the outside. 

The old master s spoke the truth , saying that our Stone is made of 

four Elements. Nevertheless , it was no mor e than one , a nd made of one 

thing , and they spoke the truth. But if you only want the White Stone , 

give it Paradis e Water , just as you did with the ferment , let i t ascend 

and descend till it stays at t he bottom , keep up the regimen of the 

fire till the powder again becomes perfectly white , and you have the 

perfect white Stone for the t r ansmutation of al l imperfect bodies into 

true silver. Consequently , my child shou ld know that all these methods 

of operation a r e good , and their projection so high as to amaze you , 

and you will discover it yourself . 

If you throw your medicine on a metal or on ~ , as long as the med

i cine retains its power , the metal is frangible like glass that can be 
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pulverized. If you now throw some of this powder on another metal, 

it is still a medicine, and in this way it should always be thrown on 

other metals, as much as the projection allows, be it on (!) or on .:D 

according to how the medicine is prepared. 

Thereafter they sealed the glass, put it back into the furnace and 

increased the fire somewhat till the Paradise Water =:::::- ed and fell 

back on the earth in drops . That was the Son who make.s everything 

brilliant and who is to be fed with his own milk till he is grown up. 

My child, You should know and well understand that if you wish to 

make the Red Stone, you must bring the white earth to redness by its 

ferment and by increasing the fire till the earth turns yellow . When 

itis perfectly yellow , like a crocus, the Element Air comes out . With 

the regimen of the fire which drives out and moves the Air, the fire 

cannot bring out the red tincture, unless it be greatly increased till 

the matter turns red . When then it is red, irobibe it with Paradise 

Water till it has absorbed it all and has turned into a powder. Now 

regulate the fire till the powder becomes white once more , like snow ; 

then increase the fire till it becomes yellow again , and ever more till 

the matter becomes red - and now your Work is ready and accomplished. 

In this Work you have seen all four Elements, each separately . First 

you have seen . Water and Earth. They appeared first , and the Air was 

removed from them , which you also saw later in the yellowness. Now you 

see the Fire in its r edne.ss, because it is now on the outside . 

The old masters spoke the truth, saying that our Stone is made of 

four Elements . Nevertheless, it was no more than one, and made of one 

thing, and they spoke the truth . But if you only want the white Stone I 
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give it Paradise Water, just as you did with the ferment, let it as-

cend and descend till it stays at the bottom, keep up the regimen of 

the fire till the ?OWder again becomes perfectly whi..te, and you have 

the perfect white Stone for the transmutation of all imperfect bodies 

into true silver. Consequently, my child should know that all these 

methods of operation are good, and their projection so high as to am-

aze you, and you will discover it yourself. 

If you throw your medicine on a metal or on ~ , as long as the med

icine retains its power, the metal is frangible like glass that can be 

pulverized. If you now throw some of thi·s powder on another metal, 

i~ ~s~still a medicine, and in this way it should always be thrown on 

other metals, as much as the projection allows, be it on Q) or on ~ 

according to how the medicine is prepared . 

MULT IPLICAT ION OF THE STONE 

Now I will teach you how you should multiply the Stone. You must 

not make the Stone more than once in your life, after which you may 

make of it as much as you wish, even in the hundred pounds and more. 

Take 10 or 12 lbs. ~ , :::!: it through Roman vitriol, 3 parts of vit-

riol to 1 part of ~ When the Mercury is ready, preserve it till 

you need it. Then take 1 oz. of fine (!.) , cement it in the regal (?) 

and melt it i n the crucible. Throw into it 1 oz. of your medicine, 

let it melt a little, about the time it takes to say two Paternosters 

(prayer "Our Father")_. Then it is · a mass, which take out, pound into 
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a subtle powder, and g.rind on a ·· stone wi'th rectifi'ed vinega;r-. This 

i ·s done so that the powder· may dry· somewhat on a small fire, l5ecause 

wine fli·es away as soon as it feels tfi.e heat. Now taRe tfu: powder, 

add to it its weight m ~ , ·mix them well together ·. quite dry 1 on a 

stone, then grmd it with recti~ted vinegar. dry it at the sun or in 

a room to remove all moisture, put it in a . glass as rllustrated, pour 

on it 12 parts of ~ , close the glass ti:gn.tly ( shak:e i:t by hand to 

mix the ~ and the powder, set i:t in tripodern . give it fire as has 

been taught, and immediately as not as it was when you poured on tlie 

Paradise Water, and let i:t stand for 40 days . 

Then it will all Be a medicine, and it i ·s as good and oette.r than it 

was before. If you wish to make more. medi·cme, take a large glass, 

weigh 10 oz. of your medicine and ado lOQ oz: of ~ , prepared as above, 

that is, of which the moi sture has Been removed . Mix well, set it in 

tripod em for 40 days with the aoove reg:i..TT.te n of the :fire , and it will 

all turn into a medicine as good as the fir st . Thus you can multiply 

your medic i ne ad inf-tn-~°'t'tlm . leridl esslyl. in a short time, a n d ;i:t is al~ 

ways as good as the firs t . 

Further my child should kn.ow that there were some who took 9_parts 

of prepared Paradise Water and l part of the Stone. They put it into 

9 ph:ials well sealed and set i ·t in tripodem in the inner·most chamber I. 

till the Stone was ready and the Paradise Water had to Be poured on 

it . A.f t e r · thi:s ,· they took one phial out and poured it into the l?ara ..-

d~se Waterr mixed well , stoppered it well with lute and set i:t again 

in its place . They let the otfier 8 parts stand where the¥' were t~~l 

part of the Stone nad B~come fbced. Thus· they di-d wi:th. all 9 glasses 
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till all imbibed their portion of Paradise Water and had thereby became 

fixed. This seems to me to be the best method as it shortens the Work 

and is easy to do because it is not as overloaded as if everything were 

put together in one glass. True, it requires somewhat more work but 

it is better to pour on these 9 parts on one part of the Stone, and 

that is what the old masters did and what they taught their children. 

Hear and understand these words , for they spoke thus: Take 9 parts of 

May Dew, each sealed in a phial and keep in the tripod in even heat 

till the lowest partL becomes white and<:dry , then .iMbibe the lo,..iest with 

p. 1 part 6 parts of May Dew , and then with the other part , till it 

flows like oil. 

You must know t hat the old alchemists made the Stone in many differ

ent ways, and at the end it was always good . Know that the old masters 

worked as I have told you . But their descendants discovered many other 

forms of the works by which they could shorten the Art·, such as using ' '· 

aquafort , as is being taught in the Mineral Work at many different places, 

likewise in the Animal Work and even much more so in the Vegetable Work , 

which are all full of wonders, and strange waters which seem to be mir

aculous, as is being taught at many places in the Vegetable Work. They 

also discovered how to separate the Elements in various ways, as is 

also taught in the Work at many places, and it has to be done with 

great subtility and care . They also sought to shorten the time and to 

try doing it accordi ng to Nature. The Work involves great worry, much 

labour and much expense and uncertainty. Therefore I advise you, my 

dear chil dren , avoi d all works requiring the separation of the Elements 

or many ways of making AF, as I ha ve taught in the preface and will 

teach later. 



We have taught you how our forefathers dealt with the amalga

mate, and as they all reached a sure conclusion, the product was 

of such a goodness, it could not be improved upon. 
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Now I WILL TEACH YOU HOW TO HAKE THE STONE FROM PUTREFI ED 

WATER AS WELL AS HOW ·To MAKE TlfE -OLEA OF METALS . THI S CAN 

BE DONE WITH LI TTLE EFF ORT AND WITHOUT SEPA RATION OF TH E 

You WILL AL SO LEARN TH E METHOD OF BRI NG ING THEM TO SUCH A 

PERFECTION AS IS CERTAIN AND GOOD . 
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The reason why the elements are separated is that the Imperf eatum be 

made perfeat; also that the uncleaniness (or : impuritiesl be separated, 

and that the aorpu~ and spirit be thus rid of all impurity, and be after-

wards again conjoined. Know then, that anything that reaches the fire, 

no matter how impure it is, is made clean and pure by the fire, as we 

have taught before . The first sign is a perfect blackness, and we see 

it with our eyes. All matter becomes as black as pitch. Why? The fire 

drives Corruption , or what is rotten, upwards and it leaves the matter 

because of the strength of the heat. This is not done, however, with 

a strong but wi·th a gentle, fire . Then the Corruption or feaes which 

are in the Arca are driven above until everything is black. 

That is why Morenius says: Take care that you regulate your fire in 

such a way that you do not obtain whiteness before blackness. (~he 

albedo before the nigredo). or all your work is spoiled by the white-

ness if it occurs before the balckness. So it -must be a sure method 

that will drive the Corrupti~n out by fire, and thus must be the pur

ification and Perfeati·on. Be careful in our work for after long and 

steady· boiling the heat consumes the Corruption, feces and blackness, 

and changes it into another colour, and ever another until it is per-

fectly white like snow. And it is done gently, so that the elements 
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are not force d, but are gently rectified of the ix impurities. Take c~re, 

however, in ev·ery respect, as Moren~us has warned, that you do not get 

the redness before the wfu'teness; for our stone must not be Burnt in 

thls work. Know that this· is the Best way ; for it is often necessary 

to give strong heat where the separati on of t he elements must be accom~ 

plished, before the eiem e ntum ~"'gn{s is brought over, and everything must 

glow. 

After this, if you wish to calcine the feces the matter has to be 

burnt i n t he reverberating furnace. Often the matter turns white; then 

it has to be changed into glass, and thus one thi~g is s poilt with the 

other. But, in the Great Work, there i~ no uncertainty. The feces 

know how to c onsume themselves of themselves, as Geber says: The dra

gon must devour its own blackness, and i t has to be fed with its own 

venom. Dant in says: The black crow must hatch its own eggs with its 

young, till they all turn white. For that is the art and nature of 

all things under the sky, that they desire to rectify themselves out of 

an inherent impulse and to rid themselves of their feces which are 

superfluous to them, and to be without defect. For they were perfect 

and without defects from the beginning. The four EZ ementa, and every

thing made from them, mobile and immobile, nothing excepted, are all 

perfect in the beginning and in the end, and all thi.ngs desire to be 

rid of their feces . 

Someone might ask: But what are the fec e s? It is a humor or humid-

ity (or: moisturel which God has ordered , and everything under the course 

of heaven must be nourished by it. It keeps all things in its nature 

and is in all things a perfect , elementary, natural warmth or fire , 
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and if the perfect fire does not meet with unfortunate accidents, it 

will keep the thing in its nature. But as soon as a bad accident happens 

to the fire , which is also hot and i'mperfect, and one thing mingles with 

another, they all become hot and burn and destroy the thing, be it in 

metals, animals, trees or herbs, and in all things under the sky, 

There are two kinds of water in all things created out of the Elements, 

a natural one and an elementary one, and that is perfect, good and eter-

nal. Then there is sti ll another water. rt is called "water of the 

clouds". That is 7<1nperfeat , and is mixed with the elementari water. 

It rs meant to give nourishment and moisture to things and to keep them 

in their nature as long . as · as no other extraneous water is added 

to them. But if more is added, it will drown the thing, so that it 

dies and corrupts, just as when water is poured into fire. 

Similarly, you mu9t understand this in regard to air and earth. If 

there were no feaes in the e l ements, all things would be perfect , spir-

itual, and subtle, as God bad meant them to be. Nor would there be 

decaying and death, as i~ explained about feaes and diseases of the 

elements in the Veg etabi .. li, Find it in Chapter 16. 

Now you mi'ght ask, however_; if a tfii·ng is destroyed in such a way, 

where then is the perfe-at-Con which it contains·? Read about that in 

the Vegetabili, Chapter 29. You will also find explained there how one 
• 

thi!lg attracts its like . Kn.ow also that , if a thing has died , be it 

sensitive or insensitive, the spirit of its aorpu s separates from it 

and joins its like, from which it has originated, as you will under-

stand by the VegetaoiZi , Look at the flame of fire or coal; the flames 

heat , the smoke moves upward . In this smoke is hidden the spirit of 

air. It joins its like. The same applies to the other elements ~ 
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But now someone may ask: Where then do the feceq eZeme-rrtorum stay, 

when each thing has gone to its own? Concerning tlii:s, consider this 

example: If you put a glass vessel containing water into the sun, the 

sun draws the water to itself, and stinking Black dregs GnatterL will 

stay behi.nd. Let .i:t stand in the glass protected from rain and wind, 

for a long time, and the slimy o~acR matter will in time oecome as 

white as snow· and its smell w~ll disappear. Such fs the effect of the 

nature of the sµn. Anotfier example: Take a glass basin full of green 

herbs; put ii: in the sun or exposed to the air. The heros will begin 

to decay and smell bad,, and , each element draws towards its like as 

mentioned before. The blacR sti'nki.ng earth stay's in the basin,. but 

after a long time the air and the warmth of the sun w~ll calcine it 

as white as snow. And thi's is the work of nature . 

Another example: Take the corpse of an evrldoer, who lies on the rack 

or hangs on the gallows. The air and the sun consume its stench and 

decay, so that nothing rerna~ns but whi.'t:e ashes. In ti.me the hard leg$, 

which were full of fat and marrow, are thus consumed, so that they turn 

into white, fine sand (.saltL which is inta?gible between the fingers. 

That is brought aoout oy nature, as we may see every day with our own 

eyes. Where then remains the stinking matter? :Et passes away a.nd turns 

into nothing, and the element earth is thus cleansed and white a$ snow , 

so that it becomes impalpaole. Thus it is evident in our ~t one must 

not separate any elements, nor does one require and washing or purif~ 

ication concerning 

That it has to be tested to ascertain that it is good and penetrating 

I have related to you so that you should understand that the sepa;r>atf.:ones 
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eZementorum are not necessary in our work. N'either is rectifi;cat·Con, 

:be.cause the feces comsume themselves, as indicated; but in the ~eparat

~one~ eZementorumJ a little is always lost in the fire , for they stand 

in the fire. And just as it easily loses something, so it is to the 

detriment of the work , which you need not be afraid of in this instance, 

because in the Great Work no element is separated. 

In addition , you should also know that one can make oil from all 

metals also without separation of the elements , and without much wash

ing and dissolving . Yet, Lt must be done with Aaua For tis, and you 

must give it a ferment, if you wish to make them from a perfect metal. 

But I advise you not to make oil from any imperfect metal, except from 

~ and lf , one for the Red , the other for the Whlte. There exist many 

different matters, from which to make oil. They have been discovered 

due to the rapidity in which they can be made, while some did not have 

the patience to endure the long amount of time required to accomplish 

th.e Great Work and because. they seek small gain. Yet in such things 

there is great danger, more than in the Great Work , also greater labour 

and handicraft. You must distil AF, and you must also sublimate and 

be well acquainted with many unusual types of work. It also requires a 

great deal of money , effort and cost. 

THE OTHER WORKS OF THE ANCIENT PHILOSOPHERS 
OLEA EX AQUIS FORTIBUS & METALLIS 
( oil made from aquafort and metal) 

AN OIL MADE FROM AQUAFORT AND LUNA 

There were some who made an fl.qua Fort from Vitriol and 0 In it 
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they dissolved fine '5) one part, of the cupel.. After th.at, they gro

und i ·t and washed the calx off with common water; then they dried it 

at the sun or with fire. Afterward, they put this calx into two glas-

s·es, poured rectified vinegar upon it,. each time one lb . of vinegar 

upon 1 ounce of caix Zunae . They put one of the glasses in the balneum 

and the other in front of it. Then they distilled the vinegar from one 

Luna onto the other, alternating the glasses; one into the oalneum, the 

other one, which had been standing :Defore it, out . Then they distilled 

once more, and did this until the ~ was fully df·ssolved. 

When the luna is totally dissolved, the Aqua Vi~ae fi.as to be drawn off 

in the balneum with gentle heat, such that one can suffer one's hand 
t 

to Be in thls heat. When a s:ru:·n forms on the Luna, the process must 

be stopped, allow it to cool down and put i ·nto a cold cellar to cryst-

allize . Take out the crystals formed an- put them i.n a small retort , 

lute it well and set it in warm ashes ~n tr~podem, or let it stand until 

the clear little stones have been transformed into oil and no longer 

coagulate.. This oil is a perfect elixir to -malte projection with it 

ad al5um .. 

AN OTHER KIND OF OIL MADE FROM AQUAFOR T AND LUNA 

There ~ve been a l so others who took .l oun.ce of ~ amalgamated with 

prepared ~ , in such a wa_y that tfie amalgamation could be pres$ed thr

ough a linen cloth . After that, they set it for six weeks in a moder

ate heat; and they dissol ved it in an AF made of Vitriol and <D ; drew 
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it off again gently in the baZneum. Then they removed it, stoppered it 

well, set it -in ai'nerum or t ripodem and gave it heat as if one wished 

to ke~p 1t in flux. They kept it thus until the oil was fixed, and 

te~~ed it in the following way : They took a sheet of ~ and heated it 

to glowinq, then poured one drop of this oil upon it. If the oil goes 

through without smoke, like oil through leather , and if it tinges to 

~ , it is fixed, good and a perfect elixir. But if it does not do 

that , put it back in tr-Cpodem until it is fixed and transmutes ~ , 

lf and ~ into true ~ , which passes all tests. 
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AN OIL MADE FROM AQUAFORT AND JUPITER 

Take lb . of Roman v itriol, 5 lb . of auripigment sublimated to the 

White, lb . of ~ sublimated to the White , calx of J.t , 1 lb. of EB 
ad pondus omnium, Mix them well together with vinegar , like a paint , 

then dry the matter in the sun. Now divide the matter into 3 parts , 

of one part of which prepare an AF . Pour it thereafter on the second 

part and disti ll again as before. Then pour it on the third part and 

distill it again with a strong fire . Finally you must pulverize all 

three death ' s heads, put the substance in a glass , pour the AF . on it, 

lut e an alembic and a receptacle in front and let it stand thus in ash 

for 8 days before you give fire, to a l low the water to incorporate well 

with the earth. Now light the fire and keep it going slowly for 24 hours . 

Thereafter increas e it from degree to degree, as you well know, so that 

it slowly becomes redhot after the 24 hours. Let it stand thus for ano-

ther 24 hours, then give it as strong a fire as it can stand , for 3 

days and nights. Even if the glass were to break , it would not matter . 

Then let it go down , remove the water and preserve it well sealed, be-

cause it is a ?recious water , better than gold. 

Take the death's head , grind it to a powder and pound it quite f inely 

on a stone with distilled vinegar . Put it in a stone jar, pour on it 

a good amount of distilled vinegar and set it in the Balneum for 8 days, 

stirring it wel l with a wooden spoon every day . Then stopper it again . 
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Finally , let it settle , pour what is above off into another vessel , put 

an alembic on it and distill the vinegar to complete dryness . A white 

earth will be left behind. Dissolve it again in vinegar , put. it again 

in a boiling Balneum and let it dissolve and evaporate once more. Con-

tinue doing this ti l l there are no more feces, and your salt will be 

more beautiful than snow . Keep it till you need it. 

Now take 1 lb. of ~ and 1 oz . of ~ , some prepared gem salt, which 

I have taught to prepare at other places. Take also ~ and auripigment , 

of each 1 oz . , and as much salt as you have of the salt which I asked 

you to prepare from the water . Mix everything and pound it quite im-

palpably on a stone with vinegar . Then put it in a glass dish, dry it 

in a room or in the Sun , and when it is quite dry , pound it again on a 

stone . Then put it in a retort , lute an alembic on it that has a hole 

on top , set it in a Balneum, put a receptacle in front, and give it as 

much fire that you could hold your hand in the Balneum. Pour your aqua-

fortis on the matter through a funnel , slowly distill the water off, and 

when nothing comes over any more , let it cool , pour some water on it , 

draw it off again, and do this till nothing of the water goes over any 

longer. Then remove the alembic , put it in ash or in the tripod , the 

glass closed with good lute, let it s tand for 6 weeks , and give it so 

much fire that you could hardly hold your hand in the furnace for the 

duration of one Pater noster . At the end of 6 weeks , test it on a Q 
foil . If it passes through without smoke and tinges it into ::]} , it is 

a perfect Elixir . But if it does not do so , put it back in the tripod 

as before until it passes the test . Then you have a perfect oil for 
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transmuting the imperfect metals into ~ . Its projection is one part 

to 1000 parts, because it is a very powerful oil. I have seen it do 

wonders , and consider this oil a minor medicine . 

A RECIPE 
(FOR A PROJECTING POWD ER) 

Found in a casket walled in a wall, sold for much money. It is gen-

uine and quite expert, as those will easily recognize who are experien-

ced who are experienced in alchemy and learn in the process. Therefore, 

take care not to reveal this secret to the greedy and ostentations or 

to those who are not children of the Philosophy. Begin as follows: 

Take , in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, as much() as you like, 

make an arnalgama with 1 part of ~ , evaporate the ~ with a small fire, 

then reverberate it for 20 days and nights , grind it very samll , pour 

good distilled rectified vinegar, 4 fingers' breadth , over the materia. 

Stopper the cucurbit carefully and set it on hot ashes for 2 days and 

nights . Thereafter the vinegar will take on a red colour from the () . 

Reverberate it again for 9 days as before, each time reverberating less, 

and each time pouring care-fully the coloured vinegar together. Do 

this till all your () is resolved into a grey powder, which is no good 

for anything. I did this also , but I took aquafortis, so as to dissolve 

it the more easily . 

Distill the solution , and you will find your () salt at the bottom . 

Reverberate it for 12 hours (as the recipe demands) , which I did , but 

I regretted it , because the spirit left by more than half . If I had 

known this , I could have obtained and caught the spirit . 
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After this, dissolve the () in rectified aqua vitae , let it stand , as 

has been said about the vinegar . What is not dissolved , reverberate for 

3 days and 3 nights , and when all your () is dissolved in the aquavit

ae , pour the solutions together , distill the aqua vitae off , and you 

will find a beautiful salt at the bottom , which dissolves immediately 

j ust as the salt ~ Of this salt take 1 part to 4 parts , put some 

live coal on it and unde r it , and in half an hour you will find ~ cal

cined to a powder . But I did not s ucceed in this . What h indered me 

was (I believe) the salt , because the spiritus, as I said , had escaped 

in the reverberation during the 12 preceding hours . 

After this , take the powder of Mercury and reverber ate it for 3 days, 

then pound and dissolve it in vinegar , reverberate it again and dis s olve 

it in aqua vitae , then 1 part to 4 parts as before, and cont inue as you 

wish to augment . Now take 1 part of the powder , throw it on 4 parts 

of molten Mercury , and it is good () and :J). May you do likewise . . AMEN . 

This Work cost 800 Guilders. 

0 child of the Doctrine! First seek the kingdom of God, obedience to 

the Supreme according to the Word of God , your mind turned to the poor. 

Use this philosophical Work in this way, according to the canons or ru

les of Chymia, under the influence of Nature , and rejoice in the Lord God. 

ANOTHER RECIPE 

First, d r aw off i ts mois ture and also wash it carefully and c l eanly, 
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sublimate it per· se (by itseff) without any addition , as long as some

thing rises. Discard what is left over . Now sublimate it 6 or 7 times 

with as much quite clean and prepared common salt , put it on a glass 

plate in a damp cellar to dissolve it. Pour the dissolved matter back 

on it till everything is dissolved , or enclose it in a glass. Sublimate 

again with prepared salt what does not dissolve, and you have the Water 

of the Philosophical Mercury . Take as much of that as you like , and as 

much red, clea~ and pure laton as it will absorb . Then put it in a clo

sed urn and keep ~t for many days. You will see the Raven ' s Head in a 

short time, which will soon have white blossoms, then yellow , and fin

ally red ones. 

If you will be obedient to God, I will teach you how to make the Sto

ne from two luminaries (as the old alchemists and their successors them

selves made with their hands) , without covert words, including the man

ipulation and its powers , its nature and first essence or substance. 

For one cannot deprive it of its effect , which Nature has put into it 

or God in His outermost work, and it is done solely in these two lights . 

Even if the two lights were lying till Doomsday in the chaos out of 

which they have come , Nature could not effect this with them , because 

Nature has infused her outermost power into them . That is why we will 

immediately bring these two lights out of their nature , a bad nature 

and' form, into a better one . Therefore we must go backwards and sep

arate what was together, what Nature had done, and bring it back into 

the form i t was when Nature first began to act . To bring it into such 

a form , we must ,as far as possible , follow Nature with the Art . Some-

times we must go beyond Nature by separating , rectifying , coagulating , 
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purifying, combining, and incerating the earth, and undertake many oth-

er processes which Nature cannot do as she is not impelled to do such 

works. That is why the materia has to be transformed into a better 

form than Nature has given it . 

Then you must know how to draw off ':J} 's combustible sulphur , because 

::J) is an imperfect body , cold , moist, and crude, containing much moi-

sture and blackness. It is very earthly , crude, and feminine on ace-

ount of its co l dness. Therefore everybody piles :J} upon Q . This is 

the reason why the combustible ~ , the earthiness and blackness, has 

first t o be removed from :d) . So, take as much J) as you like, refine 

it on the cupel and laminate it . Then take sublimated auripigment , the 

middle ma te ria, as has been taught in the work concerning it. Grind 

it small on a s tone with vinegar to the consistency of a paste , coat 

the :J) lamina e , dry them in the sun , near the fire or in a room, put 

them in a crucible, one upon the other till the crucible is full, lute 

them together , put the matter for 12 hours in a calcination furnace with 

a very small fire , so that the :}) does not melt , cool i t , pound it in 

an iron mortar or scrape the calcined matter off . If it is not yet cal-

cined enough , calcine it again or till the :J) is calcined, grind it on 

a stone with common sublimated water, then wash its blackness off in a 

glass dish with common distilled "'\l , till the water again runs off cl

ear from the powder. Then dry it in the sun or near the fire and pre

serve it in a glass. Evaporate the water with which the ~has been 

washed, refine the feces on the cupel, and in this way you will not 

loose anything . File your J) finely, and fx. to one oz . of :J) take 3 j 
of prepar ed arsenic . Stratify it , calcine it for 12 or 16 hours , then 

grind and wash it , as I taught before. 
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After this , take the -:)) powder , heat it to redness for 24 or 32 hours, 

then calcine it for 12 days in the furnace in which the spirits are cal

cined, so that it glows redhot - but not completely so . When the 12 

days are over, let it glow modestly , brown , red, for 3 days, but so 

that it does not melt. Then cool it, and it is prepared. 

For ~ has ~wo sicknesses, like other imperfect metals, but its two 

sicknesses do not go to the inmost root as do those of the other imper

fect metals . One sickness is the combustible sulphur , the other is 

cold and humidity . The first sickness is eliminated with arsenic and 

washing . Know that the substance of arsenic is so strong that it burns 

and destroys all bodies. The same is done by auripigment and sulphur; 

these three are of one nature . Follow Nature with the Art, Sometimes 

we must go beyond Nature by separating, rectifying, dissolving , coagul

ating , purifying , combining , and incerating the earth , and undertake 

many other processes which Nature cannot do, as she is not impelled to 

do such works . That is why the materia has to be transformed into a 

better form than Nature has given it . 

Then you must know how to draw off ~ ' s combustible sulphur , because 

.~ is an imperfect body, cold , moist , and coarse , containing much moi

sture and blackness. It is very earthy, coarse , and feminine on acc

ount of its coldness. Therefore everybody piles j) upon ~. This is 

the reason why the combustible sulphur, the earthiness and blackness 

have first to be removed from j) . So , take as much :2) as you like , 

refine it on the cupel and laminate it . Then take sublimated auripig

me~t, the middle materia , as has been taught in the work concerning it, 
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grind it small on a stone with vinegar , to the consistency of a paste, 

coat the :» laminae, dry them in the sun , near the fire , or in a room, 

put them in a crucible , one upon the other till the crucible is full , 

lute them together, put the substance for 12 hours in a calcination 

furnace with a very small fire, so that the ~ does not melt . Cool it , 

pound it in an iron mortar or scrape the calcined matter off, and if it 

is not yet calcined enough, calcine it again till the :J)is calcined . 

Now grind it on a stone with common water, then wash its blackness of f 

in a glass dish with common distilled "\l , till the water again runs 

off clear from the powder. Then dry it in the sun or near the fire and 

preserve it in a glass. Evaporate the water with which ~ has been 

washed, refine the feces on the cupel, and in this way you will not 

lese anything . File your :J) small, and i\:. To oz . of J) , 3 J of pre-

pared arsenic; stratify it,calcine it for 12 or 16 hours, then grind 

and wash it, as I taught before. 

After this, take the ~ powder , heat it to redness for 24 or 32 hours, 

then calcine it for 12 days in the furnace in which t he spirits are 

calcined , so that it glows redhot, but not completely so. When the 

12 days are over, let it glow modestly for 3 days, brown, red, but so 

that it does not melt , and it is prepared . 

For :J) has two sicknesses, like other imperfect metals , but its two 

sicknesses do not go to the inmost root as do those of the other imper

fect metals. One sickness is the combustible sulphur; the other is 

cold and humidity . The first sickness is eliminated by arsenic and 

and washing. Know that the substance of arsenic is so coarse that it 
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burns and destroys all bodies. The same is done by auripitment and sul-

phur. These three are of one nature. 

When arsenic and auripitment are disembodied and cleansed of their 

impurity, density, and wild unfixed spirits, and you take the middle 

spirit , then with this spirit you will drive away the combustibility of 

the sulphur of metals by calcining, washing, purging, reiterating . 

Consequently, arsenic and auripitment are comparable to theriac. For 

if the poison in the theriac is not prepared, it will kill man; but 

when it is prepared, it drives the poison out . Likewise arsenic and 

auripitment . 

Prepare the() into a most subtle powder, as has been taught in the 

work on J) , in the following way: fk , 0 and ":2) prepared, mix them 

together , rubbing them on a stone with water like painters' colour. 

Dry it again, reverberate it on a big cupe1till it swells like a sponge, 

cool it, take it out , dissolve it in vinegar, distill it in the Balneum, 

as is said in the work on J) . Then dissolve it again, and continue 

doing this dissolving and coagulating till no more feces are left. Now 

the Work is done about which Dan fin says: "Open the enclosed , wet it; 

close what has been opened, and dry it: do likewise with the coldness 

of .J) , and you will find the warmth of 0 , and you will find the cold-

ness of Luna. " 

Now the rnateria is ready for extracting the Stone. Most of the rnat

eria of the gold will rise and take with it all the subtle parts of ~ . 

The parts of ~ that are coarse , phlegmatic, and feminine remain at 

the bottom. 

0 alone is subtle and mas cu lane in its parts . When 0 is dissolved 
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and opened, it grows up all together because of its great subtlety, but 

':2) stays at the bottom and is not yet ready to grow up on account of 

its coarseness. 

There is therefore a contrary in these two lights; what is the ruin 

of one is the enhancement of the other , and that is why they belong to

gether in the Work, as you well know . 

After this, sublimate this materia in the manner taught in the White 

and the Red. Watch out for the air when you open the glass, so that it 

does not kill you . 

For this reason allow the vessel to cool down completely. If the spi

rits went out through the lute during sublimation , or if the head were 

to break , or the glass or the pot, it would kill you by. its subtle poi-

son. 

For there is no subtler or hotter , no more violent spirit among all 

metals than the spirit of() . If it were open in its parts as is Luna 

or other metals, or if the 4 Elements that are together in Sol were con

traries, it would sooner fly from the fire than some other mineral spi

rits . But in Sol the Elements are all equal and tempered, and so clean 

that they are never separated. 

Therefore, when Sol is opened, it flies together with others without 

leaving anything behind, unless something of other metals or baser thi

ngs were intermixed with it, as there are many who melt other metall

ick bodies or mine=als together with Sol, because everything that comes 

from minerals likes to dwell with gold and stays with it in a friendly 

manner , because Sol is the king and master. That is why anyone wishing 
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to make a Work with Sol alone must take care not to open Sol so much 

that the ferment follows it, otherwise one would rise with the other. 

If that happens, you must add some Sol to the ferment of fresh powder-

if you wish to make the Stone,but it would not serve anything to add red 

ferment. If it should happen that your Sol were to glow up immediate-

ly , it would be better for you to make the White Stone by using Luna. 

Melt the latter so that you can incerate it with the spirit of Sol, and 

you will doubly benefit. 

For you mus~ make the White Stone by the power of Sol , and you must 

bring your spirit together with the soul , in her own might , of which 

instruction will be given in other works. You might ask: I believed 

that Sol had been fixed from the beginning, as it stays on the cupel, 

also in cement , in antimony, and in the fire-and if it stayed there fl-

owing till Doomsday, it would not be burnt up . And if it were lying 

in the earth till the end of the world , would it not be corrupted? 

Sol cannot be corrupted by anything in the world. Sol is simple , that 

is , in it all its parts and Elements are not contraries, and its oil 

and salt are so united with the 4 Elements , and its ~ and Sulphur are 

within so closely intermixed and in such proportion that they are of 

one nature . They are equal in all their parts , so that Sol is nothing 

but one single thing , and one thing alone, which is not constituted of 

any other thing. You cannot separate it by anything. Therefore, Sol 

and Luna are opposed to air. 

In regard to the Stone , when you sublimate it, bind two glass eye-

mirrors in front of your eyes and a broad leather over your mouth and 

nose, into which leather a broad double woolen cloth must be sewn. On 
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the broad cloth put a white sponge with which to tie up your nostrils 

and mouth . Protect yours elves thus from the air , because Sol and Luna 

rise invisibly, and the Stone is sublimated ti l l it l eaves no more feces 

but is as beautiful and white as snow and clear a s crystal . 

You have now prepared ~ , and the Sulphur of the Philosophers in all 

its power and subtlety . Keep all the feces that have been left behind 

during sublimation , because you must reverberate them again . For it is 

the body of Luna that has not yet glowed up . You are to dissolve the 

body and the ferment of our Stone in the following way; the body out 

of the feces with d istilled vinergar - everything that will dissolve . 

Then coagulate it, after that reverberate it for 24 hours with a gen-

tle fire , so that it does not get more than red-hot . Let it cool. 

Now remove and dissolve it again with distilled vinegar, coagulate 

it, reverberate it for 5 or 6 hours , not letting it become more than 

red-hot . Allow it to cool , dissolve it again with common water , coag-

ulate it again. There after heat it to a red .heat for the duration of 

5 or 6 Pater nosters. Now t ake it out again and dissolve it in common 

water till nothing is left behind. If that is not t h e case , di ssolve 

and coagulate it again t i ll almost all the moisture is evaporated and 

distilled , then let it cool. When it is col d , it should be together, 

pieces as large as a finger ' s length, clear as crystal and white as 

snow . 

This manipulation must be done in glass bowls made for the purpose, 

standing in a boiling Balneum, and the cask must be covered with a dou-

ble linen cloth to prevent any dust or impurity from falling into it . 
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Our work must be clean, clean in the extreme , when you prepare your Pre

tiosa Terra and your Corpus, and you prepare the Soul to receive and 

absorb your ferment in great unity and peace , so that they will never

more be separated from each other but shall at al l times reign with gre

at subtlety and powers. 

The Body desires to receive its own Soul and Spirit, while the Soul 

with the Spirit desire to come down and rest with their own Body , be

cause one cannot be without the other. When they are then together, 

one in the other as they are supposed to be, held by an immovable and 

unchangeable button , one nature, one simple thing like the invincible 

heaven - then it is the Fifth Essence by which all diseases can be cured 

and resolved. 

There are many ways to make the Stone , but one is more difficult, lab

orious , and longer than the other , and not all are equally high in the 

projection. The Stone made with the great ferment is less potent than 

one made with a prepared body . Consequently, you must make projection 

after a subtle Work. The Stone must be extracted f rom Sol and Luna . 

Both must be Rubeus vir~ (Aleph) , the Red Man and theAlb a Foemina, 

the White Woman, if a right union is to occur; because the hot Red Man 

must act upon the cold White Woman , if you wish to obtain fruit from 

the union, and a perfect Work is to take place . 

For you would be unable to separate anything from a pure simple thing , 

just as pure water does not turn into anything but pure water, although 

it may be purified if it contains feces . You can extract and purify 

those by various manipulations, and this water is then better than the 

first, but if remains water, and you cannot make anything else from it . 
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Thus it is with Sol and Luna if you try to work with each one separ

ately . Sol is Sol and remains Sol. Luna is Luna and remains so, un

less you spiritualize it and add it to its own body in order to congeal 

its own spirit , so as to enable it to make projection upon purified 

metals in the 3rd . Order . It is a simple medicine of the 3rd . Order 

and not hing else . 

The Stone must be made from spiritual things that cannot be separat

ed , and f r om two natures , cold and hot, from snow and light, white and 

red , gross and subtle , man and woman , so that one acts upon the nature 

of the other , making the gross subtle , and the subtle gross; the light 

heavy, the hot cold , the moist dry, and the dry moist. Thus one nature 

acts upon another until finally all things are turned into one simple 

nature. Then each thing will be in a better condition and in a better 

higher form , or also in another substance . When in the end all things 

have been brought into one simple substance , then the thing is perfect 

like the invincible heaven, which is simple . But the earth does not 

require any moisture , which i s given it in abundance by heaven . Like

wise with heat and cold . 

Everything the earth lacks , heaven can supply in abundance . Never

theless , heaven is neither cold nor warm, neither moist nor dry, a sim

p l e body and perfect in the extream perfection and quality . Consequ

ently , everything the earth , plants, trees, human beings, and animals 

require , is supplied by heaven in abundance . Likewise with heat and 

cold , and everything else needed by the earth . Heaven can give it ab

undantly owing to the great powers with which God ha s invested it by 

His divine ordination and wonderful omnipotence . 
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Thus you are to understand that the Stone is a simple medicine of the 

3rd . Order , because our Stone must have the property which God has in

visibly instilled into heaven. Therefore we must infuse into it the 

same quality of our Philosophical mastery , so that it may have the same 

quality and mastery that exists in a simple body - and when it has all 

this quality and power, only then is it our Stone . 

In this way I have taught you how and out of what the Stone is to be 

made and of what quality it must be before it can be called the Stone . 

Now take the body or the earth or the ferment, weigh it, and write 

it in a book . Put it in such a glass as is illustrated here. Then 

take 8 parts of ferment , that is, if you have 8 3 of ferment , weigh 

3J of your sublimation and put it in a small glass. Pour distilled 

water on the ferment , put on each glass some cut glass fitted to the 

mouth of the glass , set each in a hot Balneum, and it will at once dis-

solve into clear water . When they are dissolved , pour both waters to

gether into a glass , stir well - they mingle easily - because they wish 

to be friends . The man wants his own lady of the house: the lady of 

the house , her own man: the dry cold earth wants the moisture of the 

water. Thus one wants to embrace the other and to enter into the other 

to the inmost root . There is then a perfect mingling - and yet it is 

not a perfect mingling, as when there is water mingling with water the

re is no hindrance , it is done immediately without any delay, for. each 

desires to receive the other on account of the great purity which both 

have , and one loves the other. 

Thus one penetrated the other in the first mingling which took place 

in clear water. Mix the clear water one with the other , as has been 
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said above, distill it in the Balneum with the receptacle and the alem

bic well luted , draw the moisture off to dry it to a powder, take it 

out and congeal it in the secret furnace, as is taught in the White 

Work . Heat it in the same way, and in a short time you will see that 

all the materia has become black. Then you will know that a perfect 

union has occured, and underneath the blackness the whiteness is con

cealed. If the b l ackness does not appear in the Work , no perfect un

ion will take place, or fixation between Soul, Spirit, and Body. It 

holds that together which is the means, the Salt of the Wise, which 

keeps the Soul, the Body, and the Spirit alive, causing one to enter 

the other . The salt is still lying in the inmost of the body , because 

the spirit has not drawn the soul out of the body , where the Salt of 

nature remains hidden in the deepest of the mixture. 

The salt is the medium which keeps spirit , body, and soul together , 

and the salt lies buried in the deepest of the mixture. How then can 

the salt be shared with them when it is not drawn out of the deepest 

of the mixture together with the spirit which would rise it along with 

it? How t hen could the salt be part of the spirit? The salt has within 

itself a soul , and that is why the ancients called the salt "ensouled.'' 

That is why it is a medium between body, soul , and spirit, because it 

must share in them, must keep spirit , soul, and body together with its 

sharpness, so that one may permeate the other . 

If the salt is not extracted from the body by the spirit , carrying 

the soul in it as it rises , it remains hidden in the deepest of ·the 

body. Consequently, the salt must be extracted from the body with the 

spirit, containing a soul and a spirit. Together with those it must 
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rise and become one thing with them, if it is to be a medium between 

the spirit and the body, because the salt contains a soul and a ' body . 

It cannot live without a soul belonging to it, and the soul cannot be 

without the spirit. Therefore the salt must be one thing with the spi-

rit, and the spirit with the soul . That is why the salt is a medium 

between these two, if they wish to remain together. 

Arnoldus de Villanov~ says that the salt is wonderful, and from these 

words it is evident that no perfect fixation can be accomplished if the 

salt is not extracted from the body with the spirit , as is prescribed . 

Those fail each time who make an amalgam with () and ( ?) , or with J), 
and ~ , and try to fix them, It cannot be done at all , because the 

salt lies in t he deepest of () and :2) , and it cannot be extracted from 

the inmost of c:) and :d) by any substance in the world except by their 

own spirit - and not by any foreign spirits . 

Sol and Luna must therefore be opened and freed in such a way that 

they let go o: their spirit, thus drawing the salt , and with it the 

soul from the deepest of Sol and Luna, and carrying them upward into 

heaven , to become one nature with it. 

When now body and spirit are prepared with the salt which carries the 

soul in it , when the soul is purified and reunited with its own purif-

ied body, spirit, and salt, there will be a right conjunction, and the 

whole will become black. Where this is done, blackness should appear. 

Therefore it i s obvious that all amalgamations, fixations, cinnabars, 

or all other crazy , enticing, fas t works are wrong and deceitful (al-

though they appear to be something) . You should avoid all of them with 
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their false opinions, and take great care to be enlightened by the phi

losophy according to the ancients who say in their books that our stone, 

which is to be extracted, must be made out of one thing only and not 

out of many , nor mus t anything be added to it, be it small or big. But 

extract its soul and discard from it everything superfluous , purify its 

body, add that again to its soul, and it will live forever . 

When you see its blackness , you will be sure that its conjunction has 

taken place. After that , continue with the fire from one degree to ano

ther, be it of whatever colour it may , as is taught in the White Work . 

When you see that , remove it, mix it, and test it on a glowing sheet 

to see i: it is fixed and can stand fire. Then take it out and calci~e 

it in the reverberation furnace for 24 hours with a gentle fire. Let 

it cool, weigh it , then dissolve it as prescribed. When both are dis

solved in clear water, mix them together as said before , draw the moi

sture off in the Balneum, and congeal it in the secret furnace as be

fore . 

Note here that it is not necessary to dissolve the spirit . The Stone 

gets stronger in every solution and coagulation, and it becomes a hun

dred times more powerful in projection . It is also the surest ferment 

for dissolving the spirits, both in clear water. Therefore they must 

-be mixed together dry, because that is a better and surer mixture than 

mingling water with water, as said above. When the spirit has been fi

xed with the ferment , it has also to be calcined and coagulated to make 

the Work as subtle as possible , so that another projection can be made 

with it afterwards . 

Take 4 parts of :erment and 1 part of spirit, mix them . But you must 
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not calcine , dissolve, and coagulate often. The Work would far too 

soon begin to melt under your hands, so that no calcination could be - done . Therefore, if you wish to make an important Work , and a very sub-

- tle one , take much ferment and little spirit . Then you can calcine, 

dissolve, and coagulate the Work frequently. Whether you add much or 

little spirit to the ferment , it takes an equally long time . If you 

add but a little spirit to the ferment , the Work is fixed . If you add 

much spirit to the ferment , it will take longer till it begins to con-

geal . After that, do as prescribed . Take 1 part of spirit to 8 parts 

of ferment , dissolve , and mix them t ogether , as said above , till the 

materia becomes as liquid that it can no longer be made red- hot or cal-

cined . Then stop and give the spirit in the right amount . When that 

is done, continue increasing the fire from degree to degree till, with 

God ' s help and praise , you reach the perfect redness . 

·rtHl TI·Pl I C:AT I 0 N 
'• .. . . 

Multiplication means multiplying your Stone in its power but not in 

its size , that is , it should increase in its nobility and subtlety , so 

that , if it now does 10,000 in the projection , i ts projection will re-

a c h 100 , 000 after it has been multiplied , subtilized , and elevated in 

its greatness and power. 

If you multiply and subtilize the Stone 3 times in its pow.er , its pro-

jec tion will be without end because o f its great subtlety , so that it 

could be multiplied so often . that the end of the projection could never 

be reached. 
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But it might also be multiplied so often that it could not be kept in 

and glass . It would go through it, and if you wished to dissolve it, 

it would go through the glass invisibly. The glass would not be bro

ken , but its colour would be changed into that of a ruby. So, when the 

Stone has been made , set the glass to melt , throw the Stone on it, as 

much powder as you care to take as if you wished to transmute lf into 

Sol . When the Stone is melted , the glass will have the colour of a 

ruby. Now set the glass to melt and keep it molten in the crucible for 

a half hour, and your materia will become so hard that it will never 

again melt . And i n its hard state it will have as wonderful colours 

as very beautiful spotless rubies. 

The ancients said that the glass thus made by the Stone is much more 

precious than natural rubies, of which you will read in the Book of St

ones, written by Hermes. Because Hermes says : If your Stone is thrown 

on anything that can be melted and which is not metal but a thing of 

Nature , it will change it into itself, as much as it is able to do , just 

as God created man like Him in regard to eternity , liberty, and many 

other things too long to enumerate. The Stone converts a thing into 

itself , and it will be a thing of ONE-nature . In the world nothing is 

found that is of ONE nature , except crystals, glass , or precious stones . 

All other things are made of composed things , they are not made of ONE 

thing . From crystals or glass nothing can result but crystals or gl

ass , though it is possible to infuse colour into them , whichever you 

like . On white crystal glass , which is like a fine smooth plate , you 

can write whatever you wish. Likewise the Stone; it adds wonderful co

ours to crystals or glass, and it makes its like in the colours , though 
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not in the same degree and power that it would be converted into them 

and make projection with them . But it is very wonderful and beautiful 

and the finest in the world , also much more precious than gold . The 

glass never melts or burns. 

Therefore , when crystals or glass are melted in a strong crucible, 

throw the Stone on them till you see that you like the colour, because 

the Stone penetrates glass or crystal like oil does strong leather . 

When the colour pleases you, stop throwing more of the Stone on it and 

let the crystals burn together with the Stone till the materia develops 

into a King and becomes hard and transparent, because the ED converts 

all fusible things into undissolvable ones, and all undissolvable ones 

into fusible ones. It makes all hard bodies tender, and all tender bo

dies hard , and all combustible things incombustible. But it (the King) 

does not have this property. Therefore it cannot be called a Stone , 

because it is no more than a medicine of the second Order, apd nothing 

but the invincible heaven. For what the earth lacks , heaven can supply , 

and yet, what it gives is not of its nature . Likewise our Stone : It 

makes all dry bodies moist and all moisture dry, all coldness hot and 

all heat cold , all impurities pure , and unspeakably more of the same . 

If you wish to make such rubies , do as is prescribed. When they have 

cooled, cut them into pieces and smoothe them in a stone mill at your 

discretion . Thus you will have the very finest rubies without spots. 

They will rejoice men ' s hearts and render a master who wears them vic

torious and cause him to dominate his enemies. He is loved by men and 

protected from disease . That is why you must multiply the Stone so of

ten that it becomes quite subtle. But if you wish to dissolve it in 
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the red burning water to make it go invisibly through the glasses, you 

will be deprived of your Stone , and finally you will be unable to keep 

it in the glasses, even if they were 10 feet thick. 

Therefore , multiply your Stone in the following manner: Prepare an 

A. F. of vitriol , clarified and purified of its feces , and as much <l) . 

Distill it according to t he Art . Then take the Death 's head, pulver

ize i t finely, pour common distilled water over it, let the salt leach , 

dissolve , and sink. Filter it till it is clear , coagulate it again . 

When it is coagulated , pulverize it again , put it in a large glass pot, 

pour into it the distilled A.F., and distill again whatever can be dis

tilled . Now take the Death's head, pulverize it as before , and contin

ue this manipu lation till you have distilled all the salt with the A.F. 

Then you have a p r ecious red water, shining at night like fire and li

ghtning. 

Now rectify your water several times in the Balneum with pouring o ff 

and pouring on , till you have at last distilled everything over . Thus 

a wonderful water is prepared , in which you must multiply and open your 

Stone. Take your blessed Stone , dissolve it in this water , it will dis

solve immediately . Put it in a lukewarm Balneurn, the alembic and the 

receptacle firmly luted all around, and keep it warm. 

When now your A.F. has been distille d over, take a little of the pow

der in the glass pot, put it on a red-hot plate , and see if it smokes , 

as I have taught elsewhere. Pour the water back on it , lute it again, 

distill as before till there is nothing left to distill. Then try and 

test it again as before , to see if it now smokes somewhat . 
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If it does not smoke more than the first time, pour A.F. on it again, 

set it in the Balneum and do as has been taught before. Continue with 

this manipulation till everything smokes off the red-hot plates . Then 

it is opened and dissolved enough. Now sublimate it 3 or 4 times as 

before, each time without adding anything , as it requires no feces, then 

it is enough . 

Now take a small part of the sublimated substance , and in order to 

congeal the materia, set it in a retort-glass in the furnace in which 

the spirits are calcined, put a small piece of glass on its mouth, give 

it first a small fire or heat , increasing the fire all the time by deg

rees, as is taught in the Work. When it is fixed, weigh it to see how 

much there is of the fixed part . Then take 1 part of the spirit to 3 

parts of the fixed materia , set it again to congeal , as taught before, 

and do this till everythi ng sublimated is fixed. It will be congealed 

immediately. When it is quite fixed in all its parts , the other parts 

which had been added to the first part , will be less fixed than the 

first , because one part fixes the other part . 

In this multiplication there will be no blackness, and no colours what

soever will appear , nor whiteness. Even during sublimation nothing else 

appears but the redness , because the Stone has no other color than red , 

for it i s not hing but a sublimation , invincible like the simple heaven, 

since it is also a simple materia. But although it has been sublimated , 

i t is nevertheless congealed , because it is invincible like heaven, a 

simple clarified body. For it must be one only if it is to make pro

jection , spirit, soul , and body equally strong. If the body were str

onger than the spirit , or the spirit stronger than the body , its natur e 
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would be made of opposites which would not be one thing only. Neverthe

less , it would not have been brought out of its own nature into another 

nature , yet that is how it must be. If it were not so , it would not 

accomplish any projection . The STone must be sublimated , thereby chang

ing it from a fixed nature into a spiritual one. Our body is a body , 

soul, and spirit, and these three are one thing only, joined together 

ind ivisibly , one great power , one substance , and one nature . In their 

being one , they are like the Holy Trinty , Father , Son , and Holy Ghost, 

three in One in the might, and One in the simple of the substance, and 

one is not without the other . The Father is not the Son , the Son is 

not the Holy Ghost, nor is the Holy Ghost the Father , and yet these 

three Persons are e t ernally one simple substance . 

And thus our Stene is neither fixed nor volatile . It is both, body 

and spirit, and both must be equally strong in its nature, as it is 

taught . It seems to be fixed enough to stand the fire . This is due 

to its firm inter-penetration; the parts of the Stone have interpenet

rated so str ongly that it is quit e compact , and in addition there is in 

the world nothing cleaner and subtler. The cleaner and subtler a thing 

is , the more the clean and subtle things are firmly conbined and inter

penetrated , and the heavier t heir weight is. For they love each other , 

so that they are merged into one and can hardly be separated f rom one 

another . See how it can stand the fire . The fire cannot overcome its 

parts because they are so firm . Nevertheless it is a pure spirit , be

cause now that i t is open , it flies away much more easily than some 

spirits . Th is i s so on account o f its great subtilety,its great clean

liness , both of which belong to its nature. 
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How could our Stone not fight fire better and more strongly ? For it 

is both, composed of body and spirit. As they are both one , how could 

the Stone not resist fire more strongly and mightily than gold, which 

is still as Nature made it and is a pure spirit , and it also resists 

fire. Our Stone must therefore resist fire a thousand times more str

ongly t han Q . 
When now our Stone is open and unloc ked by our burning water which 

separates its conde nsed parts, and swe lls like a sponge,() f lies u p 

with a small fire, smaller than that required for some spirits, due 

to the great subtelty that God has bestowed on it. How much sooner then 

will our Stone fly up than(), with little heat and less fire , because 

our Stone has the extream subtlety that God has put in its nature , and 

especially the extreme subtlety and power that can be given it, so that 

it is a thousand times subtler than Sol. When then its parts are uni

ted in the right proportion, so that they interpenetrate , we call it 

" fixed." 

Thus the Stone must again pass through the fire and suffer what it 

suffered before , and a thousand times more, when it will become a thou

sand times and much more subtle than before. For as often as you open 

and close the Stone, make it subtle and sublimate it, and again unite 

it, as often it obtains a stronger nature and tinges a thousand times 

more than before . If you multiply the Stone , elevate or exalt it in 

its potency , its nature is not changed, because it does not become bl

ack , nor does it produce various colours, but it remains in its own ess 

ence and nature , the same which it had in the beginning . When it has 

been processed to the extreme, so that no manipulation or art in the 
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world can change it from its simpl e substance , you can nevertheless 

make it subtler still, a l so open and close it as prescribed , subtilize 

it and open it in small parts , so that its parts may be made firmer all 

the more. We cal l that ''fixing '', and it is nothing but making firm,so 

that all subtle parts may better be kept together than before , to en-

able us to make projection with it . Thus the Stone may be multiplied 

three or four times, but no more , as it would become far too subtle and 

would disappear invisibl y. 

Thus the ancients used to make the Stone , as has been taught above , 

before the art of the strong '\l' had been invented. Then the lights had 

to be dissolved, slowly by hand,~ with calcination, reverberation , 

and dissol ut i on in our strong acetum distillatum (distil l ed vinegar) 

and with coagulating till our STone was spi ritual . After that , they 

worked as has been taught before . And when the Stone was compleated , 

they did not know the right art to mul t iply i t in its own power . They 

only had one singl e Stone . After its pro j ection they worked to make it 

subtle by dissolvi ng it in ~trong acetum destillatum , then coagulated 

i t till it turned into a fine oil. When they wished to turn the oil 

back into a hard mass , t h ey took one part of gold , disembodied it and 

make it red like bl ood. They mixed it together with their dissolved 

oil , coagulated it and put it in the secret furnace in moderate heat 

till it was changed itno a dark mass , red like dragon's b l ood , which 

was now subtler than before on account of its many dissolutions and 

coagul ations . 

All this their successors saw . They sharpened their wits and discov

ered str ong '\l', whereby they shortened the long way. For they made 
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"\! , as has been said before, with which they could rub and pound both 

bodies inside, and after the purification they mixed the "\!, worked 

the mixture wi~hout feces till it was transparent and clear, and thus 

managed easily to bring it to spirituality and its extreme perfection. 

With the same strong "\! well rectified, they could subtilize and mul

tiply the Stone in its. own power and that in every way, as said before. 

The strong '\J is a great aid for shortening the Work and achieving a 

higher projection of the Stone, with the help of God . 

In addition , I will teach you how to infuse the spirit of the Red Man 

into the body of the White Woman . It is a pleasant and noble thing and 

work of the Ar~ , as you will hear . 

Therefore , first take silver, cleanly refined on the cupel and purif

ied of Saturn. Dissolve it in its white "\l, push it to the bottom, 

wash it carefully of its salt in warm water, reverberate it so that it 

swells, then dissolve in rectified distilled vinegar , all that will di

ssolve. Reverberate the rest again , and dissolve it as before, till 

everything is dissolved . Thereafter draw the vinegar off and dissolve 

everything that will dissolve in common rectified water. Gather all 

these solutions. Dry what does not dissolve , then dissolve it again 

in distilled vinegar , and if it still does not dissolve , reverberate 

it once more a little , so that it may dissolve more easily in vinegar . 

If it were to dissolve better in water , it would be fine. Let it stand 

thus and dissolve it in distilled vinegar . Draw the vinegar off and 

dissolve it in common water . Continue doing this till everything is 

dissolved into clear water . Now draw this off , calcine the Luna some-

what to remove the spirit of vinegar from it. Thereafter , dissolve it 
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again in common water. If there were anything that does not dissolve , 

clean it again or prepare it with the solution of the vinegar. Then 

calcine it till everything is dissolved in water, without feces and 

spirit of vinegar. Then draw the water off dry, and your thus purif

ied Luna is quite suitable for this Work. Keep this white body in a 

glass jar , in a warm room, to keep it dry . 

Thereafter take () , well purified in Regal Cement, dissolve it in its 

red water, put it in some rectified common water , wash the lime care

fully off the salt of the aforesaid water, dry it, and set it to be 

calcined in the vaulted furnace in order to open it , for 12 days, in 

mild heat . Then put it into its rectified water, dissolve it in the 

Balneum, and leave it standing in it to putrefy for 83 days . Then dis

till the water off and put what is left at the bottom of a glass cru

cible, with a piece of cut glass over its mouth. Set this in a recept

acle cut through the middle, put the upper part back, set an alembic 

with a receptacle luted to it in sand or ashes , standing so deep that 

the materia is two or three fingers ' breadth in the ashes . First give 

a small fire , then gradually a stronger , till the big receptacle turns 

visibly red- hot. Keep it standing in that heat for 8 days, then let 

it cool of its own, and take it out. 

ff it is still whole, leave the~ in it, but if it is broken up , put 

it in another glass inside a strong earthenware cask , so that two cru

cibles are adjusted to each other. Put your glass inside , well luted, 

likewise the crucible well luted one on top of the other. First let it 

dry , then calcine more and more till the earthenware cask is red-hot , 

but take care that the (:)does not melt . Let it stand in this heat for 
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12 days , then let it cool of itself, remove your(), and you will find 

it red like dragon ' s blood . 

And this is a sign that it has been disembodied . If it were not red , 

rather yellow or in between , it would have to be dissolved again in its 

red rectified water . Then proceed as is taught here . Therefore con

tinue till it is disembodied and red like blood. Then put what is red 

in the rectified water till it is completely putrefied and everything 

has become volatile at the same time. Now push it to the bottom , wash 

its salt off neatly , diss olve it in distilled vinegar and in common re

ctified water , coagulate and calcine it gently in the calcination fur

nace for spirits , so as to remove from it the spirit of vinegar but not 

to lose any of its natural moisture. 

Now sublimate it according to the Art , as said elsewhere, and contin

ue with this sublimation till nothing is left behind. Then the spirit 

is well prepared or purified. Use it to incerate the body of Luna till 

it reaches perfect whiteness. Thereafter bring it to redness, as tau-

ght before . 

If you wish to multipl y its might and power , and if it has previou

sly b~en turned into the White and the Red , enough work has been done. 

Use your Stone in the peace and obedience of God . 

THIS IS THE BOOK OF THE STONE 
AND ITS $UBSEQUENT . PROJECJION 

Now I must and will teach you how you are to use the Stone. If you 

intend to convert the STone into () and .J), do not throw it on anything 

unless it has first been prepared to this end. If you wish to throw it 
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on lf , melt it in a crucible to test it with 1 lb. of lf and 3 fine 

J} together . Throw your White Stone on it , and this lf will be trans

f ormed into genuine .:}) , much or less according to the s ubtlety of the 

Stone , as you will hear later . If you wish to throw your Red Stone , 

t hrow it on J) . It is not necessary to open t he latter. All you have 

to do is melt it and throw a Red Stone on it , and Luna will turn into 

genuine() , better than that which comes out of the mines. 

Always throw your White Stone on lf , and not on other metals , because 

1t- is closest to :J) . It is crude , however, and an uncooked body, and 

the Stone must do nothing but cook it completely, as I have taught else

where. The other metals might also be converted into J) , but they 

a re much impurer than J.f , and the projection would not be as high. 

In addition , the Stone would have to be worked much longer in the fire 

together with the impure metals before it would result in a King. That 

is why the Stone has t o be thrown on lf , because lf is closest to J) . 
After that , make a p ro jection of the Red Stone on J) , because 'J) is 

the purest and cleanest metal on which you can make projection. Nor 

can any projection with the Red Stone be made except on :}) alone. If 

you throw the Red Stone on Ji or another metal , it will not accomplis h 

anything, as the Red Stone makes nothing but () , and no metals result 

in 0 unless they are first t urned into J) . For Q has always first 

been :]) before it becomes Q. Nature must first produce 'J) before the 

latter turns into <::) , because one cannot get beyond 100 miles unless 

one has walked the way that lies between. 

But throw the White Stone on whatever metal you wish, it will turn 

l) . It happens ~ecause you are making your metals come alive and 
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infuse your soul into them, as Morienus says : "Our metal is not a vul

gar metal, for it is alive and has a soul." 

For one cannot reach the third degree from the first, as is taught 

~ in vege_tabi l i, animal i and mineral i.. One has to know the manner of .: 

projection . If you throw the Stone on ·J) or J.t , you will not accom-

plish anything. Even if you had already infused a soul into the metals, 

or if it were a living body such as ::2) , the Stone must be admixed ne

verless. If it had penetrated quite subtly and firmly, and even if . it 

were a powder and the metal were roughly melted, it would stand none

theless on top of the metals upon which it is thrown. When then it 

stands on the metals , the Stone may well melt ~nd float on the metal, 

spreading above , but it will keep the metal from moving . It protects 

it to prevent the combustible ~ from fl ying away, and the fire from 

consuming the metal , because the Stone lies on it like oil. 

However, it does not mix with the metals, as little as oil mixes with 

water if the two are brought together, but instead it stays still. 

Thus the oil always floats on top , preserving the water from foreign 

moisture , so that the latter cannot enter the water , and the water or 

the subtle spirit does not evaporate because of the air, as all waters 

have a subtle spirit . 

For if you let your water stand 4 or 5 days , as it is, uncovered, it 

will soon smell bad , being robbed of its subtle spirits. If the oil 

were to float on it, however, it would not smell bad even if it stood 

thus for 10 days. The oil protects the water from corruption and pre

vents its spirit from flying away. 

How is it that oil does not mix with water and always floats on top 
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of it, although it is heavier than water? You must know that oil has 

no pa rt in t he water,although it had been one body with the water . The 

Quinta Essentia contains the oil together with other things . When the 

oil is beate n, one sees very well that it is white . The Quinta Essen

tia has come from one thing only. Water , Fire , Air, Earth, Oil, and 

Salt, all kept toge ther, must be separated because, just as the Quinta 

Essentia has come from one thing only, they must all separate from each 

other . Thereafter, they must no longer be combined be fore t hey are 

clarified . That is why Fire , that i s the Oil , will not mingle , although 

it ha d formed one body with the Water, held together by the Q. E . The 

oil wi ll a l way s float upwards though it is heavier than water , because 

the oil is muc h subtler than water, although the oil contains a much 

coarse r part . It also contains() . The parts of the oil are firmly 

interpene trated, so that they do not separate from one another. It is 

a firm Element and quite open , due to the coarseness which it contains . 

The oil is subtle and fiery and firmly pressed into one , so that all 

the fieriness will be above , and all subtlety wil l rise , and the firm 

parts do not wish to separate to enable them to penetrate through the 

firm water, on account of the evil smell , and that is why the oil must 

necessarily swim above . 

Likewise our Stone . It also floats on the metals like oil on water , 

because the Stone does not form a part of the metals, although it had 

been a metal . However , it is heavier than metal , that is , it is subtle 

and stands on the melten metal as firmly as water. Consequently, the 

Stone does not have the nature of metals, for it is only Q.E . , that is 

why it will not intermix or interpenetrate, and this is due to its fat

ty parts , and it m~st needs swim above . 
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Hermes says that our Stone must form a part with Body, Soul, and Spi

rit. But in the Stone the parts are united in such a perfection and 

such a spiritual substance that they do not mix with with the impure 

parts, except by a means which must be united with the spiritual sub

stance , be it White or Red. 

No conjunction can occur in any things that are contraries except by 

a means which causes the two contraries to penetrate and embrace each 

other and stay together. Likewise in the projection of the Stone. It 

does not wish to stay, mix with, and penetrate the rotten, evil smell

ing, black, imperfect metals without a means . For the impure black 

metals are contraries like the Stone and cannot be mixed together and 

penetrates without a means. This must be a living body, and the same 

living body must be one with the Stone, White or Red. When these two 

unclean evil-smelling metals have within themselves this unclea~ liv

ing body, which is one with them like the soul with the body, and the 

White or the Red Stone is thrown upon them, and they now also have with

in themselves the same living body, then they can be joined. Thus each 

begets its own of its own nature , so that a conjunction results and one 

penetrates the other. The Stone expels all their corruption and pro

duces a perfect living body , better than those from the mines . 

Now I will teach you how you must prepare the Stone, White or Red, so 

that it adapts to the crude metals and penetrates them . It is done as 

follows : Take the Red Stone, 1 part , and () 1000 parts. Beat it into 

thin sheets. Then take sulphur , pound it with a stone into a thick pap 

with olive oil, then grease your sheets with it , dry th~m , put them on 

hot coal and calcine them. Thereafter pulverize them and wash the powder 
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off with common water till the water runs off the powder clear and pure. 

Pound the powder further on a stone with honey or gum-water, the way 

one pounds painter ' s paint . Then put it in a glass bowl and wash it 

again with common distilled water . The powder will sink to the bottom. 

Pour the water off and continue doing this till the water runs off cl

ear from the powder. After this, dry it again in the sun or on a small 

fire , and your gold is ready. 

Thereafter take 1000 parts of this powder and 1 part of the Stone pu.

verized finely , mix them together. Then take a crucible that can well 

stand a good stror.g Upon this crucible set another crucible , like 

a closed dish . Grind both well on a stone to make them f it tightly , 

add your powder, lute the crucible inside and outside strongly and care-

fully , by 3 or 4 fingers ' breadth , and dry the lute well . Then set it 

in another crucible in a wind-furnace , first with a small ~ , then ever 

s t ronger and stronger , from d egree to degree , til l the crucible is red 

hot. Therefore increase your fire considerably till you are sure that 

the materia is melting in the crucible . Therefore , let the cruc ible 

stand for 3 days in such a heat as will keep the materia in fusion all 

the time . Then let it cool of its own , break the crucible open , and 

you will find a hard mass, brittle like glass , which can be pulverized. 

When you wish to make projection, take 1 part of this powder , 1000 parts 

of the pure metal ensouled and made alive , transmute it into real () 

and :L), better than the mineral . This is the Work of 3 days of which 

the ancients wrote in their books , and it is the Work which renders 

the base bodies so subtle in 3 days that , if the Stone is thus melted , 

the gol d becomes more medicinal than it was at first , always more so 

than is believable. This is a secret . 
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The Stone thus prepared does not make projection on ~ , because of 

its nonfusibility , as with this Stone no projection is made except to 

the Red on J) and to the White on lf Therefore , nothing need be done 

except to make the Stone fusible . Enough has been said of this in the 

Multiplication , how to turn the Stone into Oil , and it is therefore not 

necessary to say anything about ~ . 

If you wish to work with the oil, however , and wish to throw it on 

tf, take 1 part of ~, half an ounce of fine ~ as it comes from 

the cupel, and amalgamate them, lb. of ~ for one amalgam . Put this 

in a glass crucible, then in an earthenware crucible, set it thus in 

the fire , and when it begins to smoke, throw on it your prepared oil of 

the Stone, previously prepared and tested with the body in tripode as 

I have taught in the Multiplication. 

And now I will teach you another way . Take some oil of the Red or 

the White Stone , and take() to the Red , so that 1 part of oil and 10 

parts of Sol come together, as has already been taught before . Pour 

the oil into the calx Q , set it i n tripod em in a glass hanging lamp, 

first with a small fire , then somewhat stronger , so that you could hard-

ly hold your hand in the inmost furnace, and keep it thus for 5 or 6 

days . 

Thereafter increase the fire for 3 days so much that the uppermost or 

exterior furnace hisses when touched with a wet finger . Then let it 

cool of its own, take it out , break the glass open, and you will find 

a hard mass. If you wish to make a projection on ~ , put it in a cru

cible , take some of this mass , pulverize it and throw it . Then incr-

ease the fire so that your materia begins to melt. Let it melt till it 
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results in a King . Then take it out, let it cool , knock it with a ham-

mer, see if it is supple, then you have accomplished it and you have 

good Sol. 

And mark! As long as it is brittle like glass, it is still a med

icine. After that, throw it on molten :J), till the :5) is supple and 

sticks beneath the hammer , then you have good Q. But as long as it 

is brittle, you have not yet reached the end of the projection , be it 

with the White or the Red oil . Then you must throw it on other metal 

till it is supple and has beautiful colours, and can stand all tests . 

Now you are at the end of the projection. When the Stone has been made 

as it should , be it White or Red , as I have taught in the Multiplicat-

ion, its projection is infinite, which is Unbelievable, but one can 

hardly reach the end . But do not do anything except throw it more and 

more on the metals as long as it remains supple and passes all tests, 

as I have taught . 

THE: RED· AND THE WHITE STONES 

And coagulate out of clean and white sulphur and out of clean Mercury; 

Therefore coagulate , if they are quite pure , because the Stone, when 

it is coagulated , consists of clean white sulphur and pure ~ . It is 

therefore white arsenic, pure and subtle, and i t is the purest of al l 

combined things. When it consists of red pure sulphur , combined with 

shining arsenic , it is pure and much subtler than the white arsenic. 

Example : If you gave of it 1 3 to a horse , the horse would die be-

cause the poison would go to the heart and thereafter to all parts, so 
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that all flesh and everything there is to the horse would turn to poi-

son , which would cause it to die . If dogs or birds were to eat of this 

dead horse, they would also die, for if such a poison can kill a horse, 

which weighs so many hundred pounds, all animals that eat this must die 

also . 

Thus our Stone is made of the same things as arsenic , be it white or 

red . Nature has cooked it thus for a long time and has drawn out its 

innermost . She has turned the materia, which at first was a great poi

son, back into a crude medicine , because Sol not only serves as a cure 

for all diseases on account of its great balance , but also because of 

its intermixture with other substances. 

Our Work is made of these two, Sol and Luna, as is customary in the 

Work . Take Sol and Luna and undo again what Nature has accomplished , 

that is, what she has turned into a body in many years . Dissolve it 

and turn it back into the prime materia , as it was when Nature first 

began to operate. It will again become arsenic and poison . When it 

is then extracted by subtle manipulation and mastery , the matter will 

become more p~isonous than it was before Nature began to a c t. If you 

were to give o~e Lot of this materia to a horse or an ox; they would 

soon die , because the materia is now so subtle and so very poisonous 

and hot that it is inexpressible . Thereafter, the materia is sublimat

ed and becomes quite thick, so that the fumes would unexpectedly kill 

a man . If you were to put some of this materia on a chair and a man 

were to sit on it for the duration of 4 or 5 Pater Nosters , the mater

ia would penetrate the man ' s body, causing him to die soon. Nor does 

there exist such a strong ani mal in the world, even if it we re a big 

poisonous dragon , that would not die at once if the fumes touched its 

body . 
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That is why the ancients likened the materia to a poisonous dragon, 

saying that the dragon had eaten its own tail. They also called this 

materia a snake, and compared it to a snake that impregnates itself. 

They used many other names for it which are too many to write about , 

all they meant was the Stone . 

Therefore, no poison is found anywhere as strong as this materia of 

the Stone, because of its subtlety, the heat which it has when it is 

sublimated. Then the Master with his Philosophical Art causes the poi

son to be turned back inward into the innermost of its body . After that, 

the materia possesses a great medicinal power which lies hidden in its 

innermost. It is that which the Master has brought to light by his Art, 

with the help of God . 

When this has thus been done, its innermost has been brought outside, 

and what was outside has gone inside. Understand this also of the hor

se of which I have spoken . Such a Stone can do an infinite projection 

when it has been brought into its heavenly nature. For if a thing is 

good outside, it can do 1,000,000 times more than one that is bad out

side . Example: The Lord God is good outside, the devil is bad outside. 

Who then has more power, God or the devil? Likewise with our Stone. 

When it was still poisonous, how many big animals may it have killed? 

But after it is made good , how much good will it do? With its small 

weight it can always do a thousand times better, and more than 10, 20 

thousand times better than :}) , it would seem impossible . 

Under the green crudeness the blackness lies hidden , and every cre

ated thing has its perfect redness , either white in its innermost or in 

its exterior, and between the white and the red there are varied col

ours , more than one can imagine. But that which is white on the outside 
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is red within , and between the two there are many kinds of colours, as 

said before. The closer a thing is to its perfection, the fewer col-

ours it has within; and the simpler it is, the closer it is to its ul-

timate destination which God has assigned to it . Then it has no more 

than one color within it, neither more in its exterior nor in its in-

terior, but it contains the power of all the colors which at first man-

ifested within it. For as many colors as are in a thing, and ·as much 

variety there is within it, as many powers it contains . When the thing 

has been prepared into a simple perfected substance, in the uttermost 

power assigned to it by God, all these powers act together, like one 

thing, in a short time, nevertheless miraculously. 

There is nothing else in things but a simple essence, and its body 

is red , and its interior i s outside , and there is no difference in its 

middle. Just as it is in its inside , it is in its outside and also in 

its middle. Each does its work without ill humor, so to speak, in one 

moment. For there is no contrary nature within it which would act ag-

ainst it. It therefore acts promptly. Likewise our Stone. Whereever 

it is thrown , a perfect work is achieved, and in everything it turns 

the outer inside , and the inside outside. 

Inside Luna is good , Sol is clear red , and when the White Stone is 

thrown on ~ , it draws the inmost outside , which turns into white cl

ear :}) , replacing the redness inside. Thus every single thing conta

ins its tincture, be it white or red, although the Red and the White 

Stone have no nature which they could impart , jus t as it does not happ-

en with the nature of stones. They do not have it in themselves to do 

violence, be it white or red , for God has given each thing its necessari~~ 
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of life , and each thing contains enough tincture without necessitating 

the help of anything else. And each thing, be it vegetable or animal, 

contains its own medicine, without having to add another thing , to en

able it to recover of itself . If it were not so, God's Work would not 

be perfect. All the things He has created have never lacked anything . 

They do not require help from other things , as they have in themselves 

everything they need, although we do not understand this completely. 

God has not forgotten anything in anything He has created. Nor is any

thing lacking in any leaf that grows out of the earth , although we do 

not perceive the perfection which is contained therein . But by the mas

tery of the Art we can draw out of each thing its occult nature and make 

manifest what is hidden in it, and hide what is manifest. That is what 

our Stone does in the white and red metals. 

In the perfection of the red and white metals the Stone has no tinct

ure, because the tincture which thus unites the Stone is with the Ele

ments , so that there is one body and one substance which cannot be sep

arated . For this is a heavenly nature , like the invincible heaven where 

all planets are standing . Each according to its nature takes its influ

ence from it and imparts it to the things of the lower world, as we can 

daily see with our eyes , through t he forces of the sun. Flowers grow 

in many different colors and varied fragrances , and all this is due to 

the warmth of the sun. 

Do you believe that the wor ld bestows color and fragrance to flowers 

and plants from its own body? No , not at all, but it is a heavenly 

nature that possesses so much power and influence that it draws out 

colour, smell, and taste of t he seed from which plants and flowers grow . 
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Therefore, although the sun were shining for a hundred years , it would 

not infuse eit~er color , smell, or taste, but God has poured them into 

the seed. All this is locked inside the seed , and even if the sun were 

never to shine upon it, it would nevertheless get color, smell, and 

taste . The sun is a heavenly body and it has the power · to draw out by 

its heat and innermost in the seed and to manifest it on the outside; 

smell, taste , and color . The seed grows into its perfection, and it 

may thereafter grow superabundantly to the end of the world , but smell , 

taste , and colour do not separate from its body . 

More or less, it is also thus with our White or Red Stone. It does 

not give any of its own tincture or body to our metals, as it is a hea

venly body , just as has been said of the sun . It draws the tincture 

out of the metals and causes them to reach their extreme power, so that 

they can turn into seed and produce the Stone thereof. If God had not 

created full powers in the metals , no change would occur even it you 

threw the Stone a thousand times on them , because the Stone cannot give 

what it has not. 

I have written that the Stone can be made with many things , and just 

as the ruby then keeps the name of the ruby , those things will keep th

eir own names. It is nothing but the Stone that is one with crystal

glass. The Stone is only a transposer from bad to good , from the im

pure to the pure, of everything that is like itself , not in all things 

but strictly only in metals . 
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Take copper, 20 or 30 lbs ., beat it into thin laminae , 5 or 6 times 

annealed and slaked in urine to make it beautiful and clear, and lam

inated thinly like pennies . When it is annealed , there must not be left 

any scales or imp~rity . It must be clear and red . Thereafter , dry it 

well with a cloth and then in the sun or near the fire . After this , 

take good pulverized white auripigment, powder it fine l y on the Stone 

with oil , like Brabant black soap. Coat the copper sheets with it and 

dry them near the fire. Coat and dry them again , and do this 4 or 5 

times . Now take common salt , called pore salt, pulverize it , stratfie 

it in a crucible , the crucible completely filled, then lute the cruci

ble. Do the same with the other crucibles, as many as you wish . Put 

them in a calcination furnace, first with a small fire , then with a 

stronger , but keep it up till they glow through and through . Let them 

s tand thus in t he red-hot heat for 24 hours, then let them cool , take 

the m out , edulcorate the laminae with warm water to make them lose any 

taste of salt. Now dry them well a nd pound or rub them finely , like 

paint. 

Keep at hand 2 or 3 big cupels, it must be cups, put the laminae into 

them and pour clean water on the matter, stir it we ll, let it sink , pour 

it off again to the first water , and continue doing this till t he mat

ter is clear. Then dry the powder and mix it with sal alcal. (alkal

ine salt) , borax , and(]), put it in a sack such as is here il l ustrated , 

filling it completely. Sew i t together and stick a small wooden spigot 
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into it. Lute the sack all around with good glue , as thick as two fin-

gers ' breadth , so that the glue can stand the fire. Let it dry wel l , 

set it in a furnace on two irons, put a crucible underneath it at the 

place where you have stuck the spigot, and stir the fire in the hearth 

strongly. The matter will easily melt and flow into the crucible. 

Continue doing this till all your powder has been turned into one body . 

Thereafter weigh it and add to every ounce one :3 of fine:]:} as it comes 

out of the cupel. Smelt it together in a big crucible , pour it into a 

strong mold, and your body is ready and alive, and prepared for the med-

icine of the second order and effect, according to the teachings of 

Hermes and Geber. 

.A .D · R. U B [ __ U. M 
"(~o · t -HE R.Eo» · 

There were some artists who took Roman vitriol, 1 lb. , calx of Sat

urn or lead, and ~ sublimated to the Red, an ., lb. vitriol 1 oz. , 

ad pondus omnium (to one pound of the whole?). Prepare of these an A.F. 

to the White, as said above, and when the water has been thus made , ex-

tract the salt from the Death ' s head as before, keep the water and the 

salt each separate till they are needed. Then take 1 lb. of ~ , sub

limate it through 3 lbs. of dry vitriol and rub it also for the second 

time among the feces on the stone . The third time, take fresh vitriol 

and sublimate it. Do t his three times, and the f,;t will have been sub

limated 9 times and be well prepared. 

Now take 1 lb. of calx of Saturn , calcined so much with vinegar or in 
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the sun that it becomes impalpable. Mix it with the salt of the Death ' s 

head and proceed immediately as with the oil to the White, except that 

this one must stand much longer in the fire than the White. The fire 

must also be stronger for the fixation of the oil . In other respects 

the manipulations of the opus are everywhere the same. Test to see if 

it is fixed , and ~hen it is fixed, you have a great secret. Here no 

purification or ablution occurs , because the feces consume themselves, 

and an oil will remain eternally, somewhat subtler than honey . This 

oil cannot be turned into a Stone like those made with ·Aqua Vitae . Here 

too , many corrosives are contained within, and it should be noted that 

the () made with this oil and transmuted out of imperfect metals cannot 

be used for any medicine. 

. - . ~ 

ANOTHER OIL TO THE RED FROM AF AND SATURN 

There were other artists who took vitriol 3 lbs. , saltpeter 2 lb. , 

and prepared of it an A. F. They pulverized the Death ' s head and put 

it in a glass , added an alembic with a hole and poured the water back 

on it , then drew it off again with strong fire and kept it . Then they 

took 1 lb. of Ji , a nd 2 lb . of Q' , amalgamated both and dissolved it 

again, set it in the Balneum , drew it off, poured it on again, and con-

tinued doing this till the matter turned into a red oil and no longer 

coagulated. 

Then they also took 1 oz. of<:::), dissolved it in A.R., and poured it 

on the red oil, shook it between their hands and mixed it well , set it 

in sand, and again drew the A. F. off . Then they sealed the glass as 

well as possible, set it in the tripod , gave it as much fire as is used 
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for keeping lead in flux. They continued doing this till the oil was 

fi xed . This oil , 

stand all tests . 

par t t o 8 , tinges into a most per f e ct oi l which can 

A PRECIOUS OIL TO THE RED 

Dear Sons, you should know ·the following and consider it a great 

secret . Take 3 lbs. of vi-trio'l virid, aer . , p'lumbum album an . 5 'lbs •. 

ar oai pu'lv . 'lap i dis b.aematit·i. e 3 4. Sa 'l t pe t er ad pondus omnium. Crush 

them so that they mingle thoroughly; divide them into three parts. From 

one of the par ts, make an AF laquafort l in a glass vessel and no other 

kind of vessel. After this, pour it on the otner part of the matter 

Ca second part} and draw it over on a strong fire . Pour this now onto 

the third part of the matter and keep this wa ter well closed. 

Pulverize the Death ' s Heads and rub them with~ '7 ,. which I will 

teach later on , on a marble., till they are quite small, as if one wished 
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to paint with the matter. Let it dry in a room or by the sun ; grind 

it once again and put it into an alembic. Pour your water on it , draw 

it off again, first with a gentle fire for 24 hours; then gradually with 

stronger fire, till the matter begins to glow. After this, keep it in 

a steady glow for 6 weeks. Then let it cool down , remove it and pre

serve it. 

After this, take the Death's H.ead and the remaining feces. Powder 

them and moisten with vinegar and draw off its salt as you know how to 

do, so that no feces stay behind. When your salt is clear, pour the 

AF on it, give it gentle heat on sand or on ashes for 12 hours. Follow 

this with stronger heat for 6 hours , so that it will glow mildly . Then 

let it cool off. Take the water in the recipient and close it well. 

Again run the feces with vinegar, and afterwards dissolve it in vine

gar; put it in the balneurn. Do as you have been instructed before and 

see if it produces feces . Coagulate it and pour the A.F. back on it. 

Draw it off. Repeat 3 or 4 times and the salt together with the water 

will go over the helm . 

Do believe me that I have worked wonder with this water , which cannot 

be descriBed here. I have personally turned this water into a red cry

stal which gave off a light at night by which a whole table of people 

could see enough to eat their meal by . Keep it until you need it , and 

consider it a treasure of all waters. 

More so take Mero . praeparati of its humidity, for each pound of ~ , 

2 pounds of vit;:z•ioli Romani and sublime it therewith.. Mix it again 

with the feces and for the third time , take f resh vitriol and sublime 

it again . Do this 4 or 5 times , the more times the better. After this, 
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the ~ is rea,dy. Take then, one ounce of <::> , thinly beaten and cut 

into rolls. Dissolve i.t into tiie AF which you have made, and set it 

into a basin with sifted ashes. Put the Basi:n into kettle filled with 

very warm water, and in an hour the ~ wi 11 dis so 1 ve • (or sooner l.. 

Take one ounce of the sublimated ~ ; dissolve it also in this water. 

After this , throw another ounce of your ~ in and let this also dissolve. 

Then it is enougli. as you will have three ounces (_of matter}_ dissolved 

in . it , l oz. of (!) and 2 oz. of ~ . Now put a helm on together with 

a recipient, draw the water off , pour it back on again (repeatt until it 

will no longer go over in Balneo. Let it cool down and put it in a 

furnace and ashes . Lute a recipi·ent to it, distill it over and pour 

it back on again. Continue thi·s so long as the water will go over . In 

thi·s disti·lla,tion you wi·ll see wonders, because you will see all the 

colours o f the whole world in the helm. The colours are in the spirit 

and ilie· corpus keeps the spirit in it and with. it. The colours are 

covered in the corp~s· as you will learn in VEGETABILIE. Search for 

it in Chapter 93. 

When no more drops a.re comi:ng, let it cool down, remove the helm 

and close the g l ass well above. Set it in tripode for 40 days; the 

heat should be such that you can easily keep your hand in the furnace. 

Your matter will Become fixed with.in this time, and when it is cold , 

it wil l be hard as g l a,ss. As soon as it gets near heat that will melt 

like wax, it flows as i'f it were wax or as an o;i.:l. Th.rs is a perfect 

Lap-ts- Composit?J.s , and no for eign tliings have been added to i:t which 

are not of its kind or species . My child sfumld note that at least 

one part of tfti·s Stone falls on lQOO parts or more . I myself have 
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worked in th.i:s area and have accomplished the operation one time.. Jt 

is such a beauti:ful Stone to be.hold and shines so much at night tha.t 

one does not have a need for light. This is why it i:s such an e~cell..

ent Medici:ne and a, noble Stone and should be considered a great $ecp.etum, 

The Water Sali~ Arm , ~ wi:th which the above ~entioned powder is to be 

rubbed or ground , is made in the following wayi Take l pound of ~ ; 

2 pounds Vitriol and suolimate. them together . And again mix the matter 

with the feces. For the third time, take fresh Vitriol and soolimate 

th.is also four times. Grind this sublimated ~ to powder, put it into 

a glass , pour distilled vinegar upon it , just enough vinegar to dissolve 

it and no more.. Now the water is as yellow as Sol when it has been 

Sl.lblimed through. Vitriol. The Vitriol ·acetum de-stillat?:lm produce~ the 

Tinatttre· of Sol . This then i.s the water wh.i'ch. you must rub lgrind~ your 

Death's Head,. as indicated above, wh.:lch is to be iil_lbibed with. this *~ . 

It gives good Ingre~sum, 

THE SALTS OF THE METALS 

Up to now, dear Son, you_ have h.eard how you are to proceed with and 

handle the Great Work with Amalgamations and with. certain Olea, Now 

you w:tll hear how. to make salts out of the metals that can also produce 

a perfect Elixir , as good as the oiea, although its projection is not 

as high. It is an easy work, however and takes but a short tj..rne .. · After 

that , I will teach you how to make the Stone, wh.i:.ch. I consider my_ great

est Se·aretum . 
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Know that Salt can be derived fran all metals and all salts of metals 

are EZi;xi;.re . They are the. EZ emen tum t errae under which the fire is hid

den, because in the metals there are four elements, such as Ig ni s, Aer , 

Aqua and Terra . Fire and Earth are the outer elements, water and a ir 

the middle. The two outer are fixed, but the two middle elements lthe 

inner). are volatile as water & air. You must know, however, that the 

EZ ementum Igni. s can be separated from earth in all things combustible. 

I t is its oil, except it cannot be done with metals, for they stay fix

ed together in the fire. That i s why all .Salts of Metals are elixirs . 

Note further that after the SaZ~a MetaZZorum have been turned into 

Elixir, its Projection is small. But when the same Salt is put together 

with an oil and its innermost part is brought out, and its outermost 

part i .s brought inside, where previously one part fell on a 100 parts, 

it will now fall upon lQOO parts; and as you projecte d it before on 

~ similarly you can transmute it afterwa.rds on (!) . When Elixirs 

are made from Salt, one can easily produce oils, as will be taught at 

the end of this work. 

You must know that there exists no surer nor shorter way for working 

with the Salts of metals , for herein one cannot fail , nor can any infir

mity befall you . Reason; there are no spiri;t u s that could evanesce. 

Also, it is difficult to do t~gs wrong with the fire~ because the 

matter is not congeal ed, as it is fixed already, and does not require 

your effort to do so . 

The old Phi Zo s ophi swore to each other that they would not reveal 

the two secrets , how to make Salt and Oil out of metals , to anyone 

except their chi·ldren, who would oe ready for it . They· also wrote of 
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it in such a way, that no one could understand it excep t the Children 

of the Art. Read a 11 the books of the ancient philosophers, and you 

will nowhere find correct information, neither on the Salt nor o on the 

Oil of metals, whi'ch would enable you to make them of these substances . 

They may well write that the SaZia MetaZZor um are EZixiria 3 and say 

that all PhiZosopai agree in this, and that it may be easy to achieve 

through the rev eroeration of the metal. They may also say you should 

dra w it from its Peaibus and work with it until it is a crystal-stone. 

Yet, they do not write anything else about this work, or write in such 

obscure terms that no one can understand anything. Thus the arts of 

salts and oils has remained hidden more than all the othe.r arts. I 

am telli·ng you truthfully that the art e·xtrationis s-a Zi um meta ZZorum 

has never been revealed to anyone in my time. 

I therefore entreat you by the living God, that you do not reveal 

this secret to anyone but those of whom you are sure and certain that 

they will keep it secret on account of the many evils it might involve 

and because the noble Art might be consumed and used in sin; and God ' s 

honor and praise and the poor needy might be forgotten . Therefore, 

note carefully, to whomsoever God gives the art, he has it and no one 

else; according to whether his intention is good or evil, God bestows 

it. Enough said to those who have understanding . 

Take then c::> and j) , dissolve them in AF and beat it to the ground. 

Wash the aaZoem wi th Aqua Dulci and dry it. Then it is ready to be 

put in the calcination furnace, to open it up, so that the can be 

sublimated out of it. This not only applies to (!) and j) , but also 

to the other meta ls such as Ji , Jf- , ~ cl' , & etc. 
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Yet those. from 0 and j) are the be.st; they also make a hi9h.e~ pro-,. 

je.ction and are. e.asi:est to process to oil and elixir. N.ow take the. 

calx, put it into a glass vessel with ·a wi:de bottom·. Put the ca, ix iunae 

in it, one f inge.r 1 s thi:ckness,. neithe·r thi:cR:er nor thinner . Set it thus 

into the calcination- furnace where the spirits are calcined within, or 

into the A th.a nor or in 'tripodem. Heat it, as if one. were to keep h in 

flux without driving :tt, for 21 days. Do not let th.e fire go down, so 

that the Corpus may open up and let ~ go. Know th:at you must thus pro

ceed with all metals, b'e :Lt (!) or ~ or other metals. Only, 0 must 

stand for six weeks, heca~~e it is a Compact and perfect Corpus, which 

:2) and the other metals are not . That is also th.e reason why they 

must not stand as long in the reverberating furnace .• 

When now your Calx of the metals has thus bee.n opene.d, take an alem-

oic with a wide Bottom, put your calx into it at equal thickness. Lute 

a big helm on it, put ~t on the sublimating furnace in ashes, lute a 

receiver on it, l ight a fire under it , a.t first, small, then increase. 

it by degre.es until it Be.gins to glow. Keep it glowing thus for 8 to 

10 days , watch to se.e if some ~ continues to sublimate.. If nothing 

comes ou t , let it cool down, take the helm off ; you will find Mercurius 

sublimated l ~ )_, whi:te as snow. Save. 

You will find the sal t or the earth at the bottom of the glass, in 

the form of a greyish~white. powder. It is swollen like a spu~ge, while 

Mercurius has be.en leaving ·i ·t . It is the same kind of process with 

~ , ~ and 'Ji , exce.pt that the Calx must stand for .16 to 20 days, 

and must also glow stronger , before ~ comes out of Lt; for (£) does 

not melt as easil y as the other metals, becaus'e i .t is much firmer than 

~ or any of the other metals, 
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Now remove the salt or earth from the glass, put it ;into a $tone 

jar and pour distilled wine vinegar on it,, set it into a boiling Bal--

neum, let it stand from 4 to 6 days, stirring frequently, it should be 

well covered. Then allow it to stand and cool down, pour ~t off a.nd 

preserve it. Upon the feces pour fresh. acetum d~~t~Zlatum, and $et it 

into the Balneurn for 24 hours, stirring frequently. Let it stand, 

cooling, and pour it together with the other. If you feel there is 

still something left in the Feces pour more vinegar upon them; if not, 

throw them away as they have no further use. 

Draw the decanted vinegar off in the Balne.urn, and the salt will re~ 

main at the bottom clear and snowwhlte. Followi·ng this, pour clear, 

pure water on it, set it :Dack. into the balneurn, let it di-ssolve so that 

Feces appear. Throw those away, coagulate the Salt, and dissolve it 

again with Aqua Commun-£;·. Repeat thls process until no more feces appear. 

Now it is ready to make the first Projection on ~ with it. To extract 

the salt (.or: to draw the salt[ from 0 and other metals it i ·s an eas...-

ier process than the one related here. 

Further, if you wish to get the salt from imperfect metals, from cop-

per and iron, you must also know that they need to B·e filed finely, set 

them into the · reverberating furnace for 6 days in a moderate heat and 

glow. After tha.t, you can draw out the salt as we have taught about ':D . 
-If you wish to get salt from Ii and Jf , you must dissolve. them i.n 

Aqua Fo-;t't, draw off the Calx and reverberate it, as has Been indicated. 

However, if you wish to get only the salt from ~ and J.t , without Mer..,. 

cur{us, let it stand in a reverberating furnace for 12 days in a rather 

strong glow, but such that it does not turn into a glass. 
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You should not put on more than one finger's thickness of Calx, it 

will then swell up like a spu!lge.. After this, extract the Salt, as 

you have :been previously instructed. This Salt is as good as the Salt 

of j) and achieves a high projection . One projects it upon Mera ., 

and the salt piumoi makes as high a projection on Mera , as does the 

Salt derived from Sol . 

If ., however, you wish to re.tain Mera .. p Zum'/ji; and 'lf , sublimate it 

out of it, as is done with 1) , except that you must not reverberate 

for 20 days in the Athanor because its ~ is not fixed in aorpore. 

Then it separates , :breaking away from the corpus. This is the best 

way to draw out the ~ and to sublimate. it, for thus each element re

tains its power. ~ and ~ must reverberate a long time, ~ 98 days, 

~ 35 days . These two must reverberate for such l engths of time be

cause of their feces. They must be annea.led slowly, to prevent their 

turning into glass; Because ~he¥ do not easily release their Mera. 

When they are well opened, extract the Salt with the vinegar . When 

nothing further comes out, set the matter to reverberate. again for three 

days, till nothing draws out. When the Salt has been processed , make 

projection upon Mer., because Salts transmute lor: they transmute) all 

the Mere. , while they have little or no spirit in them. 

Take Mere ., let it get as hot as possible, and throw it upon the salt 

of metals, l part to 100 parts; increase the fire so that it flows stro~ 

ngly , as ,j) in lor:ont the cupel. Let it stand thus until it settles 

into a King. Then slake it immediately as is required . Now you have 

fine j) . All the Salts of metals, be they red or white, only produce 

".)) ; but perfect metals make a higher projection tha.n imperfect ones . 
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After they have been reversed, however , and their innermost turned 

without , they change into oil. Then they all make projection to the 

Red, and where oefore they made 1 to lOO parts , they now make project

ion 1 to 1000 parts. Before, one could only throw upon Mere ., but when 

they have become oils, they make projection upon all metals , as will 

be taught herein . 

THE OILS OF THE METALS 

Now I will teach you how to make oils from metals, and to turn the 

innermost outside , which is one of the greatest secrets , for after that 

process they will make 0 , while before they only could make ~ . Now 

we will proceed with the projection . 

Take a large amount of VitPiolum Romanum , 12 or 16 lbs., more or less. 

Dissolve it in Aqua Communa, and when it is dissolved , let it settle 

down . Pour off the clear fran its feces , and set it into a sandbath to 

coagulate, using a good vessel. Let it evaporate until a skin forms 

on top . Now let it cool down. In this way the Vitriol sprouts into 

a beautiful green , whi:ch is the best colour in the Simpliae. Put what 

has sprouted into a suitable vessel . I.et the remainder also evaporate 

and sprout (or: shoot} until you have it all together. Now put it into 

a room for it to dry·. Le.t it stand in as much heat as the sun gives 

off in the summer . Then the Vitriol will turn white. 

Dissolve it again, and more earth wrll drop to bhe bottom. Decant it, 
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let it evaporate and sprout again, as indicated in the foregoing. This 

can be accomplished within 3-4 days. The Vitriol will become twice as 

beautiful as before~ and much greener, so much so that you will not have 

seen a more beautiful green colour . Therefore He-rme-s and Ge ber speak: 

Preserve well your green, evaporate well the wet until a skin forms on 

top; then let it sprout again, and continue to do this till your Vit

riol together again. Put it once more in a room, as before , drying 

until it turns white. Then dissolve and granulate again. Repeat until 

no further feces are le£t. Put aside until you need it. 

Now then, some.one might say: When the Vitriol has been dissolved, 

why do you not let it evaporate completely , but you allow it to sprout , 

and it requires a great amount of time to change it into a white pow

der? 

Note , then , that Vitriol has within it, a subtle spir~tus , as is 

described in the Vege.ta:Ole W:ork. as re.gards the subtle spirits , which 

are in all herbs outside . It is the green (.or : verdure). of all things 

that are green outside , for it is the flower of their right essenc e . 

If you lose the greenness, I am telling you forsooth , that you are 

deprived of the essence. Further , whatever work you are doing with it , 

it is all lost, in vain, for it has been deprived of much, its soul, 

life and e-s-se·nt-Ca, aorpus-e-, spi;ri;tus or roots and everything green out

side. Take care then, to preserve that we.11 , for it is so subtle that 

you can lose it without noticing ~t, as indicated in the Ve-gatqbili. 

There you are taught that the green in all herbs~ leaves and root$ , 

is to be extracted from everything that is green on the outside. J\nd 

when the g r een has Been drawn out and reversed into a beautiful red

ness, the like of which none has seen , you have the right e-ss-e-nt{a. 
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Look for further instruction i'n the Vegatal:5.{ Zi;,, Thi.s i:s the reason 

why it is necessary to preserve the green of the Vitriol, If you were 

to coagulate it , part of its greenness would Be taken from it; for it 

would become yellow, while yet the green is in the Qui;n tessenti;a that 

we seek in the Vitriol. That rs why you must permtt it to dry and 

sprout in a room . Then its greenness is covered with the white, for 

as soon as it becomes moi·st again , its greenness will re- appear. Thus 

the outermos t of the Vitriol must be turned into the innermost, and 

the innermost must come out, in order to preserve its soul and its 

spirit and to retain its Qu£nta Essentia , Tfiis is a great My ster£um or 

Secretum in our Art. When the Vitriol has thus been cleansed, it is as 

red a s a rose or ruby. It has withi·n itself the four elements i.n their 

perfection, and this is the stone which God has given us for nothing. 

You shou ld now take the whrte powder which you were told to put aside 

and place it in a phial and close it with Si;g i;7,,lo Hermeti;s-, Set it in 

ashes and heat it by a lamp, as warm as the sun shines in the midst of 

sununer. Keep it thus , until you see that i .t begins to turn yellow. 

Let it stand further until it turns completely yellow. Then, let it 

stand yet another ten days and see if it does not begin to tinge a red 

colour . Then , increase the fire a little , and if it becomes more red, 

let it stand in the regimen of the fire as is. If however, it does 

not become somewhat redder in s~10 days , increase the fire by one lamp 

until the colour i:ncrea.ses . If i.t stays the sa.rne, add yet another lamp, 

thus each time increasing the heat by degrees until the colour changes 

to a rose or ruby red . 

When it has become a high or deep red co l our, let i..t stand yet another 
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8-10 days in the same heat and watch i£ the colour does not change 

into a colour different than red. Now the matter has been reversed 

and its innermost has been brought outside. In thi's way, you will not 

lose the greenness if it has been reversed into redness. This is be

cause it is in the deepest inner parts and can no more be brought out . 

It will forever stay red and unfixed; for if it were fixed , everything 

would be lost, because it would have to be dissolved in water and coag

ulated again, and afterwards distilled over the helm. 

I am telling you that I have never revealed to you greater secrets 

than this! I am telling you , By my God, that this SECRET has never been 

set down into writing by the phiZos·oph-t except by my hand alone. More

over, I am telling you that there is no greater secret in art than this. 

Therefore, I beseech you and all those who will understand it, that you 

will never bring it to light except where it is right to reveal it , by 

the damnation of your soul, for it is a Secret above all Secrets, since 

with this matter all metals can be turned into oil, when they are dis

solved in Aqua Fort ., when the calx has been beaten to the bottom and <:· · 

processed as required. 

All OZe·a MetaUorum tur n red as blood, without ~ and not 'j; , for 

all metals are red in their innermost, but one is redder than the other. 

When they have been brought to redness, you must dissolve them, again 

coagulate them until they are free from all feces and they have their 

elements perfectly joined ltogetherl; for once they have arrived at 

this stage , nothing is left but feces . The earth, too , has become. sub- 1. 

tle and liquid and is dissolved in the other three. 

When they have thus been made subtle , with dissolving and coagulating , 
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you can distil it over the helm to a red oil, as you will learn. As 

you are working with VITRIOL, you must also treat ~ . After it has 

been dissolved in Aqua Fort., beaten down, decanted fran its saltiness 

and dried, you put it in a glass the same as has Been done with the 

Vitriol. Or you can put a Sublimated Mercury into such a glass, pro

ceed in the same way and cleanse it of its feces, and distill it over 

into a red oil. In the same way ~ can be processed . What do you 

think? Is this not a great Secret? Never before has anything like 

it been heard . Open your ears therefore, listen and understand! 

Now we will return to our work. When you see that your matter remains 

j.n an Oily state, take it out of tfl.e ashes and put i ·t into another, 

strong, glass. Pour a goodly amount of wine vinegar upon it, and set 

it into the balneum to boil for 4 days, often stirring it with a wood

en spoon. After the fourth day, let it cool down and settle. Decant 

off the clear liquid and pour more vinegar upon the remaining feces. 

Add more distilled vinegar, and repeat three times. Now throw away the 

feces and put an alembi'C upon the glass containi:!lg the solution; draw 

off the vinegar , so that the matter becomes quite dry. Now you have 

the matter at the bottan of the glass and much more beautiful than be

fore. Again, pour fresh vinegar upon it, and treat it as above. Re

iterate thls until no more feces remain in the Solution . Then coagulate 

it to a dry, powde.r, put a helm on with a large head and df·still. First 

YOU Will O:f)tain a yellOW $p'f!''ftU.S I then red Oils and finally a Whi:te 

sp~r~tu~, Let the matter cool down, remove the receiver and its con

tents. It is the :blessed oi'l . Preserve it well unti·l you need it 

for your metall~c salt. 
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At the bottom of the alembic you will find a matter that is as white 

as snow and is clear as crystal. It is the rectified matter of the afore· 

said materia . It can be pulverised and imbibed into the red oil as into 

its own aorpus. Put it in vitreum apuZZam and hang it in tripodem for 

40 days in moderate heat. Now it will coagulate into a LAPIS PHILOSOPH

ORUM which will dissolve all metals into (!) . But we will not do this 

now, but will work toward our Salt and oil of metals in this manner, 

as with Vitriol. Thus the element of earth will go over with the oil , 

red as blood. This the earth of Vitriol does not do , as its oil sep

arates from the earth. Consequently God has given it such Benediction 

that from it alone can one make the L.APIS PHILOSOPHORUM without any 

Addition. But first one has to fix its oil with its earth. That does 

not happen in metals, because their earth goes over the helm together 

with the fire, and the whole body reverses, which tinges the metals 

into perfect (!) . 

By the same process, you can make the oil of ~ and 9 , and the 

earth also goes over the helm in the oil and stays i n the oil for 

all eternity. Witn this oil , you can perform such miracles as would 

be too lengthy to recount here. You well know what is said about the 

oil Vene-ri"s . Yet the oil from ~ is much better in its effects than 

the oil Venel"is-. 

NOTE: 1~yitriolum Romanum" is probably copper sulphate - HWN 
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Take the ~ and disso lve it in A. F . , made of equal part s of vitriol 

and salt- peter . Then put it in a glass retort , add a big alembic , put 

it in sifted ashes , and make a small fire underneath it . Distill the 

A. F . off , and increase the fire to let the Mercury distill . Let it 

cool and take the Mercury out . Put it in a long-necked g l ass , just as 

you do with Vitriol . Set it in ashes , make a lamp-fire underneath , and 

let it stand th.is till it is perfectly red . Dissolve and coagulate it , 

as has been taught regarding the vitriol . When it is clean , distill 

it to a r ed oil , not leaving any feces behind . All metals are process -

ed in the same way as has been taught about Mercury. 

When t he oil of Mercury has been drawn over, put your salt and eli

xir of E:) in a big retort over gentle heat , to allow the salt to melt. 

This wil l happen easi ly as soon as the heat is s uch that wax would me l t. 

When it is melted , pour the oil of Mercury into it by drops , and they 

will immediately conjoin as they are pure and clean. 

Now you have conjoined Soul and Body in One. They will never again 

separate , because here the Body receives its own Spirit and fi xes it 

in one moment . Let the glass stand thus on the furnace for 16 to 26 

days , in gentle heat , just a s if you were t o keep wax in flux , without 

foam. Within this time the substance will be converted into oil which 

l ooks like thick honey or like darkred blood , and it will remain thus 

forever . Now rejoice, my children , you have the secret of all secrets . 

It does projection in c::) at the rate of 1 part to 1000. 
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If you intend to make a projection , you must know that you must do 

it on a body and not on Mercury, because the oil would not turn Mercury 

into a Body for reasons that are not explained here, as they are suff-

iciently indicated in the treatise on projection. You must take a red

hot 9 or 'J)' or Q';I/ sheet, dribble the oil upon it, and put it on hot 

coal . The oil will permeate it like water a sponge, and it will be 

changed into(), which can stand all tests. 

It does not ef feet any projection on 2.f and h , because the medic

ine must first disembody the bodies, changing them into its own nature, 

before it can change them into a Corpus. We will not speak about this 

here, as it is sufficiently explained elsewhere. What do you think of 

this secret? Never has anything like it been found in the world. 

You have heard how and why you must dissolve the metals and beat them 

down again into calx, and how you must edulcorate the calx of the A.F. 

and sublimate its Mercury, and dissolve the salt in vinegar , then rect-

ify it of its feces, and how it must afterwards be calcined in a sealed 

glass to its perfect redness, then dissolved in vinegar, the feces dis -

carded which it has in its inmost redness and which at first did not 

let go of it till its innermost had been brought to t he out side. 

For you must know that everything contains two kinds of feces. First , 

in its crudeness, when it was still raw- as when you f irst dissolved 

and coagulated vitriol- it was still green and without feces, but now 

that it turns red and is ag~in dissol ved , it leaves feces which had not 

been noticed before. Now someone might ask: How is it that the inner-

most does not let go if its feces, although the whole materia is clear 

water? Understand t his as follows : When the materia is dissolved, it 
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is all outs i de , and it locks the heat within so that it cannot l et go 

of it. But when the heat is brought out and then dissolved , it opens 

of its own and lets go of its feces- while they are not overcome by 

the cold . Therefore , you mus t rectify twice if you wish to prepare a 

proper Elixir or Quinta Essentia, no matter with what materia you are 

working , spirits, plants , roots, sugar, honey, etc. And I swear to 

you by God that such a Secret has never been revealed, nor has anything 

been written about it except by myself alone, by my hand. 

Furthermore , you have also heard how vitriol has to be set to distill , 

and that oil , red as blood , will go over and the earth be left behind, 

which is thereafter to be imbibed into its oil and set in the tripod . 

In addition, I instructed you to preserve the oil carefully . More

over , I told you to dissolve Mercury in A.F. , beat it down, edulcorate 

it , dry it , put it in vitriol , again imbibe its Corpus with it to turn 

it all into oil and cause it to achieve projection. I have told you 

that all metals can be worked in this way and turned into oil without 

separating the Element s . Dear Sons , consider all the words that I have 

written about this Work , because you stand greatly in need of understand

ing this well . 

I have taught you how you s hould draw all metals per alembicum , so 

that they go over without any death ' s head . This is only achieved by 

the strong s pirit o f vinegar , completely rectified and separated from 

all its feces inside and outside . When the metals have thus been opened 

and made subtle, and their innermost is outside , their Elements cannot 

be separated, and even if you tried everything in the world , you could 

not part them because of their subtlety and purity. For when they have 
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with them the subtle spirit of vinegar , they go with it through the al

embic . If, however , you put them near the fire when there is no spirit 

of vinegar with them, they congeal together. But while the vinegar is 

in their pure and subtle Corpus , they turn into oil and congeal the 

spirit of vinegar with them . Know that the spirit of vinegar is the 

subtlest spirit in the world , 1000 times subtler than the spirit of 

brandy. It cannot be kept in any vessel, but if it is already half-fi

xed, it congeals easily together with the materia to which it is added, 

as is proven in the Vegetable Work, where wine and its nature are being 

discussed. There you are also taught what the spirit of the distilled 

vinegar is , and how it dissolves all things . 

NOW WE SHALL TELL YOU ~ DEAR . CHILDREN~ HOW TO 
MULTIPLY THE PHILOSOPHICAL OIL 

Take the Philosophical Oil , put it in a big retort . On 1 part pour 

100 parts of oil of vit riol, lute and close it tightly above, set it in 

ashes , and light a fire underneath it , as h ot as if you were to keep 

wax melting , without foaming. Keep it thus continually for 6 weeks , 

and it will congeal during this time . It will make as good and high a 

projection as the first did . 

Read this over often and bear it in mind , as you will need it for 

other things , for in this lies hidden the foundation of ~11 arts . Bu t 

if you wish to draw a good oil out of the metals , as is taught in con-

nection with vitriol , you must dissolve your metal in A.F., beat it 

down , dry and coagulate it; put it in a phial , set it in ashes , and 
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proceed with the regulation of the fire as is taught of vitriol , till 

it is quite red . Now dissolve it in distilled vinegar and coagulate it 

till no more feces are left. Then set it to distill, and the metal will 

completely turn into oil . It is a perfect Philosophical Oil , though 

its projection is not as high as that of the first oil prepared from 

salt. You must multiply all metal oils with oil of vitriol , as it is 

taught , and in this way you can make much oil , and its projection is 

quite high . Thank God and do not misuse His gifts, for the sake of 

your soul ' s salvation. 

PURIFICATION AND SEPARATION OF THE METALS 
FROM THEIR FECES 

Know that there are three ways of separating a thing from its feces . 

The first way is the way of Nature herself, for Nature discards every-

thing that i s imperfect , as may be seen every d ay , when everything bur-

ied in the earth is turned into earth - which is her means . Look at 

all the roof s that are standi ng in the air , be they mad e of iron, steel , 

lead, wood , or stone , or anything else , exposed to the air day and ni

ght - it deteriorates and turns into nothing with the · passage of time , 

be it fortresses or c a stles . No matter how strong they are, they are 

all calcined into earth as their middle degree . But someone might ask : 

Why not also into air , water , or fire? Know that everything that is 

here below t he circle of ~ is composed of the four Ele ments , and all 

four Elements are ~mpure and full of feces. Also , one Element is im-

purer than a nother , a s is reported in the Veget able Work. Among them , 

Earth is the impurest and dryest Element , containing the most feces. 
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That is why all things must first be converted into Earth before turn-

ing them into Air, Water, or Fire. It has to be so, because Nature 

does not act except from degree to degree. No one can move from the 

beginning to the end before suffering the middle which lies between 

them. You can therefore not reach the fourth degree before passing 

the second and the third. Whoever does not understand this, is advised 

not to work in our Art. Thus all things that are purified according to 

the course of Nature first change into Earth . When a thing is trans-

formed into Earth,it is open, and each Element can be extracted, as is 

proven in t he Vegetable Work. If a thing is to be transformed from the 

first degree into the second, it is necessary to transform it into ano-

ther nature - unless it has first become Earth. This is so on account 

of the feces contained in it. 

Take the example of lead. When you stir it on the fire , it must first 

turn into Earth or ashes before becoming glass. '"For lead cannot become 

glass, it must first be Earth. This is due to the feces contained in 

it . You can make .:J) of l£ , but it must first become glass , as is tau

ght in many places . Saturn can also be turned into .:J> in other ways 

if its feces are removed , as is sufficiently taught elsewhere, for Jl. 
is 'J) in its innermost, and nothing is required except that its feces 

be separated from it , also its sulphur, which is earthy. Then it is 

good ~ like that which Nature transforms every day, as may be seen . 

Look at the old chapels formerly covered with lead - which may have 

covered them for 600 years . It has been transformed into earth and lies 

white on the lead. One can see it every day on the old lead roofs. 

It jumps off in the form of small slates, and if it were to stay there 

still longer , Nature would finally cook and purify it. I myself have 
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seen that when such an old roof covered with lead - and about 2000 years 

old - was dismantled , it was as white as if it had been calcined, and 

when it was broken into pieces, it looked like filed silver. When it 

was put on the cupel with other lead, everything together was good .J) . 
Thus Nature had purified it by long digestion , and consumed and des

troyed all . its feces , like the dust of the sun . 

As an example use a big jar measuring 10 or 12 quarts . Fill it with 

water, and when the sun is shining , put it in the air day and night . 

Close it tightly to prevent any air or rain from entering it . The wat

er will become evil-smelling , impure , slimy, and of a bitter taste . In 

time the taste will consume and destroy itself . The feces or earthly 

materia in the water will be separated from the watery substance and 

sink to the bottom. The water will become beautiful and clear as if 

it were distilled, and it will again be sweet and fragrant . Then pour 

it off into a fine glass , let it stand thus for some time , and i t will 

produce more feces. Pour it off again, and continue doing this till 

no more feces are found at the bottom. Now the water is recti fied, and 

if it were to stand till Doomsday, it would no . longer be corrupted . 

The same applies to the oils . If they were left standing for sev

eral years , they would become clear of all feces , just as has been said 

of the water. 

See also how old wine or old beer being well preserved and stopp-

ered, discards its feces and yeast. Take some old wine purified of its 

mother - how vigerous and strong it is. And if it were left tightly 

closed for several years , it would purify itself , so that one would 

finally find neither feces nor yeast in it . In time it would become 
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like crystal and red as a ruby and without any feces. Further details 

in the Vegetable Work. 

S~condly. There is still another way of purifying everything that 

contains feces. It is done by the Art. Consequently , the Art comes 

to the aid of Nature. It is done by dissolving and coagulating , as is 

partly explained in the Great Work. I will therefore not write more 

about the separation and purificqtion of the feces. You will find fur -

th~r information in the Vegetable Work at the place where the rectific-

ation of metals is dealt with. 

Thirdly . My Child must know that there exist s still another rectif-

ication for separating the feces from all metals and minerals. Is is 

done by fire . We will only say as much about this rectification as is 

necessary. You will also find clearer instructions in the Vegetable 

Work, in connection with the manufacture of precious stones and gems. 

Therefore, know that all metals can be cleansed of their feces by 

fire , when the Elements stay completely together without being separ-

ated. Afterwards they can be fixed , and all this is done by fire. It 

can be done in many ways . 0 must be calcined 

must be worked differently from '/i , and 

differently from ~ 

'.2 differently from and J) 
Cf' . My Child must know that two kinds of calcination can be done 

with metals , one by cementing - which will be discussed later in its 

treatise - and one with salt and mineral spirits, without converting 

the metals into glass , and yet one is different from the other . 

All metals are turned i nto glass without any additive , except only 

() , which does not turn into glass even if it were burnt to Doomsday. 

Something has to be added which the others do not require, because () , 
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is pure by nature . Yet it contains a few feces, though not so many 

that they would cover the Corpus. No matter how strongly it is burnt, 

the feces will not turn into glass . It would rather burn up completely 

and turn into nothing before becoming glass . That, however , is not the 

case with the other metals which would of course become glass. Now 

someone might ask: If a thing has become glass, has it reached its ex

treme state? Because when a thing has turned into glass , it cannot be 

'Converted into any other materia , because glass is the extreme form of 

all things . At Doomsday, everything below the sky will be converted 

into glass, as God has ordained. Therefore it is clear that glass is 

the ultimate matter of all things and cannot be turned into anything 

else by the Art, except into a burnt-out materia or feces . 

I have often seen that glass was turned into black slag, like iron 

slag, by long and strong burning; and by still longer burning it be

came white ash, light as dust, so that it flew away and the glass came 

to nothing. Thus it would appear that glass is the ultimate matter of 

all things , metallic things not excepted. It is the primary substance 

of all combustible things. Therefore the oil and natural moisture sep

arate from the earth by strong burning, while from metals and minerals 

the oil does not separate from the earth in the fire but always stays 

together with it . If the oil would leave the earth and the metallic 

salts were fusible, how then could they give ingress and tinctures? 

Know then that if salt is extracted from the metals and is prepared 

as it should , there may well result no tincture , but it does project

ion to the White. The reason is: The oil is locked in the salt like 

the yellow in the egg . If you wish to make a red tincture, the fire or 
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the oil must be brought outside, and its salt or earth brought inside. 

Then it will make projection to the Red, just as it had previously made 

to the White . Before, 1 part fell on 100, now it is 1 part to 1000. 

And yet iS only one and the same rnateria , only its innermost has been 

brought outside. 

But someone might ask: If the salt or oil is extracted from the met

als by means of the fire, its ~ or air is separated from the earth and 
+ 

the oil - how then can the salt of oil give ingress, when the Philoso-

phers say that the air gives ingress, the fire the tincture , the oil 

melts , the earth congeals - yet here the air has flown away due to the 

long heat of the fire? 

Know that enough air has remained with the oil in fire , that is , as 

much as is necessary, because the Elements are so well conjoined that 

you can never separate them. They stay mixed together - no fire is 

found without air , nor air without fire . In addition, earth and fire 

are two fixed Elements; that is why they retain as much air as they re-

quir e to make ingress . 

How then is it, someone might say , that all metals turn into glass , 

except () ? The reason is that all metals are impure and ful l of feces . 

That is why they are calcined, as all metal lic parts are fu l l of sul-

phureous feces which easily overcome them in the ores . When they are 

put in a mighty fire, they are easily calcined, and the moisture of the 

fat sul phureous feces burns up . The feces became so dry t hat the whole 

metal converts into earth and calx, and if they did not change into 

calx, they could never become glass , because they have to be calx f irst. 

Nothing can be changed int o another nature except by some means. 

While it had been metal before , now it is glass - indeed two natures. 
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If it is to be done, it must be done by a means , which is the earth or 

the calx of the metal. By strong and long calcination it is converted 

into glass , as is taught in t he counterfeiting of stones. And when 

the stones are counterfeited, they look ten times more beautiful and 

clearer than oriental ones. 

For look at the AMAUSEN which are mixed with them, how beautiful gr-

een , blue, yellow , red , and white they a r e , and one is more beautiful 

and precious than the other. They still consist of metal only . How 

then is it that one is more beautiful and precious than another, also 

more fusible? In this connection you must know: When the metal is cal-

cined and is then put in the vaulted furnace or the reverberatory, it 

requires strong heat before it changes into beautifully clear and trans-

parent glass and before the feces are cleared. The more it is cleared, 

the more beautiful and fusible it becomes. And you must know that the 

glass made in this way is like a glorious Corpus , while before it had 

been a black impure Corpus , and under thi~ Corpus lies hidden the noble 

Quinta Essentia of the metal. The latter is incombustible , shi ning 

with its lovely color till Judgement Day . Its soul , therefore , is in 

a glorified Corpus , just like a light in a crystal lantern , and one 

soul shines much brighter than another . 

Therefore you must know t hat the Quint a Essentia or the incombustible 

oil of the metal together with its clear salt shine out of the metall-

ic glass like a candle out of a lantern, and the more beautiful it is , 

the more easily it flows . Furthermore , you must understand that when 

the metal is calcined and the master wishes to prepare a green AMAUSEN 

from it , it must be made with <;> . And if he wishes to have a beaut-

iful green in color and clarity over everything green , he must rub the 
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calx on a marble slab with salt water till it is impalpable . Thereafter 

it is washed again till no earthly rot comes off . Now burn some glass 

from it , and it will be a beautiful precious AMAUSEN which will melt 

more easily than if you had rubbed and washed it. The same is to be 

done with the other kinds of calx, such as that of h and ~ · They 

result in a yellow glass, J.f in white glass, :2) blue , O red, and if 

you wish to obtain other k inds of calx , mix them with another color. 

Now someone might ask : When the metals have thus turned into glass, 

and while glass is the ultimate matter of things, can it again be chan-

ged into a Corpus? Know then that it can easily be turned back into 

a Corpus , because there had been little calcination. Every metal can 

easily be turned into glass or AMAUSEN within 12 hours in a reverber-

ation furnace, because the metallic calx is not yet opened. When the 

earth has been extracted , the materia is dry . The more rotten and im

pure the metal is , such as Q , the dryer the calx is . When it makes 

contact with the heat of the flames, there is nothing or very little of 

a metallic nature that can e~cape . And while the Corpus is not yet 

opened , the strong fire forces it to turn into glass. Thus the ~ of 

the metals cannot escape anywhere . Before it can rise out of the dry 

calx , the feces have already become glass . 

That is why in many works where it has to be reverberated , it is cal-

cined by not giving it stronger heat than to make it glow , because if 

the fire were stronger ,it would turn into glass. Note further: Take 

the AMAUSEN and powder them finely . Take some good distilled vinegar 

in which arrunoniac is dissolved - in 1 lb . of vinegar 1 Lot of ~ . 

Rub the glass with it on a stone as you do with paint. Thereafter put 

it in a glass or stone jar, pour on it a good amount of distilled 
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vinegar, set it in the Balneum, and let it boil, stirring frequently. 

Let it stand thus day and night, then let it cool, pour the vinegar 

off the feces into a clean jar. Again pour fresh vinegar on these 

feces , and do this three times. Now the Corpus is completely dissolved 

out of the feces or glass. Draw the vinegar off by the alembic, and 

the Corpus of the metals is left at the bottom of the glass in the form 

of a powder. Mix it with borax, put it in a crucible, and melt it with 

a strong fire into a Corpus. If it is cJ'or Q , it is beautiful and 

pure, does not leave any slag, nor does it rust , and i t is rid of all 

feces . If it is 1f , its imperfection has been removed from it , and 

it is pure and strong like silver. If it is J) , it is fixed; if () 

it is a medicine; if h , it is ~ , & etc. 

But in so doing, nothing useful has been produced, except that Nature 

is being researched. I have seen that 1 3 of the red AMAUSEN has been 

given for 20 DUCATS; jj of the blue for 20 DUCATS ; 

8 DUCATS, and of the others 1 3 for 2 DUCATS. 

of the green for 

It is therefore not necessary to turn it back into a Corpus . It is 

part of the subtle art of making AMAUSEN and it goes fast , requiring 

little time if they are made of the red calx of Q , h , ¥ , and cJ 
and they can be sold for 1 DUCAT a lb. But if the calx is purified as 

taught in the Vegetable Work , precious stones can be made of it , which 

can be turned into drinking cups for Princes and vessels for Kings and 

Lords. Consequent l y , the metals are purified by calcining and rever-

berating, the calx is washed , then is turned back into a Corpus , again 

calcined and washed till no more feces come off. 
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C 0 M M E N T A R Y 

Know further that there is still another way of calcining. It is 

called cementation , which is a calcination . But there is a difference , 

because in the common calcination you take prepared salt of gem and 

metal laminae, and stratify both till the crucible is full. Then the 

crucible is well luted and set in the fire in natural heat . If it is 

~ 2 days; if it is :I), 24 hours; if it is lf , 8 days; if it is 

~ , 2 days, etc. This is the way to calcine. 

The modus caementatjonis, the way to cement, however, is like the 

above , but the difference is that it is aided by mineral spirits which 

help the fire burn the metals and reduce them to calx. It is also done 

in order to give the Body a tincture to make it melt more easily . Mix 

the spirits with the prepared salt , then proceed in the previous manner. 

I have indicated this so that you may well understand the regimen of 

the metal s in the fire . There are still many more ways for br i nging 

the metals t o perf ection by the fire, which it is not necessary t o know 

for our present Work. You may read about them in the Vegetable Book , 

Chap . 6 ., 100 & 8. 

THE PHILOSOPHER'S STONE 

Now I will teach you a work which I have done with my own hands, and 

it is an easy Work to carry out , without much effort and worry . It is 

one of my secrets , and whoever cannot prepare this Work , will never 

accompl ish anyth ing in the Art. For here I teach what the Philosophers 

call 'tS , and how it is to be extracted from the Corpus, also other 
T 
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secrets which will be disclosed in the Work , and how to separate and 

congeal the feces of <::) and l) by fire , then amalgamate them with ~ 
and change them in a short time into the Philosophers' Stone . First 

I will teach you how to prepare~ and 2) to give ~ a Body, then how 
T 

to conjoin them in the Work . 

THE FIXATION OF LUNA 

First, you must take fine Luna from the cupel and fine Sol at your 

discretion. Beat them into thin laminae as thick as an Orint and half 

a hand wide . To ~ add prepared salt of gems and auripigment for the 

White, sublimated with ~ and an equal amount of Lapis Calaminaris . 

Through 3 lb . of that sublimate 1 lb . of auripigment is ready. Now 

take 3 of the auripigment to 1 lb. of prepared salt and 3ij of white 

calcined tartar , which must be quite clear and transparent. Mix every-

thing well together with this powder, put layer upon layer in a good 

crucible with silver laminae, as you know , the thickness of a finger. 

Lute it well and set it to calcine in moderate heat, so that the silver 

does not melt. Let it stand thus for 36 hours, then let it cool, and 

break the crucible open. The ~ is black and brittle like glass. Now 

take clean water and wash the blackness and saltiness off from the 

silver , let it dry, and pound it in a mortar . Then rub it well with 

distilled water , take a glass bowl and put the pulverized :J) into it. 

Wash it well with clean water and let it sit for some time or pour it 

off into another glass . Pour fresh water on the powder , stir it and 

wash it till the water runs off as clear as it was when you poured it 

on . Now the :J} is washed and is as white as snow . If you believe that 
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some of it has gone into the water, dry and melt it again, and you will 

get the remaining silver back . 

Now take the white-washed J), reduce it with borax, laminate it ag

ain and cement it pulverized , wash and melt it again as before , and 

continue doing this till the ~ stays quite white in the cement and no 

rottenness or blackness comes off it when it is washed. In this way 

the silver gets rid of all its feces without being separated . Try this 

in the following way : Dissolve 3J of this ~ in rectified wine or 

Quinta Essentia. , coagulate and dissolve it again, and you will not 

find any feces , even if you repeated it a hundred times. 

What do you think of this secret? It is a great secret in the Art. 

I am telling you truly , it is the greatest secret of all in the Art , 

more so than one can understand. The Elements are rectified without 

separation, and you can make an Elixir from one metal only , because it 

has its own proportion of weights. When the Elements are purified with 

solving and coagulating , it is very good , but my method is much surer , 

because in working with dissolving and coagulating , the Element is sep

arated together with the feces and the three other Elements. It is a 

good thing if it is done correctly and carefully , and if care is taken 

to preserve everything, to lose nothing , and that the fire is well reg

u lated during reverberation in order to rectify the earth , so that ~ 

\J , A , can be extracted therefrom . It requires careful attention 

to prevent anything from being lost. When it does happen , however , 

you no longer have the r ight weight of the Elements and you will never 

reach a happy end . Keep this well in your hearts so that you may never 

forget it , for there must not be any weakness , the Elements must have 
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their own weight and proportion . It is therefore necessary to proceed 

very carefully in this Work where the Elements have to be separated. 

It is indeed good if it is done in this way, and it makes an infin-

ite projection , much higher than when the Elements are not separated . 

Therefore , my Child, many of us have made mistakes and spent much time 

in vain before they discovered the rectification of the Elements while 

they are together. That is what I have revealed to you here. There-

fore do not take any risks , because I worry that you might go wrong 

and lose something of the Elements. Then all cost and effort would be 

lost, as you would find in the end . 

Therefore, dear Sons, keep to my method and you cannot go wrong. You 

may well lose some of your powder in the washing, but what is left is 

perfect, because Nature does not miss. The Elements remain united and 

are even more closely bound together by the Work than they were before. 

For when they are pure and rid of their feces and they are set to cem-

ent three times , they will be so well congealed together that Luna will 

be fixed . 

Test it in Aqua Fort - it does not attack ~ . It retains its colors 

and also passes through )? Calcination and cementation can also be 

made with prepared common salt, without arsenic or tartar , but it takes 

longer. And if you do it only with salt without arsenic and c;I , ..2) 
will not readily cement and calcine. It has to be repeated several 

times - about 3 times - before Luna is calcined enough to be rubbed. 

That is why arsenic and ~ are added , as they are sharp and work eas

ily through the laminae so that , first, the latter can be pulverized ; 

secondly , they consume the feces , so that the cementation must not be 
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repeated often. Thirdly, they result in a white tincture suitable for 

a White Work . But if a Red Work is intended, it would be better to take 

{;_$ to the Red than arsenic , just as is done in the sublimation of Sol. 

This then is the reason why arsenic is added to the salt; though, if 

ever you wished, you could achieve it with salt alone. I myself have 

frequently tested and done it. There is no difference in the cement

ation of Luna and Sol , except that ~ to the Red is used instead of 

auripitment . Also , Sol must not be pulverized and washed like Luna , 

and Sol does not contain any blackness because ~ ~ and the salt con

sume all its feces . And you must not cement any Longer than to the 

stage where i t no longer loses any of its weight. Then your Sol is 

rid of all its feces, jsut like Luna. Thus you have all your cement 

perfect and together and well purified . Although the separation of 

the Elements causes a much higher and subtler projection , there is dan-

ger involved in it. This purification , however, is sure and without 

worry. 

Now we will return to our Work, and I will first teach you how the 

Philosophical ~ is to be extracted. At the beginning I showed you 

many a Work which other masters have performed, whom I saw working in 

the laboratory . Some of them are perfect, others imperfect . Be that 

as it may , it is necessary to have the Philosophical Mercury if a good 

result is to be obtained . For the ~ which comes from the mines is a 

crude sperma, not yet sufficiently cooked , and it would have to lie in 

the earth for another 300 years before it would coagulate; then again , 

for many more years till it would turn into a powder . Then , by long 

cooking in natural heat, it would become a vapor. When it is finally 

a vapor , it passes.into the opening of the minerals. When it finds the 
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Philosophical Sulphur with its spiritual nature , it turns into a Cor

pus. After the Sulphur has been separated from its fattiness , it res-

ults in a perfect metal , white or red. The Sulphur of the ingnorant 

is foam and feces and the combustible fattiness of vitriol. The lat-

ter is separated well by the power of Nature which desires to rid 

herself of her feces, to rid the red Sulphur of the foam of the red 

vitriol , and the white of the white vitriol , as is clearly indicated 

in the Vegetable Work. 

When now the aforesaid mercurial vapor is conjoined with the Philo-

sophical Sulphur , it must still digest and cook for a long time in t he 

bowels of the earth before this ~ and Sulphur congeal, and this may 

well take over a thousand years . From this you can now understand that 

the mineral sulphur is still but a crude thing , from which the seed of 

the metals is cooked with the help of Nature, before it changes into a 

spirit. That is why no metal is found in ~ mines and 

mines. For ~ is a raw materia , of no use in our Art. 

no ~ in metal 

It is only an 

instrument and a hammer to work wi th in our Art , and a means for extr-

acting the colours from the metals and metallic things. But as far as 

its use in the Art is concerned , i t is considered raw materia and good 

for nothing for reasons indicated above . I have told you all this so 

that you should know that al l those are wrong who work with such a Mer-

cury . 

EXTRACTION OF MERC URY FROM LUNA 

If you wish to extract Mercury from a body , make first an A. F. with 

vitriol and Sulphur. In it dissolve Luna, as is customary beat it down 
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with common water , and wash the saltiness off from the calx with clean 

water, dry it, and put it in a wide-bottomed glass , set it in the Ath-

anor o r furnace wherein the spirits are calcined, give it moderate heat 

such as is used to keep "'{ melting, and let it stand in such heat for 6 

weeks. Then Luna will open and Mercury will be able to separate from 

the eart h . 

You can likewise proceed with Sol , except that Sol must stand for 18 

weeks or longer before its ~ can be separated from its earth and oil , 

which are always together . For Sol is a solid compact Corpus. That is 

why it must stand longer till it opens . It would therefore be better 

to let it stand for 30 or 40 weeks. Then i t will finally look like a 

sponge and become as light that it is unbelievable. And it you put put 

calx of Sol in a glass bowl, the glass will be so full that it almost 

runs over . T~en it can be opened and the ~ can easily be sublimated. 

In this manner you can open all metals , so that you can extract their 

~ from them by sublimation , as you have heard about the metallic salts. 

CLARIFICATION OF LUNA 

Subl i mate it 3 or 4 times through vitriol or arsenic , and it will be-

come as clear as crystal , of which we will not say any more here. When 

now () and ~ have thus been opened in the calcination furnace , or the 

athanor, or the tripod , pound them small with ~ . To lb. of calx 

take 8 Lots of >k , which must be clear and transparent , without any 

moisture . Then put it in a glass . Thereafter take distilled vinegar -

5 times distilled - containing no feces. Put it in another glass in 
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which is the calx of ~ , lute the tubes carefully , and let the lute 

dry. Then light a fire underneath and slowly distill the vinegar over 

the calx, always taking 1 lb. of ~ to 4 lb . of distilled vinegar. 

When the vinegar has all gone over, let it s t and cold for 3 days; if 

you open it sooner, the distilled vinegar and the ~ will fly away to

gether with Luna, and you will not keep anything. That is how strong 

the materia is, because cold and hot come together. 

When you wish to proceed further, put first some cut glass on its 

mouth that closes tight l y, lute it on immediately to prevent the powers 

from escaping. Then set it in the Balneum and do not give it more fire 

than will allow you to keep your hand in, and to drink the water with-

out getting burnt . Let it stand thus for 6 weeks, then let it cool, 

break it open, lute it immediately with an alembic on top and well clo-

sed receptacles , and distill it over in the Balneum in moderate heat 

as long as something goes over . 

Then take it out , set it in ashes , add the receptacle , give it first 

a small fire , then a stronger one, till ~ is ready to sublimate toge

ther with the .)/< as white as snow . Let it stand thus for 24 hours to 

allow the ~ to emerge from the earth . Then let it cool, remove the 

alembic , and weigh the mass. Thus you will know how much Mercury you 

have sublimated with the ;k . Put the sublimate back into a glass and 

sublimate it again . If any feces remain , you must sublimat e it till 

nothing is left behind. Preserve this ~ well till you need it. 

But in the vessel in which you have sublimated the ~ , the earth and 

the oi l of the Corpus are left. Take them out and weigh them, and you 

will also know how much ~ you have sublimated from them . Put this 
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earth in a glass and pour enough distilled vinegar over it to di s solve 

it clearly . If there are any feces , pour it off, and coagulate and 

dissolve till there are no more feces . Then you have a sal t as clear 

as crystal. 

Now t ake the Mercury sublimated with )/( , and the salt . Rub them to-

gether on the marble , thus dry . Then put the substance in a glass bowl 

and set it in the tripod or in the calcination furnace . Let it stand 

there for 6 weeks and give it as much heat as if you were to keep A 
in flux . At the end of the sixth week , let it cool , put it in a humid 

cellar , cover it with a linen cloth to prevent any dust from fa l ling 

into it, and within 6 or 8 days everything will dissolve into clear 

water. It is the Philosophical Vinegar . My Child must know that this 

is the right Philosophica l Vinegar , and when they write "our acetum 

distillatum , " they mean this water , and it is thus of which they write 

in such a strange way , about which we will not speak here . 

Pour this water into a glass , and take 3 parts of :l) prepared i n the 

fire , and 1 part o f () 1 prepared as taught . Dissolve each in A. F . and 

beat it down , wash and d r y it , and dissolve enough of each . For you 

must know how much you will need . When you have prepared these two 

k i nds o f calx , set the glass with the water , or the d isti l led Phi loso-

phical Vinegar in ashes , and l ight a small fire underneath , such as is 

used to dissolve J) or 0. 

MIXING 

Take 3 parts of calx of :J) and 1 part of calx of Sol , mix them together, 

and put 1 3 or 2 o f that in your water . Then if you have much water , 
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and if you wish to achieve a great Work , stopper the glass carefully 

and dissolve it . When it is almost dissolved, add some more of it till 

it is no longer dissolved and stays at the bottom. Then it is enough, 

and your water is saturated with its own food and has drunk its own 

milk. 

You must know that this is the first solution in the world ever to 

have been discovered , because here no mistake can be made in the pro

portion of the weights, for as Mercury is dissolved, it at once dissol 

ves all metals, as has been taught in many pther places. And it does 

not dissolve more than it can handle . This is the best amalgamation 

one can find. 

When now the dissolution has been made, take another glass, such as 

is here illustrated . Into that pour the dissolved materia from the re

maining powder that is not dissolved, and set it as deep in ashes as 

the matter is in the glass - not deeper . Give it heat like that of the 

sun at noon , and not warmer. Cover the glass with a double linen cloth, 

and the materia will coagulate into a grey powder or mass . When it is 

coagulated , take a round piece of glass, cut exactly to the mouth of 

the vessel , lute it with strong lute, and let it stand thus till you 

see that your rnateria is turning white. Then increase the fire like 

the sun in June, and keep it in this heat till it is as white as snow. 

Now increase the fire again like the sun in c/1 , and with this heat 

crystalline longish stones will grow out of your rnateria, like glass or 

needles. Keep the glass in this heat till you notice that no more cry

stals grow out of it. Now the materia is fixed. You must know that if 

the crystals do not appear , the materia has become fixed with the sec

ond heat . Be not concerned about it, for it is better for everything 
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to become fixed in low than in strong heat. For when you first heat 

like the sun shining in the midst of summer, crystals will shoot as 

long as a hand and as broad. But that is not good. 

It is better to cook the stone in low heat , so that no crystal points 

or stones grow out of it. If there grow too many and you give it a 

little too much heat , the spirit rises in the form of a white vapor and 

attaches itself above to the glass . When that happens, you must open 

the glass and scrape the materia down awain. Take guard not to give it 

too much heat, so that your materia does not rise and turn yellow and 

red like a pebble . Then it would be spoiled and you would have to start 

all over . Therefore, see to it that you do not make your fire too str-

ong , so as not to get the yellowness or redness before the whiteness. 

It is better for the fire to be too small than too big. 

When it is now perfectly white and no crystal points shoot out of it , 
• 

the materia is fixed. Divide it into 2 parts, one half to the White, 

the other to the Red. Take the half which you wish to bring to the 

Red , set it,in ashes and bring it to the Red. Pour Paradise Water over 

the other half to the White , and heat it till the White Stone is per-

feet - before you give the Red its fire. But this you must understand, 

thi s Paradise Water must be extracted from ]) , and 9 parts of it must 

be drawn over 1 part of the White, and cooked therein till it is perfect. 

EXTRACTION OF LIVE MERCURY FRO~ BODI ES 

Now I will teach you how to make Paradise Water from ~ , and you must 

know that it is extracted in two ways. The first form of the Work has 
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already been explained , but this one is made in a different way , because 

this ~ must go over alive . It is almost done in exactly the same man

ner , except that instead of )f( you take clear transparent calcined ~ , 

the same weight as )t:' . When you have rubbed the calx -1) with -'* , you 

must not put the materia for a long time in the calcination furnace to 

open it , but you must put it in a glass, pour the vinegar over it, then 

distill it off , as has been taught before . The Mercury will go over in 

the alembic in drops , because of the power of Nature contained in the 

~. Put this ~ into a glass retort and distill its phlegma off , as 

has been taught before. 

INCERATION 

Thereafter , take it out and pour on 1 part of the White Stone 9 parts 

of Mercury , close it well, set it back in ashes to the other glass which 

contains the Red STone, and give it a somewhat stronger fire than the 

heat of the sun in the summer - as if you wished to make rosewater. 

Do this till your Stone is well boiled and cooked in its own juice and 

sweat. Then it will no more thirst in all eternity , that is , if the 

Stone has absorbed the Paradise Water and has turned into a powder . 

Now increase your fire somewhat till the Stone begins to become white. 

For when the Stone has drunk its milk , its colour is between grey and 

black. Then the fire must be increased by degrees, till the Stone is 

aga in perfectly white. This whiteness surpasses the whiteness of snow 

and looks more like a heavenly color than an artificially produced one . 
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When you see this whiteness, rejoice and thank God for His gifts which 

He has put in Nature. 

After this , remove one half from the glass. Put the other in a cru

cible, melt it. It flows as easily as wax . When it is melted , pour it 

into a wooden mold, coated with sheep ' s fat or oil, and you have a Stone 

as clear , hard, and transparent as crystal. 

MULTI PLICATION OF TH E WHITE 

Regarding the half which you left in the glass, multiply it as fol

lows : Take it out and weigh it. To 1 part take 100 parts of ~ prepar

ed in the fire and dissolved in Aqua Fort , well washed and dried, rub

bed on a stone with the medicine. When dry, put it back in a glass, 

and on part of this materia pour 9 parts of Paradise Water extracted 

from ~ . Again seal the glass, regulate the fire as before when you 

poured on the first Paradise Water, and continue with the fire till 

the Paradise Water has been absorbed. Then continue till the Stone 

is fixed and White, as said before . Now you can again take half of it 

out and use it to advantage , again multiplying the other half, one to 

the Red , the second to the White. But both cannot stand together on 

a furnace , as the Red requires stronger heat than the White . The man

ipulation, however, is the same , except that for the Red the Paradise 

Water must be extracted from () , and for the White from ~ . Thus you 

can at all t i mes multiply to the White and the Red , and tinge with it -

but use it to the honor of God and the help of the poor . 
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PURIFICATION OF THE STONE 

You know that I told you above to keep half o f the Stone for the Red, 

to pour Paradise Water over the other half, and to set it again in the 

furnace to the White Stone till the White is accomplished. During thi s 

time it turns yellow due to the small fire with which the White Stone 

is prepared , it cannot become red . Therefore , continue with the fire 

by degrees till the Stone takes on other colors and becomes somewhat 

darker due to the yellowness. Keep on increasing the fire till the mat

eria is perfectly red , like a ruby , and shines i n the glass l ike fi sh 

eyes. You cannot make the fire too hot , even if it were glowing r ed

hot . And when the signs appear , the Stone is made and fixed . I am 

telling you this so that you should use the right measure of fire , for 

if you use too strong a fire , causing the redness to appear before the 

yellowness , you must begin anew . And if you get the whiteness before 

the blackness, it is the same. 

That is why a small fire is always better than too strong a fire . 

And proceed only by d egrees . As the colors change and heighten , the 

fire is to be increased , and this not only appl ies to our Work but to 

all others as well. The right regulation of the fire is the second 

masterpiece in our Art , and unless the proportion is carefully obser

ved , everything is lost . 

When the materia is fixed and as red as a ruby , take it out and in

cerate it with fire Paradise Water extracted from () , just as has been 

said about Luna . Pour 9 parts of Paradise Water over 1 part of the 

Red Stone, seal the g lass above with s trong lute, set it back in the 

furnace in the ashes , and give fire as if you were to keep h melting , 
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till it has ajsorbed all the Paradise Water. Now it has turned into a 

grey powder - rather black than grey . Keep the fire at the same heat 

till the powder is quite white . Now increase your fire considerably 

till you see the matter turn yellow. Then increase the fire by degrees 

somewhat more, till the powder is dark yellow . When all your powder is 

brown like saffron, so that it cannot get yellower, increase your fire 

considerably till you see the red color appear. Continue with the fire 

till it is perfect ly red like a ruby. Now rejoice, because the Stone 

to the Red is made. Let it cool. 

Take one half out and leave the other half to multiply. Put what you 

have taken ou~ in a crucible, let it melt, and pour it into a small 

glass coated with grease , pour the Stone into it , and it will be as 

hard as glass and as red as a ruby. Take 1 part of it , throw it on 

2000 parts of fL , and it will turn into the best Sol , as highly colour-

ed as has eve~ been seen , and it can stand all tests and examinations. 

Thank God. 

MULTIPLICATION OF THE RED 

Thereafter, set the other half to multiply . To 1 part of the Stone 

take 200 parts of your calcined or cemented Sol , dissolve , wash, and 

dry it. then melt it under the Stone , put it back into the glass , and 

pour on it some of the solar Paradise Water - 9 times as much as there 

is of the mixed materia . Lute your glass carefully and give it fire 

just as if you were to keep h., melting , as has been taught before. And 
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don't make a mistake till the Stone is perfectly red - otherwise all 

is lost. Now praise God, and you can continue multiplying without end, 

always keeping one half out . 

FINIS. 
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H 0 L L A N D u s I M E D I C I N A L R E C I P E S 

QUINTESSENCE OF HONEY 

Now I wi l l open to you a great secret in the Vegetall work 

of honie. To wit , a marvelous nature: for it is drawn out of the 

most noble and pure part of the floures. The nature of Bees is 

such that they draw out the best of everything as is enlarged up

on in the Animal Work . Therein is taught h ow to extract the nature 

o f all beasts, especially as in the 84th Chapter. 

Wherefore my son , know this : That all that God hath created 

good in the upper part of the world, are perfect and incorruptible 

as the h eaven. Whatsoever is in these lower parts, whether it be in 

beas ts, fishes and all manner of sensible creatures, herbs or 

p lants, it is indeed with a double nature . That is to say , both 

perfect and imperfect. The perfect nature is known as the Quint

essence and the imperfect is known as the Faeces or dregs, or the 

venomous or combustible oil. Therefore , you shall separate the 

dregs and the combustible oil and then, that which remains is per

fect and is called the Quintessence, which will endure continually, 

even as the heavens endure and it can neither be dissolved with 

fire or any other thing. For when God had created all things and 

looked upon them, they were all perfect good and there was nothing 

lacking .to any; and therefore , for loves sake I say unto thee, that 

God hath put a secret nature of influence in every creature , and 

that to every nature of one sort or kind, he hath given one com

mon influence , and to every one one of several kinds , their sev

eral influences and virtues . This is whether it be on physics or 
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other secret works which are partly discovered through natural 

workmanship. And yet , more things are unknown than are apparant 

to our senses . What? Do you not think that an herb is appointed 

for one disease which it will cure and also contains in it many 

more virtues than are known unto us? Yes truly, many more. I will 

add this as well: that if the Faeces and combustible oil be taken 

away from this thing, or herb, which in all things is the poison 

that should be taken away, that brings death to us, and the Ele

ments should be purified and so burned together by Art, that they 

shall pass together by in a Limbeck and be joined together, as it 

were coupled in marriage , that it may root out all manner of dis

ease from everything. This, be it herb or living thing, or be 

drawn from his venom, as in the 14th Chapter of the Prologue of 

this Book is declared and also in the Prologue of the Animal Work. 

The manner o= drawing the Quintessence out of all venemous beasts, 

birds, worms and flies is plainly declared, that it may help all 

the griefs of man, but that is specially drawn out of the blood of 

man , and there is likewi se declared , that there is no need of 

things without man or beast to help such as a~e infected . 

This is because every creature contains in himself the remedy of 

his disease . This remedy may be drawn out without hurting the man 

or beast , in order that the disease be miracul ously cured as is 

most excellently taught in the Theorick and in the Practic k . 

The~efore , I would write this , that thou might soon understand 

what marvelous force is in Honie, which is taken out of all floures 

and gathered into one Masse which is truly imbued with sundry 

virtues . 

I f God hath given unto other things the gift of heal ing , what then 
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is there not in Honie , which is gathered from many floures and 

many herbs, and are all endued with a particular virtue? Truly 

if it be brought to his height and excellency, it will work mar

velously. Now consider what lies hidden in this Quintessence and 

esteem it not lightly , but keep it secret as the most excellent 

thing of all Animal work. If this is obtained, you will need no 

other medicines to put away all accidents of the body . 

CHAPTER II 

Now I will set in hand with the practice. Take twelve quarts of 

the best Virgin Honie and put it in a great earthern vessel with 

a Lirnbeck well luted . Set this in Balneo and lute a recipient to 

the neck of it and distill that which will distill of it , which 

is boiling in your Balneo. My son, know this , that there is no 

common water in Honie , but only Philosophical and Elemental . For 

the element of Aire , does pass first together with the element of 

Fire in which the Aire is contained. The air, when it rises , re

sembles the savor of Aqua Vitae distilled . Initially , it can not 

be distinguished from Aqua Vitae either by sight or by savor . Dis

till it then , until no more arises, the leave the vessel in Balneo 

five days with a Limbeck and receiver. Let it boil night and day 

that the matter may be dried. Cool it now , take it out an remove 

the receiver and Lirnbeck. That which is in the receiyer pour back 

into the vessel over the dry matter . Set it back in Balneo and 

cover the mouth of the vessel witha clean, well luted dish , and 

let your Balneurn be only lukewarm. 

My son, understand that it may thus be done, for it is good that 
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the fire be drawn with his proper air, . so as a man would stay 

so long , for it woul d be of greater force. The ancient Philoso

phers wrought in this sort, but the danger is, when the vessels 

shall be opened, the water may fly away it being as subtle as 

wine. For every time the air is to be drawn away, and again to 

be poured on, making putre f action in a warm Balneo , but first it 

must be well luted and a Limbeck being set on with a receiver, 

you must reiterate the work, until the fire rises like red blood. 

There is yet another method or rule of working found out in these 

our days, which is in this sort. 

CHAPTER III 

They are thus drawn out and the matter is dried , as has been said. 

Then take common water which has been twice distilled in Balneo 

and pour on as much as is sufficient and set in Balneo. Cover the 

mouth of the vessel but don't let the Balneum boil . Let it stand 

thus for three days and three nights, moving it day and night with 

a wooden spatula or spoon that is clean . After this, let it cool , 

remove it, pour it out and strain it . Then, take a clean vessel 

and decant the clear liquid and then pour on the ·Faeces . fresh dis 

tilled water (rain water best) as was done before and set the ves 

sel in Balneo as before. Let it be cleared and put aside with the 

first water and pour once more fresh distilled (rain) water and 

once again set in Balneo. Do this as often as the water is tincted 

or coloured. When it no longer is tinged, you have separated the 

fire from the earth . Reserve the earth, or Faeces, until I tell 

you further what to do with it, for there is a combustible oil 

in it. 
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CHAPTER IV 

Take the vessel containing the colored water and set it in Balneo 

with a Li rnbeck and receiver well luted. Distill all the water with 

a boiling Balneo and let the matter be well dried and cool. Then 

take away the Lirnbeck and let the vessel remain in Balneo and 

pour on again (from the receiver) the water over the matter and 

make a fire. Set a dish upon the mouth of the vessel and let it 

stand in Balneo three days . Stir this every day, three or four 

times with a clean wooden spatula. After this, let it cool, re-

move it and filter it. Then take a clean vessel and carefully de-

cant the clear liquid into the vessel and right away pour on~ the 

Faeces fresh distilled (rain) water, stirring it with a wooden 

ladle and let it stand one day to clear (settle) and the Faeces 

that remain, put them in with the first Faeces which has been set 

aside. Then take a clean vessel and set it in a boiling Balneo un~ . 

til it is thoroughly d~y and repeat this process until there re-

main no Faeces in the bottom of the vessel. In this way, you shall 

obtain the pure element of Fire: and the element of Aire must also 
I 

be so often distilled until there remains nothing in the bottom. 

This is the manner irr which the pure elements are obtained.Sepa-

rate then the water from the fire, and let it dry . This will give 

you a clear shining matter similar to Camphor.Keep the Fire well 

in a glass contained and the Aire with the Water in another con-

tainer of glass , well sealed, until you have your earth prepared. 

CHAPTER. V 

Take all the earth with the faeces and draw out the combustible : 

oyle (oil) by a discensorie, that is , with two vessels joined to-
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gether and luted (probably needs a vacuum) until the combustible 

oil passes. This oil is useful for all cold diseases and other 

passions . If you do not want the combustible oil, just let it fly 

away. Then take your earth and calcine it in a reverbatory furnace, 

gently, until it be all white as snow. Then take a great earthen 

or stone vessel and put into it this white calcined earth on 

which pour a goodly amount of common distilled water. Stir it with 

a wooden ladle and let it stand three days in a boiling bath and 

keep it covered with a dish. Daily, stir it a dozen times. Let it 

cool, remove the vessel and let it stand to clear, for one day. 

Now, take another clean Yessel and soft+y pour out that which is 

clear . (decant) Upon the Faeces , again pour fresh distilled water 

and once again set it in Balneo . Cool , remove, let stand one day 

and decant into the first waters thus obtained. A third time pour 

fresh distilled water over the Faeces and repeat the entire pro

cess . The Faeces can now be thrown away as they no longer contain 

any value. 

Take the vessel with these three waters and set it in Balneo with 

a Lirnbeck and receiver. With a boiling Balneo , draw out the water 

until the matter be dry. Let it cool . Take away the Limbeck and 

pour the water (from the receiver) on the earth again and set it 

in boiling Balneo for one day Let it dissolve and clear. Decant 

that which is clear and put in a little distilled water on the 

Faeces, and let it stand for two or three hours in a warm bath . 

Remove it from the bath and allow it to stand for two or three 

hours and pour out the upper part upon the first waters and the 

Faeces can be thrown away. Once again set the vessel in Balneo, 

with the earth, or salt, and distill away the water until all be 

dry as before. Repeat this work until no Faeces remain in the 
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bottom. Drain away the water from the earth and it will be like 

Crystal. Pure . 

CHAPTER VI 

Take a great glass that will bear the ' heat and put into it your 

Fire and your Earth and pour your Aire upon it and set it to dis

till in a furnace , in a pot with sand or ashes , with a Limbeck 

well luted, having a hole in the uppermost knottie part that a 

funnel may be put in when there shall be a need of Infusion. When 

as the humidity that it hath received be half consumed , then for

tify your fire a little,gradually ·until you see the water start to 

boil . Keep the fire in this state until the liquid boils out so 

that only a pint remains. Remove the fire , let the glass cool and 

take away the receiver and open the hole in the Limbeck and put 

in a glass funnel . (Note Limbeck NOT removed from vessel) Pour in 

all the water that distilled over into the receiver. Plug the hole 

in the Limbeck and set the ~ecipent to the neck again and lute it 

well . Distill again making the same observations and practices as 

before . Do this ten times. The tenth distillation being complete, 

let all pass together as the earth is made volatile. So the Aire, 

the Water , the Fire and the Earth will ascend together by the Lim

beck and be brought into one substance which were in four . One to

gether in nature and now simple as the incorruptible heaven , yet 

are they not fi xed: but notwithstanding they are so coupled to

gether and so intertwined, that by no means can they be separated . 

They will continue now together as one body, forever ; e ven as the 

Christalline and uncorruptible heaven , which notwithstanding , is 

compounded of the four Elements . What do you think of this, my Son? 

Cannot this Quintessence help every disease that now infects man 
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through his most excellent temperature , whether it be in heat, 

cold, moist or dry . For all are in it that he may distribute unto 

every one that which is necessary; even as the heaven when need 

requireth, gives unto the earth all things as coldness, heat or 

moisture. And yet , it is neither hot, cold, moist or dry, but of 

one simple essence, and that imbued with such a nature that it 

giveth unto everything that which is necessary. In like manner , 

this is what this Quintessence does. Therefore my son, Rejoice! 

Give the Almighty God thanks which has opened these things unto 

the Philosophers. 

CHAPTER VI I 

Now my son, if you would bring this Quintessence to even greater 

perfection, take a great circul atory or Pelican, that is a great 

glass that hath a great head similar to a Limbeck , and in the top 

of the head, a hole by which the matter may be poured in by means 

of a funnel. This hole is to be stoppered . Out of the head comes 

two arms bending around into the belly. This permits that which goes 

up to descend again , through the arms back into the belly of the 

Pelican. This is the form of the vessel or Pelican, that distills 

one into the other. 

1. Take then your Quintessence and put it into a Pelican and 
set this into ashes. Better yet , put it into salt , pre
pared and dried.(like a sand bath) Regulate the fire s o 
that it is like the heat in sununer, the extreme heat . The 
Quintessence will rise like red oil and fall down again by 
the arms of the Pelican. By repeated ascensions , the Quint
essence will become thick like wax or syrup . So much so 
that it wi l l remain in the bottom eventually , and no longer 
ascend. At this point, fortify your fire so that the Quint
essence will again ascend and descend . Maintain this heat 
until it again will not ascend but remains in the bottom. 
Make the fire even stronger that it will once again ascend 
and descend . Keep this same heat until. it again rise no more. 
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2. Observe this manner of augmenting the fire until the water 
be fixed and the glass turns red hot.This will take about 
twenty four hours all-together. If at the end Gf this time, 
the Quintessence no longer arises, it is indeed fixed and 
is .brought into his highest virtue. Remove it from the 
glass while still hot or it will bec0me hard . ·as wax when 
cooled and you will have to break the glass to remove it. 
For when hot, like wax it will become liquid. But when 
cool it congeals and pierces every hard thing, as oil does 
any leather. Its colour is like ' c. "".Rhby, and through shin
ing like a Christal, it gives light in the dark, suffici 
ent to read by. What do you think of this , my son? Are 
there not many strange bodies created by God? Truly he has 
imbued the Philosophers with no less gifts, for they that 
can look into the secrets of nature, shall see it to be an 
incredible operation . For this is gathered by Bees of the 
subtlest parts of all plants , trees , floures and fruits, 
and at that time when floures break out and trees bud . It 
is worth~ly called the Philosopher ' s Stone , for it is fixed 
and liquifiable as Wax and as the mineral Stone transmutes 
the impure metals, so does this one alter diseases. 

Hereby it app~~s · that this bears the bell among all the 
Vegetals; whereas it being yet in his grossness and im
pure , it is but of small value for any use in Physick by 
whatever means it may be boiled or skimmed off, but always 
retains his nature because it-consists of all the fruits of 
the earth, plants and trees . Whereof one herb is hot, another 
cold, another dry and yet another moist , one astringent, one 
laxative, some corrosive and others venomous. So, diverse 
herbs have diverse qualities. 

3. It comes about that if it helps one disease, by and by it 
hinders another for everything works according to its 
properties when as is there made separation in the body . 
And of this separation is engendered bloud and other hu
mours . They are just like gunpouder i n that so long as they 
sit still, there comes no harm therefrom. But i f it be . 
brought to the fire, it will at once demonstrate its secret 
nature and is kindled with a destructive f~re~ A fire which 
cannot be quenched with water, for the cold and dry, hot 
and moist, strive among themselves, a wind is stirred up 
that breaks all things near it. The same thing happens with 
Honie, that when it comes to the area of the Liver , it sep
arates there and shows its nature to pass up and swell with 
wind . It is no surprise then, that the veins of the Liver 
can be broken by contention . When this occurs, Imposthumes 
are created in different places and causes such inflamma
tions that the veins break esaily. Although many highly re
commend. Honie, these are not Philosophers nor do they under
stand the nature of it . But when it is prepared as a Simple, 
fixed as Wine, then it is the most potent of Medicines a
mong the Vegetals. There is nothing like it. 

Give God thanks and be generous to the poor.The dosage of 
this is one grain and it must be taken morning and night on 
an empty stomach until the disease is gone. Now Praise God . 
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CHAP-1ER VI I I 
ROSE SOLIS 

Diseases of the Eyes , Rheums, Inflammation , Diseases of 
the Heart, Wolf, Inflanunation of the Liver or Stomach; 
drives away dreams and fantasies, good for bites of ven
omous beasts, against poison that has been drunk r for 
pestilence , muscles , tendons, wounds and other ailments r 
and Canker. 

Now my son, I will teach thee the greatest mystery or secret a-

mongs t all vegetable things , whose force and strength has been 

kept secret amongst all the ancient workmen , and they have bound 

themselves, one to another by Oath, that they should not u tter , in 

their books or their writings , the strength of this herb which is 

called ROSE SOLI S, and in the German tongue: SINDAWE. Whpsoever. 

hath not the whole vegetable work, he cannot attain to the strength 

of this herb. For in that work is comprehended all the force of 

medicinal things: And this work of vegetables is not come to the 

hands but only of the ancient sworn Artificers, which were skill-

full in the l iberal Arts. 

But now my son , I will open it unto thee with adjuration , that thou 

shall keep this hidden knowledge secret. First, my son, you must 

understand , that this herb is the herb of the Sun, upon which the 

Sun spreads his beams and influences as he does upon gold in the 

veins of the mines ; and he pours out his influences more upon this 

herb than upon any other herb which is created of God . As it is 

eviaently known to the ancient Philosophers r this herb far sur-

mounts all other herbs which spring out of the earth just as the 

sun surmounts all other planets in the heaven, and hath greater 

force and power of influence than any other thing created of God 

in the firmament. So this herb excels all others in virtue and there~ 

fore this herb is arrayed with another color , other leaves and 

stranger shape than all other herbs. And his nature is such , that 
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the hotter and drier the country is in the time of the year and 

the heat of the Sun, and the more that the Sun doth heat and burn 

him, this herb is the more moist and fi lled with dew! So much so 

that upon one branch will hang a thousand drops of dew. As a test, 

strike this herb with a slender twig so that the drops which fall 

from it will fall into a large glass vessel and you will see it 

filled up with a marvelous dew . Now if the Sun is extremely hot, 

those branches will , in less than half and hour, be filled with 

more dew than ever before !! And if you strike the branch twenty 

times with the rod , each time it will be once again laden with 

dew . It is almost enough that we see no other miracle than this , 

where the dewey humor arise in so short a time even though the Sun 

scorches up all the other herbs . The hotter it is , the more moist 

will this herb be , as if sprinkled wi t h water . Hereupon may we 

gather his marvelous qualities and judge that there is some secret 

operation hid in it. If you will keep this water , thusly gathered, 

in a glass vessel , you can with it c ure all the diseases of the 

eyes whether they come of Rheums or of inflammations. It helps all 

the pains and diseases of the heart, it cools the liver and the 

stomach that is inflamed and mitigates all the pains of the head 

that comes from heat . It drives away all dreams and phantasies 

a nd i s good to kill the Canker and the Wolf . It is useful against 

the biting of venomous beasts, against poision drunk , if it be 

taken by the mouth . It is also helpful in cases of pestilence and 

it is good for many other diseases and ailments as well. 

CHAPTER IX 

This herb has the color of the Sun , for his color is dark red , 

divided with yellow lines and his shape is l i ke a star . His pro-

por t i on is l ike a h e avenly Planet and consis t s of seven branches . 
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Afterwards, take a la!ge glass curcurbite and put all three of 

your elements in it and set it into ashes with a Limbeck and Re

ceiver fitted and luted. Make the fire in the furnace gentle at 

f irst then increase it gradually until the fire and aire be passed 

and the Limbeck turn red within . Then make the heat moderate un

til all the element of fire be passed and the head becomes blood

red and the water and aire shall swim upon it like oil . In this 

way, the three elements are brought to their highest essence and 

are perfectly rectified. 

Take away the receiver and stop it well, until your earth be pre

pared . Realize that in the dust and Faeces there remains yet a 

combustible oil which can be extracted by a discensory, if so de

sired . It is good against the cold- Gout, for members that are numb 

and sinews t hat are too much mollified. If thou be weary of this 

labor , put this powder or Faeces into a reverberatory that they be 

mingled with a gentle fire until it becomes white as snow . When 

this is done, put it i nto a large stone curcurbite and pour on it 

a large quant ity of double-distilled water . It matters not how much 

you pour on . Stir it well with a wooden ladle or s poon five or six 

times , always re- covering it well. After four days , allow it to 

cool and let it s tand four days and settle. Decant the clear liq

u±d 2carefully from the Faeces and into another clean vessel. As 

before, pour on (fresh) double- distilled wat er and stir it with a 

wooden spoon . Set it in Balneo for two days then allow it to cool 

and settle . Then decant the c l ear liq uid off and combine it with 

that first obtained thusly. Repeat this operation for the third 

time , then throw away the Faeces as they are no longer good fo r 

anything . 
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In the outerpart it is broad but near the ground it is narrow . It 

appears to be as if it were a heavy, tender substance, outwardly 

hot and moist, inwardly cold and dry. The left side of it is cold 

and moist and the right side hot and dry , and it is most temper

ate as Gold . Wherefore his Elements cannot be separated one from 

another as in other herbs, but it may be purged from his Faeces, 

for his fixing letteth that the Elements cannot be separated, for 

the fire will ascend with the air by the Balneum as we will here

after teach. The earth may be separated from his Faeces , and the 

Faeces likewise from the fire and air, although it does not have 

many dregs . Some ~atin writers call it LINGUA AVIS or Bird ' s

tongue; some call it SOLARIA, of the Sun, of LUNARIA it is called 

the Moon; the Fleming calls it SINDOW. The old Philosophers have 

kept secret the qualities as yet for the marvelous effects that it 

works. And it is a marvel , says Arnold Villanueva, that a man 

should die that every day eats some of it in his gross substance. 

What will it then work when it is brought into his fine-ness and 

cleansed from his Faeces? It has this great virtue in it that if 

it is put into a glass where there is poison mixed with wine, or 

in any other cup where there is poison, the glass will instantly 

shatter ! 

If the container is made of stone, or alabaster or the like, the 

wine will proceeed to boil vehemently as if there were a fire un

derneath the container . The wine will then run out of the contain

er until nothing is left. Also if anyone carries this herb with 

them and comes across an enemy, not only will the enemy not have 

power over the individual, but must , in fact , serve the carrier 

of the herb. If anyone is bewitched in body or in his art, that is 

in his Cookery, Brewing or Baking , or by any other means, this 
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carried on the person will set them free from the witchcraft . If 

it is tied upon the belly of a woman who is pregnant, the woman 

will immediately be delivered even though the baby had died and 

was rotten within . The herb when carried on the person, or when a 

little is eaten daily , as it is being used , it will prevent the 

occurrence of the Falling Sickness . 

Further , if a person suffers from apoplexy such that his mouth 

be drawn aside and he is incoherent, his senses will be restored 

if the juice of this herb, which has been strained is adminis

tered orally . If the herb is hung about the neck of one possessed , 

the person will be still as a lamb and the power of the possess

ing spirit will be taken away. Prove it for yourself and you 

will find it is indeed true ! 

Bleeding from the nose is stopped if the herb is held in the 

mouth . Those who are wearied from travel , if they will take some 

of the juice in wine, they will before long be refreshed as if they 

had never taken the trip or perfor med and labors. It comforts the 

sinews and muscles , the tendons and all of nature . Also , it will 

heal wounds if taken for ten days in wine or ale and if the wound 

is washed with the same mixture and bound with a cloth dampened 

in the same. Toothaches can be alleviated if the herb is placed 

next to the teeth . 

All these things have been done many times and proven effective. 

Consider: if it will do such marvelous things while still encum

bered and weakened with its own gross matter, what wonders will it 

not work when brought to perfection? My son, know this for the truth, 

that there is no herb that grows on the earth that can compare to 

this in strength and effectiveness . Therefore , make sure that you 
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don't neglect it but be mindfull ever to keep the secret from those 

that are not of the nature of children and from the ignorant . For 

if this herb were to become scarce and its properties were to be 

made known to all, it would become more highly prized than gold or 

precious stones , for the effects of the Quintessence are marvel

ous as you will see . 

CHAPTER X 

Now it remains that we teach how this herb may be brought into his 

highest degree and to his Quintessence . First, it is to be gathered, 

the same having his course in his own house . That is, ±n the Lion 

and the Moon behold him with a sinister quadrate aspect. Pick the 

herb whol e along with roots , leaves and flowers and see that no 

dirt or earth cling thereto and that no other herb be mixed with 

it . It is also very important that the herb does not get wet or 

moist in any way . Therefore, pick it not when it rains but , rather, 

when the Sun is shining brightest. 

Gather a large amount of the herb and pulverize it well in a mor

tar made of marble and put i t in a Curcurbite made of Stone with 

a head and receiver luted and set it in Balneo . Let all the water 

distill away until the herb is dry like powder. There will rise 

together with the water, the color of fine gold . This happens only 

with this herb and with no other . Now, when there is no more liquid 

leave the curcurbite sitting in the Balneo for three to four days 

and boi l it night and day , so that all the moisture is complete

ly separated and drawn off . Then let the vessel cool and take a 

way the receiver and stop it carefully and then take off the head. 

Take out the matter (faeces) and grind it well in a marble mor-

tar that it is fine enough to pass through a c o arse seive. Put 
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this powder in an earthen curcurbite and pour on your water and 

aire and sti r it with a wooden ladle. Cover the mouth of the cur-

curbite tightly and set it in a warm bath for nine days so it may 

putrefy. Stir it . daily with a clean wooden ladle , four or five 

times , then re- cover the curcurbite, weighing it down with a 

weight such as a lump of lead . After nine days, take the vessel 

from the Balneo and strain that which is in it into a glazed 

earthen vessel. Strain it well so that the matter drys . Then, take 

this dry powder and put it into his curcurbite and cover it and 

keep it in a warm place until you are given further instructions. 

l . The moist liquor which will be drawn from it will be red in 
colour for the element of fire is there present with the air 
and the water. Put that liquid into a curcurbite of stone and 
put on a head and lute it well. Set it in Balneo with a re
ceiver well luted and distill away all the water , with the 
aire severally from the fire, in a boiling bath until no more 
comes over and the fire will pass away in the bottom . Then 
take the vessel out of the bath and stop it well . Further 
instructions what to do with this will follow . 

2.Then take once again the stone curcurbite wherein is your 
powder and pour on the fire and the aire and stir it well 
with a clean wooden ladle and set it in a warm bath for 
nine more days . As before , cover it well and stir it daily 
four or five times with the ladle . After nine days , strain 
out that which is in the vessel, and pour the liquid into a 
glazed vessel . Put the res idue of the powder into another 
vessel as was done before , and just keep it there until you 
have the instructions on how to remove the combustible oil . 

3 . . Take the vessel now wherein is your fire and mix your liquor 
with i t which you keep in the glazed vessel where your fire 
and aire is,and set a head on the vessel where the matter is 
and lute it. Place it in Balneo and set a receiver to i t , to · · 
the bill of the head , then distill out the wat er and air with 
a boi l ing bath until no mor e comes over and you will then have 
in t he receiver , water and aire . Take them away and take the 
vessel out of the Ba l neo and you will find remaining in the 
bottom a thick Turpentine - like substance . This substance is 
the e l ement of fire mingled with much Faeces . Now the fire is 
to be separated from the Faeces in the following way: pour on 
your water and aire upon that whence you drew it, and stir it 
with a spoon and cover it with a tile and allow it to settle 
for four dayes and t he Faeces wil l fal l into the bottom.Care
fully decant the clear liquid into a clean vessel (curcurbite) 
making sure no Faeces are poured over and stop the first ves.sel 
and set it by . That vessel which contains the water, fire and 
aire , set it in Balneo with a head and receiver fitted and 
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well luted and distill the water and aire in the same de
gree. When no · more comes over, take away the receiver : 
Let the vessel cool and you shall find in the bottom, your 
fire; which keep in his vessel well stopped. Then pour on 
your water and aire on the Faeces again , from whence you did 
draw them, and stir with a spoon and let it settle for four 
days. Carefully decant from the Faeces into the vessel that 
contains your fire, insuring no Faeces passes over. Cover 
your vessel wherein are the Faeces and set it by. But your 
vessel, wherein is your water , aire and fire , set it again 
in Balneo as I showed you and distill away the water and aire 
for they do always pass over together , and the fire will re
maih in the bottom. Pour on the water and aire again , upon 
the Faeces , stir it with a spoon and let it settle once more 
four four days . This is now the third repetition whereby you 
have separated the water and the aire from the faeces. That 
which is clear, decant into the vessel that contains your 
fire. Then put your Faeces into the first vessel which I bade 
you ~eep , in which your combustible oil is . 

CHAPTER XI 

Now you have drawn your fire out of your Faeces; therefore distill 

your water with the _aire and when it will distill no more, take 

away your vessel and you shall find in the bottom , the element of . 

fire. It is not yet pure but foul and full of dregs. Therefore, 

pour on the water and aire again and stir it well with a spoon or 

ladle. Cover it and let it stand and settle four days. Then decant 

out the clear liquid into another vessel (clean) and set aside the 

vessel wherein are the Faeces. Now , the vessel with the fire, water, 

and oil, set into Balneo to distill so long as something comes 

over , then remove it and pour the liquor distilled into the vessel 

that has the Faeces and do as you were taught t o work with the 

Faeces until you have your element of fire without any gr0ss sub-

stances . 

When you have distilled away the water and aire from the fire , and 

allowed it to settle four days, and that all is clear without any 

Faeces , then you shall have your pure fire . Therefore put all your 

faeces together with the first Faeces where the combustible oil is. 
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All the waters that you have drawn , distill by Balneo. To hasten 

the process, distill in ashes that all the water may rise and that 

there remain in the bottom a dusty matter . Pour on fresh distilled 

water again, stir it , keep it in Balneo for 24 hours, then let it 

cool and settle. Pour out (decant) the liquid that is clear , gently, 

from the Faeces. Pour some common water on them and stir it. Set 

it in· Balneo for twelve hours, take it out, let it settle and pour 

the clear liquid into the first water and throw the Faeces away 

as they are worthless. Repeat this work often enough so that no 

more Faeces will settle out. Then you shall have your earth rec

tified from all his Faeces which you shall congeal or dry until it 

be like a powder or dust. Then join that with your other elements 

in the glass and it will at once resolve into his element for the 

element o f water is there present . Set them all together in a fur

nace, upon ashes, put on a head with a receiver well luted. The 

Head must have a hole in the top so that liquid may be poured in 

but this hole must also be well stopped . 

Make a gentle fire in the furnace, at first, but hotter afterwards, 

until that which is fermented does pass . However , do not draw out 

all that is i n but about half a sextary of the liquor with the 

water, that the matter may remain moist . If you were to drive it 

all out, it would congeal into a hard mass and break the glass in 

the furnace! Then, open the hole in the Head , and with a funnel pour 

in that which is in the receiver. However , warm it first to avoid 

breaking the glass by pouring in cold liquid. Of course, you can 

always first cool the glass before pouring. Repeat this imbibition 

ten or twelve times. After this, distill out anything that will 

come over as long as it passes through the neck of the Limbeck. 

After this tenth distillation , the earth will no more be congealed, 
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but will rest in the bottom like a red golden oil. Imbibe it again, 

pouring on the liquor and distilling it until all the elements pass 

by the Limbeck and nothing remains in the bottom of the vessel . 

CHAPTER XII 

Give thanks now to God for His marvelous gifts which he has dis

tributed amongst His Philosophers and hath given them so great a 

knowledge of things as they are uttered in this work, which is all 

together heavenly and more divine than human. For it is a great 

marvel in this life, that man's understanding can bring these infer

ior things to so great perfection that they have attained to the 

highest degree of virtue. Truly it is the work of the Holy Ghost, 

which hath put it into the minds of men. For I do affirm that who- . 

soever hath this herb so prepared, that he may help all the infirm

ities of man ' s bodies whether they be curable or incurable, ex-

cept natural death , which is ordained before unto every man of God . 

Yea , this I dare be bold to say , that if a man uses the weight of 

one scruple of this Quintessence, or the Quintessence of Sugar a~d 

Potable Gold, wherein pearls are dissolved, or the Quintessence of 

Selandine, that man by Gods help will not die before the day of the 

Great Judgement. For the humors in man ' s body can by no means pre

dominate one over another, as is taught in the thirty six chapters 

of Vegetal . In her e is treated the Quintessence of all Medicinal 

things and in here it is shpwed that by Gods help the life of man 

may be prolonged even until that day, void and free from all dis

eases and sicknesses. Further, man may be preserved in the state 

that he was in at thirty years of age and in the same strength and 

force of wit . On this all the Phil0sophers agree that a man may 

continue in the same state as long as in an earth~y paradise. This 
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i? so plainly shown in that chapter, that willy-nilly, you will 

be constrained in your mind to believe it and to admit that it 

is true. 

Therefore , it is not necessary to reason much of the force and 

quality of this Quintessence, but whatsoever a disease man be in

fected with , give him as much of this Quintessence as a nutshell 

will hold , in wine . ~n a short time he will be cured as if by a 

miracle according as the disease is gentle or violent. But if you 

give this Quintessence to drink mixed with Quintessence of Sugar, 

with Potable Gold , wherein pearls are dissolved and with the 

Quintessence of Selandine , within one day you will cure a ll the 

diseases and sicknesses whatever they might be . It can be seen by 

this that the work is divine rather than human. Therefore, give 

God the praise and take heed that you do n ot reveal this secret. 

For by this means, tyrants would prolong their lives so as to ac

complish their wicked deeds and purposes. (whereof both you and I 

would be the occassion) . So then , keep it secret , for it is one 

of the greatest secrets amongst all the Vegetals . There is no 

treasure that can compare to this work. Perform this Work then, 

and distribute it liberally amongst the poor and God will give 

thee eternal felicity . 

CHAPTER XI II 

QUINTESSENCE OF SUGAR 

Here will I show thee a great secret , how to draw the Quintess ence 

from sugar . This truly excells all the vegetable works by means of 

his temperatur e like the incorruptible Heaven which is never hot, 

cold nor dry; but most temperate but nevertheless compounded from 
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the four Elements . But these do not strive with one another for 

they are so conjoined that they can never be separated . They re

main ever simple and fixed in their unity . But this Heaven does 

distribute and give unto the earth whatsoever is necessary for it, 

although that itself be neither hot nor cold, moist nor _dry . The 

Quintessence of sugar has the same Effects and contains the four 

elements such as does gold. As gold is pure , so sugar is impure; 

gold is outwardly hot and moist, inwardly cold and dry and white. 

Sugar is just the opposite , for it is outwardly cold and dry and 

inwardly hot and moist and red. Further, it is fixed both inward 

and outward. Nor is t here anything wanting but that the inward 

quality may be brought,that his redness may appear outwardly and 

that hi s Faeces be separated . Then it is prepared and does not 

need to be fixed for it is fi~ed already and retains within itself 

all outward and inward spirits and all that is volatile. 

Now what his kind is, I will tell you, even from where the orig

inal c ame, that is , even out of the red . However , for more infor

mation , read the thirty-three chapters of the generation of those 

things that grow in the Seas and other waters whose nat ure we 

write about in detai l . Here it will be sufficient to show the or

der how to prepare it and in what order it should be used for Med

ici ne , also to what other things it might be applied . His nature 

is to retain or hold all flying (volatile) spirits and to fix them 

into a stone as shall be shown hereafter . 

CHAPTER XIV 

First you must understand that you cannot separate the Faeces 

except that you bri ng the inward parts outward . That is to say, 
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that his inward dark, golden color must appear. When this is 

distilled, then the redness will be seen and this fire, passing 

the yellowness of his aire, (his incombustible oil), then you 

can first separate the Faeces from the Quintessence . Take then, 

hard and white Sugar , for it is not necessary to travell much 

in dissolving and coagulating it even though there be much im-

purity therein, that hinders not, but that the inward part may 

be brought forth , for it must be purged when as the redness 

shows outward . 

Take therefore, ten to twenty pounds of Sugar, more or less as 

may be convenient , and pound it fine. Put this into a curcurbite 

of hard stone and top this with eight fingers of Aqua Vitae . Then 

distill it in Balneo with a strong fire until nothing further 

comes over . Let it cool and pour on the said Aqua Vitae again. 

Repeat the process six or seven times. Upon completion, open up 

the head and take out the sugar and place it in a strong glass 

and set it in fine sifted ashes and pour thereon the Aqua Vitae 

and distill it until half the liquid (Aqua Vitae) comes over.Then 

pour this Aqua Vitae back on after warming it so the glass will 

not break. Note that the head should have a hole in it to permit 

the pouring on of the Aqua Vitae by means of a funnel. 

Repeat this so ·often in a strong fire that the wine and the sugar 

may boil in and because the half part. of the wine will come away 

quite rapidly , you must at once put on the other part . For if you 

should distill all the wineout, the Sugar will burn due to the 

heat as it must be continually boiling in the glass . (i.e, always 

keep half the liquid in the distilling vessel to prevent burning) 

Also, it would smell of the burning because of the incombustible 
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Sulphur in it. When you observe that half the wine is distilled 

forth , warm this half and put it in the vessel again with a funnel . 

Repeat this process often enough so that the Sugar remains red as 

blood as can be seen through the glass. This procedure will re

quire eight to ten days of effort and is dependent on how you 

attend the fire. (The text is not clear if the work should be done 

in an uninterupted way , ie, non-s top, no sleep, etc. and this will 

depend on how fast it distills over) . 

When the matter does turn red, let it cool and remove the vessel 

with ashes · and set the vessel in Balneo and with a strong fire 

distill off the Aqua Vitae until the sugar remains dry and when 

it will distill no more. Allow it to stand very hot, in Balneo, 

for about four to five days. This will permit the sugar to perfect

ly congeal . Then let this matter cool and remove it (this ' stone') 

which will be pitch black. Then take this stone and put it into a 

great quantity of double distilled common water and set it in Bal

neo for five or six days , with a great heat , lightly covered . Stir 

it daily five or six times with a clean wooden spatula.Let it cool . 

Remove it and allow it to settle three or four days . Decant the 

clear liquid into another vessel and close it well. Then pour onto 

the Faeces the sublimed water as before, and set it into>Balneo 

to digest for several days, stirring it as before with a clean 

ladle·. Then cool it , settle it and decant the clear part to the 

other part already decanted. Then pour more water on the Faeces 

and digest it in Balneo as before , etc . Do this so long as the 

water contains color (tincture). Once it is no longer tinged, then 

stop and cast the Faeces away as they no longer have any virtue 

in them . Now the element of earth is with the element of fire and 

water, neither can they be separated anymore but are fixed together. 
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CHAPTER XV 
Make a trial thereof by burning some of this substance. Nothing 

will remain but, perhaps, some light ashes . It will burn like oil 

or fat. Now, take the glass wherein is all the red solution and 

distill it in Balneo or let it simply evaporate, if you have any 

more of the distilled water, until it be dry. Then, let it cool 

and take off the head and pour thereon more sublimed water and 

set it in Balneo again. Stir it with a wooden ladle as before and 

let it settle as before and decant the clearest part and do this 

until there are no more Faeces. Then put it into a glass that can 

bear a great heat and boil it away or evaporate it until a certain 

scum appears on it . Then, take it forth and set it in a cold and 

dry or hot and dry place and it will grow into a great mass or 

lump, red in color and transparent like a Ruby or other Philoso

phers Stone which if you will reduce it to powder and set in in a 

dunghill, in a large wide glass, allow it to evaporate and it will 

come into a yellow powder like gold . This then is the fixed Quint

essence of Sugar which retains all volatile spirits. Nor will this 

be sweet but have a heaveniy taste which when put in the mouth 

will melt without any feeling . If it be winter or cold, you will 

notice a heat naturally pervading the body and a feeling of light

ness that makes you seem to be able to get up and fly! If you be

come too warm, swallow a little and you will soon cool down as if 

in a cool bath . Thus it works, in heat, moisture , cold and dry

ness , by an incredible Miracle. 

When you wish to use it, drink it with rectified Aqua Vitae, or 

Rose Water, Endive or Scabies, or by itself, and you will witness 

Marvels. If anyone be diseased outwardly with scabs or ulcers, let 

them drink of this and wash the sores with wine , wherein the Quint-
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essence is dissolved, and, like a miracle, this person will soon 

be cured. If anyone is wounded or stabbed with a weapon, so that 

it is not lethal, let him drink a drachm (3 i) of this essence 

with warmed wine and wash the wound with wine wherein the Quint-

essence has been dissolved. This one shall be cured in an amazing 

fashion. It helps in the case of falling sickness and in pestilence 

and all such diseases as may happen to man . If you possess the Aur-

um Potabile ,mix 2 p9unds of this with a pound (lb i) of the Quint-

essence in a glass vessel and set it on a trivet or a dry Balneo 

thirty days in an Athanor and they will be mixed together. Then they 

will most assuredly work miracles in mans body. Further, when you 

h ave extracted the Quintessence of any herb, coagulate and mix it 

with some Aurum Potabile for further miracles. Now, if you will 

h ave it pass the helm, you must put on as much vinegar of Aqua 

Vitae and distil it. Again pour on fresh vinegar or Aqua Vitae 

and draw it away again until the Quintessence ascends in a red-

golden color,as pointed out previously in several places on how 

to distill those matters that are fixed by vinegar or Aqua Vitae, 

for when it is distilled by Limbeck , his virtues are magnified a 

thousand fold and will work unusual cures . Keep this as a secret 

for it is a great mystery in nature. 
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. . • . 

EPILOGUE AND COMMENTS ON THE PREVIOUS TEACHING 

The natural, earthly man is so much afflicted by nature 

with stong emotions that he feels them in all circumstances 

and is almost never found in an impartial frame of mind. 

That, however, is quite incongruous with true wisdom and 

also altogether contrary to the Christian teachings , as is 

expressly specified by the Apostle James when citing the 

characteristics of wisdom with the words: Wisdom from above 

is first of all chaste; after that, peacefully modest; let 

me tell you that it i s full of mercy and good fruit, impartial 

and without hypocrisy. Such partial hearts come to the fore 

especially when something unusual happens to them, when they 

make too much or too little of things, so that even the most 

highly esteemed, when it comes to this, are easily overcome 

by a little female passion. 

Of that we also have the example of an untold number of 

persons in regard to this author. One party, on hearing about 

such an excellent man, falls for him, almost making an idol of 

him. The other, on the contrary , cannot get it into its head 

but stands up against it, calling it vain lies , cheating non-

sense, and bragging . Both, however, are going to unfair ex-

tremes, and the middle course would serve them better (that is) 

to examine everything thoroughly, without emotion, and by the 

good found , recognize the giver. 
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If great talents are found in someone, he has certainly 

not got them of himself; but if someone is full of stupidity 

or deficiencies (shortcomings), he can by the same reasoning 

not be better of himself. Each (of us) should always remem-

ber this. In adversity it will stand him in good stead . In 

addition, it should be highly necessary and unforgettable for 

any conscientious person, namely, (that) if he sees anything 

specially good in any person, he must never praise him in his 

presence, so that he does not become annoyed and thereby tempted 

to think a great deal of himself. On the other hand, if he be

comes aware of someone ' s fault, he must not diminish him in his 

absence or bring contempt upon him, speaking in his heart: I 

thank God that I am not like other people , etc. 

Now then , in regard to what I wanted to remember of our 

above- mentioned author Hollandus, it is concerning the ex

cellent and exceedingly great arcana , on which he gives in

formation in all his Vegetable preparations , that I intend 

this time to put my understanding down here, what one is to 

think of such high matters . (I am doing this) for the sake 

of some of my co- disciples who are beginners , and who have so 

much innate intelligence that they recognize that their love 

for this splendid study cannot be of use to them unless they 

have previously managed , through untiring industry, that they 

can, as far as these secrets are concerned, look into the 

hearts of all old philosophers. Because of this they have 

afterwards the advantage that they cannot harm either them

selves or others in their praatice . 



Instead, others who despise such means of diligent 

reading, wishing to obtain great experience without it, are 

often punished by being obl iged, a f ter spending their own 

funds, to look from time to time for other sponsors, in or

der to test the processes they devised in the labora tory -

until they finally completely despair of the art. Accord

ingly, I f ind in my understanding, which is likewise still 

at the first stage and eage r to learn more, that everything 

that originates in Divine Creation is pure power and might 

of God the Most High, the visible as well as the invisible; 

and noth i ng created can be found or devised which is not 

e ither a substantial, tangible, hard and dry, or soft and 

l iquid , or else an invisible, intangible, spiritual power. 

All such powers, no matter how innumerably-manifold they 

be, have t heir root and origin in the My s terium Magnum, 

wh i ch is the might for all such powers, and proceed from 

there de po t enti a i n ac t um . Thus it turns into an innu

merable-manifoldness which yet arises only from and lives 

in one single root. Just as may be seen that the many 

kinds of plants, whether they be hot, cold, sweet , sour, 

poisonous, salubrious, or whatever their nature, have all 

of them their life and growth from the one sun. And when 

fall and winter take the sun from them, they must all die, 

although they have contradictory properties and are yet of 

one life. 
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Such it is also with all powers created i n rerum Natura ; 

in their mother and origin they are but one and are therefore 

infused into such opposing properties that one should reveal 
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the other all the more. For how could one judge a sweet 

taste if the sour or sharply salted were not known to him? 

How could one truly recognize what is delightful without the 

harsh and bitter, etc.? Since then such opposites come from 

one ground, and it is one and not two or more and therefore 

no discord can be in the one , for 'it is only one and not more 

and has no opposite, one may conclude that such opposition is 

or arises only in manifestation. Likewise, when it returns 

again to its beginning or extreme end (one may conclude that) 

it is no longer so. 

In this world, however, such opposites exist in all things, 

because God, for the revelation of his infinite wisdom, has 

ordained that Nature shall not cease one moment bringing forth 

varied colors, powers, virtues and wonders. This manifoldness 

requires that it must make one thing hard, another soft , a 

third cold, a fourth hot, a fifth dry, a sixth humid , the 

seventh dark, the eighth bright; and the like, through its 

strong activity. Those properties are then also easily changed 

one into another, as also overcome one by another; just as 

when air turns into water , and water again turns into air . 

In the same way darkness is illuminated, brightness is darkened, 

heat is cooled, coldness is heated, dryness is· moistened, moist

ness is dried, motion is stopped , and motionlessness is moved , 

and what else there is. 

From those accidental . and transformable properties one 

may recognize with all philosophers that the same applies to 

the human body. Through constant putting in motion and cir-



culating of its vital power, frequent changes arise in its 

properties . Sweetness sours, purity becomes obstructed by 

mucus, the temperate becomes hot or cold, and (there arise) 

countless more happenings that cause sickness and death. 

As there is one thing in all growing things, however, which 

makes that in it they are one in all their contradictory 

disunion; that all of them take the spark of their life and 

growth from sunshine of the right temperature, and are at 

peace in (better: are identical in) this, no matter how un

like they appear in color, power and virtue . Thus one may 

also recognize that the same thing is one with the sun and 

is the life of all things; but jt must be ignited by the sun, 

because in all other things it is locked in too hard. But 

in the point of the sun life is manifest, and from there it 

must also be excited in all other things. 
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It must not be thought that the sun and planets are only 

in the sky. They are everywhere through the All as seven 

spirits or qualities, which have been noticed to follow one 

another every 24 hours in planetary operation at the edge of 

the created world. Thus then is the same one life the point 

in all things and has been called from old Quinta Essentia, 

Meraurius Vitae, Tinatur Physiaa, Avis Her meti s, Lapis Ani

malis Vegetabilis & Mineralis, and what other names it may 

have. In itself, in its root, it is no other than living 

sulphur and must with its like always be ignited by the sun. 

When we human beings lack the warming sunshine in winter, we 

must warm ourselves with an earthly sulphur-fire, which burns 

only in wood, peat, coal, etc. And whoever is deprived of 
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such warmth in great cold, his members and body first begin 

to twitch, finally turning quite numb. Nor could anyone live 

where such sulphur-warmth were greater (than the right tem

perature for human beings). But why (must) this evanescent 

tincture or life- ignition be so easily obstructed that it 

must stop tincturing its Corpus with life and motion, which 

is death for the creatures of this world? That has been 

caused by the envy of the abominable Satan, for God did not 

make death. Neither does he find pleasure in the destruction 

of the living, as will be proved in lib. Sup . cap. I . 

Whoever knows how to draw the Quinta Essentia out of 

where it is and rid i t of all feoibus , gets with it a real 

bodily sunshi ne which, on account of the oonoentration , will 

strongly prove the whole might of the sun in a small particle 

and is not , like the sun of heaven, again removed from the 

possessor ' s horizon. Therefore, such real sunshine is to 

be sought most , next to God . 

The kindhearted philosophers did not neglect to most 

diligently leave to their successors inducement and teachings 

for reaching these g i fts of God without fail. Of that it is 

not necessary to bear witness in regard of Hoiiandus . His 

own testimony is more important than that an intelligent per

son should not accept it. While we have understood from his 

words that he can cure with the Quinta Essentia all d iseases 

and infirmities that came to his attention, including ridding 

possessed persons of evil spirits , I have already admitted 

before that I cannot say anything else about it but t hat it is 



divine truth that in the true philosophical Quinta Essentia, 

prepared out of the pure fire of the sun and cooked in the 

dew-water of the moon, such heavenly, supernatural might was 

not only found by Hollandus but also by other illumined phi

losophers. 
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Just as t he author of the great Ros a r ium Philosophor um 

states publicly that all illnesses that befall the human body, 

from the crown of his head to the sole of his foot, can be 

taken away completely by the philosophical tincture; even if 

an old man uses that tincture, it can make his senile hair 

f all out and other hair of his previous youth grow instead, 

and restore youthful vigor and strength. Bas i lius Valentinus 

exclaims with great affirmation and stating that he would 

answer for it on Judgment Day, that in the Aster Soli s the 

power and effectiveness of all other subjects are concentra

ted and may be obtained gathered together in it, the whole 

MediainaZ ope~ation, and much more, as all other plants, 

stones and minerals can prove. He also gives more than one 

example of how he himself cured extremely painful bladder 

stones which, however, many consider incurable. 

This is confirmed by the pious Count Be rnhardus (Tre

visanus) by writing in his preface to his a hemiaalZy true 

booklet: "Let no one grudge the labor , or even regret it, 

while it is known for sure that by it he can escape intoler

able poverty and all infirmities of mind and body: Since I 

myself have ex peri mented and helped people troubled by le

prosy, epilepsy , dropsy, consumption, strokes, and gout; 



also those who were possessed by devils, who were raving 

and insane, and many others." 

In the same manner the philosopher Trismosin, pre

ceptor of Paracelsus, writes in his "Treasury of the Red 

Lion" as follows: "Man cannot speak of this secret, much 

less think of it. This is the reason why it is the greatest 

treasure in this world that may be given to man . And if 

GOD the Almighty LORD of heaven and earth would help, man 

might live and sustain his life for four hundred years with 

this arcanum when it turns into the Medicina. For the great 

fire of this secret renews man from scratch, so that the 

humor radicalis is totally renewed in the human body. And 

I , Trismosin, say by my highest truth, that I have given of 

this medicine, as I had prepared it from the red lion , to 

60 and 70 year- old women who afterwards bore children again. 

I gave of this medicine to an old man of 89 years. He be

came transformed (younger). His skin and hair all changed, 

and he lived for thirty more years afterwards ." 
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Enough such testimonials are found with many other cred

ible authors , and I have only qu oted these few so that the 

beginning seeker should feel assured, aside from me , that God 

has provided for superabundant help for all our infirmities , 

not only of the soul but also of this wearisome body, pro

vided we seek understanding from him in long-lasting, earnest 

persistence , so as to partake of it ourselves . But whosoever 

craves or desires understanding and true wisdom must know that 

such is no other than the breath of Almighty God or the breath-



ing of the Divine Power and the effulgence and radiance of 

the Eternal Light, which the wise author of the splendid 

Book of Wisdom loved above all treasures as a most noble, 

chaste virgin, forever abiding with God. And he asked the 
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.Most High to give her to him as his bride, who was then also 

united to his soul in an eternal marriage bond . He testifies, 

however, that she does not enter evil souls at all, nor dwell 

in lives subject to sin, that is, of those who wallow in all 

kinds of sinful mud, such as gluttony, drunkenness, whoring, 

lying, cheating, arrogance , etc. That is why each must get 

rid of such monstrosities as well as of all tempting and bad 

company. He must be a complete transformation, become ac

customed to a penitent and pious life for as long as he lives , 

praying to GOD day and night for the spirit and mentality of 

Christ. Then he will acquire the precious pearls which all 

other sages have also possessed. And when knowledge is granted 

thus by the Father of Lights , the longer it lasts , the more he 

will understand from where the opposites in nature come, and 

how one put opposite the other causes a struggle, and how one 

drives the other away; also that there is as much potentia in 

one as in the other , but that in aatu one is at times superior 

to the other, just as a greater fire dries up a smaller mois

ture . On the other hand , if moisture or water is present in 

a larger quantity , it extinguishes the blaze of the fire . 

Aside from that , however, there is in nature as much potentia 

or ability in one as in the other. One whole element cannot 

be or become more than its opposite. The whole element water 

cannot dissolve the element earth or predominate it. Like

wise, earth cannot congeal water or make it thicker, and like-
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wise , aompariis potentiaZiter with the others . 

In actuality, however , it is as follows: Generatio 

unius est aorruptio alterius , since now vis aoagulativa now 

vis solutiva predominates ; now subtiliativa , now inaras sativa , 

etc. , as t he Philosophia proves in several ways , while also 

teaching how to overcome one of these contingencies with 

another. 

When a Tartarus , or stone, coagulates in a person, it 

must be reduaed by means of vis solutiva and again dissolved. 

Similarly, how to bring the opposite qualities into tempera

ture , so that one is in balance by the other and none over

powers the other or can itself be overcome . That is the 

content of the teachings of all philosophers concerning the 

Quinta Essentia which , when it is brought to its highest de

gree of perfection, can no more be overcome at all . Instead , 

it can do as much in patiendo as fire or some other things in 

agenda . For thi s reason Tauler says of a perfect human soul 

that it is all powerful in suffering, just as God is almighty 

in acti on . 

Since t h e Quint a Essentia is an indestructible substantial 

life , in which all opposites are united and brought into one 

simple mode of existence, it also makes everythi ng temperate 

and in balance when it reaches man's body. If t hen vis aoag

ulativa wanted to predominate, vis soZutiva woul d be rei n 

forced by the substantial life of Quinta Essentia. It would 

be as p owerful in dissolvi ng as the other in coagulating, re-



resulting in a right equilibrium, just as Quinta Essentia 

produces normally. Such is Hollandus's opinion which he 

expounds from time to time in detail. 

To this someone might object: Why then did all those 

who possessed veram Quintam Essentiam, including Hollandus 

himself, die? Why did they not always stay in temperatum? 

so that no death could touch them? The answer is that God 

has set a goal for man 's life , and Quinta Essentia cannot 
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be effective against God 's Almighty will. Just as at the 

time of the F lood the element water could predominate over 

the others at the behest of God and afterwards , al though it -· 

went around the earth over the highest mountains by 15 ells 

(yards) , it nevertheless had to suffer to be dried out again. 

That is why nothing can stop the Will of the Omnipresent 

Creator. At his command water must forget its power to 

quench, and fire, to burn , as the most glorious instruction 

may be found on this in the Book of Wisdom. So that the 

omnipresent, omnipotent Creator, when his hour has arrived 

to look after things and visit the sin, withholds all bless

ings, so that the very best medicine must also be of no avail. 

That is the reason why that fits in here what the author of 

the little tractate called Mysterium Naturae Occultae writes 

in these words: "As often as I think of the very s erious 

threats which GOD the LORD holds before all trespassers of 

his Law, which I often do, I must get afraid to the utmost 

with my whole body and soul." The words of the Law are the 

following (Deut. 28.v . 59): "The LORD will deal with you in 

a wonderful way, tormenting your seed, and it shall be great 



and special plagues and evil and special sicknesses." The 

same Prophet teaches that God's wrath will be so great on 

account of the sins that all salubrious medicines (which are 

the greatest gifts of God aside from the work of salvation) 

will be powerless. 
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How great now this curse is will all those see who ex

perience in their bodies that all medicaments are cursed on 

account of their sins. That is why the Medici (doctors) did 

not wish to resort to the medicine but withdrew their support 

from diseases when they noticed something divine in them and 

were foi led as much by the variety as the multitude of the 

illnesses. 

Aside from that , however, in order to spe~k more natur

ally about the much vaunted Quinta Essentia, the author just 

quoted duly says in the same little tractate: "One dose of 

this superb and very famous medicine rids man of all doubts, 

all "accidental" illnesses, renews t he whole body, keeping 

it safe from all severe blows. For this spiritual medicine 

penetrates to the quick (literally : through mark and bones) 

to the root of the i l lness , and takes the lead in the weak 

nature by its manufactured, purifying power which improves 

it (the body) most beautifully i n all ill health. It brings 

sleep for rest and appetite to eat. In truth, when a medicine 

cuts out the root of the sickness, also inducing sleep and 

appetite, I would not know what more i t could do. And al

though the counter-chemists generally object to this that a 

saddle could not fit all horses nor a shoe do justice to all 



feet - with which usual argument they believe that they can 

cast destruction and doubt upon the unbelievable power of 
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the universal medicine - the intelligent and rightminded will 

nevertheless clearly recognize what a great difference there 

is between a saddle and a spiritual Medicina . Then they must 

also see that a saddle may fit many thousands of horses and 

a shoe may be put on many thousands of feet. When now such 

a thing is conceded to and said about this medicine , I am 

satisfied; for I do not say that all men can hope to be helped 

by this medicine, but only many thousands. 

In addition, some might object that a (single) thing 

could not agree with many . Then I ask from experience wheth

er this one sun, air, fire, etc. , is not good for many, yea, 

probably all. Our medicine is sun , fire, air, and spirit, 

which , if Master Prig does not understand , I consider it due 

to his ignorance and not to the art, just as the aut hor ' s 

words state when he subsequently also gives good guidance 

for the preparation of that medicine out of Mercurial fount 

of metals. 

My whole extensive presentation is meant to achieve that 

you give credit to the good teachings, drawn from Divine Light , 

of the highly experienced, lovable HoZZandus and other philo

sophers, among whom I would count especially Jakob Boehmets 

Teutonici PhiZosophi writings which, aside from the Holy 

Scripture , are unequalled and put before you the heart and 

innermost center of all things. Do not think that it is due 

to emotion that I g i ve such great honorary titles to such 
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talented men, but rather (I am doing it) for your best, also 

to induce you to read without tiring, continually , with im

partial attention , the books of the wise men. If you are 

sincere toward God and your neighbor, you will not regret it. 

As an example you have Count Bernhardus Trevisanus~ 

Zaoharius , the French nobleman, and others who came to the 

most secret jewel of the philosophical stone without oral 

revelation , solely through the diligent reading of the books 

of other philosophers. It may well take somewhat long till 

some understanding is derived f rom reading; but one must not 

tire continuing until a right idea follows (suggest : one 

must not stop until a right understanding of the work follows), 

even if it were to happen only after several years. What are 

useful books for this purpose I have in part specified in my 

Luoerna Salis Philosophorum . Remember also to be on guard 

against Sophist books, which include those of the presently 

very famous Chemical Scribe G. As I understand it, they 

have caused my words to be misunderstood by many, as though 

I tried to diminish him in the minds of the fanciers, which 

is not my intention at all. Instead, I wish to set forth 

(my views) as I see them, without respect of persons . 

Accordingly, all philosophers consider it Sophistry to 

look for something in a place where it is not, or to establish 

some processes against the orderly course of nature, which 

also he, through whom all things are made does not allow this 

highest philosophical teaching to do. Is it possible to gather 

grapes from thorns or figs from thistles? I therefore sought 



in my above-mentioned (work) to call the attention of the 

fanciers of the blessed philosophical work to the fact that 
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all those philosophical processes of the said author, whether 

they have in parts been customary , or in parts newly invented 

by him, are to be considered Sophistry in regard to their ap

plication to the work . Reason : The age- old philosophers 

did not know anything about such things, did not distill, 

calcinate, sublimate, imbibe, etc. , in such a way; but if 

they wished to propagate a thing, they simply took its spe

cific seed , each according to its kind and species, and put 

it into its own matrix , thus processing it according to na

ture, as the propagation of a human being, a kernel or a 

plant shows . And since the philosophical o pus regenera-

t ionis is precisely based upon the simple course of nature, 

is quite easy and simple in itself, yet is the greatest gift 

of God in this world next to the soul's salvation, the phi

losophers have described it in veiled language , so that those 

who might have bad intentions would thereby be led astray, 

while the rightly-motivated, by praying for divine help, 

could snatch the truth from them (or "cull the truth"). That 

is how all present- day chemical disciples will speak, for their 

works are quite sophistic according to the letter and are needs 

written in such a way that those who intend to misuse them are 

misled thereby. But they are nevertheless truly philosophical 

and can lead to wisdom and its treasures . 

Geber also used such a style in a masterly fashion. He 

himself says that he wrote in that way so that his opinion 

should not remain secret for the intelligent; that the mediocre 
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should find it hard enough to understand him, whereas the 

ignorant should be miserably excluded from the sense. That 

is also why Count Bernhardus complains bitterly about Geber, 

as do ArcheZaus, Ratin, RupesciZZa and others , that they are 

mostly mixed with Sophistic processes which he , Bernhardus, 

fought very much in the beginning. Not that he wished to 

disgrace the famous philosophers of Sophistry by his work, 

for it is a masterful work in itself , as may be seen by 

that which the esteemed author of Vere Veritatis writes, as 

printed in the "Wasserstein der Weisen" by Dr . Adam von 

Bodenstein , page 259, (namely) that he was a Master of Soph

istry and had written many books on Alchemy, ful l of Sophist 

rules . They had looked as if a powerful understanding was 

contained in them, while they were nevertheless without 

foundation. However, he did not wish to burden his person 

with that work and was now saying that he had been a Medicus 

and a good Sophist . But according to his own writings , he 

had not well understood the natural art of Alchemy or Secreta 

Saturnae . Ther efore he wished to tell the simple people who 

base themselves upon such things, to guard against them , be

cause their temptation is g r eat but their truth bad. 

Accordingly , I wanted to suggest with my book that every 

seeker should tread carefully, not lightly working according 

to the letter of some process. Rather, he should at first 

work with praying and reflecting about whether he could really 

start (the process) and whether he had actually understood the 

author ' s meaning , before losing labqr, expense and time in vain 

in it. But I do not intend to diminish such authors or anyone 



else with saying so. For as little as the literal content 

of all such processes with all their rules will be found 

by every reader without any mistakes , just as little should 

everything be destroyed on account of one or several mis

takes. Rather, one should stop short of all speculations 

which might incite a man to more inventions and knowledge . 

And I cannot say anything else but that much good is con

tained in the work of the said author, especially in his 
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P. 0., one piece of which pays enough for the price it costs. 

The very precious Secretum Philosophorum , however, should 

not be sought in that kind of processes, and should much less 

be clearly described each time . Unless someone wished will

ingly to draw upon his head the curses of the philosophers , 

as when Ratis says that if anyone were to divulge this su

preme good to someone unworthy of i t, he would become a vio

lator {desecrater) and breaker of the divine secret. 

Raimund LuZZus says: " He shal l be condemned at Judgment 

Day." The author of the great Rosarium says: "He shall be 

cursed and die of a stroke." Basilius VaZentinus announces: 

"Such a one could not be reconciled to God , and would fall to 

the devil everywhere." HoZZandus says from time to time: 

"He shall be purged temporarily and eternally." I, the dis

c i ple of those men who rest in God, say Amen to this , knowing 

that it shall be so. For if God deems a little faith of the 

size of a mustard seed , so worthy that it can move mountains, 

what will he do for the strong, magic faith of those men , as 

he sufficiently proved for Joshua by letting the sun stand 



still. Whether my unemotional opinion is received badly 

or well by one or another, can give or take little or no

thing from me. Although I should prefer to see, and would 

yet desire , that no one should find cause for adversity i n 

my plain explanation . Such a one would only harm himself 

in his inner man. 

Instead , everyone who as a Christian gets totally rid 

of grudge, anger and enmity, also in regard to those who 

had offended him in the extreme , and who now becomes re

conciled with his counter- value as if he had never been 

injured, as if it were all past, so that not the smallest 

spark of annoyance or displeasure stays in his mind be-
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cause of the offense; as long as a person does not act thus 

just as long as he does not find real Grace with God but says 

the prayer of the LORD for his own damnation; since the 

Heavenly Father, in Christ's words, will deal with us in 

the same way that we have dealt with our debtor. This all 

the more since he gave us an example in this and became re

conciled wi.th us through the slaughter of his own son, while 

it was not he who had offended us in the extreme , but we had 

offended him in the extreme. Enough of that for this time. 

Now it rem~ins for me to say - if someone did not know 

it yet - what Isacu s Bollandus intended to do by writing such 

opera as Animalia, Vegetabilia, and Mineralia. The meaning 

of it is that all sublunary things, originating in the elements, 

are comprised in three different realms. Among animal (things) 

are included all animals, worms, birds, fish moved by life, 
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stirring, and endo~ed with sensitivity, and everything re

quiring breath, in addition to all substances coming from 

and out of them. The vegetable (things) comprise everything 

that grows and greens, out of the earth, leaves, grass, wood, 

stalks, blades and what there is about them in roots , fruit 

and other matters. Likewise some such greening vegetable 

(things) coming from the water , such as duckweed, etc. By 

mineral (t hings) we understand all the thing s that are coagu

lated within the earth, such as the ore of a l l metals and 

minerals , likewise various rocks, and whatever mountain 

juices, sulphur, alum, etc ., are brought or boiled out of 

the earth. 

The noblest subjects of these three realms are the human 

be~ng , wine and gold , which are greatly interrelated, as the 

philosophers long ago d iscovered . They also taught how to 

prepare the animal stone from man, the vegetabl e stone from 

wine , and the mineral stone from gold- nature, or altero Soli s , 

which three stones contai n all the power of al l nautre within 

themselves, especial ly the last one on account of its power

ful projection, and they are a truly divine mystery as they 

(the philosophers) proclaim unanimously (as I intend to des

cribe in future in detail in my Har monia , please it God) . 

With all this Hollandus deals in his writi ngs in full 

detail , and he has compil ed the magnalia and secret operations 

of each realm in a special opus • • .• .. going from one to another 

and explaining one through another. Which I greatly desire the 

reader to understand well; and closing with this, I am bringing 



him under the wings of Grace of the (heavenly God) recom

mending him with all my heart for the very necessary under

standing. 
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THE PHILOSOPHER'S STONE 

A fragment taken from the writings of : 

J OHANNES ISAAC HOLLANDUS 
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A FRAGMENT OF ISAAC HOLLANDUS' PHILOSOPHER' S STONE 

When you have discovered how to project your Stone upon Venus to the 

Red , remember to fix and sublime the material of the Stone, always us

ing a slow fire , for although it takes rather a long time, its moisture 

is conserved better by so doing . 

SUB LIMAT ION OF TH E STON E 

To make your earth , or body, or ferment , or fi xed material volatile 

again , three parts of volatile material must be mixed with one of the 

fixed, and sublimed on a gentle heat , as I showed you before. When the 

volatile parts overcome the fixed , they readi ly carry them with them 

into the height , for then they are more desirous of embracing each other . 

Others place all the material in the fixing glass, as before, and 

all the colours in the world appear , then diminish little by little, 

and finally all end up as a plain white colour. Rejoice at this , for 

then your Stone is fixed . 

And again there were others, a little clever than the former , who 

thought that the Stone thus produced was the Stone complete in all its 

parts , and proj~cted it upon Jove and Mercury , and because it neither 

melted nor entered , they despaired and gave up the work . On the con

trary, they s hould have had no doubts , if they had understood what the 

ancients wrote , for they say in many places that the lower world must 

be moistened with May dew until it bears white and red flowers. 

So the King must be fed with his own milk until he has grown up , 
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by watering this earth with clear water of paradise, that often ascends 

into heaven and descends to earth again. 

So that we may come to the completion of the work , take your fixed 

Stone, as said above, and mix it with a fourth part of Spirit, so that 

there are three parts of Stone , and one of spirit, and place it in a 

fixing glass , and the one part of spirit will soon be fixed with the 

Stone . For whereas three parts of spirit easily draw one part of body 

with them into the height, so on the contrary , three parts of fixed mat

erial cause one of volatile to assume their own nature and appearance 

without difficulty. 

Now when that part has been fixed , add to it another in order to 

fix it, always keeping the same proportion of fixed to volatile, and 

repeat this until your Stone flows into a clean strip of Venus exactly 

as oil enters dry leather , then you have the Philosopher ' s Stone with 

all its powers . 

From this it is clear how much material should be taken at first to 

complete the whole work, and what quantity of spirits the work requires . 

For in the beginning a great quantity of them must be fixed with earth , 

and the spirit fixed with three portions of earth is always to be carr

ied on high with a fresh portion of spirit . And again , when the whole 

material has been fixed with its ferment, it must be sublimed with three 

times the amount of spirit, until all becomes volatile , and when it has 

been fixed for the third and fina l time , fresh spirit is again to be 

added to it, until it liquefies like butter. And so all these things 

are accomplished by the aid of the spirit. 

And so the more the spirit is fixed with it , the more spiritual it 
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becomes , until at length it can be reduced to a sticky powder ,which 

melts more readily than butter in the sun ; it does not prove to be en

tirely good , but you must be careful of it , for it is more or less liqu

efiable according to the nature of the metal , so that if you p r oject 

it upon Venus , it is less fusible than when projected upon Jove, and 

upon Jove less fusible than upon Saturn , and upon Saturn less than upon 

Mercury . 

You should realize that all these metals must be purified and clean

sed of their dregs; see what Isaac says of the White, when writing about 

the first part of the medicine . 

HULT I Pi. !'CAT I ON OF THE · STONE 

This therefore, is the way in which you shall multiply your Stone : -

first make , according to the art , a strong water from equal parts of 

Saltpetre and vitriol, cleansed of their dregs . GRind the caput mortuum , 

dissolve , filter , and crystallize in ordinary water, grind until it is 

fine , pour on to it the strong water previous ly extracted from it, and 

distill as much as you are able. 

Again grind the caput rnortuum , dissolve , filter , crystallize, and 

distill as before and do this until the whole salt ascends with the 

strong water; you will have a precious red water, shining at night like 

the fires of Hell; rectify this by reflux distillation on the water

bath , then it wil l be ready to multiply your Stone by solution in this 

manner. 

Dissolve your blessed Stone in your water , which is soon done, place 

it in a warm bath , with an alembic luted to it as a receptacle , extract 
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the water from it, and when it has been extracted, take some of the pow

der from the cucurbit, and try it on a clean strip to see if it is vol

atile, as I said elsewhere , then pour the water on it again , and extr

act it as before, and test it again , to see if it is a little more vol

atile than previously . If not , pour the strong water on it again, and 

distill as above until all the powder flies away from the shining strip, 

which is a sign that it is sufficiently dissolved, then sublime it three 

or four times , as above, without the addition of any dregs, in a fixing 

furnace , first with a gentle heat , increasing it gradually , until it is 

fixed. Then weigh it, and to three parts of fixed matter, add one of 

spirit, and again fix as before, and r epeat the operation, until that 

which was sublimed is fixed , which soon occurs, for all parts of the 

Stone are fixed simultaneous l y , one fixed part fixing another. Know 

that our Stone is neither fixed nor volati le, but both , and it is a l so 

a strong spirit. 

Furthermore , what we call fixation , is not really a fixation ; it 

is only that the subtle parts thicken into one, so that (the Stone) may 

bear the fire again , and be made ready for projection . 

You will be able to multiply your Stone two or three times , but 

not more, for its volatility becomes too great , and when you dissolve 

it in the water, it invisibly flies and flees away; but enough of this . 

The ancient Philosophers who made the Stone were ignorant of strong 

waters , but strove by calcination , reverberation , solution in air and 

vinegar , and crystallation to open the Stone until its spirituality re

turned . However, when it was completed they were not unaware of the 

art of multiplication, but dis t illed it in vinegar to bring it back to 
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a clear oil . When they again wished to compress it into a hard mass , 

they mixed it with Sol , decorporated and red as blood, in a single sol

ution and crystallization , and heated it in the f urnace over a gentle 

indirect heat till it became a red mass . 

You should know that under all greenness blackness lies hidden , un

der all blackness, whiteness, and whatever has been created b~ God con

tains a perfect redness, either intrinsically , or extrinsically. For 

whatever is red on the outside is white on the inside, and vice v ersa, 

there bei ng an infinite variety of col ours between these two . 

The St one is the same inwardly and in the middle as it is outward

ly, and it performs a perfect operation upon whatever it is projected 

upon, bringing its interiour to the outside, and vice versa. Moreover 

it i s Luna i ntrinsically , and good clear red Sol. 

And when the Stone is projected upon Venus, which is inwardly white , 

it brings it to the surface, and makes it clear white Luna, and drives 

its redness inside . Thus every metal contains tincture in itself, wh

ether of the White or of the Red , and even if the Stone gave no tinct

ure of its own (although it does) , metals would have no need of it. 

The STone brings forth the tinctures hidden in savage metals , as 

the Sun makes all things grow; nevertheless , if it strikes the seed for 

a thousand years with its rays , it will never put odour , nor colour, 

nor taste into it , for these lie shut up in the seed, and will never 

come to light and life , nor will any fruits emerge from the seed, un

less they are warmed and penetrated by the rays of the Sun . 

All the same , each receives its share of them from its own body; 

for God included what it needed in everything created , and everything 

has enough of its own tincture, nor does it need any addition from else-
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where; it is its own medicine , neither has it need of some foreign ex

cess to cure all its own diseases, whether it is vegetable, animal, or 

mineral. 

Because if this were not so, the works of God would not be perfect . 

God forbid, for God created everything so that it could be perfect, so 

it lacks nothing . 

Now the more anything approaches its own proper perfection , the 

simpler it becomes, and the nearer it is to its supreme end and goal , 

the fewer colors it has. When it comes to the final and extreme finish 

that God ordained for it , it has the same tincture within as without , 

and so it embraces in itself all the powers and abilities of all the 

colours that it had previously. 

DI SSOLVING THE STONE 

The material of the Stone is to be dissolved like this , by carry

ing out all operations upon it in a bath, until it turns into the gr

een Lion; after this it should be dissolved in water of May Dew , or it 

may liquefy by itself in the damp, then evaporate the solution and keep 

the water , and evaporate until its moisture is used up, and a thin skin 

begins to cover its surface. Then place the cooled vessel in a cold 

damp room and the material will crystallize into small stones , like 

saltpetre or alum . 

Take these out and evaporate the remainder as before , and crystall

ize again, and do as you did before, until all your material has tur

ned into small stones. Put all of them into a phial and place it on 

hot cinders , and it will soon turn into water ; evaporate this and you 
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will have a white powder, which you should heat for the space of two 

or three Dominican prayers in a reverberatory furnace on a low heat 

till it reddens. Then take it out and dissolve it in distilled water , 

extract the clear part by filtering , and continue in this way until it 

is all spiritual, and keep it . 

God be blessed down the ages, Amen . 

PHILOSOPHICAL QUESTIONS AND AN SWER S FROM 

THE SANCTUARY OF ST. MARY OF AQUITAINE 

Mercury is prepared philosophically in order that 1) its leaden 

opacity may be entirely removed , and to bring it back to a clear trans

parent state; 2) to remove its excess of earthy heaviness , for too much 

earthiness and wateriness hinder its powers; 3) so that its volatility 

on heating shall be removed . 

These are the superfluous things in Mercury which prevent it from 

being perfect. So the philosophical salt is made by purification, us

ing the Art ; it is washed with salt and vinegar of the philosophers. 

Whatever is superfluous in its nature must be removed , and what is lack

ing must be supplied . 
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